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Road Thunder Pro is available only where .redl car audio is sold. For the
name of'the MTX dealer nearest you or for pore information, write us at
MTX, 555 West Lamm Rocd, Freeport, -IL 61032. Or call 815-232-2000.
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Nº 30
REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS

..

.

Mark Levinson' components have earned a reputation
for their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm of
so-called high -end audio. The quality that you see and hear
in a Mark Levinson component is not the result of automated
mass production-rather, it is the result of painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride in the art of
craftsmanship.
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Mark Levinson compcnents are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate
in their production share the feeling of pride that comes
from knowing that they contribute to a product that
defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we introduce the Mark Levinson Nº 30 Reference
Digital Processor. Five years of exhaustive

research into digital audio yielded a
processor worth waiting for, deserving of
the Levinson marque.
The Nº 30 is a true reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music. It
brings to your home the accuracy as well
as the essence of the performance. Finally,
the promise of digital audio is fulfilled.

._

The Nº 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist -with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of
music is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality
of the Nº 30, we recommend that you visit your
Mark Levinson dealer for a full audition.

arñu
Levinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

FAX (203) 346-1540

FAST FORE -WORD

THE

get lots

of press

releases, as you might

well expect, and somewhere around
50% of them wind up in one of the

to finance the new firm when he heard

three circular files which grace my
office.

Of the

that Allison Acoustics had severe financial

rest, almost all are

New Products announcements. We

currently have
cabinets

10

five -drawer filing

of them, some of which

famous that one is on display at the
Smithsonian Institution. Villchur decided

date back

to this magazine's residence on Long
Island. It's nothing new for me to get an
announcement that a speaker company
has been newly formed, and I usually just
pass along the item to our Annual
Equipment Directory crew, headed by the
able Ken Richardson.

Ln.;
,

problems primarily caused by a failed
relationship with its major investor.
RDL, an acronym for Room Designed
Loudspeakers, will be located in
Bellingham, Mass.
In other news, President Bush signed
the Audio Home Recording Act into law
on October 28th;

I

gave details about the

legislation last month. I learned of the
signing when U.S. Sony Software President
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am promised an

Michael Bieber
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Michael Aldred, Herman Burstein,
David L. Clark, Anthony H. Cordesrnan,
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Edward M. Long, Robert D. Long,
Frank Lovece, Ion W. Poses, Jon R. Sank,
John Surlier, Michael Tearson,
Jon & Sally Tiverr, Michael Wright

will be shipping 180 DCC titles

by early December. David Blaine, Senior
Vice -President of PolyGram Group

Distribution, said in a press conference
(held jointly with Philips, who announced

I

Ill

Haute, Ind. (see photo). Located just
across the road from Sony Music's CD
plant, the new MD factory is even bigger,
which shows Sony's confidence in the new
format. Billboard reports that most of the
MI) titles now available in Japan are by
teen -queen pop idols, and the artists in the
20 -unit group -pack for U.S. dealers are
rock or pop. Watch for a hardware review

says they

nice," usually in appreciation of an
unusually well-done piece of equipment.
But I got one a couple of days ago that
feel is extraordinary enough that it should
be shared, so let me selectively quote it:
Edgar Villchur, founding father of
Acoustic Research and inventor of the
acoustic suspension woofer and the dome
tweeter, has joined Roy Allison to form
RDL Acoustics. The pair had, of course,
collaborated at AR, and one of their

Eugene Pius

ASSISTANT EDITOR/MUSIC

early production unit within two weeks.
Contrary to earlier rumors, PolyGram

However, once in a while I get a release
that makes me say, "Hey, that's really

V.P./EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Michael Schulhof announced it in
dramatic fashion at the opening of a huge
new MiniDisc production facility in Terre

in an issue or hvo, as

r.- .Fe

EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY

the DCC900 recorder) that some 290,000
prerecorded tapes had been recalled due to
"compatibility problems." "Seize the
opportunity," told him later. "Pass them
out to journalists as proof of PolyGram's
1

insistence on quality." "Maybe," he

responded. "They would make nice

paperweights!"

speakers, the classic AR -3, became so

AUDIO/JANUARY
6
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History Repeats Itself
History shows that in 1973 the Nakamichi 1000 forever changed the
destiny of the audio cassette. Against all odds the world's first true 3 -head
cassette deck had transformed a medium designed for convenience
into a serious audio recordist's dream -come -true.
Now, the dream continues

... Nakamichi's new line for 1993-consisting

of four CD players, three cassette decks, three audio receivers and
two audio/video receivers-incorporates Nakamichi's latest technologies
and most refined build quality.

Developed through both extensive "live vs. reproduced" listening tests
and laboratory measurements, the new Nakamichi line combines outstanding
musical accuracy with the most advanced ergonomics and features.
For example, the new A/V receivers employ advanced DSP circuitry for both
ambience synthesis and Dolby' Pro Logic Surround decoding.
By performing signal processing entirely in the digital domain, Nakamichi can
create the most natural sounding effects ... without noise or distortion.
The only aspect of the new Nakamichi line that you might find surprising
is its remarkable affordability. Audition the new Nakamichi line today,
and be a part of history in the making ... again.
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Nakamichi America Corporation 19701 S. Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502 Phone: (310) 538-8150
Nakamichi Canada 276 South West Marine Drive, Vancouver, B.C. V5X 2R4 Phone: (604) 324-7535
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SIGNALS & NOISE
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Letters? You're Standing in Them
Dear Editor:
Having read your "Fast Fore -Word" in
the September 1992 issue, I'd like to offer
my enthusiastic endorsement of CES -type
audio shows for consumers.
The turnouts this past year at the Chicago CES and the Stereophile Show in Los
Angeles should be sufficient indication to
manufacturers that there is a huge group of
consumers out here who would enjoy the
opportunity to review/sample/listen to a
broader range of hi- and mid -fi equipment
without being slave to the products that
one retailer happens to carry. Your suggestion of three shows per year in varying locations is excellent.
I would further suggest that your magazine initiate (perhaps reinstitute-I've subscribed for only three years, so I'm not
aware of your past practices) a "Letters"
section not wholly devoted to technical
questions (as is "Audioclinic"). One of the
joys of Stereophile is the letters section. The
consumer learns a great deal from the
multiple points of view that the editors are
brave enough to print. However, it concerns me that Stereophile has cornered the
market on reader response. I believe that
Audio's readers could benefit as much from
such exchanges.
Kevin

J.

East

Herndon, Va.
Editor's Note: Ahem. Perhaps our cute title
"Signals & Noise" is to blame for your confusion, but the department you're reading
right now is indeed our general letters
section and has appeared under this name
since February 1983. Granted, it has not
been published in every issue, but never let
it be said that Audio is not a tome of the

brave.-K.R.
"O, I.C.," Ys 4N(sic) Xpert
Claims, "Lirpa Means 2B a Ts!"
Dear You Guys:
You just couldn't resist, could you? First
you hit us with the Lirpa Labs Stealth
gizmo (April 1991), and now you've

sneaked the Lirpa Labs U8 -IT ambience
and/or surround sound processor into the
35th Annual Equipment Directory (October 1992). "You ate it"? "Doo-wop"? Delay
times listed as inbound and outbound?
Ambience presets for everything but the
echo in the showers at the gym? And that
price?
What are you trying to do? See if you can
get some potential buyers from the kinds of
folks who buy connecting wires at 525/
foot? Find out exactly what kind of nuts actually sit and read the equipment guide
(probably the same types who read dictionaries or the entire Yellow Pages)? Or rather
did some junior, junior, junior editor on
your staff simply want to sneak in his own

V.P./GROUP PUBLISHER
Nicholas Matarazzo
(212) 767-6035

V.P./ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER
Tony Catalano
(212) 767-6061

GENERAL MANAGER
Greg Roperti

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
Silvia Coppola

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Kerry Tonning
RESEARCH MANAGER
Dru Ann Love

OFFICE MAN \GER
Nadine Goody
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Sylvia Correa
AD COORDINATOR
Linda Neutveiler

Kilroy?

\\'hatever, it was fun finding it, and I'd
be really interested in knowing how many

other terminally bored and insomniac
readers contacted you about the thing.
Rd. Giarc Llerrern
Sallad, Xet.

Terminally Bored and Insomniac Reader
Contacts Us About the Thing
Dear Editor:
I was happy to see Lirpa Labs continues
to be represented in Audio, most recently
in your Annual Equipment Directory. Although Lirpa's catalog has been somewhat
reduced in recent years (to one ambience
device, apparently), your coverage has allowed me to assemble a Lirpa-based system
that is unique, if not envied by my audiophile friends.
Donald F. Schmidt
Phoenix, Ariz.

P.D.Q. Lirpa's Flying Diddle?
Dear Editor:
Your report on Hiram Diddle's Congres-

sional Model Subwoofer ("Signals &
Noise," April 1992) was very good and
worthy of Peter Schickele himself. Perhaps
there could he a P.D.Q. model in his honor,
one free from room -placement difficulties
(avoiding the diddle factors of so many
high -end speakers). I'm surprised that
AUDIO/JANUARY
8

1993

ADVERTISING
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-""" Kris Kross-Totally Krossed
Out. Warm It Up; Jump; etc.
(Ruffhouse/Columbia) 435.743
Eric Clapton-Unplugged. Layla;
Tears In Heaven; plus more.
(Reprise/Duck)
446.187
Great White-Psycho City
(Capitol)
447.565
Randy Travis -Greatest
Hits, Vol. 2 (Warner Bros.)
448.662
Randy Travis -Greatest
Hits, Vol. (Warner Bros.)
448.654

Michael Bolton -Timeless (The
Classics). Yesterday; Drift Away;
plus more. (Columbia)
445.494

Bobby Brown -Bobby. Humpin'

Extreme -III Sides To Every
Story. Rest In Peace; and more.
(A&M)
447.540

Genesis -We Can't Dance. Title

Around: Two Can Play That Game;
445.403
more. (MCA)

Billy Ray Cyrus -Some Gave All.

Pearl Jam -Ten. Even Flow;
Jeremy, Once; plus many more.
428.433
(Eprc/Assoc.)

Mariah Carey -MTV Unplugged.
I'll Be There; Emotions; others.
441.790
(Columbia)

"Boomerang"-Orig. Sndtrk.

Achy Breaky Heart; Could've Been
Me; more. (Mercury)
441.451

Alice In Chains -Dirt
(Columbia)
445433
Suzanne Vega- 99.9" F
(A&M)

Collin Raye -In
(Epic)

447.516
This Life
447.268

1

-I

Vince Gill
Still Believe
In You (MCA)
448.571

Sinead O'Connor -Am

L Man

..
temoó:
aro man

w.o

1.

Not Your Girl? (Chrysalis)

447.532
David Bowie -David Live
(Rykodtsc)438.218/398.214
Marvin Gaye's Grt Hits
(Motown)
367.565
Aretha Franklin -30
Greatest Hits (Atlantic)
350.793/390.799
Van MorrisonMoondance (Warner
Bros.)
349.803
Jethro Tull -Aqualung
(Chrysalis)
345.157
John Lennon Live In
New York City (Capitol)
342.774
Motown's 25 01 Hits
From 25 Years (Mo.
town)
319.996/399.998
Best Of Carly Simon,
Vol. 1 (Elektra)
291.856
Eagles -Hotel California
(Asylum)
286.948
Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic)
279-133
Boston (Epic)
269.209
Barbra StreisandHighlights from 'Just For
The Record- (Columbia)
444.372

5t

I

1

"Honeymoon

In

Damn Yankees -Don't
Tread (Warner Bros.)
445.759

444.083
Ricky Van Shelton

(DGC)

Greatest Hits Plus
444.067
(Columbia)

(Mercury)

(Geffen)

-

14

Vegas"-

Onginal Soundtrack (Epic)
444-919
Bad Company-Here
Comes Trouble (ATCO)
446.203

Branford Marsalis-I
Heard You Twice The First
Time (Columbia) 445.460

Freddie Jackson -Time
For Love (Capitol) 445.262
George Thorogood And
The Destroyers -The
Baddest Of The Bad (Hits)
444.505
(EMI)

441.436

Grateful Dead -Skeletons

Best... And Beyond
(Atlantic)
447.524
Yes-Yesstory (ATCO)
446.211/396-218

From The Closet (Warner
Bros.)
378.406

Steely Dan-Gold-Grt.
Hits (MCA)
435.693

377-945
Fleetwood Mac-Grt. Hits
(Warner Bros.)
375.782

Steppenwolt-Born To
Be Wild (MCA)

430.678/390.674
The Allman Brothers
Band --A Decade Of Hits
1969-79 (Polydor)
430-439
Rod Stewart -Downtown
Train/Selections From
The Storyteller Anthology
(Warner Bros.)
425.322
Rush -Chronicles (Mercury)
423.780/393.785

Eric Clapton-Time
Pieces (Polydor) 423.467

To Extinction (Capitol)

Lynyrd Skynyrd Band-

444.489

Stevie Wonder's Orig.
Musiquarium I (Tamla)
314.997(394.999
Guns N' Roses Use
Your Illusion I (Geffen)13
442.087

442.046

Kiss -Revenge

Foreigner -The Very

Megadeth-Countdown
Pat Metheny-Secret
Story (Geffen)
444-422
Morrissey Your Arsenal
(Sire/ Warner Bros.) 444.398
Hi -Five -Keep On Goin'
444.331
On (Jive)

Nirvana-Nevermind

Featuring Boyz II Men; Johnny Gill;
442.335
others (LaFace)

Mary J. Bilge -What's
The 411? (Uptown/ MCA)
13
445.197

INXS-Welcome To

Lionel Richie-Back To

Firehouse -Hold Your

441.063
Mary Chapin Carpenter
-Come On, Come On
440-560
(Columbia)
Front (Motown)

CLASSIC ROCK'S GREATEST HITS

0

I
I

Travis TrlttT-R-O-U-B-L-E (Warner
Bros.)
445.767
Sonic Youtlt--Dirty

Cut plus Jesus He Knows Me;
more. (Atlantic)
448 936

Skynyrd'slnnyrds/Their
Grt. Hits (MCA)

381.129

Trisha YearwoodHearts In Armor (MCA
Nashville)
444.042

Too Short -Shorty The
Player (Jive)

443.788

Roy Orbison-The AIITime Hits, Vols.
(CSP)

1

& 2

Journey's Greatest Hits
(Columbia)
375.279
Best Of The Doors (Elektra)
357416/397.612
The Police-Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
(A&M)
348.318
The Beach Boys -Made In
The U.S.A. (Capitol)
346.445
Bad Company 10 From 6
(Atlantic)
341.313
Joe Cocker's Grt. Hits
(A&M)
320.911

Creedence Clearwater
Revival-Chronicle- 20
Grt. Hits (Fantasy)308.049
Temple Of The Dog
(A&M)
442.780
Marty Stuart -This One's
Gonna Hurt You (MCA)
442.418

"Mo' Money -Orig.

E P M D -Business

Sndtrk. (Perspective/
A&M)
443.739

Personal (Ral/Del
Jarn/Chaos)
442.244

Guns N' Roses -Use
Your Illusion II (Geffen)13
442.038

Wilson Phillips -Shadows
And Light (513K)

Never

440.271

James Taylor's GrL Hits
(Warner Bros.)
291.302
Best Of The Doobtes
(Warner Bros)
291.278
The Steve Miller Band
Grt. Hits 1974-78 (Capitol)
290.171
Eagles-Grt. Hits, 1971-75
(Asylum)
287.003

Loggins

&

Messina

The Best Of Friends

(Columba)

-

269.605

Santana s Grt. Hits
(Columba)
244.459
Janis Joplin's Gil. Hits
(Columbia)
231.670
Simon & Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits
(Columbia)
219.477
Bob Dylan's Grt. Hits
138.586
(Columbia)
The Very Best Of The
Righteous Brothers
Unchained Melody (Verve)
423.772

-

Lyle Lovett -Joshua
Judges Ruth (MCA)
440.479
Neil Diamond-The Grt.
Hits (Columbia)
439.778/399.774

Wynton Marsalis Septet

-Blue Interlude
(Columoia)

439.463

Jon Secada (SBK)
438.184

6/ Entertaining America...One Person at a TimesM

Wherever You Are
(Atlantic)
445.023
Fire (Epic)

439-448

Kathleen Battle &
Wynton Marsalis
Baroque Duet (Sony
Class.)
439.372
The

B-52'sood

(Reprise)-Gf

Stuff
439.281

Al Jarreau-Heaven And
Earth (Reprise)
439.240

Bob James

&

Earl

Klugh-Cool (Warner
Bros.)
439.232
Miles Davis-Doo-Bop
(Warner Bros.)
439.224
David Sanborn -Up -front
(Elektra)
438.994
The Cure -Wish
(Elektra)
438.655
DAS EFX-Dead Serious
(eastwest)
438430

Beastie Boys -Check
Your Head

(Capitol)13
Celine Dion

438.499

435.782
Sophie B. Hawkins
Tongues & Tails
(Columbia)
436.402
(Epic)

Indigo Girls-Rites Of

Passage (Epic) 436.394
Shabba Ranks -Rough &
Ready (Epic)
436.386

Tears For Fears -Tears
Roll Down (Hits 1982-92)
(Fontana)
436.006

Tom Cochrane- Mad
Mad World (Capitol)
435.685
2Z Top-Grt. Hits (Warner
438.010
Bros.)

MORE SELECTIONS
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PLUS A CHANCE
TO GET EVEN MORE
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Elton John -The One. Title Cut plus
Runaway Train (with C/apton); and
more. (MCA)
442-772

Phil Collins -Serious Hits...Live. In
The Air Tonight; Sussudio; more.
448.944
(Atlantic)

Bruce Sprin9 steenLucky Town (Columbia)
436.600

Bruce Springsteen-

k.d. tang -Ingenue
(Warner Bros /Sire)
435.404

Harry Connick,

436.592

Jr.-

Blue

Light. Red Light

Grover Washington,
Jr. -Next Exit (Columbia)
435.396

429.191
(Columbia)
Spin Doctors -Pocket
Full Of Kryptonite
428.482
(Epic/Assoc.)

Yanni-Dare

Soundgarden-Badmo-

To Dream

(Private Music)

435.271

todmger (A8M)

428-250

CeCe Peniston-Finally

(A8M)
433-805
Tina Turner -Simply The
433.342
Best (Capitol)
R. Kelly 8 Public
Announcement -Born
Into The 90's (Jive)

433-250
Hammer -Too Legit To
433.094
Quit (Capitol)
Yo-Yo Ma/Bobby
McFerrin Hush (Sony
432.930
Mast.)

Enya-Shepherd Moons

"Singles" -Original
Soundtrack (Epic) 439.604
Ozzy Osbourne-No
More Tears (Epic/

(Repnse)

431.718

Associated)

Jodeci-Forever

My Lady

Color Me Badd-C.M.B.

(MCA)

430-959
Patti Labelle-Burnin'
430.074
(MCA)
Bryan Adams -Waking
Up The Neighbours

(A8M)
429.779
Stevie Ray Vaughan 8
Double Trouble -Sky
Is Crying (Epic)
429.258
James Taylor -New
Moon Shine (Columbia)
429.209
U2- Achtung Baby
(Island)
431.213
Selecpus Venn two numbers contain

428.128

(Giant/Reprise)

426.916

Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (Wing)
426-510
C a r re r a s/Do m i ng o/ Pa v-

arotti-Favorite Arias
(Sony Master.)

Judd-

Wynonna

Human Touch (Columbia)

425.470

En Vogue -Funky Divas. Givng Him
Something He Can Feel; plus more.
435.750
(eastwest)

TLC-O000000hhh...
434.621

(Sndtrk.) (Repnse)434.498

Amy Grant -Heart In
Motion (ABM)
424.457

Immaculate Collectior
(Warner Bros./Sire)
414-557

Bob Marley 8 The
Wailers Legend (Island)
337.857
Billy JceKrh-Grt.Hits,

Tears For Fears -Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury)
423.848

Jon Bon Jovi-Blaze Of
423400
Glory (Mercury)
Natalie Cole
Unforgettable (Elektra)
422.279
Leonard Bernstein
Favorites-Orchestral

Garth Brooks-No
Fences(Liberty) 411.587
L.L. Cool J -Mama Said
Knock You Out (Def
411.165
Jam/Columbia)

-

R.E.M.-Out

Of Time

417.923

(Warner Bros.)
C 8 C

Music Factory

-

Gonna Make You Sweat
416.933
(Columbia)
The "Amadeus" Mozart
416.123
(CBS)

Vladimir Horowitz-The
Kenny

Live (Arista)
401.505

G

All

363.812

George Michael -Faith
362.228
(Columbia)
Guns N' Roses
Appetite For Destructor
(Geffen)
359.984
Jimmy Buffett -Songs

-

0

Send these

8

CDs for

lc

Write one number in each box

I

)

My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)
Hard Rock
'
Soh Rock
Modern Rock
Light Sounds
Rap
Van Halen.
Michael Bolton.
The Cure.
Neil Diamond,
L.L. Cool J.
ZZ Top
Mariah Carey
Mornssey
Public Enemy
James Taylor
Heavy Metal L RsB/Soul
Easy Listening L Jazz
Dance/Pop
L_
Megadeth,
Luther Vandross Frank Sinatra,
Earl Klugh.
CAC Music Factory.
Ozzy Osboume Boyz II Men
Ray Conniff
Pat Metheny
En Vogue
Country: Travis Tritt. Wynonna Judd
Classical: V Horowitz. J Rampal
,

I

Mr.

Age
Pnnr First Nome

Initial

Lost Nome

Address

_

Apt.

i-iExtra

Bonus Otter:

also send one more CD
now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6.95.

City
State
Do you have a VCR? (04)
Yes
Do you have a credit card? (03)

...and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

Zip

No
L

Yes

i] No

487/S93

Note: e,, reserve the ngnt to reiecr any appi,cal,on or cancel ern, membership These offers not evadable in APO
FPO. Mesita, Hawa,,. Puerto Rim. wale for dera,is of alternative offer Caoad,an residents wilt be serviced horn Toronto
Applicable sales tar added to all orders

MTC-8F-RN

Najee--Just An Illusion
(EMI)

442.251

George Strait Holding
440.396
My Own (MCA)
Rodney Crowell -Life Is
Messy (Columbia) 439.471
Keith Sweat-Keep It
Comm' (Elektra) 431.130
hlidori-Live At Carnegie
Hall (Sony Classical)

(Island)

-

3 Years,5 Months 8
2 Days (Chrysalis)436.204

Warrant -Dog Eat Dog
444.091
(Columbia)
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Sex Magik
(Warner Bros.) © 428.367

-Blood Sugar

© Contains explicit

-

Michael Jackson
Dangerous (Epic) 433.920

Ot High Heeled Boys

The Rippingtons
Weekend In Monaco
445.296
(GRP)

©

-x :

Traffic -The Low Spark

t

Janet Jackson Rhytnm
Nation 1814 (A8M)
388.918
Patsy Cline Gil. Hits
(MCA)
365.924
(Elektra)

A

420.570_

Arrested Development

Metallica-Kill 'Em

..

Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence (Geffen)
383.802

The Best Of Luther
Vandross (Epic)
400.473/390.476

Gloria Estefan-Into The
415.943
Light (Epic)
Michael Bolton -Time,
You Know By Heart (MCA)
Love 8 Tenderness
339.911
415-711
(Columbia)
Reba McEntire -For My
"The Commitments"
Broken Heart (MCA)
Brooks 8 Dunn -Brand
430.090
(Sndtrk.) (MCA) 429.753
New Man (Ansia) 429.969
2 Cos and count as 2 -so wine in both nimbi.,.
© 1993, The Columbia House Company
Boyz II Men -Cooley.
highharmony (Motown)
424.754

a

407.098

Last Recording (Sony
405.985
Class.)

Flashpoint (Rolling Stones
418-715
Records)

;

)

De Lo Habitual (Warner

Spyro Gyre -Collection

Rolling Stones-

tb

Jane's Addiction -Ritual
Bros.)

Paula Abdul -Spellbound
(Virgin)
420.257

336.396/396.390
The Charlie Daniels
Band A Decade Of Hits
(Epic)
321-067

410-662

Edge (ATCO)

Showpieces (Sony Class.)
421.610/391.615
420.950
(GRP)
Van Halen -For Unlawful
Camal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.)
420-273

Vols.1 8 2 (Columbia)

AC/DC-The Razors'

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. am enclosing check or money order for 51.86 (that's 10 for the 8
CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing so.

Mrs.
Miss

"Wayne's World"

(LaFace)

Madonna-The

1

Garth Brooks-Ropin' The Wind.
The River; Papa Loved Mama; and
more. (Liberty)
428.862

Wynonna (MCA/Curb)
435.909

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

I

V

351.924

Smokey Robinson 8 The
Miracles -Anthology
(Motown) 336.057/396.051
Jackson Browne -The
Pretender (Asylum)
292.243
Peter Frampton
Frampton Comes Alive!
(A8M)
262-311/392-316
Jim Croce-Photographs

-

8 Memories: Grt. Hits
246.868
(Sala)

Bonnie Raitt-Luck Of The
Draw (Capitol)

423-186

lyrics which may be objectionable to some members.

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1c...
Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1.86 (that's 1c for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85
for shipping and handling).
You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years, at regular Club prices, currently $12.98 to
$15.98-and you may cancel your membership at any
time after doing so. (A shipping and handling charge will
be added to each shipment.)
Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified.
You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense.
New "Buy More -Pay Less" Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation,
you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It lets you get
a single CD for as little as $3.99 (or a single cassette free)
for each CD you buy at regular Club price.
10-Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no
further obligation.
Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6.95 -and you are
then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections-a total of 10 CDs in all!
If the application is missing, write to: Columbia House,
1400 N. Fruitridge Ave, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129.
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Entertaining America...
One Person at a Time:"

Diddle's cousin, Clem K., didn't develop a
hopper for expediting those factory orders
(apologies to Red Skelton) or that C.W. of
Dunkenfield isn't a supplier of "shipping"

the July 1992 article "Recordable CD:
Promises & Problems, Part II" by Michael

(sipping?) barrels.

turnoff.

B.

Martin.
The Prof. Lirpa articles are for me

The South Has Risen Again!
Dear Editor:
While I am not the true audiophile your
publication reaches every month, I did
have occasion to read a most entertaining
and enlightening article in the April 1992
issue pertaining to the Congressional Model Subwoofer. Dare I ask if Prof. Lirpa is a
real individual? My ear is not so discerning,
though I do enjoy building/tinkering with
unique projects-but really, guys, is this
bill of materials on the level? Before I make
any capital outlay, I'd like some reassurance from the pros as to this subwoofer's
credibility.
A.

1.

real

lames R. Reeves
Sacramento, Cal.

The pages of Audio exhibit not only

of history but

also an element

manity that is unique among publications
in the field. Your features on pioneers in
music and high fidelity (John Hammond,
Henry Kloss, Leiber & Stoller, to name just
a few) are always interesting and sometimes priceless glimpses of larger -than -life
people who have enriched the lives of us all.
Audio's practice of paying tribute to colleagues who have passed on is in itself testimony to the essential humanity of the

IN THE EARLY DAYS

OF HIGH FIDELITY,
THERE WAS A FEELING
OF CAMARADERIE WITH
OTHER "HI-FI NUTS."
magazine. Your policy

out!").-K.R.
So

Much for Lirpa Lager

Dear Editor:
Even though I'm

a "beer budget" Stereo
Review person, I have renewed my subscription to Audio magazine-because of

of what

makes Audio so valuable is
a

fraternity of people who

love musk, who appreciate advances in the

art

of music reproduction, and who appre-

ciate one another.
I

thank you for that.

Ron Hale
Santa Fe, N.M.

a

of hu-

Charleston, S.C.

Junior, Junior, Junior Editor's Note: Prof.
Lirpa, currently overseeing construction of
his Hoarse Erase P.A. System for Bill Clinton's Inaugural Address, is not available to
defend himself or his associates. At press
time, us guys and gals at Audio could not
confirm the composition of the Congressional Model Subwoofer, as we were still
awaiting returns (i.e., returned subwoofers,
sent to our care, from a number of buyers
who are complaining of noise and urging
the manufacturer to "Throw the hums

Part

magazine so highly.

Flye

of allowing your

authors to have their own voices-like Edward Tatnall Canby's idiosyncratic writing
or Bert Whyte's references to personal experiences in the industry-makes Audio
stand out in

a

world of anonymous, gener-

ic -sounding publications.

of high fidelity, there
of camaraderie with other "hinuts." We were all discovering the joys of
In the early days

was a feeling

fi

still have an irra-

that to some extent it re-creates that feeling

of belonging to
Your Check's in the Mail ...
Dear Editor:
The 45th Anniversary Issue of Audio
(May 1992) has moved me to write and let
you know why I have come to value your

sense

I

tional attachment to glowing tubes, the
movement of the reels on open -reel tape
decks, and the look of home-built boxes for
loudspeakers.

One thing seems curious, though. In the

United States, humor always seems to be at
the expense of the hillbilly, or Southern
hick, whether sourced from verbal or written comedy. I have met just as many
clowns and fools living in New England,
the Midwest, and the West (particularly
California) as in the South, but it's the latter who are usually singled out for ridicule.
Paul Bodine, Associate Professor
School of Fine Arts
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, III.

a

and Shure cartridge.)

assembling systems to make music sound
better, and each year saw quantum leaps in

...

and So Is Yours

Dear Editor:

Congratulations on the 45th anniversary
in 1992 of Audio, and on your long tenure
at the magazine (I remember applying for
the job of editor -in -chief myself back in
1973).

The September issue is one

of the

best

I've read in years, probably because it reminded me of the time when I first got interested in audio, and what fun it seemed
then. I worked in a store much like the one
described in Bert Whyte's "Behind the
Scenes" column. The feature on Columbia

producer Goddard Lieberson and the article (in the anniversary -year supplement)
on loudspeaker designer Paul Klipsch were
pleasantly nostalgic as well as informative.
I reserve special praise, however, for
Richard J. Kaufman, whose feature on
loudspeaker modifications ("With a Little
Help from My Friends") made me long for
more articles of this type. I tried the foam
on my own speakers, and not only does the
image seem more palpable, the soundstage
seems deeper. All for two bucks! Please
consider more articles of this kind, to enable readers to get involved more while
leaving less to the engineers, who seem to
have forgotten where equipment is used (in
the home) and what it is used for (listening
to music).
Besz wishes for the next 45 years.
Preston William Huey, Ir.
Pullman, Wash.

our movement toward that goal. (I remember the excitement when my father hooked
up our first "real" amplifier, a 10-watt
Newcomb monaural amp. Later he and I Erratum
put together our first complete stereo sysIn "The Audio Interview: Jack Pfeiffer"
tem, with an H. H. Scott amplifier, JBL (November 1992), the caption that appears
speakers in homemade enclosures, and the on page 48 is incorrect. The pianist is
venerable Garrard RC -88 record changer Vladimir Horowitz.
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TA

hear the hum of the Lexus SC 400's Four Cam, 32 -

valve engine is definitely

pleasure. But you have to

a

FrI

admit, there will probably be times when you'll want to
hum along with something

a

bit more musical.

Enter the optional Lexus/Nakamichi Premium Sound

CH

PROG

REW

SCAN

1

SCAN

DISC

System with twelve -CD auto -changer. perhaps one of the finest

audio units ever to be installed inside an automobile.
Dare we say, even a living room.
A total of seven speakers occupy the cabin: two tweeters,

four extended -range speakers, and
one placed in

a

a

ten -inch subwoofer. Each

TUNE
SEEK

BASS
1

MD
1

distinct location to enhance sound imaging.

Turn up the volume and the first image that comes to mind
is front row seats, thanks to

discretion, can send

a

280 watts* that,

at

your

musical note to a place

I

about four inches beneath the sternum. But
power is nothing without finesse. That's why

active high- and low-pass crossovers feed

_.

S

1r:1, 1owic

c

le

PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM

DECK

COL

Nokomichi

Nt04

CD CMP

71B

speaker. Equalization circuits (we'll spare you the details) are also

nn.1. .1

n1_1

used to tailor sound reproduction to the interior design

ST

I.~

SKIP

RPT

3

4

5

6

RPT

RANDOM

TRACK >

TREE
1

of the car.

In English,

APS

<

specific frequencies that match the optimized operating range of every

BAL
1

LL

1+

this means phenomenal sound quality. "The finest system you can buy

FADE

in a new car" is how Car Stereo Review translated it (NlotorTrend mag-

1

azine, on the other hand, took

a

more direct approach by simply

naming the entire car 1992 Import Car of the Year).

Of course, if you ever decide to turn off
the stereo, you can always listen to how well

-

re.

ters

0:1111

the engine carries a tune.

The Relentless Pursuit OfPerfection.

.

IflOW1

.

Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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Snell Acoustics

LoJdspeaker
Smaller sibling to the
Type B, the Type B Minor
is a four-sided tower. In
addition to a 12 -inch
woofer, it has two 51/4 -inch
polypropylene -cone
midrange drivers with
a -inch titanium -dome
tweeter mounted between
them, to minimize off-axis

9.9."19

1

Quad FM Tuner
How do you operate the
66FM tuner? From its
remote control, which also

operates other components
in the Quad 66 system. The
FM -only tuner's front panel
displays station strength,
frequency, and preset
number digitally plus the
preset's place in memory in
analog fashion. Nineteen

stations can be stored, and
other stations can be
searched for from the
remote. Sensitivity for
50 -dB quieting is 8 dBf in
mono and 28 dBf in stereo,
S/N is 76 dB in mono and
70 dB in stereo, and
frequency response is
within -1 dB from 20 Hz to

coloration. Price: $3,390
per pair.
For literature, circle No.

nu,c

SONY

kHz. Price: $999.
For literature, circle No. 100
15

--

_

3

Fill
MUTE

llgt

IM

mayv

MO)

taocamasaaasa maza

audio section, and tape
loops with anti -feedback
logic. Bandwidth is 10 Hz
to 150 kHz, +0, -3 dB,
with no more than ±0.1
dB variation between
20 Hz and 20 kHz. THD is

Cc(
-

100
0.02%, and S/N is
dB. The unit is available in
a silver, I9-inch rack mounting version or in a
17 -inch -wide black cabinet.
Price: $700.
For literature, circle No. 102
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Hafler Tuner/Preamp
The AM/FM tuner
section of the Hafler 945
has IHF sensitivity of
6.5 dBf in mono and
requires 11 dBf of signal
for 50 -dB quieting in
mono, 34.5 dBf in stereo;
alternate -channel
selectivity is 63 dB, and
S/N is 75 dB in mono,
70 dB in stereo. The
preamp section uses 1-FET
devices and C-MOS signal
switching. Other features
include remote control,
coordinated video
switching separate from the

101

Sony Car CD Player
The tuner of the Sony
CDX-U8000 has a diversity
front-end, three sets of six
station memories for FM,
and one set of six for AM.
The CD section has a one bit D/A converter. In
addition, the unit includes
control facilities for an
optional external CD
changer and TV tuner, plus
an input for a Walkman or
similar portable stereo. The
front panel is detachable for
security. Price: $680.
For literature, circle No. 103
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MOVIE FAN.

The Addams Family
Bug ay

The Sound Of Music

1000900
0853408
0003905

nJ

Hearts 01 Darkness: A
Filmmaker's Apocalypse

1002500

0968107

Backdratt
Alien
Aliens
The Abyss

*0559005

Harry Connlck, Jr.:
Singin' 6 Swingin'

0000208
0360909

Star Trek:
The Motion Picture

*0203505

0881102

Die Hard

0367607
0041806

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan

0201301

Die Hard

2

Ghost

Star Trek Ill:

*0826008

E.T.: The Extra -

Terrestrial
The Silence Of The
Lambs
Batman (1989)
The Godfather
The Godfather: Part Ili
Back To The Future
Back To The Future
Part II

Back To The Future
Part Ill
Predator
Predator 2
Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves
Home Alone
Scarf ace (1983)
Goodlellas
The Blues Brothers

*0681106
0805309

0842302

0211409

*0921304
_

00

*0497008

0364901

LASERS'

0104307

*0976803
*0104208
0216804
DISCSLA

0969808

SEE DETAILS BELOW.

0211706

0523407
0630806

The Man Who Would
Be King

*0448605
*0001305
0601500

11

0211102

National Lampoon's
Animal House

0430603

Superman: The Movie
Superman
Born On The Fourth
Of July
Field Of Dreams
Presumed innocent
Road Warrior
Chinatown
Bird On A Wire
Beverly Hills Cop
Beverly Hills Cop II
Henry V (1990)
Henry 8 June
The Grlfters
Bugs Bunny Classics
Conan The Barbarian
The Empire Of The Sun
Dangerous Liaisons
Reversal Of Fortune
Always
Dirty Harry
Memphis Belle
Big

0000802

Kindergarten Cop
Weapon
Lethal Weapon 2

0201608

Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home

Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier

0642504

Dune
_Le_thal

The Search For Spock

0642702
0211508

nryNtirtare

0085803

Star Trek V1:

Batman Returns
1029909

The Undiscovered

Dances with Wolves

Counlry

0489104
0920306

0962100
0602805

*0202507
*0497305
0205302
0431908

*0040303
*0499301
0383000
0297705

0220509
*0633206

0638700
0969709

0921502
0601708

0983502
0367409

New Jack City

0971507

0825000

Fatal Attraction

0439307

The Bible

0074708

Jaws
Edward Scissorhends
The African Queen
Beetleju Ice
American Graffiti
Blue Velvet
Hard To Kill
The Prince Of Tides
Wayne's World

0100008
0104604

Chariots Of Fire
Hook

*0854307

The Hunt For
Red October

0805200

wrg
YSf

0051102

0633008
0211300

*0515007
0953505
*0847103
*0853705

Here's a great way to build a
collection of your favorite movies-on
laserdiscs! Just write in the numbers
of the 3 laserdiscs you want for

$1.00 each, plus shipping and
handling. In exchange, you simply
agree to buy two more laserdiscs in
the next year, at regular Club prices
(currently as low as $29.95, plus

shipping and handling) -and you

may cancel membership at any time
after doing so.

Free Magazine sent every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year)

reviewing our Director's Selectionplus scores of alternate choices,
including many lower -priced
laserdiscs. And you may also receive
Special Selection mailings up to four
times a year. (That's up to 17 buying
opportunities a year.)
Buy only what you want! If you
want the Director's Selection, do
nothing-it will be sent automatically. If
you'd prefer an alternate selection, or
none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date

L_.
Return of the Jedi'
0354704

It's A Wonderful Lite
(45th Anniversary Ed.)

0392308

The Last Boy Scout

0779108

The Naked Gun 2s/a:
The Smell Of Fear

The Empire Strikes Back'

Star Wars'
0056408

0601401

0091009

*0842609

Patton
The Commitments
Forbidden Planet

0691303

*0844407

specified. And you'll always have 14
days to decide; if not, you may return
the selection at our expense.
Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you

continue your membership after
fulfilling your obligation, you'll be
eligible for our generous bonus plan.
It enables you to enjoy great savings
on the movies you want-for as long
as you decide to remain a member!
10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operation with

your introductory package.

If not
satisfied, return everything within 10
days for a fu4 refund and no further
obligation.
For fastest service, use a credit card
and call us toll free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 31;
Entertaining

'"f311E
LASERDISC CLUB

Fried Green Tomatoes
North By Northwest

1005404

0844209

2001:

0788703

Space Odyssey
The Wizard Of Oz
A

084308
0001404

!Columbia House Laserdisc Club

Dept. 3ND P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,
I need buy only 2 more selections, al regular Club prices, within the
coming year.
Send me these 3 loserdis*s for $1.011 each plus 51.50 each shipping and handling laid $7.501

Please Check How Paying::

1-1 My check is enclosed
20Y/20Z
my introductory laserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
MasterCard
Diners Club
AMEX
C1 VISA
O Discover

D Charge
Acct. No.

Exp

Signature
Name
Address

Apt

City

State

America...

Zip

Onc Person
at a Timc.`n

Note. Calon,bio Howe la,e.d,u Chub reserves the right to re ect or cancel any membership Offer limited to
continental U S (excluding Alaska) Applicable soles ax added to all orders 1400 N. Fra,nidge
Avenue. Terre Maur, IN 47811 1112

*Letterbox

Phce a

No.

(.01992. The Columbia House

CompanJ

-

WAT'SNEW
Per Madsen Design
Modular Media Rack

le

Clif Designs
Speaker System
The KP-800 system
includes a pair of K-200
two-way satellites that
measure only 7 inches high
and 5 inches deep and a
vented subwoofer with two
10 -inch drivers. Available
finishes are black or white
lacquer. Price: $799 for
three-piece system.

6

Depending on the
modules chosen, the Rackit
system from Per Madsen
Design can be used to hold
LPs, LaserDiscs, CDs, video
game cartridges, virtually
any type of video or audio
cassette, and even such
miscellany as books, files,
computer printers, and a

For literature, circle No. 105

Adcom CD Changer
The GCD-600 accepts

Niles Weatherized

five discs in a front -loading

Volume Controller

carousel drawer, with
either clockwise or
counterclockwise disc
changing for faster access.
Four of the discs can be
removed and replaced
while one is playing. The
output section uses direct coupled Class -A circuitry
based on Adcom's GFP-565
preamp, and the D/A
section is a dual 16 -bit
design with four -times
oversampling. Both the
fixed and remotely variable
outputs have a low,
100 -ohm impedance.

0

o

.,

;
,
,

I

)

t

The Niles Audio WVC-1
volume controller can be
mounted to an outside wall
or even planted in the lawn
for convenient control of
outdoor speakers. Based on
Niles' SCW-1 volume
control, the WVC-I is built
into a fully gasketed,
paintable gray plastic
enclosure with fittings for
connection to PVC
conduit. The WVC- is
rated at 60 watts per
channel. Price: $109.
For literature, circle No. 106

-1
.

l,

Price: $600.
For literature, circle No. 104
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case of wine. The matching
Component Rack modules
are available in two sizes:
18 inches wide x 13%
inches deep, to stack with
Rackit modules, or 20'/+ X
16 inches, to hold
components up to 19
inches wide. Drawer fronts
are available in birch or
oak. Prices: From $24.95 to
$199.95 for Rackit
modules, $24.95 to $79.95

for Rackit-sized
Component Rack modules,
and $34.95 to $94.95 for
Component Rack-19
modules.
For literature, circle No. 107
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Remember the first time you heard a CD? It sounded
so good, you hoped the music would never stop.

Take Yamaha's new CDC -835 for example. With Yamaha's
S -Bit Plus Technology, twin

S-Bi

PI

Which is the whole idea behind the CD changer.

balanced D/A converters and

Unfortunately most companies, in their rush to pmduce

Class A amplification at every stage, the CDC -835 outperforms

one, neglected to isolate the disc that's playing from the

changer platform. A big mistake. (Not as big as the Hubble

most single disc CD players on the market.
Its fluorescent display can be dimmed or set to automatically

telescope, but pretty

shut off during playback,

darn serious.)

eliminating any chance of

One that transfers

interference.

internal and external

And the CDC -835 is

vibrations to the playing

equally impressive in the

/5

disc. Creates resonance.

Distorts the sound. And

convenience department.
Its TOC Memory

defeats a primary rea-

memorizes the contents
-

son for buying a CD
.

player in the first place.

on each disc. speeding up

e

access to specific songs,

Fortunately Yamaha

especially during random

avoided this common

disc -to -disc play.

problem by developing

And to give your

Or buy one of Yamaha's new CD changers.

an entire line of CD

changers that are

even more presence,

virtually vibration-free. A pretty amazing feat in itself.
I

favorite kind of music

low they do it is something called PlayXchange. A unique

IMP

In fact, the CDC -835 can remember your favorite songs on

design which not only

tip to 100 discs and play them back in any sequence. It even

isolates the playing

remembers EQ settings.
CLASSIC

disc from the

J
Yanralur's Plav,Ghanik' Syslenr. The mull.
eanna'l,,,echanism that doesn't tram nit
ribralirnt to the /rhn'ing disc An important
(eahnr that /x'rnrils knrr dins to be t'hmtxed
without disturbing the one playing.

there's a built-in equalizer with five digital presets.

VOCAL

JAZZ

;XXX

o

DEO

Then there's 5 -Disc Tape

The CDC-K1.5. The Only changer n'illr
a Íirr-nnxle digital equalizer

loading tray, providing

Edit. A useful recording fea -

vibration-free play-

ture that arranges the tracks you select so they fit neatly on

back, but also allows

two sides of your tape.

you to change four CDs

By now if you're not quite sold on the CDC -835, you only

without disturbing the

have two options. You can drop by your nearest Yamaha

fifth one that's playing.

dealer and let your ears make up your mind.

And because you're supposed to spend your time listening

Or you can buy another changer. Which when you stop

to your CDs and not the machine that plays them, Yamaha's

to think about it, would be a total

developed a new changing mechanism that's exceptionally

shock to your system.

YAMA H A

quiet, quick and reliable.

. .. a

But you can't judge a superior CD player merely by its

1111111111111111

changing mechanism. What makes the difference between a
good player and a great one has to do with attention to details.
' 1992 Yamaha Electronic:. Corporation

LISA PO. Box

6660. Buena Park. CA 90622

I
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AudioSource. Speaker

Clarion Car Stereo

Designed as an add-on
for people expanding their
systems with surround, the
AudioSource VS Two
speaker has shielded
drivers for use near video
screens and a built-in
30 -watt amplifier with
selectable line- or speakerlevel input. A signal sensing circuit
automatically turns the
system on and off, and
levels can be set with a
rear -panel control. The

Detachable for security,
the control panel of the
3680RC AM/FM/cassette
unit has large buttons at
each end for the most
commonly used functions.
The unit can also be used
to control a
-

driver complement
includes two 4 -inch
woofers and a -inch dome
tweeter. Rated frequency
response is 70 Hz to
20 kHz. The impedance of
the speaker -level input is
8 ohms, and the line -level
input has a 47-kilohm
input impedance and a
sensitivity of 350 mV for
full output. A passive
version, the VS One, is also
1

eta

_N °1
k

° E3 c

,. s

3681:94.________.--

1,1

m

-`-_

2

or all audio
controls can be
bypassed for systems
controlled by an external
preamp. The four -channel
amplifier section is rated at
30 watts per channel.

changer-

CD

or up to four changers,
with an accessory switching
box. The auto -reverse tape
section has dual azimuth
adjustment and Dolby B
NR. Tuner features include

.
.

Í a Í`
'
.
.
Ir
\ u..
\.r
:;_
Price: $299.99.
For literature, circle No. 109
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available. Prices: VS Two,
$159.95 each; VS One,
$119.95 each.
For literature, circle No. 108

memories for presetting
18 FM and six AM stations,
up/down seek and manual
tuning, preset scan, and
automatic storage of six
strong local stations. Tone
controls can be
bypassed,
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12-dB/octave crossover
separately and some by
the use of neodymium
magnets. Bass response
ranges from 38 Hz for the
QM 160 to 62.Hz for the
QM 100, with a rated upper
limit of 32 kHz for each.
Prices: QM 100, $219/pair;
QM 130, $239/pair;
QM 160, $269/pair.
For literature, circle No. 110

Quart Car Speakers
Quart calls the 4 -inch

QM 100KN-S, the 51/4 -inch
QM 130KN-S, and the 61/2 inch QM 160KN-S "Stealth
Coaxials" because they're
shallow enough to drop
into cars' factory-cut
speaker holes. Some of that
compactness was gained
by mounting the 4 -kHz,

AUDIO/JANUARY 1993
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Philips Active Speaker
Digital signal processing
built into the Philips
DSS930 is designed to
extend and flatten the

speaker's frequency
response, compensate for
the distance between
drivers, and eliminate
crossover errors. Frequency
response is rated at 40 Hz
to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB. A
built-in, 80 -watt amplifier
powers the low- and mid frequency drivers, and a
20 -watt amplifier handles
the highs. For multi -room
applications, speakers can
be daisy -chained with a
single cable that carries
digital signals plus control
(source acid volume)
information; an infrared
eye in the speakers allows
remote control. Price:
$1,200 each.
For literature, circle No.
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FORTHEPRICEOF
ALSO AVAILABLE
CASSETTES
ON
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with nothing more to buy...ever!
U2: Achtung Baby

(Island) 25174
Vince Gill:

Still Believe In You
(MCA.) 21063
Michael Crawford:
Songs From Stage
And Screen
(Atlantic) 53704
Olivia Newton -John:
Back to Basics -The
I

Essential Collection
1971-1992
(Geffen) 25334
Two Rooms Celebrating The
Songs 01 Elton John
8 Bernie Taupin
(Polydor) 35407
The Baddest Of

George Thorogood
And The Destroyers
(EMI) 84002
Temple Of The Dog
(ABM) 31124

Clint Black. The Hard

Bob James
And Earl Klugh: Cool
(Warner Bros.) 63299

The Cure: Wish
(Elektra/ Fiction) 11116

Nirvana

Talking Heads:
Stop Making Sense

Starship: Greatest Hits
(RCA) 90270

Dr. John: Goin' Back
To New Orleans

(Sire) 24560
Bell Blv DeVoe: Poison
(MCA) 00547

Yanni: Dare To Dream

(LaFace) 50167

(Nonesuch) 10472
Lethal Weapon 3/ Sdtrk.
(Reprise) 73322

The Very Best Of The

Gerry Mulligan:

(Philips) 15319

Megadeth: Countdown

Barcelona Gold

Damn Yankees:

(London) 35078

Undsey Buckingham:
Out Of The Cradle
(Reprise) 20483
Eagles: Greatest Hits
1971.1975

(Asylum) 23481
Natalie Cole:
Unforgettable
(Elektra) 83452
The Very Best Of The

Don't Tread
(Warner Bros.) 53663
The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
(Capitol) 33199

Tom Cochrane:
Mad Mad World
(Capitol) 11024
Eric Clapton: Rush Music From The Motion
Picture Soundtrack
(Reprise) 05632

Bryan Adams: Waking
Up The Neighbours

Righteous Brothers:
Unchained Melody
(Verve) 44658
John Mellencamp:
Whenever We Wanted

(A&M) 35175

(Mercury) 74582

(Warner Bros /Sire) 44370

Robert Palmer:

Addictions, Vol. 2
(Island) 25277

Michael Penn: Free For-All (RCA) 20668
The Doors/Sdtrk.
(Elektra) 54289
Mo' Money/Sdtrk.
(ABM) 71593

Beastie Boys:
Check Your Head
(Capitol) 92473
Bela Fleck & The
Flecktones: Ufo Tofu
(Warner Bros.) 63589

Al B. Sure!:
Sexy Versus
(Warner Bros.) 24876
Joe Cocker: Night
Calls (Capitol) 60071

Wynonna Judd:
Wynonna
(MCA/Curb) 64540
Hammer: Too Legit To
Quit (Capitol) 25514

Wayne's World
Soundtrack
(Reprise) 63551

Tears For Fears: Tears
Roll Down (The Hits
1982-1992)
(Fontana) 80162
Amy Grant: Heart In
Motion (A&M) 25182
Jimi Hendrix Experience

Uve At Wlmerland
(Rykodisc) 63650

Traffic: The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys
(Island) 25169
The Cars: Greatest Hits

(Elektra) 53702
Peter Gabriel: So
(Geffen) 14764

Rod Stewart:

Downtown Train
(Warner Bros.) 10708

Frank Sinatra:
Sinatra Reprise The
Very Good Years
(Reprise) 80304
Styx: Paradise Theatre
(ABM) 25243

U2: Rattle And Hum

(Island) 00596
Bon Jovl: New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
Squeeze: Singles 45's
& Under (A&M) 35208
Prince & The N.P.G.:
Diamonds And Pearls
(WB/Paisley Park) 63372

Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512
I

Enya:

Shepherd Moons

Bonnie Raitt: Nick 01
Time (Capitol) 54410
1

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

Moody Blues: Greatest
Hits (Threshold) 34284
Lyle Lovett:
Joshua Judges Ruth
(MCA/Curb) 10508
The Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190

Peter Frampton:
Classics (13 Greatest
Hits) (A&M) 04894

Immaculate Collection

Carpenters: Lovelines
The Who: Who's

Soundgarden:
Badmotorfinger

Mike Oldfleld:

(MCA) 84050

Tribe Called Quest:
The Low End Theory
(Jive) 24809

Sting: The Soul Cages
(A81.Á)
F

25218

Van Halen: For

(A&M) 83406

Unlawful Camal
Knowledge

Aerosmith: Pump

Better, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790

Tubular Bells ll
(Reprise) 73515

Greatest Hits

A

Suzanne Vega: 99.9

Elton John:
The One
IMCAI 35022

(ABM) 24763

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greats (Geffen) 11089

Neil Diamond:

(EMI) 72262

(Warner Bros.) 10016

Blues Brothers
Compilation

:

(Atlantic) 43711

Arrested Development:
3 Years, 5 Months And
Days In The Life Of_
(Chrysalis) 25357
2

Slaughter: The Wild
Life (Chrysalis) 84072
Mauced: Hollywood
Dreams (Philips) 25299

SM

NO POSTAGE
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Supertramp:
Breakfast In America
(ABM) 25246

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

Garth Brooks:
Ropin' The Wind
(Liberty) 25535
The Commitmenta/SMrk.
(MCA) 74016

Extreme: Pornografflttl

FIRST CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 5071

INDIANAPOLIS, IN.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

(ABM) 43557
Best Of The Grateful

Dead/Skeletons From
The Closet
(Warner Bros.) 83892
Don Henley: The End
Of The Innocence
(Geffen) 01064
R.E.M.: Out 01 Time
(Warner Bros.) 24762

Eric B. & Raklm: Don't
Sweat The Technique
(MCA) 43930
Mr. Big: Lean Into
(Atlantic) 24821
Ves: Classic Yes
(Atlantic) 50248

Jon Secede:
(SBK) 10742

I

(DG) 25258

(Warner Bros.) 00796

(ABM) 05637

Little Bit Closer

Clapton:

Unplugged
(Warner Bros
23690

The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles (ABM) 73924

Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros.) 20461
Madonna: The
(Sire) 54164

The Best Of Jay & The
Americans: Come A

alEric

(Atlantic) 74128

Negotiations And Love

12

1T

Michael Crawford
Performs Andrew
Uoyd Webber

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits

Paul Simon:

Linda Ronstadt: Frenesi
(Elektra) 24810
Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. I
(Warner Bros.) 21091
Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. 2
(Warner Bros.) 11125
Robert Cray:
I Was Warned
(Mercury) 82335
Larry Carlton: Kid
Gloves (GRP) 02487
Patty Smyth

Daryl Hall & John
Oates: Rock 'N Soul,
Part 1 (RCA) 13313

Horowitz The Poet

Elvis Presley:

XTC: Nonsuch
(Geffen) 35406

r

Sinead O'Connor.
I Do Not Want What

GRP All -Star Big Band
(GRP) 63298

(GRP) 64001
The Most Happy Fella/
New Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 10463
Al Jarreau: Heaven &
Earth (Repnse) 63697

Club priYour
ce.

(Repose) 53190

Faith No More:
Angel Dust
(Reprise/Slash) 23736

(Geffen) 63678

N.Y. Rock & Soul
Revue (Giant) 63189

(Rykodisc) 43693

(Liberty) 64657

(MCA) 25090

k.d. lang: Ingenue

Changesbowie

Ringo Starr:
Time Takes lime

01 The Best

Re -birth Of The Cool

Boston Pops

ONE
HALF
the regular

David Bowie:

(Warner Bros.) 53246

Battle: The Bach
Album (DG) 73670
Anne Murray: Fifteen

Kronos Quartet:
Pieces Of Africa

You do
buY
hit,
We'll
e
b'll You
at 'ust

Bonnie Raitt;
Luck Of The Draw
(Capitol) 15567

(Private Music) 35088

Fleetwood Mac
(MCA) 74339

James Taylor: Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 23790
TLC: O000000hhh..,
On The TLC Tlp

To Extinction
(Capitol) 63340

Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors

(Chrysalis) 01023

Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers: Into
The Great Wide Open
(MCA) 35409

Mlles Davis: Doo-Bop
(Warner Bros.) 71151

Way (RCA) 35458
(Warner Bros.) 63472

Jethro Tull:
Thick As A Brick

Steely Dan: Gold

Steppenwolf:
16 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 13453

Nevermind

(Geffen) 15600

(Repnse) 04897

(Private) 93703

:

Wh

BMG COMPACT DISC DLUB
P.O. Box 91412
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9758
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FOR THE PRICE OF
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTES

when you
buy your do
hit,

with nothing more to buy...ever!
(blamer Bros.) 83411
Pet Sounds
(Capitol) 00513

Peppers:
Blood Sugar
Sex Magik
(Warner Bros
11127 1

)

Chicago: Greatest Hits

BobbyBrown:
Bobby
(MCA) 11121

Guns N'Roses
Use Your
Illusion I

:

(Geffen) 354691

Beat Of Dire Straits:

Jesus Jones: Doubt

Motley Cate: Decade
Of Decadence
(Elektra) 40298

Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713

Shirley Horn:
Here's To Ufe
(Shirley Horn w/Strings)

Outlandos D'Amour

(A8M) 53858

(A8M) 24159

Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983

(Verve) 11134

Testifyin'I

Anita Baker:

Kenny G: Uve
(Arista) 64505

Melissa Etheridge:
Never Enough

MIL El P

The Benny Green Trio:
(Blue Note) 74312

Lorrie Morgan: Watch
Me (BMA) 03592

Bruce Hornsby And The
Range The Way it Is
(RCA) 63918

© SEND

gf8 only):

The Bells Of Dublin
(RCA) 10943

NaJee:

0 LIGHT SOUNDS

2

0

Frank Sinatra

(Warner Bros./Sire) 15470

Vangells: Chariots Of

Galway: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2 (RCA) 10748

David Byrne: Uh-Oh
(Warner Bros.) 73214

5

0 CLASSICAL(2)

6.

Luciano Pavarottl
Vladimir Horowitz

4

1

OFF

0 JAll

7

HEAVY METAL

Motley Crue
Skid Row

Dave Grusin
Yellowjackets

Music

Services Difference
You earn instant 50% off Bonus Discounts

every time you buy

Mrs
First Name

Initial

Last Name

Address

Apt

Area code

a CD at regular Club

(PLEASE PRINT)

---

State

City
Telephone, please (

50%
The BMG

Bonnie Raid
Paula Abdul

Mr.
Ms.

INSTANT

FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs!

0 POP/SOFT ROCK

Zip

CADXC

)

O Signature
Have you bought anything else by mall in

last

6

months

0 year

CP

never

We reserve me right to request any additional information or reject any application. Lknned to new members, only one membership per family.
Local Wes. if any, we be added. Alternative offer available In Alaska and Hawai
Oder not available in Puerto Rico, APO or FPO. I1) Members
vino choose cassettes will be serviced by tire BMG Muse: Service, Current Music Service members are not eligible (2) Members nitro choose
CLASSICAL as their listening interest Will be serviced by the RUG Classical Music Service. Photocopies of this coupon are acceptable.

(MCA) 25385

4

Buy only

1

Then pet

Free
3 moreyour choice,cassettes

Free Compact Discs or Cassettes new
pira aR vn,ng a Mndrng

al half-price within a year

of

8

COI for the price of

1/2

Nothing more to buy...EVER!
Here's How the Club Works:

Deee-Ute: Infinity

BONUS
DISCOUNTS

Dire Straits

Arc Angels

Start with

Noy

(ATCO) 00844

Lou Reed:
Magic 8 Loss

U2

(MCA) 35172

CDs or

Stand By MefSdtrk
(Atlantic) 34401

(MCA) 35172

0 HARD ROCK

Belinda Carlisle:
Her Greatest Hits

Just An Illusion

(Mercury) 14681

COUNTRY
3
Reba McEntire
Hank Williams, Jr.

(Virgin) 14776
HI -Five: Keep it Gold
On (Jive) 92879

sh,ppmg and Mand..ng charger are added

Buffalo Springfield:
Retrospective

Brasllelro

am always free to

The Rlppingtons:
Weekend In Monaco
(GRP) 35217
Michael W. Smith: Go
West Young Man
(Reunion/ Geffen) 73850

(EMI) 73237

Within (Elektra) 73999

I

(Elektra/ Musician) 73604

The Essential Canadian
Brasa (Philips) 35043

Belinda Carlisle:
Her Greatest Hits

but

Gipsy Kings: Uve

Bryan Ferry/Rowy Music:
Street Ufe - 20 Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 10490

Rush: Moving Pictures

-

252a.5

(MCA) 21048

(Elektra) 63905

Bryan Adams: Reckless
(Mkt) 51540
Bing Crosby's Greatest
Hita (MCA) 04709
Roy Hargrove: The Vlbe
(Novus) 54611
Moody Blues: A
Question Of Balance
(Threshold) 44588

(Elektra) 53869

am most interested in the music category checked here
choose from any (check one only):

Illusion (MM)

After 7: Takln' My Time

1

No.9 (Choral)
(EMI Classics) 00467

I

Bete M)dler

F,1

Unda Ronstadt:
Greatest Hits, Vol.

Chieftains:

CASSETTES(1)

Styx: The Grand

Travis Trill: t-rou-b-1-e

(MCA) 20069

Sergio Mendes:

OCOMPACT DISCS

Heart: Dreamboat
Annie (Capitol) 64175

(Warner Bros.) 63794

Buddy Holly: From The
Original Master Tapes

COMPLETE THE POSTAGE -PAID REPLY CARD AND START SAVING TODAYI

MY SELECTIONS ON (check

(Mercury) 41711

(Arista) 10663

Beauty and the Beast/
Sdtrk. (Disney) 10780

Mall to: BMG Compact Dlac Club P.O. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46291
O Please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my tour CDs as I
have indicated here under the terms of this offer. need buy just ^more CD at half price during the next year. After that, I can choose 3 more CDs FREEI Shipping and handling charges
are added to all shipments. That's 8 for the price of 1/2, with nothing more to buy...ever,

Billy Ray Cyrus:
Some Gave All

Trisha Yearwood:
Hearts In Armor

(Warner Bros.) 44828

(Virgin) 73320

Norrington:
Beethoven, Symphony

4 HITS NOW
(Indicate by number):

1

Tracy Chapman:
Matters Of The Heart
(Elektra) 11050
Paula Abdul:
Spellbound

Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby Tonight

Huey Lewis & The
News: Sports
(Chrysalis) 44448

Hi RUSH ME THESE

O

Morrissey:
Your Arsenal

Joe Henderson:
Lush Ufe (Verve) 05611

The Best Of Don
McLean (EMI) 64550

I

-CLUB=

CaCe Peniston: Finally

The Mambo Kings/
Sdtrk. (Elektra) 80250

(Island) 25435

Fire (Polydor) 24869

COMPACT

(SBK) 44654

The Police:

Love (blamer Bros.) 10494

ISBK) 40763

Leon Russell:
Anything Can Happen
(Virgin) 72403
Asia: Then 8 Now
(Geffen) 93358
The Best Of Muddy
Waters (Chess) 33502

Reba McEntire:
For My Broken Heart
(MCA) 73624

The Songstress
(Elektra) 40154
Blind Faith
(Polydor) 25073

Wilson
Phillips:
Shadows 8
Ught

En Vogue:Funky Divas
(East West) 61717

Garth Brooks: No
Fences (Capitol) 73266

Santana: Milagro
(Polydor) 24813
Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
(MM) 72386
Kenny Rogers:
20 Great Years
(Reprise) 25449
Art Porter: Pocket City
(Verve/ Forecast) 54357
Randy Crawford:
Through The Eyes Of

(Geffen) 82267

House of Pain:
(Tommy Boy) 254161

Enya: Watermark
(Reprise) 43249

DAS EFX :
Dead Serious

(Giant) 25479

Secret Story

(MCA) 83879

Eagles: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2 (Asylum) 63318

Emerson, Lake &
Palmer: Brain Salad
Surgery (Atlantic) 54608
Color Me Badd: C.M.B.
Pat Metheny:

Original Master Tapes

1982-1989 (Repose) 63363

(Atco/EastWest) 25328

s o

Comets: From The

Alabama: American
Pride (RCA) 20614

Lady (MCA) 90177

Price r

Bill Haley 8 The

(London) 40230

Joded: Forever My

Club

(RCA Victor) 61964

Pavarottl:
Pavarotti In Hyde Park

The Beach Boys:

Red Hot Chili

mEHALF
Guys And Dolly
New Broadway Cast

The 6.52's: Good Stuff
(Reprise) 53851

2Z Top: Greatest Hits

well

O e
ONyou
at just

prices. Just buy one,
and take another
at half price. With other
clubs, you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price and become a

"Preferred Member"
before you can get
savings like this.

Get 8 for the Price of 1/21 The music lasts a
lifetime, but these savings won't last forever! For a
limited time, choose 4 free CDs or cassettes from this
ad, buy just 1 more at hail price (50% -off regular CIu3
prices-- currently $14.98 and up for CDs, $8.98 and
up for cassettes) within a year, and then get 3 more
Free) Shipping and handling charges are added to al
shipments. The BMG Compact Disc Club is unlike
other clubs which make you buy 6 CDs, or 8 cassettes at full DPW to complete your commitment.
Free 10 -Day Trial! Along with your 4 introductory
selections, you'll receive a 'Welcome Package" with
complete details of the Club. Enjoy your Introductory
selections for 10 days. If you are not completely
satisfied, you may return them without any further
obligation. Send no money now; we'll bill you later.

Club Music Mailings
About every three weeks (19 times a year), you'll
receive our exclusive Club catalog which contains
hundreds of selections from which to Choose.
- Each issue highlights a Featured Selection from
your preferred music category. If you'd like the
Featured Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to
you automatically. If you prefer an alternate
selection, or none at all, simply return the
Notification Card, enclosed with each issue of your
magazine, by the date specified on the card.
- You have at least 10 days to return the Notification
Card. If you do not want the Featured Selection,
and do not have 10 days, you may return the
Featured Selection at our expense.
Stay a member as long as you like. After purchasing your half-price selection, you may cancel your
membership at any time simply by writing to us. If
you remain a member, you'll enjoy additional savings
on CDs or cassettes with our special sales and
bonus discounts.
Save with Instant Bonus Discounts. Members who
choose CDs are entitled to instant sales or discounts
with every additional CD you buy. These Instant
Bonus Discounts begin with your very first Full Price
CD purchase. Also, the longer you remain a member,
the better the sales get. Other dubs make you buy 6
or more at full juice before you "earn savings like this.
Cassettes also available. Simply check the
'cassettes' box on the postage-paid reply card if you
prefer to receive your selections on cassettes.
If the reply card Is missing, please write to:
-

BMG Music Services, P.O. Box 91001, Indianapolis. IN 46291

Parental advisory: exphdt lyrics. 'Not available on cassette.
Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric Company,
USA. The BMG Logo is a trademark of BMG Music.
CO 855BMG Music Services 6550 E. 30th St, Indianapolis IN
46219.1194. TRADEMARKS USED IN THE
ADVERTISEMENT ARE THE PROPERTY
VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS.
01992 BMG Direct Marketing. Inc.
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Pick the Right Alcohol

TAPE GUIDE

in the August 1992 issue, a reader asked
why the use of 91% isopropyl alcohol made
his tape deck's rubber rollers dry out and
crack. i stated that cleaning my own decks
with this solution had never caused prob-

HERNIAN

lems, but another reader has provided

der; you haven't wasted any money. Most

more information:
As a chemist and an enthusiastic tape
recordist for 'natty years, I would like to
throw a little light on the matter.

important of all, however, there is no denaturant present and no chance of these nasty
and unidentified materials causing any problems.-Larry Morgenthaler, Chicago, Ill.

Actually, both you and your correspondent
is that the isopropyl

are correct. The reason

alcohol purchased from your local drug store
is

not just isopropyl alcohol and water; it is

denatured isopropyl alcohol. Denaturants
are added so that the alcohol will not be very

if you

try to drink it. That is done by
law. There are, however, a number offormulas that can be used to denature the alcohol,
and it is impossible to tell by looking at the
label or sniffing the alcohol just which has
been used. Some of the denaturants are pretty
nasty materials. I suspect that your reader
bought some alcohol containing denaturants
that didn't agree with the rubber in his pinch
rollers and caused them to decay. On the
other hand, the drug store where you bought
your alcohol may have carried a variety with
"tame" denaturants that had no detrimental
effect on your recorders at all. I suspect the
problem is in the denaturants, not the alcotasty

There is a readily available cleaning agent

for

some reason, is ignored: Vodka.

Vodka is simply grain neutral spirits (ethyl
alcohol) diluted to proof with distilled water.
It does not contain sugar or flavoring agents,

and should leave no residue of any kind.

likely to
penetrate rubber or cause any trouble, but it
is a very good solvent. In some cases, the
normal 86 -proof vodka (43% alcohol) will
not be strong enough to do a good cleaning
job. if that is the case, it is possible to buy a
bottle of grain neutral spirits, which is usually 190 proof (95% alcohol). This can be used
directly, or you can slightly dilute it with
distilled water.
Ethyl alcohol (ethanol)

There are a couple

is also less

of advantages of using

vodka or grain neutral spirits as a cleaning

onto both tracks A and B or to record it on either track A or B?-Scott 1. Bergstedt, Pullman, Wash.

A. You probably can't record tracks
and

B

at separate times, because

a

A

record-

er's erase head operates when in record

MPX Filters and Response Limits
Q. My cassette deck does not have a
switch for a multiplex (MPX) filter. Al-

decks erase both tracks at once. So

though this deck has a rated frequency re-

track B, you'd erase the material you'd

if

previously recorded on track A.
Recording each track individually would

sponse of 20 Hz to 18 kHz, I have read that
a deck has a nondefeatable MPX

filter, its re-

mode, and most cassette recorders and

if you
recorded the second half of the sermon on

if you could record
tracks individually, it would probably be

sponse is limited to 15 kHz. Is this really

save tape. But even

true?-Danny Tse, San Lorenzo, Cal.
A. Your deck may have a nonswitchable
MPX filter, or its recording circuitry may

best to record the

be designed to render a

filter unnecessary

AN MPX FILTER PREVENTS
TONES IN FM STEREO

FROM DECEIVING DOLBY
NOISE REDUCTION.

hol itself.
that,

BItI{STI;I\

off sharply above 18 kHz; check
with your dealer or look in your owner's
manual. Without an MPX filter or with the
filter disengaged, a cassette deck's response
can extend to 20 kHz or a bit higher. With
a filter, response can extend at most to 18
kHz or so.
The filter's purpose is to cut out any 19 kHz pilot tone and 38 -kHz subcarrier in
the output signal from an FM stereo tuner.
Otherwise, these frequencies may beat with
the cassette deck's bias frequency, producing audible noises, and may interfere with
proper operation of the Dolby noise -reduction system. Many tuners filter these components out, but most cassette decks include multiplex filters in case a tuner
doesn't. Usually, this filter is defeatable.
by rolling

agent. These liquids are relatively mild and

unlikely to damage most rubber or plastic,
certainly much less so than isopropyl alcohol.
Second, if it turns out you do need a stronger

How Many Tracks for Mono?

solvent, you can always consume the remain -

mono signal, is it better to record that signal

Q.

I record the sermons in my church on

a stereo cassette

tape.

When recording a

AUDIO/IANUAKY
21

1993

mono signal on both

tracks and combine them in playback. This
ensures that if one track suffers from dropouts or loses treble because of a grain of
dirt or magnetic coating that affects just
one gap, the other track will serve as a

backup.

If you wish to record on only one track,
it is best to record only on track B, the
right-hand track. This

is because

contact

between the tape and the heads is some-

times poorer toward the edge of the tape
than in the middle, and track A is nearer
the edge.

Hi -Fi VCRs and Dolby NR
Q. Can I use the Dolby NR system of my
Hi -Fi VCR for audio recording? The instruction manual isn't clear on this. Also, is the
S/N ratio obtainable with my VCR comparable to that which 1 can obtain with Dolby C
NR on a first-rate cassette deck when using
metal tape?-M. Grant, Gardena, Cal.
A. In a Hi -Fi VCR, Dolby noise reduc-

tion

only for the linear (edge) track,
recorded in much the same way as

is used

which

is

audio Compact Cassette. Without
Dolby NR, the linear track would have a
signal-to-noise ratio of only about 45 to 55
an

If you

have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO,
1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is
chosen by Mr. Burstein to appear in Tape Guide,
please indicate if your name and/or address
should be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
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In any endeavor there are

1

F

individuals

F

E

products must set

a

standard not

and companies that come to exemplify

previously achieved, or they must

the spirit of an idea and a time. These

perform far beyond similarly pricer)

are the people and organizations that

competitors. And. second. no 'natter

have made

a

difference in history,

science, and music.

music is always the essential purpose

In high-fidelity, Acoustic Research
is one

how advanced the technology may he,

of these companies. The semi-

and ultimate measure.

CLASSIC

nal work of this company has actually

The AR Classic loudspeakers are

formed the cornerstone of an industry,

the first products to cone from a new

as much from a business
as a

standpoint

technological one.

\

R

engineering team. Their research

encompassed acoustics, physic's and

AR's approach to developing prod-

pure mathematics. They listened and

- in

acts has brought the world the acoustic

measured

suspension loudspeaker. dome high

and in their own homes. The enrark-

frequency and midrange drivers. the

able loudspeakers that they designed

three-point suspended suhchassis

are classic \

turntable and li'p'id cooled drivers.

sense of musical performance and

Each of these has become an industry

honest value.

standard because each bettered

musical reproduction in

a

tangible,

lad's. in sound rooms

products in every

For middle and high frequencies,
the AR Classic's employ a Symmetrical

practical way. These successes cone

Radiation \rrav (SR \) that acts as

directly from two principles: First. the

virtual point. source. The SR \ is made

a

AR

C

I.

ASSIC

LOUDSPE

up of an all -new soft cloth dome
.

A

K

ERS

THE AR CLASSIC 26

tweeter, flanked above and below by

die-cast mid -bass drivers. A sophisticates third -order crossover network.

Tapered cabinets
minimize frontal

derived by extensive computer model-

area and diffraction

ing, seamlessly integrates the SRA

module with acoustic suspension
SR A, Symmetrical

woofers optimized for bass reach

Radiation Array,

and dynamic definition.

provides

With the AR Classic Series you

will find

a

a

virtual

point source

difference. They don't

cast their own shadow over the music.

A<

()astir suspension

woofers are placed to

Timbre, musical texture and air are

control room interaction

intact. The image has height, width
and depth. Dynamics appear to be

All the Classics have

limitless.

bi-pairing capability

Listening will tell you far more
tiran reading can. When you are con-

sidering and evaluating loudspeakers,
bring along music you care about. Ask
your dealer to play the AR Classics
and hear the difference between the

AZ
,\caustic Research
130 Turnpike

St reel

Canton NIA 112021

ordinary and the classic.

I81)1)969AR41'(27I8)
1992 A

division of International Jensen Inc.

dB. Hi -Fi recording with

particular brand began to show audible
defects and excessive error rate," defined

or not video recording takes place.
With metal tape, most of the best audio
cassette decks achieve S/N ratios of roughly

more than one bad bit in 100 bits. He con-

ar

is Stan

rley Pin
he Doors En
pton Roy Orbi
each Boys 4To
ene Pitney R
s The P

Kent.

eath Ink

ditions should not be of concern in the
studio or home; however, for portable or
automotive applications, care must be exercised in storing and playing DAT cassettes." For example, the temperature may
go well above 130° in a closed, standing
automobile on a sunny summer day.
DAT appears to perform "quite well" in
long-term storage. "In an ongoing test, we
are attempting to determine the shelf -life
of DAT ... one -hour RATS were recorded
with a music program and tested immediately and every 12 months for error rate,
signal level, and audible defects. After three

to 78 dB. Some good Hi -Fi VCRs

difference

S

is

not apt to be profound to the

human ear, except perhaps at very loud levels. The areas in which I-li-Fi videotape is
superior to audio cassette are low wow and
Flutter, extended and flat frequency response, and long recording time (six hours

or more with

a

VCR).

Vicissitudes of Temperature
O. While attending school I live in
that used to be

a

a

room

porch, and at night it can

get mighty cold. What effect

will such cold

Take
Note:

for a perfect musical connection
kimber completes the score
Sure sve could talk about exotic
materials, esoteric theories, or advanced
construction techniques-and we have.
This time we wanted to remind you of the
one fundamental element that

truly

matters-The Music!
Like finely crafted instruments in the right
hands, a connection with Kimber can mean
the difference between mere 'notes on a
page' or a command performance. If the
Music matte s to you then insist on
Kimber to conduct perfection, right on
pitch -everytime.
Visit your nearest Kimber dealer and
re -discover the music for yourself.

a

reasonable

temperature. Will this fluctuation cause any
hutrut?

Will playing the tapes while they're

cold cause harm? Is there any risk to the tape
deck from the cold temperatures?-Rob Car-

roll, Falmouth, Mass.
A. Generally, tapes should not be subject to temperatures lower than 30° F or
higher than 130° F. Rapid cycling between
very cold and very hot might be injuriot.s
to tapes, but a fairly slow change from quite
cold to room temperature is tolerable.
suggest not playing the tapes when they are
still cold; their ability to withstand physical
stress improves as they warm up. I doubt
that cold temperatures will harm your
deck, but to avoid physical stress it should
be brought up to room temperature before
operation.
1

Kimber Kahle products are available at
select audio stores. For the name of
your nearest dealer and an informative
brochure contact us at
(801) 621-5530
2752 S. 1900 W

tones than on program material.) Each

section was played and rewound 2,000
times, and after every 50 plays critical lis-

tening tests and a check of the error rate
were performed. "Alter 1,500 plays, some
of the tapes exceeded the allowable error
rate and demonstrated some slight audible
defects. Flowever, more than half the tapes
were still within the error -rate spec [no
more than one bad bit in 100 bits, well

within the error -correction ability of a
1)AT deck -H.B.] and audibly unaffected
even after 2,000 plays." Thus, Karda con-

than others, but with proper handling of a
quality DAT, a quite acceptable life span

In "Signals & Noise," October 1991, an
Audio reader asked, "How long will a digi-

can be

expected-longer than

have played

place the Compact Cassette or CD at the

consumer level, Karda points out that I)AT
has a distinct place in several areas: In the
recording studio, in the duplication house,
in broadcast stations, and in computer applications ("where there is constant battle
for more data in a smaller space"). Altogether, "DAT is a very robust format-a
very useful tool for those using the format
within its niche."
A

Metal -particle tape (MPT) is employed
for DAT, which is similar to the metal tape

employed for Compact Cassettes. Karda
states that MPT can degrade at temperatures as low as 131° F, due to deterioration
of the binder and distortion of the base
film. Several brands of metal -particle DATs
have been tested by I.oran; they were all

Ogden UT. 84401

AUDIO/JANUARY
24
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

I

my favorite cassette or CD."
While DAT may never extensively re-

tal audio tape (DAT) last?" A substantial

Products, follows.

tt

(Flaws are audibly more noticeable on test

cludes, "Some tapes may be more durable

DAT Life

answer given by Brian T. Karda, Engineering Manager of Loran Cassettes and Audio

KINBER KABLE

of the recorded DATs have
demonstrated any effects or an excessive
error rate."
Loran has found I)AT to display "exceptional performance" with respect to repeated -play capability. A number of 5 -minute
sections were recorded with a test tone.
years, none

have on my tape collection? During the day,

though, my room warms to

as

cludes that "excessive environmental con-

achieve S/N ratios greater than 80 dB. The

a

ny Goodm.
ews Sisters M

able to withstand 113°, but at 122°, "One

VCR employs

same tracks as the video recording, whether

75
Roomates
ino Little Anth
& Dean Schun
ighi Elgar Dv
anc Brah

a

FM modulation and takes place on the

1993

O

ne might think the last

thing the world needs
is just another line of loudspeakers. But the six models

ALREADY

SIX BETTER
GOOD.

them. Finally, in appreciation of
the icea that perfection outside
the laboratory really should dress for dinner, the
Harman Kardon speakers are wrapped

}

in furniture finishes
1

ti

originated on a higher plane: a
17 year Canadian government
scientific investigation into the
largely unexplored frontier between acoustical
measurement and listener response. The sum
total of that research went into more than a
white paper. Harman Kardon adapted
it to bring its first speakers as
,' close to perfection as present
j technology allows.
In speaker
t

nership with the
driver array, the
aenclosure provides
J smoother power respons.a over a generous listening area. The result is a
listening system that actually
complements room acoustics
rather than compensating for

/

THESE NEXT

BE

and

coloration. In part-

OUT THERE,

sand plus. While
new speaker lines

resonance

t

MODELS

speakers stands
in stark physical
and theoretical
contrast to the
other two thou-

ments, the concept behind
Harman Kardon's speakers

reduce unwanted
.¡

Harman Kardon.
Which explains
why nearly every
aspect of these six

internal subchambers that

)

SPEAKER

below are not just another line.
They're new from

often start life in
sales and marketing depart-

see: a series of

WITH 2,280*

engineering and crafting, the
commitment was uncompromising, starting with a matched
set of competent drivers linked

that

fittingly reflect their North
American heritage. Until
now, this kind of performance and appearance have
simply not been available at
prices within the reach of

the serious music lover.
Regrettably there will still be
some people who think there
are already enough speakers.
But Harman Kardon didn't build
its very first speakers for casual
listeners. We built them for you. In the pure
Harman-Kardon tradition - architecturally and
sonically better.

with an equally refined
crossover network. This
array is housed in an innovative
structure the listener will never

harmanikardon
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
IN AUDIO AND VIDEO

' Audio magazine's 35th Annual Equipment Directory,
October 1992.
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CD Timing Accuracy
Q. I recently purchased

AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH (;IO

':t\EI,I,I

and have
cy.

a

a

new CD player

question about its tinting accura-

Considering all of my experiences with

open -reel tape decks and cassette decks, I

caused by pinch effect (which drives the

have noticed that few home units approach
professional recording and broadcast stan-

a

stylus upward, especially at high frequen-

dards for tinting accuracy: 0.1% speed accu-

subwoofer/satellite system could he a gap

cies), and noise. Since this information

racy, or 3.6 S per hour.

Subwoofer Crossover Considerations
Q. I have read that a weakness in

limit of the
lower frequency limit of the

between the upper frequency

It was natural for me, therefore, to contin-

woofer to my existing loudspeakers. The fre-

difference between the channels, you need only cross -connect the
channels to eliminate it.
The easy way is to connect two shielded
adaptors in series between your turntable

quency response of the speakers that would

and your preamp. You need one Y adaptor

when I checked the accuracy

then become the satellite systems extends

with two female RCA jacks and one male
RCA plug (such as Radio Shack 42-2436)
and one with a female and two males (such

player and found it ran about 12 S per hour
faster than the expected timings!

If this hookup

concern, but this was an expensive purchase,

woofer and the

satellite speakers.

I have considered adding

a 12 -inch sub -

down to 60 Hz. The subwoofer's response

is

29 to 180 Hz. Because its 180 Hz overlaps
the frequencies

of

the satellites, would these

shows up as

as

a

Radio Shack #42-2435).

speaker systems blend all right? Is there a

gives you hum problems, try detaching

gap?-Richard Garcia, Commerce, Cal.
A. If your subwoofer could not handle
frequencies above, say, 40 Hz, there would
be a gap between its upper cutoff and the
60 -Hz cutoff of your smaller speakers. But
you have an overlap, the opposite of a gap.

your turntable's ground lead from your
preamp. If the problem persists, carefully
trim back the insulation from one of the
two RCA plugs that goes into your preamp
and then sever the shield surrounding its

That's not too good, either. The frequencies in the overlapped region, 60 to 180 Hz,
may be overemphasized, because both
speakers are producing them. Or you may
get cancellations, due to phase differences
between the two speakers' outputs in this
frequency range.
Luckily, overlaps are easier to cure than
gaps. Just add a crossover to channel low
frequencies to the woofer and everything
else to your satellites. In your case, the
crossover should be set to something like
100 Hz. This should permit both the satellites and the subwoofer to operate over the
Flattest portions of their response curves.

Playing Records Monophonically
Q. I have a large collection of LPs dating
back to 1953. My new receiver, unlike previous units, does not have a button for mono. I
can't play my monophonic discs monophonically, and I don't get as good sound because
of this. Is there anything / can do to restore
this option?-Ralph Corbett, Fullerton, Cal.
A. Monophonic records usually do
sound better when played monophonically.
Any vertical information picked up by a
stereo cartridge playing mono records will
include only rumble (some of which may
be on the record itself), some distortion

center conductor-just be careful not to
cut into that conductor or the insulator

surrounding it.

ue the practice

of checking

the accuracy

on the CDs. You can imagine my surprise

of my new

You may not think this is a matter

of any

1 would think that it should offer better
timing accuracy. I would like your opinion in
this matter while I await a response from the
manufacturer.-Frank W. Bailey, New
York, N.Y.
A. The timing of the data stream in a
CD player is controlled by its internal clock
circuits. If you can obtain a service manual
for your player, you may find a trimmer

and

that can he used to adjust the frequency
the clock oscillator.

EVEN IF YOUR SYSTEM

HAS NO

MONO BUTTON,

YOU CAN STILL PLAY
MONO LPs MONAURALLY.

of

CD players. Most of the players 1 have owned
have run just slightly under the tittles shown

If the player

is

of

still un-

der warranty, the maker should be willing
to adjust the clock.
(After I sent this advice to Mr. Bailey, he
replied: My pith is renewed! The mamtfitcturer replaced the clock module with a high accuracy unit, and the player now times out

perfectly.)
A more elegant way, which would save

you the trouble of plugging and unplugging things, would be to install four RCA

Are My Loudspeakers Any Good?
Q. I recently purchased a pair of loud-

single -pole, single -throw switch

speakers based on how they sounded at my

in a small metal box. Wire the left -channel

dealer. I have no stereo components as such,

jack of one pair to the left jack of the other,
and do the same for the two right -channel

so

jacks. Wire the switch between the center

At first I was very pleased with the sound,
but then the right speaker sounded very "bass

jacks and

a

terminals of one pair's left and right jacks.
With the switch open, signals pass through
the box unchanged. When you close the
switch, the two channels are shorted together, and the signal becomes monophonic. Connect your turntable leads to one
pair of jacks, and run a cable from the
other to your preamp. It's a good idea to
leave the box in plain sight when you set it
to mono to remind you to switch it hack
again for normal stereo listening.
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I connected these speakers to my wife's

rack systent.

heavy."

1

took the loudspeakers hack to my

dealer, and he tested the loudspeakers by con-

necting them to a highs -powered amplifier.

If you

have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.N. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your letter
is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio clinic, please indicate if your name and/or address
should be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
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These days "home theater"

Of course,

term

is a

liberally applied and widely advertised.

no television can be better than the medi-

um it projects. So at the heart

of our

system is the Elite

IIr

invented the
lirluid-eoolyd, asphertrrrl
lens to deliver the
highest resolution on the

Rut having defined the category in

the first place, we reserve the right to

LI)-S2 LaserDisc
rate device

widest screen.

Player. The most accu-

lot the reproduction of a

redefine it. So here goes: True home theater must rival or

moving picture and sound in the home. Any "home theater"

exceed the very best movie theaters.

without

Nor just in the quality of picture bur in the quality of

a

laser picture source is not

a

contender.

Which brings us to the teceiver: The Elite VSX-95. It

THE ELITE HOMETHEATER. IT STANDS AT THE
VERY PI NNACI E OF THE CATEGORYWE CREATED.
sound. As does the extraordinary system pictured here.

Dominating center stage

is the

Ilandpirked romplrnret:tary

Elite' PRO 96

of a

Projection Television. It's the top

features the detail that is our hallmark. Gold-plated

terminals. Hand -selected

new line which once

capacitors reduce cross talk

components. And five amps

transit,:

response.

again sets the standard for projection television. The

driving five discrete amplification channels.

liquid -cooled aspherical lens- our own invention- projects

In concert with Dolby" l'ro Logic' circuitry, it powers

an incredibly sharp picture

of 830 -

o

line resolution. A new short locus
(

lens system creates

a

another essential

picture that is

dramatically improved

Any Laserftse outperforms any videotape. And

The result
seen on an
Lot

d.

mom.

tn.

three -line digital comb

a

I

We invite you to visit your Elite dealer to see

Home Theater as intended by its maker. And discover
the ultimate way to watch
-

electronic screen.

e.

/lbw ,Ir.J,r
.nu.
Oil l-NHt-PIONbIR
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the brightest and most vivid colors ever

,d.,.,I,,:

I,mg &..L, ( A

4aal

is

the

outperforms all other Lase rDnr players.

significantly enhanced color accurac

has

speakers, notable

and midrange drivers, and urushi cabinetry.

by its new black screen. Finally,

filter

TZ-9LTD

To

for their studio heritage, ceramic graphite tweeters

25% brighter. And contrast
is

of Home Theater-surround sound.

deliver that sound, Elite

a

't.

while inrprovit
imaging and

I

I

n

Pet]15..n,.,r-I,m,m;. 1'\\ In,.
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I
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is
provided for your protection.
It is

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, in-

cluding brand, model. color or finish.
accessories and rebates included in
the price.

Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period and who
2.

pays the postage for returned merchandise.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case.
what is covered by warranty. how
long is the warranty period. where
will the product be serviced. what do
you have to do. and will the product
be repaired or replaced? You may
want to receive a copy of the written
warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks. receipts
and correspondence. For phone orders. make a note of the order including merchandise ordered. price order
date. expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.

the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
5. If

or if no time was promised. 30 days
of receipt of the order. you generally
have the right to cancel the order
and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not
.

allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact
the consumer protection agency in
the seller's state or your local U.S.
Postal Service.

The dealer could not detect any problems
with the speakers and told me that my amplifier was probably not powerful enough to
handle the dynamics of the music.
So, now what? What should 1 do if I invest

not to cause tracing distortion. This
would also roll off any hiss in the master

as

tape. As CDs have no treble saturation

problems, they'd require no such roll -off.
Many of the master tapes of these recordings were doubtless made before

in a high -quality, high -power amplifier and

still have this bass problem?-Mark Catlett,
Rosenhayn, N.I.
A. It is difficult to answer your question
without having been with you when you
were evaluating your loudspeakers. About
all I can say is that if these speakers sounded as you expected at your dealer and if
they now sound poor at home, there may
be some problem in your wife's rack system. As I understand it, the sound was tine
at first, and then deteriorated. This may
indicate that something has gone wrong
with the rack system, though it's difficult to
imagine what could go wrong that would
result in over -accentuated bass.
I really suspect that the bass problem was
there all along but that until you became
accustomed to the equipment, you failed to
notice it.
This bass heaviness may well he the
result of room acoustics. Experiment by
placing the loudspeakers in different par's
of the room and at various distances from
walls; you may well find a location that
solves the problem.
If you have not resolved this problem,
see if you can borrow a friend's system and
connect it to your loudspeakers. If you
notice a marked improvement in audio
quality, you will know that you need better
components. If nothing helps, let's hope
your dealer will exchange your loudspeakers or refund your money.

More Hiss on CDs than LPs?
Q. My CDs of rock music from the

Dolby noise reduction became popular, so
they'll have audible tape hiss. Overdubbing
through multiple generations would raise
the hiss still higher. Such overdubbing was
and is more common with rock than jazz,
which might account for the difference.
Also, acoustical instruments are more used

HISS IS NOT A SINGLE

FREQUENCY, SO YOU

CAN'T EQUALIZE IT OUT
WITHOUT LOSING
MUSICAL OVERTONES.

in jazz than rock, and such instruments

don't have enough highs to force the engineer to cut back the treble when cutting the
LP master. I-Iiss is usually not

frequency but

following the above guide-

lines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to Nick Matarazzo, Publisher of Audio Magazine. Be sure to include copies of
all correspondence.

overtones

as well.
I'd suggest you experiment by rolling off
frequencies in the range from 3 to 5 kHz,
where the ear is most sensitive to hiss. At-

tenuate these frequencies as little as possiHe, because the sonic quality of the music

will also be affected. Try listening to an
equalized signal from the CD player and an
unequalized signal from LPs, and adjust
your equalizer until the two sounds match.
Editor's Note: Extra hiss can also occur
on CDs that are made from later tape
generations than the master used for the
LP, or from tapes that have been improperly stored in the decades between LP and
Cl) mastering. When trying to get rid of
hiss, I've found it helpful to cut the topmost equalizer band or two to reduce severe hiss; this works best on recordings that
don't have much tonal content above 10 or
12 kl-Iz. And the Autocorrelator circuit on
some older Carver preamplifiers (it's not
on the current ones) does a decent job of
reducing hiss but has minimal effect on the

1960s

and early '70s contain much more tape hiss
than those same recordings on the original
LPs. This problem does not appear on my
jazz CDs, and many of these are from the late
'50s and early '60s.
Can you explain why this should be so?

Would knowing this allow rue to use my
equalizer to cut it
wood Park, III.

A.

I

down? loe

don't have

a

a single
wide band of frequencies

that overlap the music, so it's impossible to
equalize it out without losing some musical

Also, at what frequency is this hiss occurring?

If, after

a

Iarocki, Elm-

definite explanation.

Possibly, the rock material was so rich in

treble that the engineers had to roll the
treble off a bit when mastering the 1.1's, so

music.-/.R.
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As real
as-ypu can get.

14.

If you;e tilled of flavor-of-the-month preamp preténders.
maybe it's time to get real about an honest peamp in your music system.
One thatdpesn't colorize the classics.in your music collection,
t_t lets them speak truthfully and neutrally.
A line preamp that has enough fuñcticris to give youpractical.
use t-everyday contiol over your music system. yet enough inputs and outputs -.
to be right at home in an audio -video setup.
And: L:s not kid around -a high-end preamp thzt won't vaporize Your bank account.
Meettheww LS3 line -level preamplifiér from Audio Research.
'An all-new circuit desg9i with optional balanced outputs. Honest, faithful reproduction:
S_oa_rkling dynamics.' And the reputation and lasting value that has been the
hallmark of this American manufacturer for over twentyyears.
So, linen .b the new LS3. It's about as real,as you tan get. .'
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Except now the "majestic" sound
emanates from a more compact, more versatile, more efficient design.
For example: the AL-III's 10 inch woofers
are housed in a vented enclosure so they can
be placed anywhere; adjustable frequency
controls let you compensate for variations in
listening environment; and

Admittedly, it's a pretty tall order to apply
the moniker of "more amazing" to Carver's
new AL-III speakers, considering that their
predecessors are the Carver Amazing

Loudspeakers themselves.
Recall the critical acclaim:
"I have never heard better
sound. Period."
"Their imaging is truly
amazing... I am loathe to let
them out of my listening room."
"..absolutely majestic... a
boon for audiophiles."
"..clean percussion,
authoritative bass and a general sense of ease and open?
ness that I cannot quite get
from other fine speakers."
We could go on. And we will.
"The image on these speakers is deep, wide,
coherent, and precise."
"These are great speakers and I cannot be
dispassionate about them for they have affected me deeply... my eyes turn to the ceiling in
audiophile ecstasy."

i

these gorgeous loudspeakers
can easily handle a good 400
watts (with pleasure).
Yet, they'll perform with
as little as 35 watts per chan-

1

nel. Like we said - efficient.
Not least, the Carver
AL-III's are a rare and extra ordinary value. Audiophileheaven for a comparatively
earthly price.
Contact us today for
more AL -III info, or amaze yourself at your
Carver dealer.
Carver AL-1111 are beautiful, with hand matched solid oak
panels. And a nice fit. 4,9*full -range dipole driver ribbons and

14.5"Wx72.5"Hx 16.5"U. (Hot
tip: Pair the AL-1ll's with Carver's TFM-35 Power Amp and
CT-3 Preamp/Tuner for an awfully sweet package!)
new 10" woofers are only

)

Powerful
Distributed

Musical Accurate

P.O. Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046
('Ofd) 7751202
in Canada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario
(416) 847-8888
© 1992 CARVER CORP.
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who do not have advanced training

THE BOOK SHELF

in digital numerics, digital coding,

and the like. That is not to say the

explanations presented will completely satisfy everyone, especially
those insisting on absolute mathe-

S K ET(.11 Y ON CDs?
GET AG1411'
M

I

matical, scientific, and engineering
precision. Nevertheless, the explanations are quite accurate and often by

THE

analogy give the reader an understanding of the basis for the "true

COMPACT

discussions are never embarrassingly

facts" about these processes. The

DISC

simplified. I found them not only
quite satisfactory but in some cases
enlightening.
A brief summary of the contents
is vital to any book review, so here
goes. Chapter t (only 12 pages) is a
very brief introduction to the Compact Disc. Chapter 2, "Fundamentals
of Digital Audio" (30 pages), is written at a modest technical level but
should convince readers that digital

HANDBOOK

1

N

D

EDITION
1

The new edition
offers expanded
discussion of

"work." The
of sampling and

signal processing does

diverse disc
formats coming
into the market.

basics theorems

POHLMANN

quantization are described. Chapter
3, "The Compact Disc System" (54
pages), is as good and complete a

The Compact Disc Handbook,

Second Edition
Ken C. Pohlmann
A -R EDITIONS, 349 pp.;
hardcover, $49.95; softcover, $34.95

of reviewing
of this book for
the October 1989 issue of Audio.
had the pleasure
the first edition

At that time,
ry that it was

wrote in summavery good book. I
can with confidence now upgrade the evaluation to excellent. I
had several rather minor complaints
about the first edition, and all of
I

a

these have been eliminated or fixed

very nicely. Additionally, there has
been some rearranging

of the mate-

rial, and several sections have been
expanded. This might be expected in
a hook about a rapidly changing
topic such as the Compact Disc and
its immediate derivatives in optical
recording.
Anyone with an interest in CD
technology will want this edition.
Those with in-depth knowledge will

find it a nice review of their understanding and, because of the clarity
of the presentation, will take with
them some ways of describing digital
processes that make it easier to explain Cl)s to others. (I have found
much of this material useful in the
classroom.) Those who are relatively
new to this technology will find the
book a good first exposure to the
magic of digital sound reproduction.
Even those who already have the
first edition will want this version:

description as have seen anywhere.
It is suitable for the technically
minded reader, even to the point of
being quite challenging in some sections. The serious student of digital
signal processing will want to pursue
some of the more advanced references given. There is a good amount
of discussion concerning the details
I

BOTH NEWCOMERS

Besides revisions and rearrangement

in the text, many

of the figures

AND AUDIOPHILES

are

considerably improved, and the expanded sections include discussions
on noise shaping, data transmission,
and the diverse disc formats that are
rapidly coming into the marketplace. The second edition is about
20% longer than the first.
Ken C. Pohlmann, as usual in his

WILL WELCOME THE

BOOK'S CLARITY.

of data coding and error correction,
and the structure of the information
in the data channel is given. Chapter
4,

"CD Player Design" (63 pages),

extensive, popular writing, does an

really gets to the heart of its subject.

amazingly good job of bringing
complex technological concepts
within the understanding of those

All important aspects are covered,
such as the transport mechanism,
servo controls, optical pickups,
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Push the envelope!
In the world of high technology
the tern "envelope" is used to des' cribe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, a diverse group
of technically competent products
from AudioQuest lets you expand
the performance envelope,of your
audio or video system.

FIBER OPTIC CABLES

TOSLINK & ST STANDARD
ANALOG

-

INTERCONNECT CABLES

-

-CARTRIDGES, ARMS & ACCES.-

The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so-perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make a wonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves - please put
us to the ultimate test - listen and
look for yourself.

SEVEN MODELS
VIDEO CABLES

ULTRACONNECrr..T

r k}`'
1Tr'r

JP-

-COMPOSITE AND S -VIDEO
LP'S AND CD'S

riÁin

.t5;'

SORBOTHANE FEET
RF STOPPERS

SPEAKER CABLES
.5: 0...
1

géórárvi

inr
,

,,

Ip.-.

.,-_^`

-GREAT MUSIC-GREAT SOUND-

..._.
SIXTEEN MODELS

AC POWER CABLES

oucJioquest.
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770

FAX (714) 498-5112

Distributed in Canada by Audio Products International, 3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1X 1G5 Tel: 416-321-1800

tracking systems, data retrieval, digital filters, and analog -to -digital conversion; also
included are the newer techniques of noise
shaping and low -bit conversion. Several of
the figures in this chapter have been improved and explanations clarified, expanded, or in a few cases contracted in a very appropriate way.
Chapter 5, "Practical Concerns" (45
pages), is a rather nontechnical discussion
of possible differences among CD players
that are the result of the precise digital process used in a design and the details of how
the machinery of a player is put together.
This section will help place test reports,
such as those found in Audio, in proper
technical perspective. Described are the
tiny amounts of distortion and other residual defects in the reproduction process, as
well as the tests needed to define them. The
chapter carefully, and correctly, sorts out
the real, though slight, imperfections of the
digital process from the anecdotal pseudo science that surrounds so many high-level
technologies. Luddites, beware!
Chapter 6, "Diverse Disc Formats" (62
pages), is a tremendously interesting section on derivatives of the CD-or more
generically, optical storage-that are becoming important for computer data, interactive audio/video, multimedia materials, television, and even still photography.
While this chapter is not of immediate
concern to the fan of pure audio reproduction, it is fascinating. At some point it will
be hard to decide if the optical information
carrier is a "disc" or a "disk."
I have never been able to get very warm
about Chapter 7, "Disc Manufacturing"
(38 pages), but many readers will be fascinated to learn how relatively easy it is to
digitally process audio signals because of
the robust nature of digitized information.
Equally impressive is the ability to massproduce tiny physical structures: You can
barely see the pits of a CD with a good microscope, but they are there-and very
accurately sized and placed at that.
All in all, a very nice book, complete
with improved glossary and index. I will
recommend it to my students, and I highly
recommend it to readers of Audio as well as
others with interest in digital sound reproduction, particularly that of the Compact
Disc. (A -R Editions, 801 Deming Way,
Madison, Wisc. 53717.)
R. A. Greiner

'

Listening Environments. Strong and Plitnik explain how sound behaves in and out

MUSIC

of doors and how

SPEECH
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Music Speech Audio
William I. Strong and George R. Plitnik
SOUNDPRINT, softcover, 521 pp., $35

This is a large-format softcover book
intended as a broad -based "student friendly" text on acoustics, aimed at the college
underclassman level. William I. Strong and
George R. Plitnik have had more than 25
years experience teaching what they aptly
call descriptive acoustics at Brigham Young
University, and this book is their basic
teaching guide. The current version is the
third since 1977.
The hook is essentially nonmathematical, but it abounds in graphics. Covered in
the text are six broad areas:
Science and Acoustics. Here the authors
discuss the basic physical quantities and
their associated derived quantities. This
serves as a primer on energy, power, and
intensity-information so necessary for developing an intuitive feel for acoustics. Basic vibration is covered, as is compound
vibration, a subject that helps our understanding of many musical instruments.
Wave phenomena and propagation are
then discussed, along with aspects of reflection, refraction, and diffraction. The authors give a clear exposition of the tricky
subject of sound level and the decibel.
The Ear and l tearing. This section begins
with the anatomy and basic characteristics
of the ear, including aspects of critical band
theory and masking. Threshold, loudness,
pitch, and tone color are discussed, along
with additional aspects of sound perception such as temporal and spatial judgments and nonlinear action of the ear.
Musical scales and basic harmonic relationships are covered, and the section ends with
the topics of hearing impairment and noise
problems in the environment.
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it can be isolated. Interior sound control is covered, with emphasis
on absorption and the control of reverberations. The authors then move on to the
elements of auditorium design, relating
some of the subjective judgments of hall
acoustics to the physical phenomena responsible for them. Finally, a primer on
sound reinforcement is provided.
The Human Voice and Speech. Normally
given cursory treatment in basic acoustics
courses, this subject receives special focus
here. Physiological aspects are treated in
detail, as are speech perception, defects in
speech production, and electronic processing of speech. The section ends with a discussion of the singing voice.
Musical Acoustics. After introducing the
musical envelope and its spectral characteristics, Strong and Plitnik discuss the entire
array of traditional musical instrument
types. The authors go on to cover electronic instruments and synthesizers, as well as
modern principles of sampling musical
waveforms for subsequent manipulation.
Electronic Reproduction of Music. This
section is devoted to high fidelity and its as -

THE AUTHORS INCLUDE

AN EXPOSITION OF
THE TRICKY SUBJECT

OF SOUND LEVEL

AND THE DECIBEL.

sociated control systems, media, and transducers. Readers are given helpful hints on
selecting audio systems and coming to
grips with problems in the listening room.
The book's supplementary material includes reviews of basic math, symbols,
quantities, units, prefixes, formulas, and
functions, as well as brief discussion of
ultrasound and infrasound. Also provided
are a bibliography (including audio-visual
resources) and an index.
I believe that many readers of Audio will
find this a very informative book to be referred to time and again. (Soundprint,
2250 North 800 East, Provo, Utah 84604.)
John Eargle

Pick up a copy at your
local AQ dealer..
(The good stuff is on the inside)
2
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HANDBOOK

Chapter I is a good primer on acoustics,
without too much math. (Both metric and
"U.S. customary" units are used here and
throughout the book.) Table 1.1 could include the sound power level of normal

OF

ACOUSTICAL
MEASUREMENTS
AND NOISE
CONTROL
11111iU

speech, and Figure

tnRklh

the top

1.1

needs something at

of the decibel

scale, such as jet

aircraft noise. I disagree that the "fast"
setting of a sound level meter is the basic
setting (page 1.18); most noise regulations
require the "slow" setting. The addition of
decibel levels is treated in great detail-not
with math, but by means of homographs.
However, today this addition

Handbook of Acoustical Measurements
and Noise Control, Third Edition
Edited by Cyril M. Harris
McGRAW-HILL, hardcover,
1,024 pp., $89.50

This is the latest version of the classic
Handbook of Noise Control (the first edition
was published in 1957, the second in 1979).

Dr. Cyril M. Harris wrote or co -wrote six
of the 54 chapters. In the Preface, he indi-

with

a

modern methods should have been mentioned as alternatives to the cumbersome
and inherently imprecise nomographs.

CHAPTERS ON HEARING
ARE OF VITAL INTEREST

TO THOSE WHO VALUE

cates that recent developments in digital

instrumentation led to the change in the
did indeed find a lot of
book's title.
information here on acoustical measurements-yet Chapter 5, for instance, describes manually operated sound level meters but does not tell about newer digital
instruments that have computing and storage features. I saw nothing in the book
about music as an intrusive noise, which
was the topic of two relatively recent articles in Audio ("Muffling the Neighbors:
Ten Tips to Reduce Noise," November
1990, and "Good Walls Make Good Neighbors," December 1990). saw no information on applications of microcomputers to

is easy

scientific calculator, and computation of
the overall A -weighted sum of a set of octave band levels is quickly done on a computer with a spreadsheet program. These

THEIR EARS.

1

1

acoustical measurements and calculations.
Also missing is information on analysis of
room acoustics based on time -energy frequency (TEF) and time -delay spectrometry

(TDS).
Generally, the chapters written or co written by Harris are a little more clear
than those of his colleagues; he explains
basic principles very well. Nevertheless, the
other authors-a mix of professors, consultants, and industry professionals-are
all recognized experts in their subject areas.
This review focuses on chapters thought
would interest readers of Audio.
1

Chapter

2

lists many descriptors for

noise level. But while acousticians most

often use Leq (the A -weighted, long-term
average energy level) to describe noise, its

definition here
"time." Chapter

well hidden under
indoor sound, is
clear, though the acoustical noise -reduction calculation on page 4.11 could be done
more efficiently on a computer with a
spreadsheet. Chapter 5, covering acoustical
measuring instruments, is excellent. (Small
defects: On page 5.6-2, "electronic amplification" should read "equalization." And
contrary to a statement on page 5.17, a
sound level calibrator can't work at 4 to 16
kHz because of wave motion in the cavity;
typically, the highest frequency is 2 kHz.)
Though Chapter 8 tells all about FFT analyzers, it shows examples of vibration
rather than sound analysis (and I have
often wondered whether an FFT analyzer is
a good buy if used only for sound testing).
Chapter 9, on noise measurement, is clear;
Chapter 12, on human noise exposure, is a
must for all who listen to loud music.
Sound power and intensity testing, covered in Chapters 13 and 14, is applicable to
is

4, on
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loudspeakers, though only machinery test-

ing

is discussed. Chapter 15 contains important basic information on the effects of
noise and reverberation on speech, while

Chapters 16, 17, and 18-on hearing, hearing loss, and testing-give all the fundamentals, written by the top experts, and
will be of vital interest to those who value

their ears. (Perhaps some nonbelievers will
be convinced that loud sounds do cause
hearing loss.) Consequently, Chapter 21,
on hearing protection, will be important to
you if you attend concerts with amplified
sound or if you use machinery. The actual
effects of noise on humans-annoyance,
poor performance of tasks, etc.-are detailed in Chapters 23, 24, and 25 (unfortunately, as mentioned before, music as an
intrusive noise is not singled out). Chapter
26 shows the related criteria for noise and
vibration exposure (nothing on music).
Chapters 27, 28, and 29 include more
than you need to know about vibration
control-information that nevertheless will
he of great value if you want to add vibration isolators to speakers or electronics.
Chapter 30, on sound-absorbing material,
is simple and practical; a section on Helmholtz resonator absorbers is tacked onto
the end, but sound -absorbing concrete
blocks that utilize this effect are, strangely,
not mentioned. Chapter 31 presents good
explanations on how walls, doors, and windows block airborne sound. It is a complete
cookbook, except that one would have to
obtain copies of standards to learn how to
determine a Sound Transmission Class
from a set of measured data; the basics on
this could have been included.
The topics of structure -borne sound and
noise control in buildings will be of interest
to those who live in apartment buildings.
Many fixes are described in Chapters 32
and 33. Cures for noise from power transformers, fluorescent lamps, and HVAC systems are discussed in subsequent chapters.

And Chapter 45-on plumbing noise-will
be of interest if you have a problem, but
sadly the author indicates that most domestic systems are inherently noisy because

of economies

in design.

The amount of useful information in
this book more than makes up for any deficiencies. I'm glad to have it in my library,
and

I

recommend it to readers of Audio.
/on R. Sank
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The laws of physics dictate that deep
bass can only be produced by larger loud-

speakers or by inefficient, smaller designs.

While the laws of physics can't be broken,
they can be bent a little.
KEF's loudspeaker science has devel-

oped the Coupled Cavity Bass system, which

combines the deep bass extension of sealed
enclosures with the high efficiency of ported
designs. The result? Speakers capable of full

concert volume with deep, tight bass and

crisp transients... without requiring excess
power or space.

Realistic deep
bass and audio/video

Can you get
deep, accurate
bass from small

loudspeakers?

compatible magnetic
shielding make KEF
Reference loudspeakers

ideal for home theater

applications.
The Coupled
THE KEF COUPLED

Cavity Bass System,

CAVITY BASS SYSTEM

COMBINES DEEP BASS

joins such other KEF

WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY.

scientific advances as the Uni-O® Driver,
which helps eliminate the adverse effects
of room acoustics; and Conjugate Load

Matching, which makes it less strenuous
for your amplifier to drive your speakers.
Together, these advances have earned KEF

its international reputation for real -world

performance.
For KEF, the world's finest speakers

are those that sound best in your home.

.r,
.

The Science of loudspeakers
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compression to bring up those soft
tones that would otherwise be

ROAD SIGNS
IVA\ IiP.K(;I;I{

masked by noise. (Other audiophiles, including Pitts, feel that any

compression is anathema and that
you get the same results by turning

NOiSE BUST ERS

.:1";;

-

<

up the volume. But in my experi-

:

ence, when all the soft sounds be-

come clearly audible, the loud ones
become overwhelming; maybe those

other guys have quieter cars.)
Both Alpine's 7525 head unit and
Harman Kardon's CSP-1 analog
sound processor have both level and
bass compensation but no compres-

sion. And Jensen now has

to Jensen, listeners with DSO in
their cars will simply set the volume
and tone effects they want, like setting a thermostat. After that, DSO's
computing circuits will monitor the
level and spectrum of ambient noise

7

and readjust the sound system to

-----

compensate. According to Ken Kantor, Jensen's Vice President for

Technology, "DSO uses psycho -

Ila

acoustic masking thresholds in real
time to add compensation to the

-

Dynamat's
under -hood
sound damper:
"Open wide and
say 'sssh.'

music so that perceived loudness
will stay constant with changes in

"
n

many modern cars, you

can set the climate control's

thermostat to the temperature you want, then leave it

dynamic range of Compact Discs
has only added to the problem.
From time to time, car stereo
manufacturers have added circuits

alone regardless of how hot
or cold the weather gets.

that adjust overall volume level to
match changes in ambient noise. I've

Your sound system, though, needs
readjustment all the time.
The villain is road noise. Set the
tone and level as you pull away from
the curb, and the music will be
downed out once you hit the highway; set it when you're doing 55 in
traffic, and it blasts your eardrums
when you stop to pay a toll. Between
times, you readjust the volume control as you move betweeen smooth
and rough road surfaces or as you
pass from a truck -clogged highway
to a quiet country road. The greater

tried some, and they help a
"but not enough," adds Editor Gene
Pitts, who has such a system in his
'85 Nissan Maxima. One reason they
don't help more is that the frequen-

i

proto-

(DSO) system that uses all three,
plus artificial intelligence. According

,,".'

_

a

type Dynamic Sound Optimization

bit-

of road noise is uneven-heavy in the bass and sometimes with subsidiary peaks in other

ambient noise. There is compression, of a sort, but it's an artifact, because the system is adjusting to the
instantaneous noise level tens of
thousands of times per second. So
it's sort of a cross between active
noise cancellation and dynamic

METHODS TO KILL OR
COMPENSATE FOR
ROAD NOISE ARE

IN THE WORKS.

cy spectrum

areas. So,

simple volume changes

can make some frequencies too loud

while letting others remain masked.
I've long advocated a three-point

approach,

combining

volume

changes, bass control, and very mild
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compression. 'Compression' normally implies some sort of average
behavior, which gives more psycho acoustic artifacts, as opposed to a
situation where you're trying to
make the music and noise complement each other perceptually, as we
are here."

Rule #23

All drivers
are not
created equal.
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The speakeron the left is designed with Injection -Molded Polypropylene (IMPP-) cone technology. The speaker on the right,
is paper. The speaker on the left offers cleaner, richer bass. The one on the right doesn't. The
one on the left can handle extraordinary amounts of power without distortion. The one on
the right can't. The one on the left is from a full line of new high-performance component speak- (1TL
The Art of Entertainment
ers from Pioneer.' The one on the right isn't. To find out more, call 1-800-421-1604, ext. 441
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There is, of course, another way to deal
with the effect of road noise on listening:
Cut it instead of compensating for it. British car magazines have long carried ads for
kits of sound -absorbing mats precut to
attach inside the body panels of various European cars. Dynamic Control, of Fairfield,
Ohio, now offers Dynamat, a self-adhesive
vibration -damping mat available in sheets
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your records will last longer with a new Shure phono
cartridge and stylus. For the name of the Shure dealer`
nearest you, or for a free catalog, call 1-800-25-SHURE.
"Satisfaction"guaranteed.
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Alpine's 7525 car stereo pits

Even though it's only rock n'roll, you'll like it better and

SN(J E

of various

both bass and volume boost
against road noise.

only help block engine and outside noises
but also kill annoying buzzes and resonances in the body panels themselves.
Another approach, noise cancellation, is
now standard in Nissan Bluebird ARX-Z
models sold in Japan. The Nissan system

EIX gas

analyzes input from four microphones in
the car's ceiling and data on engine speed.
Based on this

information, signals are fed

to speakers under the front seats; those signals should reach the passengers' ears at the
in opposite polarity
from, selected engine sounds. In practice,
according to Nissan, the system cuts engine
same time as, but
.......

...

1,291510b

noise by about 10 dB at engine speeds of
about 4,000 to 5,000 rpm (which means its
effects will be most noticeable under hard
acceleration), but it has no effect on road
and wind noise.
For the ultimate in mobile music listening; you'd probably have to combine all

10[9M

these approaches, and more. First, the car's

-rte
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P.O. Box 5000
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Carpentrsville,
Illinois 60110

Note: Decoders and Descramblers must not be used
without authorization by your local cable operator.

INFORMATION/ORDERS

1-800

648-3030
NO ILLINOIS ORDERS ACCEPTED

structure should be optimized to minimize
vibration, resonance, and sound transmission and its engine made as quiet as possible. Add panel dampers, noise cancellation,
and a signal processor like DSO, and you
might wind up with the same sense of dynamic range you get in your home listening-albeit at a louder level. After all, some
road noise will still be getting through. A
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ThmYour Stereo Into
An
Out Dolby Surround
Pro -Logic System.
NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
Our new PLlOO Dolby Pro Logic decoder with 3-channelampl/'rcr
mc{gneticallyslueldedCenurC7rannelspeaár TheSwrowutL+
dipole radiating, wroundspea,(rrs. Factorydirectpnce, $799.
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Until now adding Dolby Surround to a
stereo system has been complex and expensive.
Add-on decoders were inadequate, costly, and
often required separate amplifiers. \I've changed
all that with our affordable, high performance
Pro Logic Add -On Systems.
Both systems are centered around our new
PL100-a Dolby Pro Logic decoder with three
channels of amplification (40 watts to the center
channel, 15 watts to the surround channels) and
a wireless remote. Its built-in signal generator
enables precise balancing of the left, center, right
and surround speakers. The signal delay applied
to the surround channel is selectable for room
size. Other controls include master volume, rear

-47
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:
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$799 Dolby Pro Logic
Add -On System.
The center channel speaker in our $799
Dolby Pro Logic Add -On System is our new
magnetically shielded Center Channel (see ad
on following page). The rear/side speakers
are a pair of The Surround' II. Unlike any
other surround speaker in its price range, The
Surround]] uses advanced dipole radiator technology. Properly mounted on the side walls of
a listening room, their high frequency drivers
direct out -of-phase sound signals towards the
front and rear of the room. The sound then
reflects off the surfaces in the room, finally reaching listeners from all directions,
"surrounding" them with sound.
Because the drivers are out
of phase with each other, they
create a null area directly in
front of the speakers, so listeners
can't pinpoint the source of the
sound. The result is surround
sound the way it was meant
to be heard.

$999 Dolby Pro Logic
Our new PL 100 Dolby Pro Logic decoder with 3 -channel amPli her,- lowprofile
Center thane! Plus speaker; The Surround dipoleradiating swroundspeakers.
Factory-direcr price, $999.

and center level, and a Phantom mode enabling
the use of the PL100 without a center speaker.
Purchased separately, the factory-direct price of
the PL100 is $399.

Add -On System.

Our $999 Dolby Pro Logic
Add -On System combines
the PL100 with our new low -profile Center
Channel Pius speaker and our highly acclaimed surround speaker, The Surround. Center
Channel Plus is a magnetically shielded

speaker with four 3" long -throw woofers and
a ring radiator tweeter. Because of its wide, low
profile (25" wide, 4" high, 6V2" deep), it is ideal
for placement directly on top of, or, with optional
support unit, beneath a TV. The frequency range
of the outer pair of 3" woofers is intentionally
limited to maintain proper dispersion. SW don't
know of any speaker, at any price, that outperforms Center Channel Plus.
The surround speakers in this system
are The Surround, a dipole radiating speaker
with higher volume level capability than The
Surround II. We feel The Surround is one of the
very best surround speakers made, despite
the fact that it costs hundreds less than
competing models.
So if you already own a fine stereo system,
TV and VCR, why not create an all-out home
theater with one of our Dolby Pro Logic
Add-On Systems?

-800 -FORHIFI

1

We Know How
lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 10 4JAN, Newton,

MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S.

a Canada: 617-332-5936

0:992Cams,4 Sprat*sTheSamudisacradenwkofCamt+tdFSonMecks
Doh Doily Strand and Pm Logic are trademarks of Domy tabormars Licerary
Caporamn. Rios ant speuanos%bet to chair wotoII mice.
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turers now offer many models of the

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT

NV I -I

ubiquitous carousel changer, with a
capacity of five or six CDs. A few
changers can handle as many as 10

1"r E

CDs (one even accommodates 18).

INTO A CHANGER
OF DISCS,
LOAD THE 100

There is an inclination among audiophiles to consider CD changers as
mass -market products that cannot
provide the ultra -refined sound of
the best single -disc machines. For
those who can afford such indulgences, dedicated CD transports and

D/A converters together can cost
more than $20,000! I have been adamant in my support of the high The NSM 3101
"

quality single-disc player.

FPS

Nonetheless, for the past several

comprises the Disc
Library changer

months

I
have been using a CD
changer that, with its 100 -disc capacity, surely represents the near ul-

(rear), a controller
(which includes a

-

singledisc drive),
and a.remote:

.

It
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ack in the dark ages

of the
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a "lightweight" tracking force
ounces! Even with the advent

of the vinyl LP, changers

the NSM's
Disc Library.

t

.

r'

-

.,

were widely used, albeit considerably

were anathema to me and to many

those days played back the recordings at

'

refined from their predecessors.

Whirring and clanking,
the Webcor and Garrard changers of

display CD
booklets and
double as
catalogs for

.

four -minute playing time
per side made a record
ty.

binders can

M

-

78 -rpm shellac record, its

changer an absolute necessi-

Loose-leaf

-

`_

,
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Frankly, record changers always

other audiophiles. As soon as high quality single -play turntables like the
Rek-O-Kut were available, we fitted
them with separately purchased
tonearms and cartridges-and as far
as most audiophiles were concerned,
changers instantly went the way of
the dinosaur.
Today, the state of the vinyl LP is
best described as moribund, for we
now have digital CDs that often provide 75 minutes of music. Oddly
enough, in spite of such extended
playing time, the changer has made
somewhat of a comeback. Manufac-
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timate expression of the changer
concept. The NSM Model 3101 FPS
is actually a changer system, comprising a 100 -disc library/changer
and a control unit. The changer itself
is derived from a German -made CD
jukebox mechanism, currently in
wide use in the U.S. and throughout
the world. Industry veteran Kevin
Byrne-formerly of Tandberg and
Ortofon, now president of EuroSÓn,
the American distributor of the 3101
FPS-became familiar with the
mechanism while on a trip to Germany, and he saw the possibilities
for a specialized CD changer for
both home audio and commercial
entertainment use. What was needed
were various refinements to the basic changer and the development

of

an elaborate control unit.

The NSM's Disc Library

is in a

heavy black steel enclosure measur-

ing 181/2 inches wide X 135/s inches
high X 8'% inches deep. It has a
lockable, hinged, tinted -glass front
panel, and the changer will not operate when the panel is open. Inside
are two disc magazines, each about
81/2 inches high and 5% inches
square and holding up to 50 discs in
numbered, thin plastic slots. The
magazines pivot outward so the slots
face you for loading, and both magazines are removable (extras can be
purchased for $145 each).

The Powered Subwoofer
That Has TheAudloAnd Video Press
Jumping Out Of Their Seats.
A jet roaring in 7bp Gun. The heavyfooted killer robot in Robocop. A semi
hitting concrete after a 20 foot
fall in 7brmrnator2. These are

NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

For all-out home theater performance,
you can add our optional Slave Sub woofer, which is identical to our

examples of the substantial,
very low-frequency effects on
the soundtracks of today's
movies. Such frequencies are
rare in music, and are beyond
the capabilities of most speakers designed for music.
The new Cambridge

Powered Subwoofer except that it
lacks the amplifier and controls. It
uses the amplifier and controls
built into the Powered Subwoofer.
Amplifier output jumps from 140
to 200 watts when the Slave
Subwoofer is connected.
The combination of the two
speakers can reproduce a 30 Hz
signal cleanly to a sound pressure
level of over 100 dB in a 3,000 cubic
foot room! That's enough clean,
deep bass for the largest home
theaters, and the most demanding listeners. The factory -direct
price ofthe Slave Subwoofer is $299.

SoundVWrks Powered Sub woofer by Henry Kloss was
created to reproduce those
ultra -low, ultra-strong bass
signals with the power and

impact you would experience in
movie theaters with the very
best sound systems. It's designed to
supplement (not replace) the subwoofer(s)
of Ensemble or Ensemble II. It will also
work with speakers from other companies.

Remarkable bass performance.
The Powered Subwoofer consists of a
heavy duty 12 inch long-throw acoustic
suspension woofer integrated with a 140

StateSubnvofer

Poweredd Subtwaofer

high-pass, line -level filters for the main and
center amplifiers. These filters allow you to
keep strong, low frequencies of sound effects
out of the front speakers. These signals can
cause distortion, even in speakers designed
for full -range music.

The Powered Subwoofer's bass performance is simply awesome. It reproduces
accurate bass to below 30 Hz. You'll hear
soundtracks the way they were meant to be
heard. In fact the bass is better than most
Ow- Ultimate Home Theater .Speakr
COILSÚLS'

«our dual -.

err

o.

Ensemble. stem: our blvpro¡de
Centerc7tcmnelPlus

r'

P

ouraitica

af

acclaimed anmund
The
.our
RnurrdSubtubfer,;
our SlaveSubwater.

Rzctory-derctprice:
$1,999.

watt amplifier-all in a high-pressure black
laminate cabinet. Its control panel includes a
bass level control and an 18dB per octave,
four -position electronic crossover frequency
selector (to match the subwoofer to your
other speakers).
Additionally, an optional electronic
crossover* will provide 18 dB per octave,

Optional "slave" subwoofer.

theaters! At the press event when we introduced our Powered Subwoofer, we had
startled members of the audio and video
press literally "jumping out of their seats"
during demonstrations of movie soundtracks. The factory-direct price of the Powered Subwoofer is $599.
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

No compromises. No apologies.
Tne combination of our Ensemble
speaker system, Center Channel Plus
speaker, The Surround rear/side speakers,
Powered Subwoofer and Slave Subwoofer
(see photo at left) creates a home theater
speaker system that we believe is the best of
its kind.

Although you can spend thousands
more on competing systems, we don't know
of any that outperform this $1,999 package.
If you'd like more information, a free catalog
or ow new booklet, "Getting The Most From
Your Dolby Surround System," call our toll free number any time.

1800 -FORHIFI
We Know How
lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 104JAN , Newton, MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617.332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
Sotudtuxk. ® Fffiemblc
dCamtridgr SaudlWrk. Rees and
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No Other Loudspeaker
Company Can RunThis Ad.
Cambridge SoundWorks is a new kind of audio company,
with factory-direct savings, and much, much more...
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Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss.
Cambridge Soundtibrks products are designed by our
co-founder, Henry Kloss, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR). '60s (KU -I) and '70s (Advent).

By selling factory -direct to the public, we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are very well designed and made.

Five year limited parts and labor speaker warranty.
All of our speakers are backed by a five year pans and labor
warranty. In some cases. well even send you a replacement
speaker before tvr ve received your defective unit.

NEW: Center Channel Plus center channel speaker. The
wide, low profile (25"x4"x6.5") of our magnetically shielded
Center channel Plus makes it ideal for placement directly on
top of or, with optional suppon unit. beneath a TV. $219.

we eliminated the expensive middle -men.

11

11,

High performance dipole radiating surround speakers.
The Surround ($399 pr) & The Surround El ($249 pr) use
dipole radiator technology for surround sound the way it was
meant to be heard. Hundreds less than competing speakers.

NEW: Model Eleven A transportable component system.
The same high performance of the original, in a smaller
package. Carrying rase doubles as system subwoofer. W rks
on 110.220 & 12 volts. Introductory price $599.
"Is

.00

rr

We think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker available,

Ambiance In-Wall high performance speaker system.
t' don't know of any other in -wall speakers that match its

regardless of price. Bass and high -frequency dispersion are
unmatched in its category. $175-$200 each.

performance. value and ease of installation. Includes acoustic
suspension cabinet, gold plated speaker terminals. $329 pr.

Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.

Call 1-800-FOR-H1FI for a free 64 -page catalog with components

and systems

from Cambridge Soundworks, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Denon and others.
[

t* Know How 7b Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St.. Suite 1041. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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nious servo -controlled elevator mechanism slides up and down the metal rod,
and mechanical fingers extract a Cl) from
its slot and then place it on the player.
After playback, the elevator returns the CI)
to its slot.

°

o.
e.

-"---

At the center of the Disc Library is a
vertical metal rod, under which rests the
actual player, which employs the same
kind of Philips single -beam mechanism
that is used in well -regarded CD transports
from Nairn Audio and Meridian. An inge-

with a loose-leaf hinder that has 50 plastic
pockets for CD booklets. Adhesive numbers are provided to affix to the pockets.
This is a very simple cataloging system to
keep track of the CDs in each magazine,
and it works well in practice. Extra binders
are available for $50 each.
The NSM's controller is essentially a
specially modified Philips CD player. It
connects to the Disc Library through a
standard RS -232 cable (to carry the control
signals) and a Toslink optical cable (to
carry the digital playback signal). The controller employs Philips bitstream D/A converters, and the analog signal is output
from pin jacks on the rear panel. In addition to the fixed analog output, there is a
variable analog output operated from the
wireless remote control. If you choose to
bypass the converters in the controller, you
call hook up an outboard D/A converter to
the Disc Library's coaxial digital output or
its Toslink output.
The controller includes a single -disc CD
transport with all the usual features, affording performance typical of the better quality Philips players. The control unit also has
a headphone jack with volume control.
As you might expect with 100 CDs, programming can be very elaborate indeed.
The controller's Favorite Program System
can handle a mind -boggling maximum of
4,000 music selections, partitioned into as
many as 99 separate programs. (A program
has a capacity of up to 100 tracks or discs.)
The Favorite Program System has a nonvolatile memory, so when the NSM is
turned off, all programming is retained.
You can play all 99 programs consecutively;
if used for background music, that would
make for one helluva party! You can also
play them in random order and repeat any
or all programs.

For endless possibilities in special programming, you can hook up the Disc Library to any computer's RS -232 serial port
and use the optional NSM Sound software
($600) for PC -compatible computers. A
menu -driven library -management package, NSM Sound can sort CDs by title, art-

of music-so you can set the
of the French

ist, and type
3101

FPS to play music

Impressionists, or baroque works featuring
harpsichord or viola da gamba, etc. In this
context, Bill Gates, the head of Microsoft
and reportedly the richest man in America,
is installing a number of the NSM changer

AT&T glass rber-optic cable to the Wadia
2000 D/A converter. The balanced output
of the I)/A converter was fed to the balanced input on the FM Acoustics Resolu-

tion Series 266 preamplifier, which in turn
fed balanced signals to the FM Acoustics
Resolution Series 81 I power amplifier driving Duntech Sovereign loudspeakers. With
this setup, the sound quality was of a very
high order indeed-exceeded only by using
the Wadia WT2000 Cl) transport in place
of the Disc library itself. Kevin was quite

systems in his home.

sound.

The 3101 FPS can also play all 100 CI)s
consecutively, a process that would require

the

almost live days! (The machine can then
repeal all 100, for those who just can't get

V'
(`

amazed, and very pleased that the changer
was capable

8

Includes
Guide
A To Surround
MOI,p .TKº W"
Sound.
/D

n6 Page

e

of such exemplary musical

I'

had heard that NSM's refinements to

I

Cl) transport in the Disc Library

had

resulted in extraordinary tracking abilities,
so

I

subjected it to the simulated dropouts

enough.) Playback options for both individual tracks and discs include intro scan,

on the Pierre Verany test disc (PV 788031/
32). Impressively, the player was able to

Audio Catalog

random play, and repeat (you can also
repeat A -B passages). For recording CDs
onto analog cassette, DAT, DCC, or MD,
there is an automatic pause of up to 5 S
between tracks and automatic fade-in and
fade-out of up to 20 S. All of the programming and other functions can be accessed
from the remote.
found the changer unfailingly reliable
and incredibly fast: Moving from the first
to the 50th disc, at opposite ends of one
magazine, took less than 10 S. The machine
is a hit noisy in changing Cl)s, but optional
longer cables permit location of the Disc
library away from the listening area. In
spite of the elaborate programming and
other features, the NSM is ergonomically
comfortable, and all functions can easily be
followed on the comprehensive illuminated
display.
I first operated the 3101
FPS in its most
basic fashion, with the Cl)s ill the Disc
Library processed through the bitstream
1)/A converters in the control unit and the
analog output connected to my preamplifier. Performance was quite good, a typical
bitstream sound that was considerably augmented by my high -end electronics and

cope with every dropout, all the way up to

Our 64-page catalog is loaded with components

4.0 mm (3.08 mS!). There were momentary

and music systems from Cambridge SoundW rks,

1

loudspeakers.

Kevin Byrne stopped by with the intent
the changer hooked up in what

of hearing

Ile calls the

"optimum audiophile mode."

Thus, I connected the digital coaxial output
of the Disc library to a Wadia Digital
DigiLink, which fed the signal through

glitches, but correction and stable tracking
were virtually instantaneous. Very few CI)
players, even high-priced separate CD

transports, have been able to achieve this
of pe-formance.
People with extensive CI) collections of

level

or more discs are always trying to
find ways of storing them. Consider that a
rack 60 inches wide and 70 inches high
with seven shelves could accommodate 84
magazines for the NSM's Disc Library. At
50 discs per magazine, this would amount
to 4,200 CDs! (Admittedly, 84 magazines
would cost more than $12,000.) Another
nice thing about the magazines is that you
can load them with discs of favorite com1,000

posers-one magazine devoted exclusively
to Mahler, or Beethoven, or Stravinsky, etc.
You could also devote magazines to piano

or violin concertos or to Italian, French, or
German operas.
The Disc Library gives away very little in
sheer performance, when connected to an
external 1)/A converter and other top

equipment, and greatly enjoyed all of the
changer's facilities and reliable operation.
The NSM 3101 FI'S costs $4,000, and for
dyed-in-the-wool CD collectors (or party

Pioneer, Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory-direct, with no expen-

sive middle -men, you can save hundreds

with Ensemble 0 speakers, rear speakers, Philips
Dolby Surround receiver, CD player and system
remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out

why Audio magazine said we "may haw the best
value in the world:'
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer,

Philips, Denon, Sony and more.
Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year -even holidays.
30 Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundWorks products.

The critically acclaimed
Ensemble II

speaker
system
by

Henry
Kloss.

$399

I

animals) it is a good value. For such specialized uses as automated radio stations,
skating rinks, or any other situation requiring continuous CD playback, the 3101 FPS
is indispensable.
A
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dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system
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In Japan, the subscriber approach

SPECTRUM

has already been tried, and run into

IVAN BI;IiCI;I{

trouble. The St. Giga channel
opened up a digital channel in
September 1991, but there were so
few subscribers that it will probably
switch from a paid service to an

DIGITAL:
UP IN Ti I E AIR?
.

at least eight other channels were on

/
,,.! `_._.
1'
-_

_

ad -supported one. By last summer,

Z

the air in Japan, and about 10 more

v!

were preparing to open. These

.V...-.

services all claim CD -quality sound

or better, but not all their program
material is music. One company

_
1

'

..

broadcasts horse races, live.
Another, which operates three

i

channels, plans to link up with
special -interest magazines to

N,

produce shows on such topics
1

o

,. ,`'``
\h\
hysics, frequency

allocations, and

competition from TV have
made radio a local medium.
With the exception of a few
clear -channel stations,
broadcast -band AM doesn't carry

very far, and FM signals have an
even shorter range. The radio

WILL CD -QUALITY RADIO

SOUND COME FROM
LOCAL FM STATIONS OR
FROM SATELLITES?
STAY TUNED.

\\\

CD -quality sound from 30 or 40
stations whose signals will blanket
the country. The satellite signals will
even reach areas so remote that they
get few radio signals now.
Radio broadcasters are up in

arms against the proposal,
justifiably fearing competition from
sky stations that will offer the high -

networks that used
to let everyone in
a given time zone
hear the same

program at once
have largely been
supplanted by
network TV.

budget slickness of a national

medium plus improved sound.
Stations have already been hit by
competition from cable TV and
a growing number of new radio
stations. (More than a thousand

as

computer games and Japanese
comic books.
The digital satellite services offer
clear sound coverage throughout
Japan. However, the receiving
antenna and decoder/tuner cost
about $1,700, and listeners are
charged about $5 per month for
each channel they receive.

Name Dropping
Watching Cathy Cacchione, our
Art Director, lay out some classical
reviews recently, I began musing on
a singer named Katherine Ciesinski,
whom I'd heard (and found
convincing and delightful) but
whom I had not heard much about.
"Maybe her name won't fit on
the

CI)," said Cathy.

new stations have been authorized

by the FCC in the past decade.) The

Short-wave
radio covers broad
areas, but it has limited fidelity.
And even FM's fidelity, once the
standard by which hi-fi was judged,
now plays second fiddle to newer
digital media.
All this could change in the next
few years. Last October, the FCC
proposed that a block of frequencies
be assigned for digital broadcasting
by satellite. If the proposal goes
through, U.S. listeners will
eventually be able to receive

FM broadcasters hope there will be
ways to broadcast digital sound on

their hand, but since such systems
probably won't work on the AM
band, owners of AM stations are
sure to oppose even that idea.

Satellite CI) Radio, a startup
company that first proposed a
system to the FCC, says that it will
not compete for advertising but will
raise money from subscribers.
There's no assurance, though, that
advertising -supported services
won't use the new band.
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This got me wondering about
Minil)iscs. Will the names of Bruce
Springsteen, Engelbert Humperdinck
(either one), or Leopold Stokowski
have to be shortened to fit? Will John
Mellencamp find it wasn't enough
that he dropped the "Cougar"?
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Bryston's
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3B NRB

r

Amplifier
connectors allow unbalanced or balanced operation at the

flick of

Bryston's

new 3B NRB amplifier

the 4B NRB and 7B NRB, with

rear mounted switch. A ground

similarly optimized

ing ground loops and system hum. Finally, switchable
monaural operation

the same ultra -linear amplification as its larger counter-

ments become necessary.

if

higher power require-

Although

the description

of

systems requiring the highest quality source

ment we bring to the design of the finest audio products,

uses

is a

popular size for

a

Bryston's proprietary Quad -

Complementary output section, which improves linearity
a

available

circuit innovations can indicate the research and commit-

of power. The 3B NRB

to

is

wide

parts. Its 120 watts per channel

of music

sepa-

rates system ground from audio ground to reduce annoy-

interface between power supply and signal circuitry, and

range

lift switch

companion piece to

is a
a

a

new standard

of accuracy, while virtually eliminating

only in the listening does the result of that dedication
become clear. Bryston's 3B

NRB

capable

is

of doing

aggressive higher harmonic distortion products. From

justice to the most refined

input to output, all the circuitry in the NRB series of amps

sound system, with the subtlest details of the musical fab-

has been

optimized for the most musical amplification pos-

sible, with dual power supplies to provide precise and
focused imaging.

N ew, three-colour LEDs glow green for

ric revealed in their original form.

e

invite you to

experience the musical accuracy, long term reliability and

excellent value the Bryston 3B NRB represents.

power-on, yellow for transient clipping, and red to indicate
longer -term overload or any other departure from linearity,

including shorted outputs, or strong out -of-band informa-

57 Westtnore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6

tion, like RF or DC. Gold plated RCA and XLR input

Tel:

(416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308

Brystonvrnnont, RFD#4 Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
Tel: (802)

223-6159 Fax: (802) 229-2210
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Soothing Rock Music

Hushing Hotels

With enough loudspeakers, you can
make a hotel dinner dance acceptably

quiet-at

least according to patent
applications by Jan Naslund of Sweden.
Normally, music that's loud enough for
dancing is too loud for dining. Naslund's
idea is to blanket the ceiling above the
dance floor with speakers, 10 of them per
square meter, hidden behind a false
ceiling. According to the inventor, the
sound projects directly downward, with
destructive interference cancelling any
sound leakage to the sides. Nearby diners

will hear only a murmur. Presumably,
however, the system would work only with
amplified dance music, not with live
acoustic bands.

Those who walk between City Hall and
Tokiwa Park in the Japanese city of
Shizouka will be soothed by soft rock
music-that is, by soft music from the
rocks that decorate the path. The artificial
rocks incorporate weatherproof lighting
equipment and speakers, linked by
underground cables to a music system.
Four of the eight rocks play "mineral
music," made up of sounds produced
when rocks and pebbles are rolled; the
other four play New Age music. The sonic
mix of the two depends on where you
stand, so those who tread the path are
treated to a changing soundscape.

Volume Losses
Residents of an apartment house in
Liverpool, England complained repeatedly
about a 16 -year -old woman who played
her stereo system until 2:30 a.m. and left it
playing while she was out of the house.
After 32 warning visits from local police,
environmental health officials stepped in
and solved the problem-by confiscating
her stereo. Officials in at least one part of

London have since confiscated other
noisemakers' stereos. Fines for noise
nuisances by individuals can run around
£2,000 (nearly $4,000), with businesses
paying 10 times that. After such fines, few
people will have the heart or the
wherewithal to replace their confiscated
stereos with bigger and louder systems.

Material Progress
Tomorrow's submarines may have
active acoustic coatings that keep them

from reflecting sonar pulses. Day after
tomorrow, the same technology may help
us get better sound in quieter homes.
The coatings, developed by Prof. Vijay
Varadan of Pennsylvania State University,
use two layers of a special polymer to
sense incoming acoustic waves and inform
a feedback controller about them. The
controller registers the arrival times of the
waves at each layer, gauges their phase and
direction from that data, and uses
a piezoelectric cell to generate waves 180°
out of phase with the incoming signal.
With sonar beams cancelled out rather
than reflected, the sub becomes invisible
to enemy screens.
According to New Scientist, a British
scientific weekly, Varadan says the same
technology could be used to reduce noise
from car engines (making the cars quieter

There are a number of reasons why
product can sound scientifically
impeccable but musically peccable as all
Sometimes, the reasons for a product's
design sound better than the product itself get -out. A designer may proceed logically
from flawed premises or draw illogical
does. That's why, back in the days when I
wrote advertising copy, I made it a rule to conclusions from premises that are
write the ad before I heard the product,
correct. Designers have been known to get
lest the reality be too disillusioning. (If the stuck so firmly to one perfectly good idea
product really did sound good, however, I that they lose sight of the trade-offs it
would rewrite the ad to take that into
entails. This is not good science, but it
often passes for such-at first.
account.)

Blinded

By Science

a
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both inside and out), to reduce
reverberation in rooms and auditoriums,
and even to minimize the nuisance of
noisy neighbors. And by manipulating the
return signal the system generates, there
could be additional acoustical effects:

Delayed returns would make the room

sound bigger, shaped -frequency returns
could simulate different wall -covering
materials, and changes in return -signal
phase could also alter the direction of
reflections.

Vs hen the science is good but the
products are bad, the engineering is often
at fault. Perhaps the designer got his
numbers wrong or misapplied them.
Perhaps the cost of the pioneering new
technique was so high that the designer
had to penny -pinch in other areas.
In all these cases, the results can be

disasters from the listener's standpoint.

But as long as the reasoning sounds right,
it's still a godsend to the ad copywriters.
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A rose is just a rose. And a speaker is just a speaker.
Right? Get a grip.

These are Martin Logan Speakers. Unlike any others.
Gone are the components of a traditional speaker. It
looks like we put nothing behind the grill. That's
our electrostatic driver, incorporating an
incredibly advanced Vapor Deposited Membrane
that you can see right through. With less mass
than die air it's moving. Capable of cleanly
reproducing the exquisite texture of a
Stradavarious violin, yet able to unleash the
awesome power of a Fender'D bass.

,a

New Aeries

$1,995.00 pr.

Martin Logan invented Curvilinear Electrostatic
Technology. And we packed it all into a line of very
remarkable loudspeaker designs. From the new Aerius
starting at $1,995 a pair to the $60,000 Statement
System.

All this is

something you'll have a difficult time
seeing. But yogi will hear it. Clearly.

f71ARTlf1IOGAfI, lTD
THE

ELECTROSTATIC TECHNOLOGY
913-749-0133
P.O. Box 707 Lawrence, Kansas 66044
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A GRAND TRADITION
D. W. FOSTLE
a,u

Henry Ziegler Steinway

is

the great-grandson of Heinrich

(Henry) Engelhard Steinway, who founded the house of Steinway & Sons in 1853. After completing his education, Henry

Ziegler joined the family business in 1937. From 1955 until
1977 he was its president, and since then has been a consultant

to the firm. Steinway & Sons became a part of CBS in 1972,
which held the firm until 1985, when it was acquired by a

group of Boston investors. Here Steinway discusses his family's

contributions to the art and science of pianomaking, the nature and evolution of the "Steinway sound," the artists who
have performed on the family's instruments, the character of

recorded piano performance, and his views on the future of the
grand piano in an age of electronic instruments.

D.W.F.

D. W. Fostle is the author of Steinway Saga,

a history of the firm and the family to be
published by Charles Scribner's Sons.
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Your family has been involved in piano making for more than 150 years. Could you
tell us something about the influences your

Paderewski

ancestors have had on music and pianos?

You have to really go into the history of the
house. The family left

a small town in
Germany and moved to the U.S. in 1850 because of the possibilities here. One of the
sons, Charles, had come over a year earlier
and had written to the family about Ameri-

conditions in Germany were
very had, let alone the political conditions,
ca. Business

family pulled up stakes and moved to
New York. They worked for other piano makers, observed what was going on in the

so the

trade, and adopted good ideas of one kind
or another. Since there were four Steinways,
they could discuss things, think them over,

The Steinway
family was

obsessed with the
idea of perfecting

the piano using all
available
technology.
j)

I

''.:

i

,

?"---51-23"1

experiment, and take what was good.
They also introduced certain new ideas
of their own. One of these ideas was the
overstrung grand. They ran the bass strings
over the treble strings and spread them in a
fan shape. This allowed the moving of the
bridge into the center of the soundboard
for more volume and more powerful bass.
They also developed a downward -projecting flange, which improved the geometry
and fastening of the strings. These Steinway
innovations were added to the existing idea
of a cast-iron plate. Over the years, there
were many other technical changes. What
the Steinways came up with was a better piano. It actually sounded better, and they
continued to experiment.
Many authorities say that Steinway cr Sons
pioneered the modern piano more than 100
years ago. How were Steinways different
front other pianos?
The family was obsessed with the idea of
perfecting the instrument and using whatever technology was available. There was a

e

period of about 35 years-ending just before 1889, when Theodore Steinway, the eldest of Heinrich's sons, died-when there
was immense creativity in pianomaking.

Rachmaninoff
with one of his

r7

daughters,
circa 1918.
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Basically the modern piano was developed
during this time.

,
I"`' 'lI
:.

So 120 years ago Theodore Steinway was de-

signing for easy maintenance?

Absolutely. I think that was true throughout the instrument. You can see it in the
design

of the bent rim, which again was an
of innovative technology. Every-

example

You'll notice some of our early patents
by Henry Steinway, Jr., who was sort of the
engineer until he died in 1865, are action
patents-improvements on the basic Erard
spiano action. Sébastien Erard [ 1752 to
1831j of France, who was originally from

furniture. This made the whole structure
different. Instead of having a thick bed like
the square pianos had, a 2- or 3 -inch bed of
spruce, the new pianos could just use bracing; then the iron plate goes in, and it
makes a "form follows function" kind of

body could bend wood, but they didn't
know they could bend things the size of a
piano rim. Theodore developed a system to
bend thin, /e -inch -thick strips of wood

structure. Theodore developed the design,
and almost everyone builds grand pianos
that way now.

around in the shape that is now considered
the standard shape for pianos. Before then,
the pianos had jointed corners in them, like

keybed. Theodore went to great lengths to

In the front of the piano

action. It was improved by Henry Steinway
in several ways and continued to be developed by Theodore Steinway into what we
think of as the best way of transmitting the
player's touch to a hammer being thrown
against the string.
When did that action development reach its

maturity?
I would say it reached its maturity somewhere in the I880s with the development of
what we call the Tubular Metallic Action
Frame. The whole wooden action sits on a
frame with what was at that time the latest
technology: A seamless brass tube into
which a hard maple dowel was inserted.
The tube was soldered onto a bronze
frame, and then the action parts were
mounted on that. This system stands the
test of time. You can take an 1875 Steinway
with this metallic action frame, mount new
parts on it, and it will work fine.
What was the advantage of having the composite construction of the brass in addition to

Sold in 1853, these "square" instruments

made up 95% of Steinway's early output

r

the metal?

It was to keep the wood from moving.
Wood always moves; it swells and shrinks

with the season. The brass tube seems to
hold it so that the dimensions stay fairly
close; the whole idea, when I say "best" and
"quality," is to make the thing stand. A
Steinway piano must be durable; it must
last and last and last. It must also be easy to

fix, easy for the workmen to service for
those who really want to keep the piano up
to standards.
An early Steinway square, showing the

overstringing of the bass and the string fanning.
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big, solid

try to keep it from swelling and shrinking,
because the grand action not only has to go

Alsace, invented the double escapement

»

is a

The modern grand piano, as shown in

More than 130 years ago, \Villiam Steinway saw that there was tremendous advan-

a

tage in having the Steinway played on stage

Steinway catalog of 1888.

by an artist. So he started to furnish pianos

to artists and to compete with Chickering,
which was then the big name. \\ hat actually happened was that between Chickering's
efforts and Steinway's, pianists no longer
had to bring European instruments with
them when they played in America, as they
had done in the 1830s and '40s.

This became a very important promotion for Steinway and created an acknowledgment in the public mind that Steinway
was equated with "best" when it was played
on the stage. In those days they had

a

large

"Steinway" painted on the side of the piano, and the other makers put their names
on the side too. Pianos were furnished to
Overslrung scale as
used in upright

pianos in 1862.

opera companies, symphonies, halls, hotels, and artists.
I
have to mention people not named
Steinway who were important. There was a
man named Charles F. Tretbar who was

hired in 1865

as a confidential assistant to
William. -le really had a lot to do with
developing the shape of the concert business later on. Steinway & Sons built Stein-

way

I

fall in 1866,

a

large concert hall on

14th Street with 2,500 seats. It soon became

center for music in New York. The Philharmonic performed; there were vocal cona

certs, organ concerts, chamber music per-

formances, all kinds of things.
There were other cultural events

also-

readings by Charles Dickens, speeches, and
scientific lectures. The first performance of

in and out to be serviced, but when you hit

certs today are played on Stein ways. What is

music over wire was heard in Steinway
Hall. Somebody played a special instrument in Philadelphia, and you could hear it

the soft pedal, it has to slide enough so that

the company's relationship with artists, how

in New York. This was in 1877. The instru-

art¡ horn

ment was invented by Elisha Gray, who was

of
in had shape if

the hammers hit two strings instead

does each benefit,

three. The soft pedal can get

ship changed over the years?

you don't have

a

dore worked out

real solid structure. Theoa

way to do that too.

Looking at the history, it becomes very clear
that Steinway had close relatiornships with famous artists-1'adererwski, Rubinstein, Hof-

mann, Horowitz, and many others. It's also
been said that about 90%

of all piano con-

\yell,

it all started,

I

has the relation-

believe, with the fact

that we called on artists for help in the
design

of the piano, and still do in many

If

there is some little refinement or
improvement, it's put in a concert grand
and used in our concert department. \Ve
see whether artists pick it or not and what
comments they make when they try it out.
ways.
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Alexander Graham Bell's big competitor. It
used organ reeds and electromagnets, and
to make it louder they set the instrument
on a Steinway.
Musical life in America was not very
great. To have a few pianists cone from
Europe once in a while and play was not
good enough, so Steinway started support-

ing artists, mostly European although some
American, sponsoring their tours in the

United States.
There were two "biggies,"

as

far as Stein-

way sponsorship was concerned. One was
the decision to bring Anton Rubinstein
over here in the season of 1872 to '73, when
he played something like 218 concerts all
across the country. It wasn't, of course, just
large cities they played in those days. They
played in places like Deadwood, South Dakota, because it was a big mining town with
a

big audience. Rubinstein was brought

over with Henri Wieniawski, the violinist,
because the country was not yet ready for

solo recitals. Rubinstein brought good pi-

ano playing to this country. He was one of
the first who played all kinds of repertory-not just works he composed-and
he showed what the piano could do and

how it could sound.
The next big one was Ignace 1. Paderewski in 1891. In between there were a lot of
people who have been forgotten, like Mehlig, Essipoff, and loseffy. We don't have
complete records of this. William Steinway
decided to bring Paderewski over for the
1891 to '92 season, and he was an enormous success. He is the Babe Ruth of piano
players. Suddenly something took fire. He
was handsome. He had a head of blond
hair, and all the ladies were crazy for him.
By then Steinway had a good network of
dealers who knew how to popularize this.
Of course, Paderewski ultimately travelled
in his own railroad car. Steinway would
provide three or four pianos that would be
shipped American Express, leapfrogging
pianos from one city to another. Paderewski was just remarkable.
How do things work now?
Today's Steinway artist is someone who
chooses to play a Steinway wherever his or
her concerts are. At the beginning of the

and Los Angeles, there are several Steinway

concert pianos.) At other times the dealer
can use the piano for local artists. The artist

or the sponsor, depending on how his
contract with the management reads, is
charged for the transportation to the hall
and back again and for the tuning. That's
the relationship between Steinway and the
artist, and it's something that we're very
proud of.
Another important artist was Josef Hofmann, who in many ways is the ideal. He
was a pianist's pi:,nist. Not that he wasn't
popular, but he didn't promote himself like
Paderewski did. But Hofmann could play
the piano, in the opinion of several people,
like nobody else could. He brought the
tone out of the piano.
Had you heard him?
Oh, yes. heard him when he was old and I
was young, and he was remarkable, no
question about it. There were others,
I

though People like Rachmaninoff, another
Steinway artist, who was really a composer
but also an extraordinary pianist who had
to support himself by piano playing. That's
why he did it.
You mean that he couldn't make enough
money from his compositions?
That's right, composing couldn't support
him; he had two daughters. He could
make a lot of money playing piano, so he'd
regularly tour. In fact, he died while he was
on tour in California in 1943.
People always ask, "What was Rachmaninofi's favorite piano?" He didn't have a
favorite piano. None of these guys did.
They expected Steinway to have pianos that
were ready for them to try. They came to
our famous-or infamous-concert basement. where we had 20 or 25 pianos. They
would try them and say, "I like this one and
this one and this one." If it was an important guy, like Artur Rubinstein or Vladimir
Horowitz, we'd set the piano aside for him
for the season.
When they were younger, they would all
say, "I can play anything, I can adjust," but
as they get older they want the piano
they're used to. Horowitz is the extreme
case. He insisted on taking his own piano
with him everywhere, including to Russia
on his last tour. We had to take his piano
and send Franz Mohr, our chief technician,
along with him and make sure that he felt

Cross section of a Steinway grand.

season, the manager will give Steinway a list

of the locations where the artist

is

going to

play. Steinway will inform its dealers. Each

dealer has in his store at least one Steinway
concert grand that belongs to Steinway,
that the dealer will service the artist on this
date. (That means in places like Chicago

We ask artists for help and comments on our designs,

and then we add the improvements to the
concert gland
AUDIO/JANUARY
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happy when he got to Russia. But that's

I haven't really come back to the basement. When we moved here to 57th Street

more or less an exception.
The journeyman artist (like Leonard
Pennario, whom I happened to see the
other day), has been playing for 50 years in

from 14th Street about 1925, the original
conception was to have a concert department on the mezzanine. But for some

concerts all over the world. His manager

reason, they decided

to do the concert
work out of the basement. And indeed they
he's happy with it. But he's not always haphave since 1925 or '26. It's a really nicelooking floor. It's a cellar, all right. There
py; sometimes an artist hits a bad piano.
Then it's up to our people to do something
are shops there for the retail service, and
when we had our own trucking, we had
about it.
in
York
more
about
that
faa
year
New
you
tell
us
a
little
There
are
2,500
events
Could
locker rooms for the truck drivers. The
mous basement in the second Steinway Hall,
alone?
concert basement itself has the 20 to 25
Yes, individual services. The piano goes out
on 57th Street?
Steinways constantly ready for selection by
Well, Steinway's concert department as it is of here, has the legs knocked off and goes anyone who wishes to come in, any artist,
into the truck, is hauled somewhere, and is unless he has an affiliation with another
now constituted has around 200 concert
manufacturer, because that's just plain
grands that are our property, which in
set up. The technician goes and tunes it,
and the next day it comes back again. commercially silly.
dollars is a rather large investment. Again, a
What are some of the things an artist will
That's the basics of concert service.
Steinway dealer must have at least one
concert grand available, for which he pays
At the same time, a Steinway piano is look for in an instrment?
us an annual fee. While they have to mainstationed, as it's called, at each of the major They look for a piano that they feel comtain that piano, they can and should use it
halls here in New York. And the dealers sta- fortable with and can use. All their fingers
for all kinds of local events. We want our
tion pianos in some of their major halls and hands are different; their musculature
dealers to be involved with the musical life
around the country so that the artist does is different. I'm told that the way they play
of the community. To use an example, here not have to call Steinway. Here, we suggest the piano is different. As an example, Ruin New York our concert department serthat an artist go to Carnegie and play the binstein could not and would not play a pivices about 2,500 events a year. That's not
piano. "If you like it, play; if you don't, ano that Horowitz liked and vice versa, beall Pennario at Carnegie Hall; that's anyone
come to the basement." A younger artist cause the way they played was different.
who wants a 9- or 7 -foot grand. They can
who isn't making that much can save a lot And they could tell. Rubinstein would sit
call and Steinway will furnish it for an
of money by using the piano that is already down and say, "No, this is a Horowitz pievent.
in the hall where he is playing.
ano. I don't like this one." It has something
to do with the way they produced toneYlUcne
how the key is pushed down, how it is
released, and how much effort is needed.
First, the action has to be even. Horowitz
was a bug on having it absolutely even, and
he could tell. I'd seen him 20 years ago
The Tubular Metallic Action Frame, circa 1885.
when pianos were prepared for him, and
he'd say, "No, this G is a little slow." "Oh
no, master, this can't be so." "Bring out the
weights." It was off, just a shade, and he
could feel that.
gives him the standard arrangement, and

n.

So he was sensitive to

O

O

Steinway's new repetition action, with patent

tubular metal frame and metal standards.
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action regulating?

Very sensitive to action regulating. Then,
on the other hand, tone is important.
When you had pianos set aside, there
would be one piano to play with orchestra
and one that was better for solo. Why? Because you need a little brighter piano to

1993

"cut through the orchestra,"

as

they put it.

But in solo recitals, when the artists are in

total command, they can have

a

A

piano to

evoke the torte that they want. Pianists are

really fascinated by that.

should mention that the concert
a Steinway is built as
durably as possible, have a normal life of
somewhere around 10 years. The problem
is due mostly to temperature changes. They
have to go in a truck whether it's hot or
cold. Then the piano goes into the hall. The
halls are pretty good now, but in the old
I

grands, although

days, sometimes they were freezing cold.
The heat was turned on two hours before
the concert. The change in temperature is
not good for pianos. They get worn out,
and we then replace them.
This means that an instrument inigitt spend
a decade being

trucked around to various

venues in New York City?
Yes. Sometimes they get

dropped. \Ve had

some that were ruined at rock concerts. A
couple of times they've shoved the piano

off

the stage, and it was broken. Once you
break the plate, it's just junk.
I'm fascinated with your comments on the

distinction between a piano that Horowitz
would choose and one Rubinstein might
choose. Could a mere

mortal actually hear

the difference?

It's very hard to separate out the touch and
the sound in my mind. They have to find a
piano they're happy with. I don't know
whether it's a hearing thing, a touching
thing, or both. It's got to feel right to the
person. It's not only the great pianist; most
of our customers are people who play pretty
well, and we hear some mighty good piano
playing around here in Steinway Hall.

It's a mystery, this touch/tone thing. You
produce tone by pushing down the key and
throwing that hammer the last eighth of an
inch against the string. People say it's mechanical, but it isn't, because you can hear
the same piano played by persons A, B, and
C and it will sound different. Each produces a different kind of tone. Whether
that's the silences between the notes, which
certainly have an importance, I don't
know, but it's there.

The first public transmission of music by

wire was in 1877, from Philadelphia (A)
to Steinway Hall (8).

A

young

all

by using the Selnit

in \are hittl

y

'Atli
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fascinating artists in the world, was convinced that the solo concert was doomed.
He may have been right, that recordings

'

and electronics are the wave of the future.

Earlier we talked about the differences in artists' preferences

for pianos. I get the impresof

sion that each instrument has a personality
its own.
ei-

Yes, that's true.

I

would say that's the result

of the handcrafted manufacturing. What

Q
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makes it is hard to say. The final regulation

brings out the tone, which they try to make
as

even as possible so that this note and

of the scale have the
of quality, but some pianos will

that note at either end
same sort

little softer or harder in tone overall.
More than that, the action of the keys
varies as they are fitted to each other and
inside the frame. There can be slight touch
differences. The touch and tone interrelation is very hard to take apart. You have to
get a piano that satisfies.
Then there's the whole area of the
soundboard and how it's installed, which,
in my opinion, has a lot to do with the bigness of tone and the room you're going to
fill. -low the board acts must in some way
help determine the volume and quality of
sound that comes out. Pianos have certain
innate differences, and that's good. Nothing in pianos is an exact science. You're
dealing with wood, where nothing is absolutely square. We try to build a standard piano, but everybody must pick out the one
that best suits them. All the hand -fitting
tends to make each one an individual instrument.
People talk about the "Steinway sound."
What do you think that is?
It's a curious thing. It seems to me that
from the start, Steinway seemed to get a
unique sound. This is mostly a resoundingness or bigness, a sound that has a bass that
rings out and a treble that is pure and articulate. That is the Steinway sound. As opposed to many other things in the music
business, it became early on the standard
by which all other pianos were judged, and
it still remains so. One of our earliest
trademarks, in an old Gothic script, was
"Steinway, the standard piano of the
be a

William Steinway
When you listen to a recording

and listen to

a

of a Steinway

Steinway in a hall, what

differences do you notice?

The performance on a record is always
note -perfect because they edit. When
you're in a concert hall, there are sometimes mistakes and extraneous noises; an

artist might hit part of the piano. Not really
being a musical expert, when I go to concerts, the one thing I listen for is noises, the
pedal squeaks. I remember going to a concert where the bench was squeaking. It
drove me crazy. If that was on a recording,
they'd stop the recording right away and
get a new bench. So the recording is always
perfect, maybe too perfect.
In today's world, it's the recording that
sets the standard. Everybody learns music

from records. The critics who write for The
New York Times, the engineers, and people
who are attracted to music, I bet most came
from some small town and never heard a

live concert until they were 15. remember
someone from The Times writing about
that. He'd never been to a concert until he
was 15 but had heard all the recordings.
The generations before learned it from live
1

performances. I'm not good at saying
whether live or recorded piano is better or
how they compare.
But you seem to conclude that there's an
unnatural perfection to recordings.
I wouldn't say it's
unnatural. That's the
thing to do. Glenn Gould, one of the more

I

world."

Theodore Steinway

If you look

at the organ business, there's

no such thing. There is no ultimate pipe organ. In violins, there are the Stradivarius

aficionados and the people who like Guarnerius. I low much of Steinway's reputation
is in the eye and ear of the beholder, and
how much is fact, is a little hard to say. But
I think Steinway does have a certain unique
tone quality.
We've been talking about regulation (Mite a
hit. It's clear that's a key determinant in the
way the piano sounds. Could you describe

what's involved in regulation?

What I'm talking about is what we call
"tone regulating" and the English call
"voicing" or "toning," which is the final
thing. But the first thing that has to happen
is

that

a set

of keys comes, and

an action ar-

rives from the action department. They
have to be fitted to each other and to that

individual piano. That's the first of the
steps and the first of the quality difference.
When the first guy does his operation,
known as fore -finishing, he'll do, let's say, a
total of eight operations. Then the next guy
will go over number five, six, seven, and
eight and carry it on to nine, 10, II, and 12.
And then the next guy goes a little further.
But they always are refining what's been
done before. That's the process of action
regulating.
Part of that is the fitting of the dampers,
which is very important. The dampers are
the gadgets above the strings. The way the

dampers move affects sound and silence.
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Silence is almost as important as sound in

give it a tuning; in the spring when the heat

a

piano performance. When the damper
comes down, the tone has to stop, not ring
or make funny noises. Then, when the
piano is completely action -regulated and
it's been tuned three or four times, it goes
to the tone regulator. I lis job is to then
work principally on the hammers, which,
up to then, are completely raw from the
press. Usually the first thing he does is
"skin it off," as they call it. The tone
regulator takes a piece of sandpaper glued
to wood and pulls it gently over the tops of
the hammers. He starts at the far side away
from him-the back of the piano-goes up
toward the front, and gets a clean felt
surface. And the shape is important. It
should be pear-shaped. All of this is done
while the fallboard is out, so you have the
keys and action exposed. The regulators
make marks that indicate which notes are
too loud, too soft, too high, too low. The
keys by this time are all supposedly nice
and even and weighted correctly. The regulators have to do this again and again, in
and out, in and out. If the piano is too
bright, they have to take it apart and stick
the felt with needles, which releases the tension that's built into the hammer when the
hammer is glued together. That is the essence of the voicing and toning job that
makes the sound nice and even.

Incidentally, that's why somebody who
plays the piano fairly well should have a
voicing done every fifth or sixth year, depending on how much they play. After a
time, the hammers get little grooves in
them from banging against the strings. You
really should have a good regulator-nót a
so-called tuner, but somebody who knows
that branch of the business-come to give
a regulating.

otf, give it a tuning. But it really
depends on people with very acute ears
goes

who play well. I don't mean artists, I mean
customers. Some will have it tuned every
four to six weeks because it annoys them
when it's not at the right pitch.
But no damage is being done
ment

that

the piano is

tions, depending on what people like, you
off the finish. You don't need any
elaborate polishes. You should do what you
want to; if you want to put Grandpa's

lot has to do with how often
moved. It's really strange that a

a

piano that goes into a home and stays there
for 40 or 50 years may sometimes hardly
need tuning. It's really adapted to the envi-

ronment it's in.
You can't generalize about how long a
piano lasts. It does have tremendous staying power, but, after all, it's a mechanical
thing. Over 100 years old, you're taking a
chance. You're getting into a museum
piece. That's fine if you want to restore an
1870 Steinway. '1 here's one in the Smithsonian from 1870 that they have restored.
It's used in performances to show what an
1870 Steinway supposedly sounded like.
For maintaining a piano, it's good to
tune it. The answer to how often it should
be tuned is the question "How good is your
ear?" Some people don't mind

sinks down in pitch

if it

if

a

piano

does it evenly.

Who can tell A-440 from A-338? If you
can't, you don't need a tune.
Steinway officially recommends tuning
at least twice a year. When the heat goes on,

picture on it, go ahead. So it gets scratched,
what the hell. It's your piano.
We recommend owners place it in a
room away from the air conditioner or
heater, but in modern houses the circulation is usually so good you don't have to
worry about it.
There are people who will say that the old
Steinways are better than the new ones. Some
believe they're easier to play or the tone is
better. Are there real differences?

Of course, there must

be differences. Over
the years we have made certain improvements and changes in materials. But I think
there is a large emotional content in this. I

started in the business over 50 years ago.
Then, the "vintage" period for fine old
Steinways was from around 1908 and 1909.
As I got older, the period mysteriously
moved up. It seems to be just like with the
hot cars now; they're the cars the 40 -year olds remember as kids. It's the same with
the pianos. The vintage period seems to
move up to 40 years. I think this makes
sense because people get fond of pianos.
They're a part of the family.

Does a Steinway ever wear out? And besides

regulation, what are some of the other basic
things owners should do to take care of it?

Most of the 500,000 Steinways built are still
around somewhere, unless they were destroyed by fire or something. Like any
mechanical device, a piano does get old,
but it's true-you can do remarkable
things by the installation of new action
parts and new felts and hammers. My opin-

instru-

can wipe

Heinrich Engelhard Steinway
is

if the

allowed to go flat?

No, in a way it's almost good for it because
no one has tightened up the pins or fooled
around with it. As for other recommenda-

du
ion

is

Provided a concert grand piano doesn't get
shoved off a stage, it should have a normal life span

of about
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10

years.

A

young

that it's

So you take the view

Vladimir Horowitz.

a

changing

fashion?
I think it's an emotional attachment to
old pianos. When we used to do repair
work, sometimes we'd get an old piano in
with those ugly legs and we'd say, "Don't
you want to modernize it a little?" They'd
say, "Don't touch it. We want Grandma's
piano just the way we remember it." There
is an emotional content in piano owning.
It's an important purchase for any family.
Another factor is that there is a large
used -piano business-an enormous one.
There probably isn't a piano store in the
United States that doesn't have a used
Steinway. The way to sell that old piano is
to say, "This is from the vintage period."
The vintage period happens to be the age of
the piano the salesman is trying to sell. It's
part of the mystique that people like, that
it's better if it's old.
You mentioned Horowitz as having an influ-

Yes,

f

Today, recordings

set the standard;

earlier generations

fashion in piano tone. Could we
talk a little more about that?

ence on the

usually learned

Horowitz came out of Russia in 1925 and
played in Berlin first, think. Berlin was a
lot more important musically then than it's
been lately. It was, at that time, a music
capital. He was a sensation because of his
enormous digital skill and his brilliant
tone.
This brought in what was then a new
style of playing, and many of the younger
people tried to emulate that. Now, from
what I hear, it's going back again, and
many of the younger pianists are seeking
tone production again rather than brilliance.

their music

I

from live

performances.

Someone mentioned to me, as a passing

recollection, that just

a year or two before
Horowitz's death, he himself was backing
away from that brilliant, high -treble -energy
tone. Do you know if that's true?
No, our regulator used to go up there all
the time and do exactly what Horowitz
wanted. I don't know if his tone was changing. I don't really see how it could. He was

The voicing, or

"lone regulating," of
a grand, from a 1948

Steinway & Sons

catalog illustrated by

STEIN

getting deep into his 80s and had this
ability with his fingers all those years. I
think his fingers were so strong that when
he let the keys up and got beyond that little

Susanne Suba.
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point where the hammer kicks back in
again, he could give a full blow when the
key was only halfway down. Not many
could do that. He had a very quick up.
Other people come up slower and bang it
down again.
Horowitz altered the fashion in piano tone?
That's the impression I get, but he wasn't
the only one. Rudolf Serkin burst on the
scene about the same time as Rubinstein.
Rubinstein really didn't make a success in
the United States until the middle '30s.
He'd been here several times before, then
he came back under the management of Sol
Hurok, who is now no longer with us.
Hurok was an old-time manager who really
knew how to build careers. He told Rubinstein he had to play a Steinway and record
with RCA Victor, which was a big thing at
that time. Of course, they made this great

Do you know if that would have been a
magnetic pickup?

are fully electronic instruments for the home,
much smaller than the standard piano and
cheaper and maintenance -free, more or less.
These nearly have demolished the market for
inexpensive traditional instruments. Steinway, though, seems to be above this electronic
invasion. What do you see as the future of the
traditional piano in general and Steinway in
particular?
That's a very interesting thing. I've watched
the electronics grow from nothing. The
first ones appeared way back in the early
1930s. They experimented by putting a
little pickup under the piano strings and
amplifying them.
The first experiments were done by Siemens in Germany, both with Bechstein and
Steinway. I've seen an electrical Bechstein
in the Berlin Music Museum. That was the
first one. In the late 1930s, Story & Clark
made an upright piano without a sound board and with a pickup behind the strings
called Storytone, together with RCA.

Must have been. A little square gadget of

some kind. Everyone in the business
laughed at this. Then the war came and
nothing happened. After the war, the serious stuff started to happen. We now have
to acknowledge that the electronic sourcing
of music is here to stay, and there's no
question that it is the wave of the future.
However, it would seem to me that there
will always be a place for the acoustic piano
among the aficionados who like to play
music on it. Those people won't be satisfied
with the electronic piano, although it certainly has advantages. The most obvious
for New York City is that you can use earphones and not bother neighbors. Ánd
they're reasonably maintenance -free; they
don't need tuning or servicing. But for
Steinway, I feel, and I guess the new owners
do, if they stick to their knitting and make a
good piano, there will be a market.
A

success.
Serkin had his own way of playing that
was more like the old times, except that it
was more musically deep, and some of his
tone was terrible. He used to grunt and

groan, and sometimes you could hear this.
He had fat fingers, and he would play in a
way I can't describe. Horowitz, Rubinstein,
and Serkin were all different. The younger
people wanted to emulate them, and so we
had more demand for brighter and brighter
pianos.
So the contemporary sound of the Steinway
dates from Horowitz and that period?
Yes, pretty much. They'd say, "Can't you
make it brighter?" and we'd make it
brighter.
There's no question that electronic technology
has invaded the world of the piano. There are
computer-operated acoustic pianos, the Yamaha Disklavier, the Básendorfer SE. There

v

fi
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MECHANICS
HALL
Long laboring in the shadow of the

itedin

concert halls. Built during the opening

of the Industrial Revolution, Me-

famed Boston Symphony Hall, Mechanics

shots

Hall, in nearby Worcester, Massachusetts,
quietly continues to provide musicians and

chanics Hall was meant to house the activi-

recording engineers a sonic preeminence
that stretches over 135 years. Once an antebellum showcase whose stage was shared
not only by the symphonies and ensembles
of its age, but also by such notables as
Charles Dickens and Mark Twain, and
whose walls echoed early antislavery rhet-

Association and to function

ties

of the Worcester County Mechanics
living

as a

showcase for their talents as artisans. That
was no mean feat, for these "mechanics"

were promoting themselves in

ary climate of their

a

1.1

,mot

recession-

own-Industrial

n'~

i

Revo-

lution notwithstanding. Through sheer determination and some local sponsorship,

Reminiscent of the

splendor. Today,

great concert halls

Mechanics Hall
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of Europe, Mechanics
Hall was restored in
the

ad-1970s

to

known as much for

Jk_11:L-WfJ

its audio qualities

"""

as for its historic

E

its original antebellum

-

+www
s

significance.
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the hall was finished, but there was not

oric, Mechanics Hall is sought out in the
1990s as a venue for making high-tech
digital recordings.
In the past few years since its "rediscovery," Mechanics Hall has been the site of
several top CD recordings on such labels as
Sony Classical and Telarc. They, in turn,
have been able to lure the talents of Yo -Yo
Ma, Emanuel Ax, and John O'Conor, partly because of the quality of the hall's sound.
Indeed, Yo -Yo Ma has called it "the ideal
concert hall," and pianist Anton Kuerti
wrote in the guest book, "Just as the hall is
so beautiful, one fears to wound it with a
single wrong note."
Architectural historians have not been
faint with their praise of Mechanics Hall,
terming this jewel in the heart of a postindustrial New England city one of the
finest remaining examples of pre -Civil War

1

enough money for an organ, a necessity of
the day. That came seven years later, and
today the organ is historically important in

I

R

its own right.

Restored to its original elegance in the

lun

fÍlff

-

two

-

mid -1970s, it is now easy to see why Mechanics Hall evolved into a focal point for
the greater Worcester community. The list

of notables to

grace its stage reads like a

cultural and political Who's Who of the

-_,
-r-

19th and 20th centuries: Thoreau, Teddy
Roosevelt, Caruso, Dvo'rák, and lately, pop
musicians such as Judy Collins, who signed

--

the guest book and added, "This is truly

one of the best halls in the world.
love performing here."
Left to decay in the rush

I

always

of the mid -20th

century, Mechanics Hall nonetheless retained its quality of sound, despite being
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historic preservation helped spare the
building from the wrecker's ball and the
worst of all American architectural fatesthe indignity of giving way to a parking lot.
Restoration of Mechanics Hall began about
the time of the nation's Bicentennial celebration and presaged a renaissance in this
working-class city some 50 miles west of
Boston. The restoration now includes a
cast-iron facade, exposure of true Early
American graffiti dating to 1869, a wooden
ticket kiosk, and the refurbishing of "the
Worcester organ." (The organ is a 52 -stop
instrument built in 1864 by the Hook
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the city itself, Mechanics Hall
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(with its new rear entrance)

has become a symbol of
the renaissance of the industrial
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relegated to such unhappy uses as a market
and even a roller -derby rink. Amid neglect
and tasteless attempts to "modernize" the
hall, occasional social, musical, and cultural events were staged. Despite the reconstructions and industrial paint schemes,
however, the hall rang true.
Local pressure and the 1970s' push for

I

-

c- -

-

-

I

(Photographs: ©Steak 'Rosenthal

city of Worcester, Massachusetts,

some 50 miles west of Boston.

,11

Brothers of Boston and remains steeped in
Worcester's cultural competition with that
"other city" to the east. Today, it is the old-

copied the design

of the then -celebrated

unaltered four -keyboard organ in the
Western Hemisphere.)

Worcester, there are numerous meetinghouses, some built as churches, that bear

Miller's Assembly Hall in New York City.
Be that as it may, within the environs of

est

the stamp

The Modern Era

of Boyden's skills. Thus, histori-

ans are convinced that Boyden did draw

off the concrete and asphalt

heavily on meetinghouse design, however

of 1990 Worcester and into the hall, there is

much he was influenced by European de-

an immediate psychic shift. back in time,

sign. In early New England, meetinghouses

perhaps to

were places where citizens met and voted;

As one steps

a

fine European concert hall. A

-

An organ recording in a room too small
doesn't have enough reverberation time,
and the sound will just not be correct. It
will sound dry and will be criticized for not

having a fullness of tone. "Engineers know
what they want," he says. "That special
sound. They know that Mechanics Hall
a certain sound. Part of that is the
reverberation, part is the way the sound
decays, and part is the frequency content of
the reverberation."

makes
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size,
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grand staircase sweeps to the Great Hall,
embellished with art authentically restored
coffered ceiling, original fresco paintings,
Corinthian pilasters, and a balustraded balcony. And all this was effected by a selftaught local architect who borrowed heavily from local meeting halls and churches as
well as from European performance halls.
What modern-day artists and recording
engineers have discovered at Mechanics

Hall

is

the very sound quality architect

Elbridge Boyden created in Worcester so
long ago. Whether it was intentional on his
part or not, we will likely never know.
Having trained as a meetinghouse build-

product of the early 19th century apprenticeship system. There are
obvious design similarities between Mechanics Hall and several great European
halls, and some have suggested that Boyden
er, Boyden was

a

are die main
reasons for its

?_,

~-_-

shoeo x shape

-

acoustic duality.

I_

this required that orators be heard at the
back of the hall. In the final analysis, Boyden kept faith with the promise that every

At Mechanics Hall, low frequencies rea bit longer than the high frequencies. This tends to give the hall
verberate

word spoken, every song sung, and every
note played would he heard and reverberate throughout the hall. Many speakers and
musicians today note how well Boyden
practiced a science that didn't even have a
name when Mechanics Hall was designed

"warmth," Chilorio

some 140 years ago.

beration he's been talking about. Chilorio
halts his presentation and claps his hands.
"Note the crisp decay," he says. "That
comes as much from the materials used in

hall's technical director, Joseph
Chilorio, "What recording engineers are
looking for primarily in such a venue is the
so-called sound of the hall and the appropriateness of the hall for the kind of music
Says the

they are going to record.
"The sound of the hall

is its reverberation time. And that reverberation time has
to be appropriate to the kind of music being performed." Chilorio gives an example:
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says, yet the high fre-

quencies reverberate long enough to give
the hall enough brilliance so the music

doesn't sound dead. Upon walking into the
hall and speaking in low conversational
tones, one can immediately feel the rever-

construction

"In

as

the `shoebox' design.

of 1857, you could use
wood, brick, and plaster as primary building materials," says Chilorio, and those
halls that used wood and plaster "seem to
the days

have the best reverberation characteristics.

Plaster, especially plaster on brick, gives a

brilliant reverberation and high -frequency
sustain. It is a very hard surface which reflects sound in many different directions.
The plaster is not smooth and is full of architectural ornamentation. So, when sound
hits it, the sound scatters in many directions, giving it diffuse characteristics and
allowing the sound to decay uniformly."
In a quiet, empty Mechanics I
sound
decay is just over 2 seconds. "On a particularly humid day with everything possible
removed from the hall, and if the hall's
historic organ were to be recorded," Chilorio said that he expects decay time of 21/2 to
as much as 3 seconds. "One thing engineers
have to consider is the time of year they are
recording." Since revert) time varies with
the season and with humidity, and if you
want to record on Cl), you have to record
all tracks at the same time of the year. He
noted Telarc began recording Cleveland
String Quartet tracks last May and will
come back this May to do the remainderit just wouldn't sound the same if they
came back in February.
Scientific Soundings
About the time of its refurbishment,
acoustical studies of the hall were performed. Consultants were, once they got
past their excitement over this "find," lavish in their praise of Mechanics
William Cavanaugh, senior partner in Cavanaugh Tocci Associates, studied the sound
quality of the hall and investigated ways to
restore and upgrade the facility to late
20th -century standards without sacrificing
the "quality of sound" to such urban problems as traffic or to the building's mechaniI

11

attribute for sound quality. Cavanauigh's

WOW

117.

MECHANICS
HALL

Recent CDs

Recorded al .11eclianics

Rachntaninoff and Prokofier:
Cello Sonatas

Yo -Yo Ma and Emanuel Ax

Sony Classical SK 46486
June 25 to 27, 1990

Mozart:
String Quartets, No. 14 (K. 387)
and No. 15 (K. 421)

January

Cleveland Quartet
and January 15 to 17, 1991

10

Handel:
Concerti Grossi, Op. 6, Nos.

1

to 6

Boston Baroque;
Martin Pearlman, Director
Telarc CI) -80253
January 5 to 7, 1992

cal structure.
f sailing the hall for its "classic proportions" and lack of echo from I)ay 1, Cavanaugh concluded that the intimate size (only
1,500 seats), volume, distance from stage to
listeners, and its shoehox shape were the
predominant factors in the hall's acoustic
quality. The fact that the hall is on the third
floor of the structure (saving more lucrative rental space below for offices and
shops) further added to sound quality by
isolating the Great Hall from ambient
sound, which is critical for sensitive digital

recording technologies. Both engineers and
artists like the hall for that reason-they
can use it during the day, unlike some sections of New York City where sessions
must take place in the wee hours of the
morning.
Intimacy, for 30 years since the "Music
Acoustics and Architecture" study by Leo
Beranek, has been considered the foremost
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study rated Mechanics Hall high for intimacy, an element not lost on today's technically minded recording engineer. Liveliness and warmth, second and third in
Beranek's "Subjective Attributes in Music
Acoustics," remained intact during and after renovation. No sound -absorbing materials were added, and such subtleties as upholster) material were specified to ensure
uniform reverberation and faithfulness to
the original construction. Cavanaugh measures a mid -frequency reverberation time
(average of values at 500 and 1,000 Hz) of
1.6 seconds when the hall is fully occupied.
With all of this good old-fashioned
sound around, what more would an historic hall like this need to offer? Early in the
hall's renaissance, Chilorio recognized the
world -class value of Mechanics I lall and
invested his time, skills, and his own money in a cooperative venture to ensure that a
studio as state of the art as any in America
would be available for recording. Recording companies bring their own basic equip-

ment, and Chilorio supplies speakers,
amps, video monitors, and a two-way communications system between the hall and
the studio. The facility was good enough to
earn the local National Public Radio station, \VICN, two prestigious Lucien Wulsin Performance Today Music Awards for
recordings engineered and produced by
Chilorio. The local production was later
nationally syndicated.
With as much history and sound as there
is about Mechanics Ilall, there is also a
19th -century beauty that can't be captured
on audio tape, though it was captured on
videotape-a music video of "Only You"
by Broadway stars Michael Crawford and
Frances Ruffele. The one continuous session, from 5:00 a.m. one day to 9:00 p.m.
the next, was certainly the longest in Chilorio's career.
But to hint, that was an historic footnote.
Audio is the thing. Mechanics I
has become part of the music mix, a sounding
board with "that special sound." Listed on
the National Register of Historic Places,
Mechanics Hall is a "Preservation I tall" of
another kind.
A

The No. 30 is in two pieces. The main
unit has the digital circuitry and controls in
the center, cradled between towers that
each hold one channel's D/A and analog
circuitry. The other unit contains separate
power supplies for the main unit's digital
center section and its two analog towers,
each connected by a separate cable. My
only complaint about the ergonomics is
that the No. 30 is big and takes up a lot of
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oth the transistor and CD, despite
offering many technical advantages, often sounded worse at first
than the technologies preceding
them. In each case, subjective crit1
ics overreacted by condemning the
new technology. Technical critics overreacted by claiming that the new technology's
measured performance was superior and
that the subjective critics had to be wrong.
The resulting dialectic led to improvements
that proved both sides right.
In the case of CD, this process has led to
the discovery of digital distortions, the design of D/A converters which provide major advances in both sound and technology,
and a steadily improving level of performance which has gradually allowed the
Compact Disc to live up to its inherent
promise.
The Mark Levinson Reference Digital
Processor No. 30 is clearly intended to
embody this new state of the art. The No.

30 combines a wide range of advances in
D/A converter technology and sound quality. It is superbly built, beautifully finished,

and has some very unusual features.

space-though no more

so than some
preamps with separate power supplies.
The No. 30 also has as many inputs and
outputs as many preamps. There are eight

SPECS
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20
kHz, +0, -0.2 dB.
THD: 0.003% at kHz and 0 dB, A weighted.
Dynamic Range: 98 dB.
1

S/N: 105 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
110 dB.

SMPTE-IM, Distortion: Less than
0.005%.
Digital -to -Analog Conversion: Two
custom 20 -bit D/A converters.
Digital Filter: Eight -times oversampling.
Analog Filter: Bessel-tuned, linear
phase to 40 kHz.
Low --Level Linearity: To -70 dB, deviation unmeasurable; below -90
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dB, approximately +1.7 dB (un dithered, referenced to 0 dB at
I

kHz).

Output Impedance: Less than

6

ohms.
Dimensions: Processor, 19% in. W
X 7'% in. H x l5'/i6 in. D (49.2
cm X 18.4 cm x 39.2 cm); power supply, 15% in. W X 5'/ in. H
X 14% in. D(39.9cm X 13.3 cm
x 37.8 cm).
Weight: Processor, 34 lbs. (15.4 kg),
power supply, 25 lbs. (11.4 kg).
Price: $13,950.
Company Address: Madrigal Audio
Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, Conn. 06457.
For literature, circle No. 90

WINNERS!
The

new B&W DM -600 and DM 610 monitors have received
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highest accolades and rave
reviews from the demanding
British audio press.

Their sound is unmistakably
B&W. Your B&W dealer can show
you the reviews. Better yet, listen
and you'll see.
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digital inputs-five balanced female XLR
connectors, one ST (AT&T) optical connector, and two EIAJ Toslink optical connectors-enough for most professionals.
The Levinson Reference Digital Processor
No. 30 also has three digital outputs, two
male XLRs for listening and recording plus
one EIAI optical output. The analog outputs include two balanced XLR male connectors and one unbalanced RCA jack per
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resolve at 16 bits, much less the higher bit

system's setup.

resolutions used by some D/A converters.
Some DIRs, for example, are accurate to
approximately 200 nS; the No. 30 has a
rated accuracy of better than 100 pS.
The Levinson version of the DIR, called
a Digital Audio Interface Receiver (DAIR),
uses three separate narrow -aperture phase -

The input switching

""
10k

tal input module, on the same board, has

individual active termination, retriggering,
and balanced driver circuitry for each in-

K.

30
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dation of input signals, especially
from unbalanced outputs. To prevent transient noise when switching between inputs, the first input
is gently muted, and the signal
only returns when the No. 30 has
locked onto the new signal.
The No. 30 has clearly been designed for updating. The circuit
boards are modular for effective
upgrades through board -swapping, and key solid-state devices
(including the EPROM that holds
the No. 30's software routines) can

kl lz), instead of a single wide -aperture PLL
that can cover all three sampling rates. The
DAIR's jitter is said to be more than low
enough for the No. 30's 20-bit resolution at
eight -times oversampling.
Madrigal believes that the theoretical ad-
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be easily replaced.

Madrigal Audio laboratories,
which makes Levinson components, believes that purity and regulation of the power supply are
critical to superior digital perfor-

Fig. 1-Frequency

response, both channels,
using signals from
CD player (A) and from
test generator (B).

mance, and has put at least as

much emphasis on the design of
the power supply as on the digital

channel. Two "Communication Ports"
("Master" and "Slave") hint at system extensions to come. All of the electrical connectors are gold-plated.
Besides input switching, the front panel
has buttons for "Standby" (the unit is
never turned completely off), "Digital Record Select" (which allows you to record
any digital input while listening to another,
effectively providing a digital tape monitor), polarity inversion, and display dimming. Indicator LEDs show status, blinking
when the unit is in standby mode and
glowing when the No. 30 detects copy -protection codes in the digital bitstream and
when the digital input signal conforms to
the AES/EBU standard. A large dot-matrix
display offers a choice of four intensity lev-

and analog signal circuitry. A switching
is used for the digital section,
providing the high power, freedom from
variations in input power, isolation, and
thermal stability that digital circuits require. The output of this supply is filtered

power supply

and also has seven separate regulators to
reduce noise on the d.c. line. The left and

right analog power supplies begin with a.c.
filtering and are said to be improvements
of the designs in the latest Mark Levinson
preamps. These power supplies also have
an extremely low rejection ratio, which is

input and its sampling frequency. Internal

-80 dB in the power supply and
another -40 dB in the main unit.
Madrigal contends that the data jitter
caused at the digital interface receiver
(DIR) that locks onto the incoming digital
signal is more important in limiting sound
quality than the problems dealt with by
digital filtering. The company claims that

switches allow you to rename any of the

most

els; it also shows when signals are muted,

locked, or absent and identifies the selected

eight inputs

as

"CD," "LD," "DBS,"

a

single sample frequency (32, 44.1, or 48

B
f6E01110' NP5VWSE.

locked loops (PLLs), each optimized for

put. This was done to avoid possible degra-

A

+0.5

highly sophisti-

a crosspoint switch on the DSP
board, the uppermost of the three boards
in the main unit's center section. The digi-
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cated, using
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"DAT," "VCR," or "AUX" to match your

rated at

existing D/A converters have too
much jitter to let the rest of the system
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of using general-purpose DSP
chip sets with proprietary algorithms and
high sampling rates are offset by the resulting requirement for much more critical
jitter specifications. They also feel that existing transports and circuitry cannot use
more than eight -times oversampling without a loss of sound quality because of jitter-.
related distortion and that, in any case,
there is no practical advantage to oversampling rates higher than eight -times.
According to Madrigal, application -specific ICs (ASICs) are more desirable than
general-purpose DSP computers because
integrating the software into the silicon lets
the ASICs run faster. Thus, from their
point of view, only if the desired algorithms
aren't available in an ASIC is a generalpurpose chip set needed. An added benefit
is that the best custom silicon devices have
vantages

THE NO. 30 MEASURED
BETTER, IN NEARLY ALL

THE MAIN PARAMETERS,

THAN ANY D/A UNIT
SO FAR TESTED.
more accurate digital filters than have yet
been implemented with general-purpose
DSP circuits. After testing

a

number of de-

vices and algorithms, the company found
an application -specific DSP chip from Nip-

pon Precision Circuits that met their re-

quirements.
Each channel module of the No. 30
holds two linear 20 -bit D/A converters, one

for each polarity of the balanced digital signal. The positive and negative digital audio
signals are processed separately, maintain-
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BUILDa
high -end speaker in the digital age?
's not easy. Today's finest speakers
must be able to reproduce not just the
subtle detail of music but also its size be it a grand symphony, intimate jazz
or progressive rock. Even few expensive
speakers are up to the task.
I

11.;

1

r

rut, with the STUDIO MONITOR,
has done the impossible...
cap.ured high -end speaker performance
for in almost impossible $1,899/pair.'
)esigning this fine an audiophile
speaker takes a lot of determination
anc extensive resources - better design
exution with better materials.
And premium materials are used
thr Rughout. From diecast aluminum
chassis, used in all drive units, to the
ast)nishing tweeter with its
pu -e -aluminum -dome, to the midrange
wi h a mineral -filled polypropylene
cote and ferrofluid cooling, to bass
drivers with mineral -filled
po ypropylene cones, I/z' voice
co Is and massive 40 oz. magnets, to
advanced enclosure design and
seamless dividing networks.
The results are staggering! The
STUDIO MONITOR is articulate and
transparent, yet also very dynamic!
You WON'T FIND PARADIGM
everywhere. Speakers this good require
tlY expertise of a qualified audio
specialist. So, before you buy any
high -end speaker, visit your AUTHORIZED
PARADIGM

I

P..RADIGM DEALER... and listen to the power
glory of the STUDIO Mon'ITOR.
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Music on command. With

See

DCC, you can directly access your

track numbers and elapsed track time,

favorite tracks.

is

prerecorded DCCs show the song

you love music, they'll soon be as

enter the track number, and the player

title, album title and the artist's

the letters CD. Created by

automatically locates and plays it

name.

for you.

selection has never been easier.

new
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future.
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look at the letters DCC.
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Because if

inventor of Compact Disc

the Digital Compact Cassette gives
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But Philips DCC also has

features even
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CD player can't match.
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Built to survive.

Just

look at
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Another First From Philips

PHILIPS

EVER BE THE SAME

ing differential operation in the digital domain and providing differential analog signals to the analog output buffers. This
eliminates the need for inversion circuits in
the analog domain.
The final analog filter in the No. 30 uses
a Bessel-tuned active filter in the output
stage for maximum phase linearity. Instead
of the voltage op -amps used in the feedback loops of most such circuits, Madrigal
uses new and faster current op -amps that
are said not to be affected by musical

over the design in any of its preamps and
amplifiers, partly due to the use of Teflon
boards (whose dielectric constant is low
and doesn't change with frequency) for the
analog circuits.
The instruction manual is well written,
fun to read, and easy to follow-a comment that rarely applies to high -end literature. But despite its sophistication, I was
able to hook up the No. 30 before I read the
manual; both connections and operation
are straightforward and intuitive.
My subjective impressions of
Iwo
r,EG.ENO,
of
0-0 ,O
the No. 30's sound are in the usual
0.01
place, at the end of this review. But
VIii9REEEEEEEEEElIPElEnMIiElEifiiii7
Ílommi~ aell.
MISSION'S
to see how this technology meaFROM CD
sures on the test bench, as well as
orrrrlorhrl
0.001
for a brief listening report, I turn
FROM GENERATOR
you over to Len Feldman.
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2-THD

Measurements

+ N vs.

While
will also have a few
words to say about the superb
sound quality of this incredible
processor, my main task is to discuss its electrical performance.
did not see Mr. Cordesman's evaluation before writing this, but I
must state, unequivocally, that the
No. 30 performed better, in nearly
all important parameters, than any
D/A converter or digital processor
I have yet evaluated-and that the
measurements were consistent
with what I heard in my abbreviated listening tests.
As I've done with other standalone D/A converters, I measured
the No. 30 with digital signals from
both a CD transport and my Audio
Precision test equipment. The AP
equipment generates 24 -bit data
words, then sets the dither levels
and assumes that the device under
test will simply truncate at the set
1

frequency, both channels,
relative to maximum output
level.

by the Audio Precision test gear occurred
when measured THD + N versus frequency (Fig. 2). While the results shown for
signals fed from a CD player's digital output are the best I have ever obtained (approximately 0.0015% at mid -frequencies),
results for the signals generated by the AP
test equipment are even better, an incredibly low 0.0008% or so at mid -frequencies.
In fact, my usual scale had to be expanded
downward to "capture" this plot. Notice,
too, that even at the treble extreme of
either sweep, the increase usually seen in
THD + N is present but minimal, never rising above 0.0025%.
Figure 3 shows how THD + N varies
with signal amplitude. For practical reasons, this test was conducted using only the
digital output from the reference CD player, with signals that ranged in amplitude
from 0 dB (maximum recorded level) to
-90 dB. Even at maximum recorded level,
the reading is only about -97.5 dB, corresponding to an equivalent THD + N of
0.00133%. At levels below -20 dB, the
I
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4-Spectrum analysis
of residual noise when
playing "no -signal" track
of test CD; both channels
shown.
Fig.

dynamics. Their output buffer has discrete
components, with a d.c. servo-rather than
coupling capacitors-to improve harmonic
accuracy.
The No. 30 has two separate signal paths
to enhance channel separation. Madrigal
claims that the analog circuitry in each
tower of the No. 30 represents an advance

level.

Figure IA confirms that the frequency response of the processor, when fed
from the digital output of a CD player, is
flat within the -0.2 dB claimed by Madrigal, from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. Results are
substantially the same for signals generated
by the AP equipment (Fig. 1B).
The first difference to show up between
CD player -fed signals and signals generated
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D/A CONVERTER THAT HAD
NO TRACE OF A.C. HUM
OR HARMONICS.
readings (referred to maximum recorded
level) are even lower, -98.5 dB or better.
To isolate the actual THD from the
residual noise of the system, I used the FFT
spectrum -analysis capabilities of the Audio
Precision DSP circuitry while the CD player fed the No. 30 a I -kHz steady-state tone.
By "capturing" the results 16 times, the
noise peaks were effectively averaged out,
and only two significant actual harmonics
of the -kHz tone were discernible, at 3 and
5 kHz. Their dB values, when calculated as
a percentage of THD, worked out to only
0.00107%.
Channel separation exceeded the published specification by far and was greater
than I have measured for any previous CD
player or D/A converter. Separation was
nearly 137 dB at I kHz and was still greater
than 124 dB at 16 kHz. What's more, it was
virtually identical for both channels.
Signal-to-noise ratio was the same
whether I used the "no -signal" track from
my CD -1 test disc or a "no -signal" digital
1

NOW DIGITAL SOUND FITS IN A CASSETTE BOX.
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INTRODUCING DCC. THE DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE.
Presenting the Digital Compact Cassette,

a
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breakthrough in both digital and cassette

technology.

Brought to you by Philips, the same peo-

ple who invented the compact disc.

The incredible sound quality of digital audio combined

Pre-recorded DCC cassettes give you precise, crystal
clear reproduction of every kind of music with zero
noise and zero hiss. That's because the tape inside

is all

digital. Outside, DCC cassettes are sleek, streamlined
and come complete with their own lyric booklet.
In

log tapes as well as digital. That means you can keep the

whether it's

a

DCC.

So

favorite old tape from years ago, or your

favorite new DCC cassette, you can have it both ways.

with the unsurpassed convenience of

a

cassette. That's what DCC stands for.
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All of these artists and hundreds more are now available cn DCC: Bryan Adams

Shirley Horn

Boys

II

Men

I

Yevgeny Kissin

Lionel Richie
Suzanne Vega

Bon Jovi

Placido Domingo
Cathy Dennis
Musici
Herbert von Karajan
Bob Marley
Luciano Pavarotti

Jose Carreras

addition, DCC decks are specially designed to play ana-

cassettes you have now, and keep listening to them.

What's more, you'll be able to enjoy DCC cassettes at
home or on the go. Look for portable DCC players at
your local retailer soon.

Shakespear's Sister

U2

Vanessa Williams

Your music will never be the same.

HOW TO HEAR THE FUTURE WITHOUT GIVING UP THE PAST.

output from the Audio Precision gear. In
both cases, S/N was 117.8 dB for the left
channel and 117.9 dB for the right channel.
While these results are remarkable, the real
surprise came when I ran a spectrum analysis of the residual noise (Fig. 4) and found
absolutely no noise peaks at 60, 120, or 180
I iz from the 60-1-Iz line frequency. This is
the only D/A converter

I

have ever tested

that showed no measurable hum -related

components. Of course, part of this "miracle" arises front the fact that the Mark
Levinson No. 30's power supply is a separate component, connected to the processor via cables; no a.c. voltages ever reach
the processor itself.

Figure

5

shows deviation from linearity,

using undithered signals from 0 to -90 dB
and dithered signals from -70 to -100 dB.
The slight deviation of less than dB for an
1

undithered signal at -90 dB is better than
claimed by the manufacturer and about as
good as I have seen with any CI) player or
D/A converter. Bear in mind that the D/A
converters used in this processor are not
the increasingly popular one-bit variety
that boast near -perfect linearity at the expense of some added noise (when improper noise-shaping is employed, as it sometimes is). Here we are dealing with 20 -bit
converters, which means that the converters used in the Mark Levinson No. 30
either have near -perfect low-level linearity
or have been carefully calibrated externally
during production.
In any case, when I used dithered signals
in the range from -70 dB to -100 dB to
I

ATTRIBUTE THE OPEN,

AIRY SOUND TO THE

NO. 30'S

SUPERB.

LOW-LÉVEL LINEARITY.
check out linearity at low levels, results
were even better. As seen in Fig. 5, could
1

detect no deviation front perfect linearity
whatsoever! My usual fade -to -noise test results, shown in Fig. 6, further confirm the
No. 30's excellent low-level linearity as well
its low residual noise level and high EIA
dynamic range (which I calculated as just
over 100 dB). The EIAI dynamic range exceeded the published claim, measuring
99.95 dB for the left channel and 99.91 dB
for the right channel.
as

For further confirmation of the superb
linearity of this processor, plotted output
versus input, using progressively lower digital input signals generated by the Audio
Precision (Fig. 7). I could not easily translate this plot into deviation front perfect
linearity, but close examination of the
graph reveals that even at -100 dB, output
matched the input perfectly. What little
deviation there is occurs at levels below
-110 dB, where the deviation from perfect
linearity is still less than 1.0 dB!
At this point, eager to get the
1

processor

off the

test bench and

I

real-

ized yet again that when the digital circuit-

ry of an audio system is as perfect as this,
the limiting factor becomes the source material. Comparing some of my earliest CDs
with late releases proved highly revealing.

Where software flaws were previously
masked by hardware imperfections, suddenly they were easily identified. By the
same token, well -produced recent CDs delivered the kind of superb sound that digital naysayers have maintained is inherently
DErI1110N IRON PERFECT LINEARITY,

+2

into my music system, I made but
one additional measurement: A
check of frequency (or pitch) accuracy determined by the crystal
clock in the processor. That accuracy was within -0.0003%, which
means that a middle A musical
note recorded at the standard 440
Hz would be reproduced as a fre:
quency of 439.99868 Hz. I suspect
that even persons possessing the
most perfect "perfect pitch" aren't
likely to be upset by this minuscule

the Levinson in my listening setup,
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Use and Listening Tests

Listening tests were conducted
with a minimum amount of elecLIELRITY 3'
50.
OIGII1L
DISTILL
tronic equipment in the signal
path. The digital output of my reference CD player was fed directly
- 40
to one of the balanced digital inputs of the Mark Levinson No. 30
processor. The No. 30's analog
- 80
outputs were fed directly to an
amplifier equipped with its own
input level control. The amplifier,
-120
in turn, fed my reference KEF
0
-120 -100 -80
-60 -40 -20
105.2 speakers. To be completely
dB
INPUT
honest about it, I did not conduct
Fig. 7-Output vs. input
any comparison tests against other
linearity at 500 Hz, for test
generator signals fed via
state-of-the-art digital reproducing
AES/EBU
digital input.
equipment. I did, however, listen
to a fairly wide selection of my favorite CDs and can attest to the fact that
impossible in a 16 -bit digital audio system
they never sounded better. I attribute the
with a 44.1 -kHz sampling rate. If the claim
open, airy sound quality of this setup to the
for CD of "perfect sound, now and forevNo. 30's superb low-level linearity and to
er" was an overstatement back in 1983, it's
its ultra -low levels of noise and distortion.
closer to the truth when playing CDs and
Of course, I would not have expected a
DATs using a processor such as the No. 30.
processor costing some $14,000 to deliver
I'm interested to see if Tony Cordesman
SLR, LEYINSON
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sound that was in any way flawed. Using
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agrees!

Leonard Feldman
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Introducing The NEW
Nailer Trans nova
There is something "very right" about tube
sound.

Audiophiles know it, musicians know it, so

who. are we to argue?

We don't.

Jim Strickland,

-

Hafler's chief engineer, has created lubey" sounding
solid state circuitry

f.r

Hafler's new Models 9300 and

.

9500 power amplifiers. A unique drive stage allows the
lateral MOSFET ouput devices to be connected just-.
In fact, tuffs new

like tubes!

transnova circuitry

is so

unique, it's patentec.
As with the res: of the new Series 9000 line, the

transnova ámplifiers share the same elegant sonic
quality, simplicity in design, modesty in price, reliability,
and an unprecedented 7 -year warranty!' We know

..,

you'll hear the distinction immediately.

Audition the

new Models 9300 and 9500 transnova amplifiers at

your local Hafler dealer and hear incredible tube
sound... without the tubes.

Model 9500

Hafler

"THE AFFORDABLE HIGH END"

II

Hafler, A Division Of Rockford Corporaion
Tempe, Arizona 85281 U.S.A 1-800-366-1619
In USA, Fax (602) 894-1528
In Canada, Call Korbon Trading (416) 567-1920
In Europe, Fax (49) 421-487-877
.0.

In Pacific Asia, Fax (65) 339-0363

'7-Year warranty valid only in the USA
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The No. 30 is a truly outstanding reference unit that has led me to reappraise
some of my initial judgments of CD sound
quality. Many discs sounded far better with
the No. 30 than they had with other units.
I evaluated the sound of the No. 30 by
comparing it to other top D/A converters
like the Theta Digital DS Pro Generation
Ill, the D/A section of a Sony DTC-77ES
DAT deck, and to some good CD players
such as the Sony CDP-X777ES and Philips

LHH500.

WITH THE NO. 30,

DIGITAL CAN NOW BEAT
ANALOG FOR LEVEL OF

INFORMATION AND
MUSICALITY.
I used two different reference systems for
these comparisons. The first used a Classé
Audio DR -6 preamplifier and DR -25 power amplifiers with Apogee Diva speakers,
and the second used a Krell KBL preamplifier, Krell MDA-300 power amplifiers, and
Thiel CS5 speakers. As the two systems are
in different rooms, with different acoustics,
they help me avoid judgments based on a
single set of room interactions and listening conditions.
While the Theta did compete with the
No. 30 in many ways, the No. 30 outperformed it as well as any competing D/A
converter that could beg or borrow, in
three critical respects: The ability to resolve
low-level musical and harmonic informaI

tion, to handle subtle and complex dynamics and musical changes, and to preserve
the overall coherence of the music.
The No. 30 manages to combine very flat
and extended upper octaves with bass and
midrange that do not reveal any special coloration or anomalies. You can check this
for yourself by playing back any voice recording where the singer's voice has not
been heavily processed, such as Victor
Braun's baritone in Schubert's Winterreise
(Dorian DOR-90145) or Jan DeGaetani's
mezzo-soprano on a recording of Schubert's songs (Elektra Nonesuch 9-79263-2).
The bass is tight and controlled, superbly
defining and revealing differences in bass
frequency, and the mid -bass is equally superb.
noted this especially on the bass
I

drum on
1

a recording of the Hoist Suite No.
in E Flat (Reference Recordings RR-

39CD); the amazing mix of bass drum and
orchestra on "Olympic Fanfare," in the
National Symphonic Winds' Center Stage
(Wilson Audio WCD-8824), and the mix
of bass drum, soprano voice, chorus, and
full orchestra on Mahler's Eighth Symphony by Robert Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Chorus and Orchestra (Telarc CD 80267). The No. 30 is equally impressive
with all the usual organ spectaculars, and is
particularly revealing with the final passages of Eugene Ormandy's recording of
the Saint-Saéns Symphony No. 3, "Organ"
(Telarc CD-8005I).
The No. 30 may lack a certain richness
or warmth found in some competing units,
but it is yet another advance in terms of
accurate timbre, low-level detail, transparency, and coherence. For accurate rather
than emphasized upper bass and lower
midrange, I have yet to hear an equal.
The midrange is not only flat and detailed, it is richly harmonic and musical.
One of my favorite CI)s for testing this is
the Scott Reiss and Hesperus recording on
Golden Apple (GACD 7750) for recorder,
violin, viola, and harpsichord. These are
very demanding instruments, and playback
with most digital processors can be very
fatiguing. The Theta Generation Ill is the
only other unit I have found that makes
this recording equally listenable, but it does
not provide equal resolution of midrange
detail in the softer passages.
The upper midrange and treble of the
No. 30 are very flat and extended. This can
present a slight problem with mediocre
recordings, particularly those made with
microphones placed too close to the performers or with older digital equipment.
Some listeners may prefer sweeter and
warmer sound over detail and accuracy.
Any serious audiophile, however, is going
to want that detail with good recordings,
and particularly the recent recordings
made with 20 -bit equipment. Here the No.
30 is clearly the state of the art.
The Levinson provided the best performance to date with two recordings use to
evaluate the upper midrange and treble in
digital processors: The soprano voice in the
Julianne Baird/Ronn McFarlane disc The
English Lute Song (Dorian DOR-90109)
and the sound of the harpsichord in Colin
1
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Tilney's recording of Bach toccatas for
harpsichord (Dorian DOR-901 15).
The No. 30 reproduces the spatial information on the recording and not some ideal in the designer's mind. To hear this,
compare the soundstage of virtually any
close-miked or multitrack CD-Jennifer
Warnes' Famous Blue Raincoat (Cypress
661 III -2) or Willie Nelson's Always on My
Mind (CBS CK-7464-37951-2) are particularly good CDs to try-with the more natural soundstage on a Telarc or Dorian recording. The No. 30 lets the differences
come through clearly without changing the
apparent size of the soundstage.
Similarly, the No. 30 makes no attempt
to provide sharper imaging than is heard in
live performance, since that often trades an
apparent improvement in left/right definition for an artificial narrowing of individual images and/or loss of depth. The overall
merits of accuracy over artificiality are particularly striking in a CD with natural orchestral sound, like the Malcolm Arnold
recording of Arnold: Overtures (Reference
Recordings RR-48CD), as well as in Dorian, Telarc, and Wilson CDs recorded in
concert halls or churches. also prefer the
No. 30's natural imaging with recordings
that were produced with more defined imaging, such as the guitar and percussion in
Bruce Dunlap's About Home (Chesky JD 59); the mix of voice, instruments, and rain
sounds on "I Get the Blues When It Rains"
from Eileen Farrell's It's Over (Reference
Recordings RR-46CD), and the complex
percussion imaging in Jonathan Haas' Virtuoso Timpanist (CRD 3449).
Depth is neither enhanced nor restricted
by the No. 30. If you listen to the latest
Telarc symphony recordings (try track on
Mahler's Eighth Symphony), the Dorian
recordings in the Troy Music lall, or a
good baroque recording like Ton Koopman's version of the Handel concertos for
orchestra (Erato 4528-2), you will hear all
of the depth that you expect to hear and a
remarkably lifelike performance.
The No. 30 brought a new degree of harmonic coherence to the individual notes of
guitar, harpsichord, and violin and to the
upper frequencies in piano and cymbals,
particularly in low-level passages. I believe
this superior performance is traceable to
two specific advances in sound quality.
One is sheer resolving power; the other is
1

1
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THE COMPONENTS OF EXCELLENCE: LASTING

VALUE

Before you buy a new
stereo, consider why some
peo Ile would rather own
a used McIntosh than a
new anything else.
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Made in the USA

By now, most people realize that

"new"

stereo components often are introduced just
to be new. In contrast, McIntosh designs and
builds their outstanding high fidelity components incorporating the proven as well as
the new, drawing on the McIntosh heritage
of quality, performance and innovation.
This is why McIntosh products offer such
a high level of intrinsic quality. And why
they continue to be eagerly sought by
McIntosh Laboratory Inc..

2

Chambers St., Binghamton.

serious music lovers, virtually attaining the
status of collectibles. Never intended to be
"disposable", they have been built to deliver
leading -edge performance on a foundation
of timeless excellence. The lasting value of
its products is just one of the components
of excellence that has earned McIntosh
its rightful title as builder of the world's
o
finest audio

components.

NY, USA 139032699 (607) 723-3512
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Components of Excellence

transient speed and detail that are excellent
at any level of dynamic energy.
The Mark Levinson No. 30 combines excellent transparency with musical credibil-

Outstanding resolution in the upper
midrange makes this unit more revealing

competes in musicality, being warmer and
more dynamic.

of problems in recordings that relied on
poor production values, some of the older

Madrigal Audio Laboratories would be
among the first to agree that it is not

ity and coherence. It also has a remarkable
ability to separate and define instruments
and voices in complex pieces of music. This
ability became clear with every decent recording I have of grand opera or massive
orchestral music. It came through beautifully on the Telarc recording of Mahler's
Eighth Symphony, in the much lighter fare
on the Mackerras and Welsh National
Symphony Orchestra recording of The Mikado (Telarc CD -80284), and on good organ and choir recordings such as the Proprius label's classic Cantate Domino (PROP
CDP 7762) or the Bach Choir of Bethlehem's recording of Bach's Cantata'No. 140,
"Wachet Auf" (Dorian DOR-90127).
As might be expected from its superior
ability to reproduce low-level passages, the

and harsher analog -to -digital recording

necessary to pay $13,950 to have many

equipment, and aggressively close miking.
There is nothing sweet or forgiving about

the advances in digital sound quality pro-

No. 30 has the lowest apparent noise
heard in

a

I

have

digital processor. It extends the

noise floor you hear in good recordings by

removing an additional layer of haze from
low-level passages.
The No. 30 performed best with the
Madrigal MDC-1 Pro digital interconnect,
a three -conductor balanced cable for AES/
EBU connections. It performed nearly as
well when connected via a version of the
MDC-1 Pro cable with an RCA plug at the
source end, although I would advise using
the AES/EBU connection on those many
high -end CD transports and professional
DAT decks that have them. Optical cables
are a definite second best.

ONE OF OUR MOST
IMPORTANT REFERENCE

COMPONENTS.

riiry

the No. 30.
As is the case

with every digital processor

have heard to date, the No. 30 also

I

sounded better with some good recordings
than other good ones, and there were a few
odd cases where it did not perform as well

vided by the No. 30. The company now
offers a No. 35 processor, and it costs just

under $8,000. Madrigal's less expensive
Proceed line offers a less sophisticated mix
of products with many of these advances.

Firms like Audio Research, Krell Digital,
Theta Digital, and Wadia Digital offer excellent mid -priced units. Many mainstream

IF

YOU HAVEN'T HEARD

THE MARK LEVINSON

NO. 30, YOU DON'T
KNOW WHAT DIGITAL
SOUND CAN ACHIEVE.
I expected with a good recording. No audio component is ever all things to all
recordings. There also were a few moments
where I would have liked just a touch more
bass energy, particularly in the deep bass,
and felt other units provided a preferable
amount of musicality-although always at
the cost of low-level detail.

as

I

believe that the No. 30 really does

of natural resolution and
more faithful to the original
recording than any competing D/A converter, CD player, or digital tape unit I
achieve

a

detail that

level
is

know of. I do not want, however, to leave
the impression that it is absolutely without
competition. At the very top, the balanced
version of the Theta DS Pro Generation Ill

manufacturers have top -of-the -line digital

products that sound far better than their
offerings of one or two years ago, and many
of the lesser known high -end companies,
such as Audio Alchemy or PS Audio, offer

products with outstanding performance.
My subjective comments have tended to
focus on recent recordings, including a
number made with 20 -bit mastering. However, you do not have to listen to audiophile recordings to benefit from units like
the No. 30; you will get a similar improvement in listening pleasure with virtually
any good recording. While

I still do about
half of my listening to LP records, I believe
that unbiased listening to the Mark Levinson Reference Digital Processor No. 30
reveals that digital sound can now provide
a level of information and musicality that

analog almost always cannot.

heard this unit in

haven't

playing the very best in recent CDs, you do
not know what the state of the art is or
what digital sound can achieve.
A.H.C.
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designed and manufactured by Transparent Audio Laboratory

A Division of Transparent Audio, Inc.
Sons.

If you

state-of-the-art system,

Transparent Cable
Transparent Audio

&

a

At Transparent Audio, laboratory testing is a very important part of cable design
and development. We also use listening tests to help us interpret laboratory tests at
every step of the design and development process. With over 200 years of combined
experience playing musical instruments and listening to live and recorded music,
music is naturally our highest priority. For nearly a decade, we made audio cables
for another company that were based primarily on laboratory test results. Test
instruments can't reveal whether the test is valid or how materials, design, and
construction techniques impact sound quality. That's why we decided to make
Transparent Cables - world class audio cables designed with the benefits of
laboratory testing and our many years of musical experience.
Audition Transparent Cables at a dealer near you.
Call or write Transparent Audio for more technical information.

Í
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"This is it!" cried Phil, "Now all we need is a laser hear,!"

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

MASTON AUDIO

DELUXE REFERENCE
SPEAKER SYSTEM

cated pyramid enclosure whose nonparallel
sides are said to minimize internal standing
waves. To reduce vibration, the enclosure is
constructed of high -density particleboard,
a massive 11/2 inches thick. This system is
also available separately as the Full Range
Satellite, which falls in the middle of the
Maston Audio line.
According to Maston, satellite design
goals included: Maximizing transparency
and clarity, and paying attention to those
details that influence tonal balance, imaging, and low-level detail retrieval. To
achieve these goals, listening tests were
given the highest emphasis in the design
process, and particular attention was paid
to minimizing changes in group delay
across the critical midrange and high -frequency bands. The sloping front panel of
the satellite's cabinet (which aligns the
acoustic centers of the mid/bass and tweeter drivers) and the first -order crossover

arrangement minimize group -delay
changes. The satellite's front panel is covered with acoustically absorbent foam.
The satellite includes a -inch titanium dome tweeter (from MB Electronics of
Germany) that is said to have a break-up
frequency above 24 kHz. The bass/midrange driver is a 7 -inch unit (the Dynaudio
1

.

SPECS
System Type: Modular; three-way,
floor -standing, sealed system.
Drivers: 12 -in. cone woofer, 7 -in.
cone bass/midrange, and -in. titanium -dome tweeter.
Frequency Response: 32 Hz to 20
kHz, ± 3 dB.
Sensitivity: 87 dB at
meter with
2.83 V rms applied.
Crossover Frequencies: 115 Hz and
2.25 kHz.
Impedance: 8 ohms, ±2 ohms.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 50
watts per channel, minimum.
Dimensions: 48 in. H X 14 in. W X
14 in. D(121.9cm X 35.6 cm x
35.6 cm).
Weight: 140 lbs. (63.6 kg) each.
Price: $4,975 per pair in oak or walnut veneer with lacquer finish;
upper two-way module of system
available as full -range satellite,
$1,975 per pair.
Company Address: 6416 Via Amigos, San Jose, Cal. 95120.
For literature, circle No. 91
1

aston Audio,

a

relatively new

loudspeaker company, was
founded by Don Maston in
1988. Maston, an electrical engineer, has been professionally
involved in the electronics industry since 1970, and for 15 years prior to
1

1

i

1988, he designed loudspeakers for fun. His
company offers a line of five speaker systems, costing from $949 to $4,975 per pair,
sold to the upscale and high -end audio
market.
The Deluxe Reference System, the subject of this review, is at the top of Maston
Audio's speaker line. It is a modular system, composed of a closed -box woofer
module with external passive crossover
plus a satellite module with a 7 -inch sealed-

box woofer, a -inch dome tweeter, and a
built-in crossover. The next speaker down
in the company's line, the Reference System, is essentially the same but does not include high -end cabling and connectors and
has no bi-wiring facilities.
In normal operation, the satellite is positioned on top of the woofer module (taking
the place of a stand), and the external
crossover is placed behind the woofer, on
the floor. The external crossover is connected to the speaker modules with Cardas
Hexlink speaker cable and connectors. The
external crossover is actually bi-wired to
the satellite and includes bi-wire capabilities at its own input.
The upper portion of the system is a selfcontained two-way vented box in a trun1
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more clearly define

follow. The GCD-575 CD Player achieved
breakthroughs in musicality unsurpassed by
CD players at almost any price. Stereophile
writes, "...in the under $1000 class the Adcom
is the player to beat
or, more to the point, the player to buy."* Stereo Review credits the GCD-575 with

low-level information for superior resolution and
dramatically more musical CD reproduction.You will
not find such superb component parts in any other
CD player at any price.

"in general pushing

The GCD-600's technically advanced analog and
digital circuits and the user -selectable polarity inversion switch are designed to overcome the problems
inherent in CD sound. Midrange harshness and glare
are dramatically reduced. Sound stage imaging is
deeper, more focused, more musically natural.
The benefits of digital sound are realized, without the
accompanying drawbacks.

-

the state

of the

art in

digital -disc playback."*{
So when the engineers at Adcom went back to the

drawing board to try to top their latest success. they
were hard-pressed to find areas for improvement.
The electronics and sound reproduction were already
near perfect. And then,Voilu! The idea: add a
carousel changer.

The cure for "digititis".

Take the GCD-600 for a spin.

Round and round she goes.
One disc, superbly reproduced, was a magnificent
accomplishment...but five discs mean five times the
enjoyment. In typical user-friendly fashion, the
Adcom GCD-600 lets you change four discs while
one is playing, offers true random capability for one

disc or all five, allows direct clockwise or counterclockwise access for faster searches, and plays 3"
discs without an adapter. The standard remote control
gives you complete access to all playback featuresincluding variable volume control-from the comfort
of your favorite chair.

If you've been

searching for a CD player that
offers the convenience of a carousel changer and the
sonic superiority of high -end single -disc models, take
the GCD-600 for a spin at your authorized Adcom
dealer. You won't have to go round and round to
decide which CD changer gives you the most sound
for your money.
*Peter W. Mitchell. Stereophile, Vol.
** Stereo Review, 1989

Class "A" without compromise.
The GCD-600's Class "A" analog audio amplifier
section uses very fast, low noise, linear gain semiconductors. These no -compromise audio circuits
based on the proprietary amps used in Adcom's

-
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t
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17W75XL) with a voice -coil whose large
diameter (3 inches) is claimed to minimize
distortion by reducing cone flexure. The
a bottom -mounted p.c. board and contains six
parts: Three resistors, two capacitors, and

satellite's crossover is constructed on

..Y;...

off in my

tests at 6 dB/octave

from 80 to

shown), the response was flat to about 22
kHz and then rose rapidly to a dome 500 Hz. The satellite is driven by a 6-dB/oc-. resonance peak of about 12 dB at 25.5 kHz,
tave high-pass filter and is bypassed by a se- with a high Q of about 20.
ries -LC impedance -correcting network.
The satellite's cloth -covered grille causes
The series capacitor in the satellite leg is a some fairly severe interference effects in the
metallized polypropylene unit, while the on -axis response. The small metal -screen
two remaining shunt capacitors are non - tweeter grille causes an increase in output
polarized electrolytics, which are not by- from 4 to 12 kHz and a reduction in
passed. An iron -core inductor wound with
response at higher frequencies. I agree with
14 -gauge wire is used in the woofer
too
leg. The external crossover's cabinet is finished in the same attracGRILLES OFF
TwFFTFGI.
90
tive wood veneer as the main cabi500 Hz, only reaching

12

dB/octave above

nets. The crossover box has three

cone feet mounted on the bottom

for support.

high -quality Solens metallized polypropylene units. The crossover is a 6-dB/octave
first -order design with a series -RC impedance -compensating network across the
bass/midrange. The satellite's woofer enclosure is tuned to about 32 Hz with a rear mounted tube, 2 inches in diameter and 7
inches long. The cabinet is filled with
acoustic -damping material to increase its
effective volume, as is the woofer cabinet.
That cabinet is a closed box whose inter-

Measurements
The on -axis anechoic frequency
response of the Deluxe Reference
System is shown in Fig. I. Measurements were taken at 2 meters
from a point even with the top of
the midrange frame, 38 inches
from the floor. This position is
below the axis of the midrange and
tweeter on the satellite's sloping
front panel, but it's fairly typical
for the ears of a seated listener. A
signal voltage of 5.66 V rms was
applied, and the measurement ref-

nal volume is about

erenced back to

one air-core inductor. Both capacitors are

cubic feet and which
holds an Eminence long -throw 12 -inch
woofer. The cabinet is constructed of high density particleboard, '/, inch thick. The
woofer module's rated frequency response
is 3 dB down at 32 Hz, and a low Q of 0.62
2

claimed. Maston Audio states that this
low Q contributes to tight bass with no
is

added ringing.
The woofer module crosses over to the
satellite at 115 Hz via the external passive
crossover. According to Maston,

if

the

crossover were mounted inside the woofer

cabinet, its components would tend to vibrate with the bass notes, potentially mud-

dying the satellite's acoustic output;
mounting it externally minimizes this
intermodulation.
The external crossover network, like the
satellite's internal one, contains six parts:

I

meter. The re-

sponse below 250 Hz was derived
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2-On-axis phase
response and group delay.
Fig.

from

2 -meter ground -plane measurements for which the input was reduced

to 2.83 V rms to compensate for the

ground plane's 6 -dB boost. Separate grille on curves are shown for the metal -screen
tweeter grille and for the cloth -covered
wood -frame grille of the satellite.

WITH THE GRILLES OFF,
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FITS

WITHIN A 4.8 -dB

WINDOW ABOVE 650 Hz.
Overall, the response without the grilles
fits a window of 7.7 dB between 40 Hz and
20 kHz, with the response above 800 Hz

Maston Audio's recommendation that all
be removed for most serious
listening. Above 100 Hz, the right and left
systems matched within an acceptably close

of the grilles

± dB.
1

Two minor peaks are exhibited in the
tweeter's range, at 2.9 and 5.4 kHz. A 11/2 octave response trough is seen between
about 750 Hz and 2.2 kHz, where the curve
hits the bottom of the response window.
The reason for this trough was evident
when I measured the individual outputs of
the satellite's bass/midrange and tweeter by
driving the system through the bi-wire inputs (with the jumper straps removed). In

3 to 4 dB as compared to the response below 600 Hz. Above

this range, the drivers' acoustic outputs
were of roughly equal level and more or
less out of phase with each other to varying
degrees, rather than being approximately

sec-

650 Hz, the response fits an even tighter

90° out

ond -order design but whose output rolled

window of 4.8 dB. Above 20 kHz (not

One resistor, three capacitors, and two inductors. The woofer is driven via a lowpass

filter whose schematic suggests

a

shelved down by about
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of phase, the condition that
first -order crossover would exhibit.
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The overall phase response shown in Fig.
2, however, nicely exhibits the desired
kHz,
minimum -phase condition above
with very little group -delay variation (both
referenced to the tweeter's arrival time).
This indicates that the tweeter polarity is
correct for this type of crossover, the phase
performance of the crossover itself is cor1
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kHz, with a roll -off of 24 dB/octave below
800 Hz rather than the expected 6 -dB/
octave roll -off below 2.25 kHz. This deviation from the desired first -order tweeter
response was the main cause of the depression in the on -axis response.
Getting back to Fig. 2, you can see that
above 600 Hz the phase response stays
close to -360°, which indicates an in -phase
condition with the input (any multiple of
360° is in phase with the input). Above
kHz, the group delay is essentially zero. The
remaining peaks and dips in the curve
mostly coincide with aberrations in the on axis frequency response, which indicates an
essentially minimum -phase condition. If
the response were equalized flat above I
kHz, the group delay would also be much

1

0

smoother.
The Deluxe Reference's energy/time reFig. 3-Energy/time
sponse is shown in Fig. 3. Also shown is
response; see text.
performance with the polarity of the tweeter reversed. (This curve was shifted to the
right by 3 mS for clarity.) The test
parameters were chosen to accentuate the system's response from
to 10 kHz, which includes the satellite's crossover region. The curve
0 FRONT
45
taken with the tweeter connected
90 SIDE Áñ s
135
DEGREES
normally exhibits a fairly coinci180 REAR
dent response but has a lower level
20k
2k
200
FREQUENCY - Hz
peak, some 16 dB down from the
Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis
main peak and following the main
frequency responses.
arrival by about 400 µS. Reversing
the tweeter's polarity essentially
causes the secondary peak to disappear, which indicates that the
acoustic outputs of the midrange
,-1111k:2y'
;a-.
and tweeter are out of phase with
F
9,
.
_f_
,raf "
each other in a part of the range.
90 BELOW
á
m
Figures 4 and 5 show the off-axis
Jh
FRONT
5+45
`
DEGRE
response of the satellite alone. This
+90 ABOVE
module's horizontal coverage (Fig.
20k
2k
200
FREQUENCY - Hz
4) is quite uniform, as seen by the
way the ripples in the on -axis
Fig. 5-Vertical off-axis
curve at the rear of the plot carry
frequency responses.
over into the off-axis curves.
Figure 5 shows the satellite's
rect, and the system's drivers are closely vertical off-axis response with the tweeter
connected normally. The bold 0° curve
aligned. Reversing the tweeter's polarity by
reversing its connections replaced the halfway back in the plot is the direct on trough of Fig. I with a peak centered axis response. The main feature of these
around I kHz, which added an additional curves is a depression at and near on -axis
between about 800 Hz and 2 kHz. A pair of
180° of phase rotation. The individual reroughly symmetrical off -axis peaks in the
sponse of the tweeter when driven by its
20
same range are evident beyond 20° off axis.
Hz
to
from
800
was
flat
quite
crossover
TIME
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1
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This means that the satellite exhibits a pair
of directional lobes above and below the
axis in the frequency range from 800 Hz to
2 kHz. Reversing the tweeter connections
replaced these two off-axis lobes with a single lobe (not shown) aimed more or less
straight ahead. However, I am not suggesting that you reverse the tweeter connections, because this would cause decidedly
rougher on -axis response and nonminimum-phase time behavior. These are matters that a loudspeaker designer needs to

consider.
When the system was subjected to a
high-level, low -frequency sine -wave sweep,
only one significant cabinet resonance was
evident. This consisted of a front -panel
resonance of the satellite at about 270 to
290 Hz. The woofer did not exhibit any
dynamic offset effects and overloaded
gracefully.
The impedance of the Deluxe Reference
is shown in Fig. 6. The minimum impedance of 5.1 ohms occurs at 700 Hz, and a
maximum of 10.9 ohms occurs at both 100
Hz and 20 kHz. The system should be an
easy load for any amplifier. The curve has a
max/min variation of only 2.1 to I, so the

THE DISTORTION IS

-QUITE MODÉRATE FOR
INPUT POWER LEVELS
OF 50 WATTS OR LESS.
speaker will be only moderately sensitive to
cable resistance. Cable series resistance
should be limited to a maximum of about
0.11 ohm to keep cable -drop effects from
causing response peaks and dips greater
than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of about 10
feet, I suggest that 16 -gauge or larger cable
be used.
Figure 7 shows the complex impedance.
The impedance phase (not shown) reached
a maximum angle of +34° (inductive) at 26
Hz and a minimum angle of -15° (capacitive) at 230 Hz. As stated, the Deluxe
Reference is an easy load for any amplifier.
Interestingly, the 280 -Hz front -panel resonance of the satellite module shows up as a
slight wiggling of the impedance curves in
both Figs. 6 and 7, though this may not be
visible because of the small scale of our
published graphs.

The 3 -meter room response of the Deluxe Reference System, with both raw and
sixth -octave smoothed data, is shown in
Fig. 8. The Deluxe Reference was in the

was at ear height (38 inches) at the listener's sofa position. The system was driven

with a swept sine -wave signal of 2.83 V rms
(corresponding to watt into the rated 8 right-hand stereo position, aimed at the lis- ohm load), and the direct sound plus 13
tening location, and the test microphone mS of the room's reverberation are included. Although somewhat rough, the
overall curve fits a 10 -dB window
loo
from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. Distin2
x
10.9 OHMS
o
^uishing features include a slight
109 OHMS
7.2 OHMS /
igh-frequency roll -off and peaks
550 Hz, 900 Hz, 1.3 kHz, and 5
kHz.
The depression in the on -axis
OHMS
5.9
5.1 OHMS
response between 800 llz and 2
1
20
100
kHz does not show up here, due to
1k
10k 20k
FREQUENCY - Hz
the fill-in effects of the reelected
Fig. 6-Impedance.
energy included in the first 13 mS
1

of sound.
Figures 9 and

of E1 (41.2 Hz) and A2
Hz). Results for a 440 -Hz
tone are not presented because the
only distortion rising above the
Floor of my measuring gear consisted of about 0.7% second harmonic at full power. The power
levels were computed using the
rated system impedance of 8 ohms.
Figure 9 shows the Et (41.2 -Hz)
harmonic distortion data. At maximum power, the highest peaks
reach moderate levels of 13% third
harmonic and 10% fifth harmonic.
Below 50 watts, the distortion is
quite low but increases rapidly for
higher power levels, particularly
the higher order harmonics. At 100
watts the Maston Audio generates
a fairly loud 102 dB SPL at meter
at 41.2 Hz.
The A2 (110 -Hz) data is shown
in Fig. 10. At full power, the third
(1 10

0
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MAXIMUM POWER: 100 WATTS
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FREQUENCY- Hz

9-Harmonic distortion
Et

(41.2 Hz).

BY SERGIO MENDES,

THE SPEAKERS SHOWED

THEIR EXCELLENT

DYNAMIC RANGE.

slightly to 80 watts at 80 Hz. It then rises
rapidly to about 4 kW at 550 Iz, falls to
about kW at kHz, and then reaches a
plateau above 3 kHz of about 4 kW.
Between 50 and 250 Hz, the output
waveshape changed to a triangle at higher
power levels, presumably due to inductor
saturation in the woofer leg of the crossover. This crossover limitation was confirmed by driving the woofer directly
(shown in Fig. 12). This resulted in much
greater input and output power, reaching
10 dB higher (10 times the power!) in the
harmonic reaches a significant vicinity of 100 Hz. The decreased input
20% at 100 watts; the next highest power in the vicinity of kHz is presumharmonic is the fifth, at 7.5%. As ably due to excursion limitations in the
with the 41.2-I Iz data, the distor- bottom of the tweeter's range. As noted
tion increases rapidly above the earlier, the tweeter is essentially operating
50-watt level. At 110 Hz with an at full level down to 800 Hz.
input of 100 watts, the system genThe upper curve in Fig. 12 shows the
erates a loud 108 dB SPL at
maximum peak sound pressure levels the
meter.
Maston Audio can generate, at a distance of
Figure 11 displays the IM creat- I meter on axis, for the input levels shown
ed by tones of 440 Hz (A4) and in the lower curve. Also shown is the
41.2 Hz (E1) at equal input power. "room gain" of a typical listening room at
I

1

1

I

I

<

50

Fig.
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T
0.1

for

i
12

100

WATTS

ON BRASILEIRO,

1

response.

POWER-

show the sin-

cal notes

j2

Fig.

10

gle -frequency harmonic distortion
spectra versus power for the musi-

+j6
+j4
+j2

1

The IM distortion rises to a quite significant 25% at full power. Up to 50 watts,
however, the IM remains below 7.5%. By
driving the woofer and satellites independently through the bi-wire inputs, I identified the woofer as the source of the IM
distortion. Apparently, the crossover allows
a significant amount of the 440 -Hz tone to
reach the woofer and thus be modulated by
that driver's nonlinearities. Rolling off the
woofer faster would decrease the IM.
Figure 12 displays the system's shortterm peak -power input and output capabilities as functions of frequency, measured
using a 6.5 -cycle tone burst with third -octave bandwidth. The peak input power was
calculated by assuming that the measured
peak voltage was applied across the rated 8 ohm impedance. The peak input power
starts at 25 watts at 20 Hz, rises to about
100 watts at 40 1Iz, and then decreases

250
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WARNING: The Acurus Direct Input Amplifier'M (DIA)

contains no preamplifier or integrated circuits

fact, there's nothing integrated about it. There is no
preamp integrated with the amp, or any integrated circuits (IC's) inside the amp. The DIA-100 is just a very special amplifier.
e know the DIA-100 IDoks like an integrated amp, but it's not. In

special that the DIA-100 is the only Direct Input Amplifier in existence. Wit the DIA-100 the sources are connected
directly to the input stage of the power amplifier, Not only is there no preamplifier to amplify the signal, there is only a
single gain block between the source and the loudspeaker for unsurpassed purity.
It is so

breckttrough. of High Sensitivity Amplification"' is the closest audio engineering has come to achieving the
ideal of "a straight wire with gain". The input sensitivity of the DIA-l00 is so high that only 1/4 volt yields 100 watts of
continuous output power and full dynamic range. From input to output there is only one silver plated swatch contact
between the source and the loudspeaker. The balance control is out of the circuit when centered and the volume control
is laser trimmed for the utmost precision. So here is the second WARNING: One listen to the Acurus DIA-100 and you will be
addicted, However this addiction is not hazardous to your health, it is good for your soul.
The Acurus

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2 Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502

914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199

Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card

low frequencies, which adds about 3 dB to
the response at 80 Hz and 9 dB at 20 Hz.
The peak acoustic output exhibits a depression between 60 and 300 Hz and an octave -wide dip between 700 Hz and 2 kHz.

Use and Listening Tests

system placement, hookup, and operation.

Even though the Deluxe References are
large and, at 140 pounds each, the second

The manual also covers the design philosophy of all of Maston Audio's speakers and

heaviest systems that I have evaluated, their

includes

modularity saves the day when they must
Even with these limitations, with room be moved around. Each of the three modgain the output exceeds a very usable 110 ules can be lifted and handled easily by one
person. (They also can be packed
nicely in separate cartons and
100
don't exceed the UPS limit for
MAXIMUM POWER: 100 WATTS
3rd. 20%
shipping weight.)
10 5th, 7.5%
The woofer cabinets are sup2nd. 1.9%
1.0
plied
with sharp -pointed cones
4th, 0.41%
-12 18
100
that screw into the bottom of the
10 cabinet for firm mounting on carPOWERWATTS
1.0 peted surfaces. Locating the satel0.1
lite on top of the woofer module is
150
450
250
350
550
650

T

very easy because of cone -shaped
protrusions on the satellite's bot-

FREQUENCY- Hz

10-Harmonic distortion
for A2 (110 Hz).
Fig.

25

As mentioned, the Deluxe Ref-

20

erence is supplied with all Cardas
cables and connects. Connection at
the rear

er (and crossover) is through gold-

0
0

plated double -banana jacks that
handle very large spade lugs. These
jacks are very substantial mechani-

11-IM for

and

Et

100

10

1

Fig.

POWER - WATTS
A4 (440 Hz)

cally and can be tightened with a
nut driver to ensure a good electri-

(110 Hz).

cal connection. Bi-wire capability

fully supported.
Two separate grilles are supplied, one covering the bass unit
and one for the satellite module. In
addition, the small metal -screen
grille that covers the tweeter dome
is

m
-o

130
120

w 110

a
I

J

-WITHOUT ROOM GAIN

100

2

100
80
70
20

DIRECT

TEF

10
1

100

10k 20k

1k

FREQUENCY

Fig.

0 k

PEAK INPUT POWER

1n

4

1

1k

a

The second setup (recommended only if
the first is impractical) places the listener

- Hz

12-Maximum peak

input power and sound
output; see text.

held in place magnetically and
can be removed. All of the speaker's grilles were removed for my
listening evaluations.
is

The appearance, styling, and
workmanship of the Deluxe References are outstanding.

My review

samples had an attractive oak finish. The oak grain on the bass and

dB above about 40 Hz. The maximum

THE MASTON

satellite modules is matched, and
the systems are shipped in right and left
units for this reason. Acoustically, they are
matched well enough that the right and left

output does not reach 120 dB, however,
until about 300 Hz, because of crossover
limitations. In a typical room, a stereo pair satellites could be interchanged on the bass
of Deluxe References can reach much high- modules.
er low -frequency levels with bass material
The owner's manual is 13 pages long and
common to both channels.
goes into much detail on room acoustics,

AUDIO/JANUARY
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DELUXE REFERENCES

SOUNDED CLEAN AND

INVOLVING, WITH
IMPRESSIVE IMAGING.

VERY

of both satellite and woof-

10

1

ing configurations that minimize bass
standing waves and maximize imaging. The
first, more recommended, setup places the
speaker and listener very close together
near the center of the room. The speakers
are one-third the distance from the side
walls and rear wall, and the listener is only
about one-fourth of the room's depth away
from the speakers. For a typical 16 -foot long room, this places the listener only
about 4 feet away from the speakers!

tom, which fit into corresponding
indentations in the top of the
woofer enclosure.

15

a`

a table of specifications for them.
Maston highly recommends two listen-

farther from the speakers, which are locatof the room's length from the
rear wall; the listener is two -fifths of the
room length from the speakers. My usual
ed one -fifth

setup is closer to this second configuration

but with the speakers more widely spaced
and there is a 10 -foot listening distance.
Maston Audio also recommends that room
reflections be controlled and diffused rather than just simply absorbed by overstuffed
furniture, heavy drapes, etc. Maston advises that the Deluxe References should be

toed in to face the listener, for best imaging.

My listening was done using Straight
Wire Maestro cables hooked to a Bryston
4B power amp and 0.4B preamp, driven by

Onkyo and Rotel CD players. The speakers
were placed in my usual listening setup,
with the Deluxe References placed well out
in the room (which is 151/ x 27 X 8 feet),
about 6 feet from the short rear wall and
separated by 8 feet. This left a spacing of
about 4 feet from the side walls. The speakers were aimed at my listening position,
about

10 feet away.

did do some listening in the recommended close -in configuration and obtained quite good results. However, it was
impractical for me because it did not fit in
I

a. vR-wo
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Receivers deliver audiophile signal quality

(wide dynamic range, high signal-to-noise, outstanding phase linearity and immeasurably low

distortion) and address what the others overlook: lcw level steering, rear channel fidelity and precise digital delay.
Through the application of highly advanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Denon enables you to tailor the sound first to
After all, before you can create sounds

your listening room and then to vary the acoustics to recreate new environments.
that differ from the original, first you must be able to recreate the original.
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well with the rest

of my listening room's

furnishings. The close -in setup provided a
very analytical and dry sound, akin to near field speakers in a recording studio or
to headphones.
I first listened to a new Sergio Mendes
CD, Brasileiro (Elektra 61315-2), that demonstrated the Deluxe Reference's excellent
dynamic range capability and its first-class
imaging and reproduction of sharp percussive sounds. The sensitivity
B

of the Deluxe
of

& W 801 Matrix Series

The Deluxe References exhibited significant midrange and upper midrange tonal

sounds, the Maston Audios were the equal

response

of my reference

B

changes on the pink -noise stand-up/sit-

down test. Even when I was sitting down,
the pink noise had a moderate tonality, indicating response roughness. There was
some slight emphasis of the upper bass and
lower mids

2.

as

compared to the pink -noise

of the

801s.

& Ws. On pipe organ,

however, did notice some muddying of
the mids on bass pedal passages that were

THE SOUND WAS FULL

very high in level.

AND WELL BALANCED,

1

Reference was essentially equal to that

my

Reproduction of Antonin Kubalek playing piano on Piano Music of Johannes
BraInns, Vol. II (Dorian DOR-90159) was
clean and well balanced, with good bass
control and extension. The Deluxe References exhibited a high loudness capability
and good recovery of recorded acoustics
and ambience. On delicate high -frequency

WITH A DETAILED

AND ACCURATE

B&K PRO -10 SONATA & EX -442 SONATA

JUST
THE MUSIC

SOUNDSTAGE.
On band -limited low -frequency pink
noise, the Deluxe Reference's maximum
clean output in the 20- and 25 -Hz bands
was

significantly

less than the 801's. At 40

Hz and above, the Maston Audio's output
was quite close to the

maximum output of

the B & W. However, when the excursion

limits of the Deluxe Reference were exceeded, its distortion increased suddenly, crying
"turn me down quickly!"
On full orchestral material, such as Mozart's Violin Concertos, Nos. 3 and 4 (Sony

1011..

a

Classical SK 48031), the Deluxe References

provided a very involving sound that was
clean and nonstrident and that integrated
the various instruments well. I was particularly impressed with the speakers' imaging
and soundstage capabilities on this mate-

The SONATA FAMILY UNITED

- W hen used together, the PRO and EX -442 Sonata worked like a pair of world -class figure skaters:
each complemented the other to benefit the overall performance.
They really worked well in tandem.
On recordings of acoustic music, these components had the ability
to differentiate clearly between an instrument's direct sound and the
accompanying envelope of reflected and reverberant sound. In
many cases, this gave me a clearer sense of what the recording
acoustic was like. Just the music."

10

Bob Boltman Sensible Sound, Summer 1992

Sonata PRO -10 Pre -Amplifier

MC/MM Capability
Gold Plated RCA Jacks
Wide Bandwidth
Line Drive Output
All Discrete Circuitry

Be
Abbott Road
NY:716-822-8488

1971

Sonata EX -442 Dual Mono Amplifier

to Peak
Separate Power Supplies

75 Amps Peak

for Each Channel
Premium Connectors
DC Coupled Circuitry

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
Buffalo, New York 14218-3241
USA
1-800-543-5252

rial. They seemed equally at home with
high-level rock and with classical music.
The Deluxe References sounded better
than some of my measurements might suggest. They were quite easy to drive and provided a full and well-balanced sound with
an accurate and detailed soundstage, coupled with excellent dynamics. However,
their vertical coverage and response were a

hit uneven, and their bass distortion could
have been lower. On balance, however, the
virtues exceed the weaknesses. As with any
high -end speaker, the "buy" decision depends heavily on whether the strengths and
weaknesses mesh with your needs, expecta-

tions, and listening requirements. The
Maston Audio Deluxe Reference Systems
are serious contenders in the high -end
market and should be listened to.

FAX: 716-822-8306

D. B. Keele, Ir.

AUDIO/IANUARY
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Chronicle
Since 1976, Coustic has
consistently created and
manufactured some of the
highest quality equipment
on the car audio market.
From its introduction in
1978, the memorable RX3000 has drawn incredible
consumer demand. In the
early eighties, the unforgettable EQ-8370 maintained
strong popularity for an
amazing stretch of seven
years. Then, of course,
there was the AMP -500/300
power amplifier series with
its superb sonic reproduction capability.
The HZ Shaper"' (U.S.
Pat. D302,556 & D302,695)
speaker series was invented
to solve inherent acoustic
problems created within the
automobile interior, while the
highly successful RX-500
radio series achieved legendary status. Continuing in
Coustic's tradition of quality
and innovation...

Selected as "one of the
most innovative consumer
products of 1986"at the Innovations '86 Design &

Engineering Exhibition
event held at the 1986 International Summer Consumer
Electronic Show. The
EQ-1030, a programmable
7-band EQ designed with
pink noise generator, microphone and detachable electronic crossover, is the first
and only product of its kind
ever to be created for the
automotive environment.
nit

.

Automotive Power Amplifier

Since its introduction in
1985, the AMP -380/190 has
become an industry classic.
It is the first amplifier ever
designed to utilize HEXFET®
components in its Pulse
Width Modulated (PWM)
power supply.

EQ-1030 Real -Time Analyzer/

Pre-Amp/Active Crossover

automotive power amplifier
line, the AMP -460 was
honored as "one of the
most innovative consumer
products of 1990"at the
Innovations '90 Design -&

major breakthrough in
precision instrumentation.
'The 33 is an excellent
RTA. In terms of design,

Engineering Exhibition.
"It offers an excellent
design, quality construction,
reliable operation, and great
sonics while avoiding the
distraction of useless bells
and whistles... in short, this
is a very cost-effective but
still hi-fi amplifier."
CAR STEREO REVIEW

A.

d >51",,`d-.
co'v.

mo

`11'°

:

XM-3 Mobile Electronic
Crossover (U.S.Pat. #4,905,284)

cally any amplifier/speaker
system you can think of...
it's a very useful product and
a tremendous value."
Michael Smolen
User's Evaluation,
CAR STEREO REVIEW
Summer 1988

Coustic's engineers have

stepped up to the plate and
hit a home run. No other
RTA offers this combination
of small size, versatility,
special features, precision,
and price... The RTA-33
simply rewrites the rules."
Ken C.Pohlmann
User's Evaluation,
CAR STEREO REVIEW
Jan/Feb 1992

j--1_ 3

---_

:035

May/June 1990

,

RX-739 Car Radio/Cassette

. `. / --..w.,-.,,,..--<.

/

An evolutionary improvement, Coustic's new 1992
series of full -featured Car
Radio/Cassette Players is
a fusion of technological
ingenuity, functionality and
dynamic ergonomics.

`/I--55,

XM-7 Multi -Function

Mobile Electronic Crossover
(Patent Pending)

The "reference standard'
for electronic crossover design technology, the XM-7
was recognized as another
"one of the most innovative
consumer products of 1990"
at the Innovations '90 event

k 8yóóá_
RTA-33 30 -Band One -Third
Octave Real Time Analyzer.
(Patent Pending)

AMP -460 Power Logic
Component Amplifier

Utilizing DSP technology,

the RTA-33 represents a

Ken C.Pohlnann
Test Reports,

The most popular and
widely imitated electronic
crossover ever created, the
trend -setting XM-3 is well
recognized in the industry
for its unique features.
"The XM-3 is an
installer's dream come
true... but the real beauty
lies in the crossover's ability
to be configured for practiAMP -380/190

The first of Coustic's

Power Logic Component

The world's smalles,,
most powerful and amazingly accurate Real Time
Analyzer, the RTA-33,
earned Coustic yet another
honor as "one of the most
innovative consumer
products of 1991 "at the
Innovations '91.

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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\-DA-55 Dual Single -Bit

Digital to Analog Processor
with 18-Bit Resolution

Designed and handcrafted in the United States,
DA -55 represents the debut
of Coustic's new premiere
Design Reference series.
Coustic again sets the standard for design excellence.
At Coustic, creative
imagination combined with
serious dedication is a
tradition.

4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596 USA
Phone: 213-582-2832
Fax: 213-582-4328

PASC system does not record data that hu-
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mans would not hear in any particular case.
This technique makes it possible to digitally
record music signals on a cassette whose
tape moves at the same slow speed as that
of the familiar analog audio cassette. Furthermore, since the tape -drive mechanism
is basically the same as that in analog
cassette decks, all DCC decks are able to

SI)F,(.LY
Digital Cassette (DCC)
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
S/N: Playback, 110 dBA; record/
play, 95 dBA via digital input and
90 dBA via analog inputs.
THD at I kHz: Playback or record/
play via digital input, 0.0035%;
record/play via analog inputs,
0.005%.
IM Distortion: -80 dB at -4 dB

recorded level.
Channel Separation: Playback or record/play via digital input, 85 dB;
record/play via analog inputs, 60
dB.

Analog Cassette
Frequency Response, ± 3 dB: Type I
tape, 40 Hz to 16 kHz; Type II, 40
Hz to 17 kHz; Type IV, 40 Hz to
18 kHz.
S/N: Without noise reduction, 55
dBA; with Dolby B NR, 65 dB
(CCIR-weighted); with Dolby C
NR, 75 dB (CCIR-weighted).
THD at kHz: Maximum, 1%.
1

Channel Separation: Minimum, 45
kHz.
Wow and Flutter: 0.1% wtd. rms.
dB at

t

General Specifications

Input Impedance: 47 kilohms,
±10%..
Input Sensitivity: 600 mV, ± dB.
Line Output Impedance: Less than I
kilohm.
Line Output Level: DCC, 2 V rms;
1

analog cassette, 700 mV rms.

Operating Temperature Range: 32°
to 109° F (0° to 43° C).
Dimensions: 17% in. W X 51/4 in. H
X 121/4 in. D (44.1 cm X 13.3 cm
X 31.1 cm).
Weight: 14 lbs. (6.4 kg).
Price: $699.95.
Company Address: Radio Shack,
700 One Tandy Center, Fort

Worth, Tex. 76102.
For literature, circle No. 92

is

been well over a year since Philips

announced their development of the
Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) format. While that giant European company was introducing two models of
this newest type of digital tape recorder, Tandy Corporation, best known for
their thousands of Radio Shack retail outlets (and a strong supporter of DCC since it
was announced), beat Philips in bringing
the first DCC deck to market. As David
Ranada and I explained in our feature
articles (in the September 1991 and February 1992 issues, respectively), the DCC format utilizes a digital data -reduction technique known as PASC (Precision Adaptive
Sub -band Coding). Simply stated, PASC
reduces data rate by a factor of approximately 4 to I, based on well -documented
psychoacoustic principles. In essence, the
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play back analog cassettes, although they
cannot record signals in an analog format.
The Optimus DCT-2000 (Tandy uses the
"Optimus" label for its higher end audio
products) takes full advantage of just about
all of the capabilities of the DCC format. Ir
permits you to connect a digital program
source, such as a CD player having a digital
output (coaxial or optical), for direct single -generation digital -to -digital dubbing.
An ID cueing system lets you add ID markers to a DCC tape for more control over
tape playback, and an automatic search
system helps you quickly find the beginning of any track on a DCC tape. A time
display shows the elapsed time of an entire
DCC tape or a single selection, in hours,
minutes, and seconds. Text display shows
the album title, song title, and album credits on prerecorded DCC tapes, if those

PURE

PERFECTION

The unique Celestion 30C Transtt_ission Line
loudspeaker with its slim and beautifully finiahed cabinet,

loudspeaker

a

unique listening experience.

The new Celession 300 joins the award winning

transcends expectations.
The newly designed Celestbn Transmission Line

system-C.T.L.- produces

balanced high fidelity sound, makes this floor standing

a

deep extended and dynamic

bass response, which, combined with its perfectly

Celestion 100 to create pure perfection in two exceptional
loudspeakers.

Unmistakably Celestion.

100 300

ELESTIOf'1
* Latent applied for

89 Don( Brown Way

Holliston, Moss. 01746

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

tapes are encoded with such information.

tapes, the DCT-2000 can play prerecorded

Track programming lets you program the
deck to play only selected tracks on a DCC

mono DCC tapes, which reallocate the
tape's data space into four segments, doubling the playing time (up to three hours)
by using half as many channels.
For playing back analog cassettes, the
DCT-2000 is equipped with Dolby B and
Dolby C noise -reduction circuitry. A remote control lets you operate the deck's

tape. Automatic reverse play lets you set the

deck to play one or both sides of a DCC
tape or to play both sides continually, up to
eight times. A record mute function allows

you to record

silent section on

DCC
tape. And besides playing stereo DCC
FREOPENtY R(5PpN5E.
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remote does not have number buttons, so you can't access a given
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The display at the upper left of
the DCT-2000's front panel pro0.001
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playback via analog inputs
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vides all sorts of information, in-

cluding track number, time of current selection, remaining track
time, remaining total time, and if
you choose, an arbitrary numeric
count. Also shown are the type of
tape being played (digital or analog), the direction of tape travel,
and whether

DOLBY a

a

prerecorded DCC

is

two -segment stereo or four -segment mono recording. As mena

tioned, for prerecorded DCC
rapes, text detailing the name of
the artist or the selection can be

1k

FREQUENCY

Fig. 3-Spectral distribution
of tape noise for analog
playback on Type I tape
and DCC record/play of
"no -signal" digital input.

-

10k 20k
Hz

EVEN BELOW

-100

dB.

The on/off switch and remote -control
sensor are at the lower left, next to

a swing down panel that discloses secondary controls. These include a three-position input
selector ("Analog," "Digital," and "Opti-

cal");

a

three -position "Dolby NR" switch
and "C") for playing analog

("Off," "B,"

tapes; buttons for enabling automatic

six seconds!

1

VIRTUALLY PERFECT,

codes at the start

90 -minute cassette from one end
ANALOG

LINEARITY WAS

noted that track access was
no faster than what we are accustomed to with analog cassette
I

decks. Specifically, fast -winding

0.1

DCC RECORD/PLAY

front panel or on the remote) six
times.

II (B)

ward and reverse track search.

as

given track number. For example,
if you are playing track and want

>

J
J

g

start recording, and control "Pause,"
"Play," "Stop," and direction of tape travel;
six smaller keys handle auto reverse, record
muting, fast forward and rewind, and for-

main functions from anywhere in
your listening room. However, the

- 20

20

right are a dozen transport controls: Six
large buttons open and close the drawer,

shown. The display also features a
bar -graph stereo level indicator,

which is vital when you record via
the analog inputs, where "digital
overload" might easily occur.
The tape compartment is in the
center of the front panel. To its
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of each selection;

"ID"

keys for

writing and erasing start, skip, and reverse
ID codes, and a button for renumbering
IDs. Other controls here set the counter
and display modes, the input balance, and
recording level. At the lower right corner of
the front panel are a stereo headphone jack
and its level control.
The rear panel of the DCT-2000 has
analog input and output jacks as well as coaxial and optical digital input and output

terminals. The remote control handles all
functions of the 12 buttons on the upper
right corner of the front panel except for
auto reverse and "Open/Close." The remote also allows you to select display and
text modes.

Measurements
In testing a DCC recorder for the first
time, I was faced with many decisions.
Philips has pointed out that conventional
single -tone measurements will not properly depict the acoustic performance of a
DCC machine; only subjective listening
tests will be meaningful, they have said. As
an engineer devoted to objective electronic
measurement, I found this hard to accept.
My aim was to make some conventional
measurements of the DCC deck's performance and then devise some additional
tests that might show some of the deficien-

Experience

FULL SPECTRUM SOUND!
Spira-Shield" Outer Conductors
(Match Electrical Characteristics
of Inner Conductors)

Outer Poly -Flex" Jacket

Mylar® Foil Outer Wrap
Poly -Flex' Tube Dielectric Barrier

\Reticulated Shield"
Outer Conductors

Reticulated Air -Cell" Dielectric
(Provides Near Air Dielectric Barrier)

Copper/Mylar® Foil
(for Ultimate RFI Rejection)

Virgin Teflon® Insulation for Each
Individual Conductor

Nitrogen Cell Foam" Dielectric

Tubular Geometry'", Vacuum Drawn,
Oxygen Free, High Conductivity Copper Inner
Conductors (Artus"Interconnnect Cables
Add a High Purity Silver Plating
Nitrogen Cell Foam"' Monofilament (Maintains Inner
Conductor Spacing and Minimizes Electromagnetically
Induced Distortions)
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-

FEATURES:
Tubular Geometry"
Inner Conductors (Individually
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S=lice-1977,`Es'oteric Audio has,pióneered truly

take our word for'i-? Visit your Iocdl,Esoteric Audio dealerand experjience FULL SPECTRUM,
SOUND fo'r yourself The"difference -is incredible!
But -why
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Geómetry"n design. This :unique córstructicn
elimina'es "strand intercictlontminimizes "skin effect,
and do aspens distributed`resoña_nce's within.the
cab:e,
-

Dielectric Construction, and Spira

Shield" Outer Concuctors. Al Conductors
are Vacum Drawr, Oxygen Free, High

'

What cues this mean in terms of musical sound
qua ity'-Simply put, the music will come through
pure,cean., and totally palpable. Instruments
and voices come to life with a precise and
coherent 3 -dimensional soundstage. in short, you
will finally hear the music without cable induced
distortions getting in the way.
-

-

Mylar

Gnd-Teflon ore registered frodemorrs of

E.I. Dupónt

Nerroun & Co.. Inc.

"When listening through my new Esoteric Audio
irterconnects, it was like -tearing my recordings
for the first time, again!"
the Art e7rScience of Conneci,vfopy
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WE CREMATEYOU
SAVE.
FOR A LIMITED TIME, SAVE ON THE RM3000,
THE 3 -PIECE SPEAKER SYSTEM THAT 1800 AUDIO EXPERTS
PICKED AS BEST FOR THE SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR!
Once again Polk's RM3000 walked away with another Grand Prix. Not only was
it the top choice in the anneal poll conducted by AudioVideo International magazine,
but it won despite the fact that the competition had a whole year to catch up.
Stereo Review called us "...the best example of a three-piece speaker system
that we have yet heard...try listening to the RM3000. It might eliminate some
common misconceptions about how large (andexpensive) a speaker has to be to
provide plenty of high quality sound."
But big performance from this system is only half the story. Because the
RM3000 really knows how to play hide and seek. As handsome as the satellites are
to look at, in black granite matrix, gloss white or piano black, they neatly disappear
into any size room or decor.
Even our bandpass subwoofer can easily be placed out of sight. Only its
powerful, musical bass perormance says it's in the room. That's the way it should
be in this discrete 3 -piece system.
This is the best time to make our cause for celebration yoar opportunity to save.
xij,Choos,9 the RM3000, now and for a limited time, while they're specially priced at all
um%gpar icipating Polk-dealers.
Nothingelse measures up to the size of the RM3000's sound or savings.
akr1d xpta can_be the expert on that at your Polk dealer.
.

C

MM3000 'FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS OF
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}Rw

,Irk

poI'k audio

01.

Fr

For deep, well-defined bass, Polk
uses twin drivers coupled with a sub -bass

:,___.

radiator. This bandpass technology produces
greater low frequency performance -

arid smooth response.

,
For the location of your nearest Polk Audio Dealer, call 1-800.992-2520.
In Canada, call 1-416-847-8888.
"RM3000 Celebration runs from November 20 to January
Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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cies

(if any) of

In the future,

the PASC encoding system.

There turned out to he no point in
showing frequency response curves for
DCC recordings made via the analog inputs. When I used single -frequency sweeps,
the curves were absolutely ruler flat from
20 Hz to 20 kHz-far flatter, in fact, than
the frequency response of most CD players.
In an attempt to exercise the PASC system
more completely, I then tried wide -band
white noise as a signal source. The

more studies are made of
this and other hit -rate reduction schemes, I
hope to come up with additional objective
testing methods that will "separate the men
from the boys" as far as both DCC and MD
as

(MiniDisc) products are concerned. For
the moment, let's take a look at the results
of the conventional measurements.

response was also essentially flat
01

1*17!

11,

021 CONVERTIR 5Ec1100

OR11Rv5

0CI.2000 DECK.

0

over the entire audio range, but the
curve was so full of fluctuations

4P

caused by random noise that
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5-Spectrum analysis
of 700 -Hz sawtooth test
signal at input to DCT-2000 (A)
and from DCC playback (B);
see text.

24k

18k

FREQUENCY

Fig.

I

checked frequency re-

sponse when the deck was playing
back calibrated analog cassettes

linearity at 500 Hz, for
playback only of
prerecorded tape and for
record/play.

.x.C,515 0!

it

would be misleading to show it.
And it should be noted that all
these tests were run at maximum
recording level; otherwise, the
PASC psychoacoustic encoding
might have come into play to eliminate certain tones and frequencies
during the random -noise test.

Hz

30k

supplied by BASF. These tapes
have fixed tones extending from
31.5 I Iz to 18 kl Iz. With a calibrated Type I tape, response is down
about 3 dB at 18 kHz and, at 31.5
Hz, is down about 2.8 dB for the
left channel and 2.5 dB for the
right (Fig. IA). Results are virtually
the same with a calibrated Type II
analog tape (Fig. IB).
Returning to the digital recording mode, I used the analog inputs
to tape signals from 20 Hz to 20
kl lz at maximum (0 -dB) level.
During playback, I plotted the
DCT-2000's Tl II) + N as a function of frequency (Fig. 2). Over
most of the bass and midrange, the
results hover around the 0.006%
mark, increasing to around 0.01%
in the region near 10 kHz and
decreasing above that frequency to
a level of 0.006% again at 20 kHz.
I recorded a "no -signal" track
via the DCT-2000's coaxial digital
input and plotted the noise spectrum in playback (bottom curve,
Fig. 3). Results are far superior to
anything I could have achieved
with any analog tape recorder.
Measuring overall S/N with stan-
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dard A -weighting,

I

came up with

a

figure

of 90.34 dBA for the left channel and 90.03
dBA for the right channel, using the same
tape I had recorded via the analog inputs.

Recording

a

"no -signal" condition via the

coaxial digital input resulted in

a

playback

S/N ratio of just over 92 dBA.
By contrast, playing an analog cassette

and using

a

reference level

of 250 nWh/me-

ter (upper curves in Fig. 3), I measured
overall weighted S/N of approximately 57

dBA without noise reduction, 65 dBA with
Dolby B NR, and 72 dB with Dolby C NR.
Both Dolby systems worked as expected,
with Dolby B NR suppressing high -frequency noise by about 10 dB and Dolby C
NR extending its action down to somewhat
lower frequencies.
Figure 4 shows two tests of linearity. The
"Playback" curve was made with a test tape
supplied by Philips that carries gradually
decreasing levels of a I -kHz signal. This
curve is reasonably linear down to around
-80 dB, but residual noise prevented me
from getting a meaningful reading below
that level. On the other hand, a signal of
decreasing level recorded (via the DCT2000's coaxial digital input) and played
back shows virtually perfect linearity down
past -100 dB.

BECAUSE OF PASC

ENCODING, MANY
CONVENTIONAL TESTS
DON'T PROPERLY SHOW
WHAT DCC CAN DO.
For experiments with various signals designed to show the effects
data -reduction system,

I

of

the PASC

was advised by a

correspondent that using a 700-I-Iz saw tooth input signal might be worth trying. I
therefore made a spectrum analysis of the
harmonics of such a waveform as applied
to the DCT-2000's analog inputs (Fig. 5A).
Note that both even and odd harmonics
show up at gradually decreasing amplitudes
as higher and higher frequencies are plotted. This sawtooth waveform was then recorded onto a DCC tape and played back.
A spectrum analysis of the playback signal
(Fig. 5B) reveals that the even harmonics,
evident out past 20 kHz for the input
signal, are only present up to around 9 kHz
when the recording is played back. Clearly,

The World's
First Full Digital
Dolby Pro Logic
Receiver

The only

reason not to
buy an Onkyo

Pro Logic

I-

Receiver is if
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The TX-SV909PRO is the world's first
receiver to feature a full digital Dolby Pro
Logic surround decoder. The technical
benefits are significant: improved signal -to
noise ratio, lower distortion and greater
separation. To your ear this means Dolby

The high technology found in the
TX-SV909PRO can only be achieved by
Onkyo's dedication to uncompromised
engineering. That's why the TX-SV909PRO

features 7 Discrete Power Amplifier Sections
and 3 Independent Heavy-Duty Power
Transformers. True Multiple Room/Multiple
Souice capability is assured via this 7 channel
design as well - you can have full 5 channel
Pro Logic in your home theater/media room
while someone in the bedroom listens to a
CD in stereo.

The TX-SV909PRO is also the world's first

antiques.
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Nimbus label) played back through the
decoder on the TX-SV909PRO deliver a
sense of musical time and space that is more
lifelike than anything you've ever heard.

surround sound that is identical to a first class
theater, with pinpoint imaging of all dialog,
music and sound effects.

you're into

~ -~

Onkyo's new Integra TX-SV909PRO offers
home theater performance so advanced,
other receivers are destined for some
unhappy endings.

receiver to incorporate the acclaimed
Ambisonic Surround Sound System, which is
to music what Dolby Pro Logic is to movies.
The Ambisonic process recreates a 360°
soundstage, with a seamless, natural
transition from the front to rear speakers.
Ambisonic recordings (such as those on the

-
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In addition to the TX-SV909PRO, Onkyo
offers an entire family of advanced Pro Logic
Receivers. Which means if you're looking for
unequalled home theater performance, Onkyo
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the PASC system is

"eliminating" the high-

er order even harmonics, on the basis that

ny No.

1

(London 425-718-5). The comof tape hiss when playing a

plete absence

audible anomalies caused by the PASC
data -reduction system, but I had no way to

such low -amplitude harmonics should be

tape is, in itself, remarkable, but

had be-

compare the DCC tapes with their CD

inaudible, or masked, in the presence of the
high -amplitude odd harmonics. Also note
in Fig. 5 that while odd -order harmonics of
the input signal are evident beyond 20 kHz
when the input signal is analyzed, such
odd -order harmonics extend only to
around 17.5 kHz in playback.
For my last bench test, I returned to the
analog cassette mode to measure wow and
flutter of the deck's drive mechanism. Of
course, when playing either prerecorded or
home -recorded DCC tapes, wow and flutter is not a factor. However, for analog
cassettes, wow and flutter does need to be
considered. For my DCT-2000 sample,
wow and flutter hovered around 0.1% wtd.

come accustomed to that from DAT recorders. What impressed me most here was

equivalents. In earlier controlled compari-

I

colleagues and

of the

Cleveland Orchestra under the baton of
Christoph von Dohnányi, its music director. The symphony runs nearly 55 minutes,
so the fourth movement played back in the

will be

reverse direction

about 0.2%.

true in all DCC decks, tape reversal is
automatic). Although I have another version of this Mahler symphony, on a Denon
CD, the two performances are not identical
so I saw little point in comparing the sound
of the CD with that of the DCC.
Subjectively, all of the recordings I had
on hand sounded fine. I could detect no

Use and Listening Tests

In addition to
I

a

supply of blank DCC

was armed with prerecorded cas-

from such diverse labels as Arista,
A&M, and London. One outstanding recording I listened to was Mahler's Symphosettes

tape. (As

us to

I

a

must confess that the lack

of "instant"

access to a given selection on a DCC tape

bothered me a bit because I am so used to
the fast track access of DAT recorders, let
along the even faster access of CD players. I
would repeat that this is only my first test
report on this new tape recording format.
As I become more familiar with DCC and
develop more revealing test signals, I would
hope that will be able to explore this new
medium in even greater depth down the
I

Leonard Feldman

line.

coot

HARDBOUND OCTOBER DIRECTORIES
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of

preference for the CD over the
DCC or vice versa. All I could say during
those tests was that I could detect very minor differences when synchronized switching occurred.
Tandy is to be commended for bringing
the Optimus DCT-2000 to market so
quickly and for executing its design so well.
express

SOUND IMPRESSED ME
EVEN MORE THAN THE
ABSENCE OF TAPE HISS.

of the

of my

were able to detect minute

ences, however, did nor lead any

DISTORTION -FREE

the clean, distortion -free sound

I

differences in sound quality. Those differ-

THE CLEAN;

rms; the unweighted peak reading was

tapes,

son tests of CDs versus DCCs, several
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basic specs. Years 1990, 1989, 1987
and 1985 also available in limited
quantities. ONLY $15.00 each.
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time commitment to this market,
and its products have earned an enviable reputation for quality.
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headband of the HA -1)990 is

designed as one piece rather than

a

separate headband and bail used in
some other earphones that

I

have re-

ported on in past issues. 1 he bails
are short pieces of metal with detest
notches pressed into them at inter-

of about

mm (approximately
'/e inch), allowing for a reasonably
fine adjustment to any head size.
vals

4

The metal bails slide in and out of
plastic retainers that are fixed to the
ends of the headband. The wire for
the right earphone element exits

from the rear of the earcup; it then
passes through the headband and
enters the left earcup. Along this
path, the wire is clamped by a retainer on the plastic yokes that hold the
earphone cups. The flexible earphone cord is straight, not coiled; it
exits from the bottom of the left ear cup through a flexible strain relief.
The yokes are modern versions of
the type that were used on some

of

the earliest earphones, such as the

"cannonballs" old-timers may remember. The top of the yokes also
swivel to allow a really good fit to the
head. The cups are made

and each has

All

he HA-D990s were, until re-

C7

Transducer Design: Dynamic.
Coupling to the Ear: Circumaural
Equalization: Not specified.
Sensitivity: 106 dB for lmW.
Maximum Output: 126 dB for 100
mW.
Impedance: 65 ohms.
Price: $119.95.
Company Address: 41 Slater Dr
Elmwood Park, N.I. 07407.
For literature, circle No. 93

,

MEASURED DATA
D.c. Resistance: Left, 65 ohms; right.
64 ohms.

Absolute Polarity: Positive.
Cord: 101/4 feet long, from left ear cup, with gold 'h -inch sterec
phone plug.
Adjustments: One-piece headband
and bail with detests.
Weight: 8.0 ounces.

cently, IVC's top -of -the -line
non -wireless earphones. 1 he

cord's gold stereo plug

is an

immediate indication of
their high quality, intended
of audiophiles who
know the value of good, corrosion free connections.
to catch the eyes

Oxygen -free copper wires are used

a

of plastic,
of the

slot in the edge

rim to retain the earcushions. The
dynamic earphone elements are
mounted into removable plates that
are held to the face

of the earcups by

four screws. There are foam buffers
at the top and bottom of the earphone elements to reduce reflection
and diffraction effects. The earcushions also have an acoustically trans-

FOR THE PRICE,

inthat covers

parent foam
sert

the earphone eleTHESE 'PHONES OFFER
for the cord and
ment when the
copper -clad alucushion is in
BOTH GOOD SOUND
minum wire for
place. The ear AND GOOD VALUE.
the voice -coils.
cups are embossed with a gold
The HA -D990 is
"I;" and "R" for easy channel identipart of IVC's broad range of home
entertainment products that also infication. The foam -filled vinyl cushions are reasonably comfortable but
cludes 1 Vs, VCRs, camcorders, renot exceptionally so. They are a little
ceivers, CF) players, cassette decks,
etc. The company has had a longtoo small for most ears, smaller than
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MILLER e. KREISEL

SOUND CORPORATION
Push -Pull Dual Driver

Powered Subwoofers
MX -100, MX -90,
MX -8O, & MX -70
10391 Jefferson Boulevard
Culver aty. CA 90232
(213) 274-2854
In

Canad.i (604) 873-4475
8'2-121C

Fax: (6C4

Musical Articulation. Detail. Elusive quali;
MX -100; MX -90, MX -80 & MX -70
ties of superior soric reproduction that are
Four MX mooels, with internal amplifiers
rarely found in even the most expensive
between 75 and 20C watts RMS, provide
subwoofers.
an ideal match for your system.
Building On Excellence
Until now!
M&K's new MX subwoofers bring ycu
Seventeen years of M&K experience in
these high:performance qua'ities-in a
Satellite -Subo oofer systems comes
smaller cabinet and at a lower price.
together agar to cneate a new subwoofer
performance standard And with the 18" x
In a cabinet he size of a bookshelf
10" x 13.5".MX-70, M&K creates a new
speaker, two nevr proprietary. 12" sub woofer drivers =duce the massive
compact subwoofer standard:
amounts -of bass only expected from. Much, The Ideal Choice
larger cabinets. Better yet, M&K's Push The unprecedented musical articulation
Pull design produces a muc, higher quality aid "ultra quick" sound of the MX sub ,woofers make them the perfect choice to
of bass by virtually eliminating even-crder
harmonic distortion.
complete any audic or audio1video system.
Enter No. '26

pr1

Reader Service Card
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them. For example, all
panel members heard a
definite change in the lower range when I asked

EARPHONE EVALUATION
RATING
Very good

COMMENTS
"Good binaural quality" and
"Bright and forward"

Bass

Good

"Reduced, compared to

Midrange
Treble

Excellent
Good

PARAMETER
Overall Sound

Overall Isolation
Bass

Midrange
Treble
Comfort
Value

Fair
Poor
Fair
Good
Fair

Very good

them to press the earphones more tightly
against their heads; comments such as "richer"

midrange"
"Very good" and "Natural"
"Less than reference 'phones"
and "Dull"

"fuller"

"Not much isolation"
"No bass isolation"

and

"Easy to hear outside voices"
"Outside highs reduced"
"Loose fit"
"Good value, compared to other
earphones"

earphones in

Before doing this, with the

Although the HA -D990 earphones are of
the "sealed" type, the integrity

of the

seal is

affected by leaks around the outer ear. This

L.

v

,

L

L

.

,

r

I

fuller sound. The dynamic trans-

output in the

bass range is

still reaFig. 1-Cosine-pulse
test.
(see the

April

1991 issue),

and the listening

off gradually, with the output
at 32 Hz down only about 8 dB. The lack of
a tight seal also affects the attenuation of

panel all commented that the HA -1)990s

outside sounds, which can be heard (although with moderate attenuation).
Members of my listening panel who auditioned the IVC -IA -D990 earphones were
asked to listen to various types of program
material and write down comments. I compared their comments with my measurements and found good correlation between

ber, who is an expert on binaural sound re-

sponse rolls

I

accompanies it. It also shows that the HA D990 earphones produce
a

a positive acouspositive electrical input
a

sine wave.
1

MOST OTHER
AUDIOPHILE -QUALITY
EARPHONES ARE TOO

'INEFFICIENT TO USE

WITH A CD PORTABLE.
measured, about 90° from

3

to 20 kHz, and

may correlate with comments that the ar-

ticulation of voices was not

as

clear

as

with

the reference Stax SR -Lambdas. The panel

members also commented that the difference in sound when absolute polarity was

switched back and forth was easier to hear

with the reference earphones.
The HA-I)990's 65 -ohm impedance
makes these earphones louder than ear-

between the IVCs and these other models.
The headphone outputs on most portable

CD players and cassette machines have a
low voltage swing, so if you have been

of a tight

sonably good, and the sound of bass drums
and double bass is very good (although at a
lower level than the mid- and high -frequency range). Below 64 I-Iz, the bass re-

output

and the phase shift that

phones that have higher impedance; this is
apparent when you switch back and forth

ducers appear to have been designed to
seal; the

kllz

12

quality were "good,

head increases the output in this range and

compensate in part for the lack

caused by diminished

above

This corresponds to the phase shift that

Pressing the IVCs more tightly against the
a

"ringing"

but with the appearance of

compared to the midrange; the listening
panel's comments tend to confirm this.

gives

a

ments about the perceived

I

.

1

pressure applied, the com-

IVC has designed the HA -D990 earphones to have a diffuse-field response,
and it matches the diffuse -field equalization of the B & K measuring system more
closely than any other earphones that I
have ever measured. The Stax SR -Lambda
Pro Earspeakers, which use as reference,
show a dip at 2.8 kHz when measured with
the B & K system's diffuse -field response
,

shows the output of the 11A20-kl Iz cosine input. The input
pulse is seen at the top, and the output
from the earphones below. After the input
has stopped, the output shows a touch of

Figure

D990s for

tical output for

range." Panel members commented that
the sound of the IVC HA-D990s was "natural" and "forward," which also correlates
well with my measurements.

can cause the level in the range from about
100 to 300 Hz to be reduced somewhat,

normal

but not tight," "diminished," and "reduced,
compared to the mid-

value.

surround the outer ear but larger than
supra -aural types that sit on the outer ear.
The headband tension that keeps the earphones in place is very modest. This, coupled with their light weight, could let the
I IA-D990s make you forget
that you had
them on if only the earcush ions were a little
larger. As it is, it's hard to forget the
pressure, especially on the earlobes.

a

cated this also.

condition and no extra

bass

GENERAL COMMENTS: Good articulation on voice due to
the bright, forward sound; reasonably good bass; overall good

most circumaural types that completely

were made.

"less than the reference earphones," indi-

sounded brighter and more forward than
the reference earphones. One panel mem-

cordings, remarked that the HA-D990s had
"very good binaural localization."
The response of the HA -1)990s extends
flat up to about 12 kl lz; above this frequency the roll -off is very gentle, with the output at 18 kHz being down about 10 dB.
Comments on the treble range, such as

AUDIO/JANUARY
110

1993

looking for audiophile -quality earphones
to use with them, the I IA-D990s are just
the ticket. They can produce very high
sound levels with relatively little input
power, and their load impedance is still
high enough that the output impedance of
most sources will have very little effect on
the shape of their frequency response.
The listening panel gave the HA -D990
earphones an overall rating of "very good"
for sound quality. I found them to be better
than some earphones that cost two or three
times as much. I have done a lot of listening to them and have grown to like them
very well. For the price, they are a very
good value.
Edward M. Long
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ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

ELECTRONICS IN
NORTH AMERICA

he

electrical repro-

duction of sound is
not quite a century
old, yet in that fragment of time,
we have advanced from the electromechanical creations of Bell
and Edison to the electro -optical
wizardry of digital audio.
In America, where it all began,
the belief that a better way always exists was the high-octane
fuel that fed the engine of technical progress. That engine has
pushed and pulled the hi-fi industry down a long and often twisting

IlltIntl:1dt

One of the most recognized J.S.
high -end electronics brand names the
world over is McIntosh. In fact, most
serious audiophiles would agree that
the whole concept of ultra -highperformance audio electronics was
essentially invented by Frank
McIntosh in his relentless pursuit of
perfection.
,ntffi6

_

----,

º,
4

o

m

ET

mtInlosh
1

ass,'.

MC1000 POWER

AMPLIFIER

e

í

road in search of accuracy and
realism.
While the loudspeaker industry
was busy searching for new and
better methods of converting
electrical energy back into sound,
the electronics industry was deeply involved in the pursuit of the
best methods, devices, and circuit
topologies to produce that electrical energy in the first place.
This is the chronicle of some of
those whose passion for sound
put them on the pathway to innovation in pursuit of those goals.

In 1946, with the post -World War II
electronics boom in full swing, Frank
H. McIntosh, who had done
considerable work on power
amplifiers during the war for the
Army, was deep into a personal
research project aimed at producing
a better -quality audio amplifier.
Driven by the conviction that
measured performance and real world sonic quality were not mutually
exclusive, McIntosh channeled his
R&D effort toward producing a
power amplifier that would have
both. In 1947, he organized his efforts
under the Scientific Laboratories
name, with 1,600 square feet of
offices in Silver Springs, MD.
Two years later, the unity coupled
circuit designs, which achieved the
required low distortion and high
power, were complete, and Frank
McIntosh organized the designs into
the symmetrically driven, balanced
output stage, improved upon but still
found in the company's products
today.
The unity coupled model 50W-1,
introduced in 1949, produced 50
watts at less that 1% distortion over
the 20 Hz to 20 kHz band. No other
amplifier on the market at the time
even came close to meeting that
performance level. In fact, the design
was so unique that five patents were
applied for, and the first was granted
that same year to the renamed
McIntosh Engineering Laboratories.
Since then, more than 34 additional

aragon amplifiers
the beast within the beauty

Each 4004 MKII contains two separate monoblock amplifiers enclosed in a single
chassis. This beast produces 200 watts into 8 ohms, 400 watts into 4 ohms from
each monoblock, and continLes increasing power into lowe- impedances. The
new 4004 MKII has advanced discrete high bias class A ga-n stages with auto
bias control. From the epoxy sealed military grade resistors to the beta matched
output transistors, the quality o: the components in an Aragoi are -ound only in
the world's costliest electronics
All this is then housed in a timeless sculpture of steel and aluminum, whose
beauty has been exhibited in some of the nation's most prrstigicus museums.
But the beauty is not just skin deep, the Aragons are there b exhbit the subtle
musical differences between Stradavari, Guarneri and Amati violins.
Experience the beast within the beauty. Made in America and internationally
acclaimed as the finest quality and valúe attainable.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2

Elm Street, ardsley, New York 10502

914-693-8006

Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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patents on fundamental improvements to audio design have been
granted to the company.
In 1951, the company moved to the
city that was to become its permanent home, Binghamton, NY. By
1957, the constant growth permitted
the company, now called simply
McIntosh Laboratory Inc., to construct
its facilities at 2 Chambers Street.
Today these facilities occupy more
than 100,000 square feet and shelter
more than 200 employees.
Fiercely independent, McIntosh the
man and McIntosh the company
have always done things their way.
The pride in producing not just a
high -quality product but the best
possible product has always been an
integral part of everything that comes
from Binghamton.
Much in the style of Rolls-Royce,
McIntosh products are still manufactured in the same slow, careful
way, with individual craftspeople who
take the time needed to do the job
the McIntosh way. If the company
cannot find a component built to its
exacting standards, it will produce it
in-house, refusing to bend the rules of
quality and the almost half -century of
tradition found in every "Mac."
Ron W. Fone, McIntosh's president,
says, "We know that the only thing
that really matters is a satisfied
customer, given that we build our
products to last for a lifetime."
The McIntosh legend is today a
part of Clarion Shoji Ltd., which
acquired the company in 1990. The
new ownership has brought with it a
renewed desire to refine the McIntosh
legend and maintain the distinctive
culture so carefully established over
the last 40+ years.
A few new machines have been
added to the production process,
including a unique, high-pressure
water -jet glass-cutting/engraving
system to produce the classic Mac
glass -front plates.
However, Fone says, "None of the
machines we have added, or the
changes we have implemented, will
in any way affect the uniqueness of
a product proudly hand -built in
Binghamton, NY, by a dedicated
American workforce process that
mode McIntosh what it is."
Now in its 43rd year, McIntosh has

12 new products to the legend
in 1992, including the MC 1000, the

company's first ultra -high -power
amplifier with a peak current rating cf
160 amperes and more than 6,000
watts of power reserve.
In addition to the MC 1000, the
company has also recently premiered
the limited -production (hand -built to
order) XR 290 loudspeaker system,
which uses 40 separate drivers
arranged in three separate parallel

audio research
The mid -1960s were a time of great

change

in the U.S. hi-fi industry.
During those years, a great deal of -.
creativity and energy was poured into
the search for accurate musical
reproduction, and many of the names
that are legend today were established. William Z. Johnson was one of
those whose conviction and passion
put him at the forefront of that
movement.
Johnson, who started designing
custom electronics in the 1950s and
operated a specialty audio store well
into the 1960s, was dissatisfied with
the solid-state amplifier and preamplifier designs coming to market.
The products lacked musicality and
definition, he thought.
He believed that if a product was
designed for music and not just to
generate numbers or to meet a price,
the realism and depth associated
with live music could be re-created.
With that single goal in mind, he
founded what became Audio
Research in 1969, and he almost
single-handedly revived vacuum -tube
designs during the
early 1970s.
Bucking the industry trend toward
smaller, lighter, and
cheaper solid-state
implementations,
Johnson put
the music first and

deliberately avoided the debate
that ensued. He
stated the Audio Research philosophy
quite simply:
"Use the best gain
devicé (regardless
of type) for the
circuit application."
The choice

columns and an expanded series of
pre -amplifiers, CD players, tuners,
multichannel amplifiers and control
centers to meet the demands of its
home -theater and audiophile
customers.
As for the future, Fone notes that,
"as a part of the ongoing product
and company development process,
we intend to build on our strengths
and keep the legend of McIntosh at
its full

potential."

between tubes and semiconductors is
made depending on the application.
"We use tubes in our products where
they can make the most telling and
directly audible contribution to
musicality. We use semiconductors
where their inherent low noise and
operating stability give the user the
greatest advantage."
As one of the oldest continually
operating (more than 23 years)
concerns in American consumer
audio, Audio Research has contributed many products that are now
considered benchmarks. With the
singular focus Johnson placed on
designs that emphasize balance and
life -like dynamics, Audio Research
has slowly and carefully expanded its
product line, avoiding riding the
industry bandwagon or jumping in on
any momentary technological flash.
This measured progress is a result,
in part, of the prodigious amount of
time devoted to extensive listening
tests for each design, from early
prototypes to every finished unit.
Michael Harvey, U.S. Sales and
Marketing Director, noted that this
no -compromise approach has been
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THE FINEST AUDIO PROCESSING FOR YOUR HOME
THE

Lwow CP-3

-

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

AT HOME.

For over 10 years, professional audio engineers have

quality and control of Lexicon Digital Effects Processors.

elied on the superb

The top -of -the -line CP-3 is the standard 'o which all other home theater

that today,

processors are compared. No other product can enhance the musical experi-

So much so

over 80% of the most successful productions-music

and movies-are

ence and film sound reproduction as completely and comprehensively.
In a

processed with a Lexicon.

few short years, lexicon's processors have won virtually every major

PI"

award in the audio and video industries. Their

CP-1 and CP-3 Digital Surround Processors don't

Unrivaled performance comes from the same

compromise music performance for film sound.

digital signal processing that

(The original CP-1 can now be upgraded to be a

every professional recording made today.

Unlike other processors, The lexicon CP-1

w

CP-1 P1Us by your dealer in a matter of minutes.)
The highly acclaimed CP-1 was

lexicon's first

home audio product. Its spec tacula r performance

with both music and film sound prompted critics
to hail it as one of the

advanced digital technology, it is possible to
update them with the latest software designs.

_

-

Contact Lexcon for the right place to audition

the Lexicon CP-1 Plus, CP-1 and CP-3 Digital

most important

advances in audio history.
With its extremely precise digital Dolby Pro

Processors.

Because when you want the

complete

theater and musical

experience, your audio demands the performance of a lexicon.

logic* decoding, the lexicon

CP-2 is a very powerful movie sound processor that's utterly simple lo operate.

-

._

.

*Registered trademark Dolby Laboratories.

exicon
HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES
LEXICON, INC.,

nearly

And, because all of lexicon's processors use

_:
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further expanded with the company's
recent move into its new 62,000 square -foot facility.
"Because listening is so integral to
our philosophy, we made sure that
our new space not only improved the
manufacturing environment, but that it
also allowed our 601- technicians
and support staff to have all the
evaluation space they need to
properly quality -assure each unit we

build."
The pure American craftsman,
hand -built approach taken with every
product includes 100% screening of
every active component used, plus a
process of multiloyer inspection, burn in, re -inspection, and sonic evaluation. The company believes that it
should also go to great lengths to
ensure the long-term value of its

In this regard, Audio
Research has two unique operating

practices: First, any product ever
produced can still be serviced by the
factory; second, in many cases, the
older products can be upgraded in
performance at a relatively nominal
cost.
By assuring that the customers'
purchases will have real residual
value, Audio Research adheres to o
core U.S. hi-fi industry maxim: "Build
the best, build it to last, make sure it
does." For example, a number of
older arc products sell for as much
used as they cost new.
The current product line is divided
into three categories: designs that
use only vacuum tubes, hybrid
designs that mix semiconductors and
vacuum tubes, and designs based
only on semiconductors. Each family
offers the user the most advanced
implementation of Bill Johnson's
founding principal that "the music
comes first."
For 1993, the company plans three
significant product introductions. The
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first, the D-200, which is priced at
about S2,000 and offers 100 watts
per channel, will expand the solidstate amplifier line. At the other end
of the scale are two new all -tube
units: the Reference 1, a 100 watt,
monaural, ultra -high -end amplifier

offered at approximately 57,500, and
the fully balanced Reference 2, a line stage pre -amplifier that costs
approximately 59,000 and will offer
the audiophile community a new level
of maximum -performance systems.

MONDIAL
When Anthony Federici was 18
years old, he spent the summer
traveling in Europe after completing
his term at school in England. During
that trip, he went to Modena, Italy, to
try and visit the Ferrari factory without
an appointment. Knowing that Enzo
Ferrari owned the restaurant across
the street from the facility, he went in
to find out how to get a tour.
Sitting there was the master himself.
He, to Federici's complete surprise,
let him sit down and chatted briefly
with the young American, smiled,
nodded, and said to one of his
associates, "Show him everything."
That experience, says Federici,
"had a major influence on how I view
manufacturing, and why view what
we do at Mondial as art as much as
it is industrial design. Being able to
watch the master craftsmen at Ferrari
turn out the little jewel-like valves,
seeing how they X-rayed each car
before delivering it, and being able to
stand and observe how each engine
was tested and fine-tuned over many
hours to produce the unique Ferrari
sound and performance, received a
perspective on quality and precision
that is reflected in every product we
make today."
Many years later, when Federici
was working retail audio sales to
gain o further understanding of the
business and to balance his passion
I

I
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From this experience was born
Acurus, a line of American -made,
American -designed components
that bring high -end performance
to a wider market.
With four products-the A-250
amplifier, the L-10 pre -amplifier,
the P-10 phono pre -amplifier, and
the revolutionary DIA 100 Direct
Input Amplifier-the Acurus family
has rapidly become a highly respected, accurately engineered
remedy for high price tags.
An example is the unique capabilities of the DIA 100, which permit high-level sources such as CD
players, tape units, and tuners to
be directly connected to the power
amplifier through an integral passive control section. As Federici
explains, "This approach truly simplifies the signal path and, so,
dramatically reduces the cost of

extraordinary performance."

By carefully examining each
area of design, manufacturing,
parts sourcing and, of course, sonic performance, the Mondial team
was able io create, with Acurus, a
family of circuit topologies and
packaging that permitted such
ideas as the DIA 100 and other
significant cost reductions, yet
maintained a performance level
closer to that of components at
three and four times the price.
Employing completely symmetrical circuit implementations, dual
mono dc operation, a single silver
contact switch in the pre -amp audio path, and many of the design
achievements from the Aragon
products, Acurus has, in the words
of one reviewer, "created o sound
that must be heard to be believed.
Fabulous (all-American) quality
for the price of an imported midi.
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for high -end equipment, he
discovered a second major theme
that would guide the company.
"Anyone can produce ultra -high quality equipment when price is not a
part of the business equation. My
goal was to create a company that
could do three things: produce
equipment of the highest quolity,
measured on a world scale; offer the
best value possible, as compared to
any product at the same cost; and
ensure that the look and feel of our
products creates a total experience,
on both the tactile and aural levels,
that is clearly first-class."
Since Mondial was founded in
1986 by Federici and Paul Rosenberg,
the company's products have
experienced the rapid growth and
world-wide acceptance thot are
testament to the clarity of their vision
and to the technical skills of the team
they assembled to realize that vision.
Working with their engineering
team and artist Robbii, Federici and
Rosenberg have successfully
developed two separate lines of U.S.designed, proudly hand-crafted in
America, high -end audio products
that have set new standards for the
value-to-quolity equation worldwide.
In fact, more than 30% of the sales
for the Aragon and Acurus products
are outside the United States.
In their persistent pursuit of quality,
the partners and their engineering
team have taken what might be
viewed as an old-fashioned
approach to component parts
selection. "Some people may believe
that you can start with low-grade
parts and, using some mystical ritual,
create high -quality products,"
Federici says. "I have never seen that
happen, not in oudio or, for that
matter, in any other area."
Going bock to basic American
values, and working from the premise
that, to produce world -class quolity,
you must begin with the best possible
ingredients, Mondial uses only parts
that can meet or exceed the technical
requirements. They go further,
however, and choose to employ
parts that also hove a certain feel
and style.
For example, only epoxy -dipped
resistors are used. These components
ore completely sealed, and their
performance will remain identical in
Los Angeles, Bangkok, or London.
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Since its introduction, the Aragon line has consistently received
best in performance and sound
ratings from critics around the
world. Aragon has created a real
stir within the high -end community
because of superb sound quality
and real -world, relatively modest

The current line consists of two
essentially identical power amplifiers (which differ only in the output capabilities), a pre -amp, a
D/A converter and a tuner.
A showcase for the unique design of Robbii, the 2004 and 4004

pricing.
Hundreds of comments, such as,
"The biggest bargain in high -end
audio," have made the products
the choice of dozens of other manufacturers in their own R&D programs, including major record
companies, loudspeaker manufacturers, and high -end cable and interconnect producers.
These companies choose these
products not because of their cost,
but simply because of their performance. Manufactured by contractors who also produce medical
and military electronics, the Aragon products are the only high end electronics that meet full
military standards for quality, performance, and reliability.
Even though duty and transportation costs in some cases double
their price, the Aragon family is
rapidly becoming the choice of
audiophiles around the world because they represent the very best
that America can produce. Even
when compared to products that
are locally made or imported,
which often cost many times more,
reviewer after reviewer was hardpressed to find any equal to the
Aragon products.

monoblock configurations, massive power supplies, power transistors that are individually
matched to more than 30 separate
parameters, and gold-plated connectors from Tiffany.
The new 18K pre -amp, with its
dual mono configuration, isolated
power supply -and discrete, fully
Class A operation, is clearly in the
tradition of its predecessor, the
24K. The D2A D/A converter and
4T2 tuner provide- performance
standards cn a par with 'the best
available.
Aragon has raised the stakes in
high -end audio. In the finest American tradition, Mondial found a

power amplifiers provide dual

better way to -produce a better
product pnd showcase for the
world the excellence of American
workmanship, design, and sonic
purity.
That level of performance and
quality, a product of the experience Federici and Rosenberg
gained during the Aragon prod-,
uct-development project, have
also been brought down to a price
point that would be directly competitive with any mid -level foreign
or domestic product.

"There is an inherent quality of
ruggedness, reliability, and sonic integrity
that has always impressed me favorably
when I have had the opportunity to test and
listen to Soundcraftsmen products."
Leonard Feldman, Audio

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN UTILIZES ITS LEGENDARY
CRAFTSMANSHIP AND RELIABILITY TO PRODUCE THE
FINEST LINE OF AUDIO ELECTRONICS AVAILABLE.

MADE IN THE USA AND CRAFTED TO EXACTING
TOLERANCES, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN ELECTRONICS ARE

AMERICAN INGENUITY AT ITS HIGHEST LEVEL.
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MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
Technical Assistance: 2200 S Ritchey, Santa Ana, Ca 92705,
Phone 714-556-6191
Sales Support: 555 W Lamm Rd, Freeport, IL 61032,
Phone 815-232-2000
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The volume controls are made in
England by Penny & Giles, a

company known for supplying parts
to the makers of six -figure recording
consoles. Each unit is made from
conductive plastic, not carbon. Each
unit is serial -numbered and hand tuned, and all use double gold

wipers for extreme reliability and
totally transparent operation.
"It's not that we couldn't use a
good part from someone else,"
Federici notes. "It's just that the feel
and operation of these units is so
smooth and effortless. Even more
important, the use of such tight tolerance parts guarantees the
purchaser unit -to -unit consistency in
all of the Mondial products. It is also
an integral part of our promise to the
customer that when they buy our
components, they will get what they
paid for."

"LIMITED"
COMPONENTS
Acoustic Research, incorporated in
Cambridge, MA, in 1954 and now a
independant division of International
Jensen Inc., is one of the original
"founding fathers" of the American
hi-fi industry.
AR's contributions to the history
and development of the American

loudspeaker and electronics
industries are now the stuff of which
legends are made. Those contributions began with the AR1, the
world's first acoustic -suspension, hi-fi
loudspeaker system, and continued
with the AR3, which featured the
world's first dome mid -range and
high -frequency drivers. AR was also
the first to develop high current
amplification, and the first to use
liquid -cooled drivers. There have
been dozens of other significant
contributions to the science of sound
reproduction from Acoustic Research,
which has always been a company
that is not afraid to pioneer and is
driven by o simple goal: "performance beyond price."
The AR "Limited" series of
components and loudspeakers are
the continuation of almost four
decades of American design
leadership and innovation. By forging
a truly unique partnership of the best
minds and ideas in American high end audio, the Limited team has been
able to bring a powerful combination
of engineering, acoustics, and design
to the process of producing world class products that offer the distinctive combination of unrivaled
sonic performance, real value, and
guaranteed longevity supported by
an unmatched warranty.

k

-14444

It is this dedication to American
values, coupled with a real -world
value philosophy, that garnered
Mondial a 1992 Hi Fi Grand Prix in
Asia, olong with awards for design
and engineering from the Consumer
Electronics Show in 1987 and 1988.
It is also what led the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, DC,
to choose Mondial products (a
complete Arogon system) to
reproduce the sound of their musical instrument collection through a pair
of ultra -high -end, American -made
Apogee dipole loudspeaker systems.
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AudioControl is the world's leading manufacturer of high quality equalizers and spectrum analyzers.
We are the best because we specialize in forming a perfect match between
stereo components and listening rooms. We are the best because of our
pro sound heritage, passion for musical pleasure, quest for the highest
possible quality, and adherence to our principles for the last 14 years.
Built in the USA. Five year warranty.

audio

ror,

making good stereo sound better

22313 70th Avenue West

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043

Phone 206/775-8461

Fax 206/778-3166

Shown the finest products ever from AudioControl - the new C-13/ one-third octave, constant Q precision equalizer and
companion R-130 one-third octave real time spectrum analyzer.
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card
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As o ground -breaking part of that
warranty program, any Limited
component returned for service or
maintenance will automatically be
checked, adjusted and fine-tuned to
within -±1 dB of the original
specifications before being returned
to its owner.

A team of high -end specialists,
headed by David Day, Director of
Engineering at Acoustic Research and
co -designer of the world -standard
Day-Sequerra FM tuner (which his
firm, Davidson -Roth, manufacturers),
set out to design a group of exclusive
high-performance products. Those
products would be hand -built in the
United States and would offer the
kind of sonic performance associated
with that small group of the very best
high -end audio products.
The project started with o clean
sheet of paper and examined every

aspect of design, manufacturing,
ports selection and evaluation, and
electrical performance. Their objective
was to set new benchmarks for
flexibility, audio transparency, and
compatibility.
For example, to maximize flexibility,
each Limited electronic component
can operate either balanced or
unbalanced. Extensive testing has
also ensured that they can be safely
matched with almost every other
component made by anyone.
With regard to audio transparency,
the amplifier and associated control
electronics of the Limited series truly
return exactly the signals delivered.
Any changes are solely at the discretion of the user.
To achieve this level of performance, each unit is subject to a
testing and quality -assurance
program of military toughness. After
the hand-crafted manufacturing
process is completed, the product
must pass though a complex battery
of tests designed to measure all
aspects of audio performance. Once
that rigorous procedure is complete,
the units are put into a torture rack,
where they are subjected to a lengthy
"burn -in" period. Once that test is
complete, all previous measurements
are re -verified.
Of course, all of this care takes
time, and that is why the Limited
products will only be available in

small quantities through a very
carefully selected network of
specialist dealers and distributors.
Chosen for their depth of knowledge,
their service and technical capabilities, and, most important, their
love of music, this network is bringing
to the world the pride of all-American
design and the unique characteristics
embodied in the first Limited.
Unique to the line are a Spectral
Equalizer system, which will allow the

'

power amplifier, which will operate in
Class A mode for its first 20 watts of
power output, and then in o high bias Class AB mode up to its
maximum output; a pre -amplifier and
a reference -quality loudspeaker
system that employs proprietary
Acoustic Research drivers.

ta
: LLa,

It is

user to shape and correct frequency
balance errors that may have
occurred in the mixing and mastering
processes; a 200 watt per channel

Lo

the mid -1970s.

College student Steve McCormack
sits down to build a Dynakit amp and
pre -amp. His only goal: better
musical reproduction than he has
had.
Joyce Fleming, o managing editor
of Psychology Today, leaves the
corporate magazine world to form an
editorial services company. Her

goals: independence and exploration
of the American dream.
Operating a successful audio
company was far from the minds or
these partners, who joined forces it
1982 to form the Mod Squad.

Fleming refined her business and
marketing skills.
The birth of the Mod Squad in 1982
resulted from McCormack's and
Fleming's conviction that there was a
market for customizing the performance of other companies'
products (hence the name), from their
firm belief in the American dream,
and from their classic American
willingness to risk everything to be
independent and follow that dream.
Two years later, in 1984, came the
product that firmly established the
company as a name in high -end
audio. That year they introduced
.41
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These two entrepreneurs followed
very different routes until their
professional paths crossed in 1980,
when both were employed by a high end Canadian manufacturer.
Throughout the lote 1970s,
McCormack worked in audio retail.
He developed his tendency to tinker
by modifying high -end componentsupgrading a part here, bypassing a
capacitor there-always in search of
more natural musicality. Meanwhile,

Tiptoes, the sophisticated aluminum
cones that spawned all of the
"spiking" feet now pervasive in the
industry.
A bit later, in 1985, the company
originated yet another new industry
category with the introduction of its
Line Drive, a passive, line -level preamplifier specifically designed for
CD -based music systems.
Now, almost a decade and one
million Tiptoes later, with a Hi -Fi
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number of ways to actually realize
the product. Each choice may only
have a small impact on the final
outcome, but they odd up and can
seriously flaw even the best circuit
topologies.
"Building by hand makes all of the
.options available because it
eliminates the often severe limitations
imposed by the requirements and
could build components that hove
rigors of a machine -driven production
natural musicality, the sense of
line. The opportunity to use sonically
hearing things through a system that
superior parts not designed for
hod not heard before. Not just detail,
automated assembly, combined with
not just depth, but the complete
the internally motivated care of
message created by the musicians."
perfectionist craftspeople (which no
For McCormack, designing by ear
robot can ever contribute), are the
means it is not possible to design
elements that combine to produce
high -end components by meeting a
each McCormack unit."
set of electrical specifications. When
"We insist on hand -built products
you design only by the numbers, he
because that is the only way we con
says, "you end up with performance
assure our customers of sonic
that is unsatisfying and often not very
superiority and the best reliability,"
musical. Only by listening extensively
Fleming explains. "Our technicians
to a product during its development
take pride in themselves each time
can you make the hundreds of
their work passes our extremely
necessary decisions without losing the rigorous quality -control procedures.
focus on the real goal: recreating the
The continual stream of communimusic.
cation from our satisfied customers
"However, once a design is
the world over are all the proof we
completed, there are still an infinite
need that this system is working."

r

Grand Prix for Accessories award
and a U.S. patent under their belt, the
partners have left the modification
business (discontinued in 1988) to
pursue manufacturing exclusively.
They employ 20 people at their
facilities in Leucadia, CA, and export
slightly more than 40% of their
production to 23 foreign countries.
The current product line, designed
by and named for McCormack,
revolves around one core concept:
Design by ear and build by hand.
McCormack developed this concept
during more than 20 years of
experimentation with creating
musicality in the real world. It is
something just not found in any
engineering textbook.
McCormack says, "It came about
simply because, the more modifications did, the more convinced
became that, with careful experimentation and extensive listening,
I

I
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The story of Soundcraftsmen is, at
tale of a partnership.

its heart, the

Two very different people joined
together to create one of America's
most innovative and forward -looking
electronics providers.
The original company was started
in 1961 by Californian Ralph
Yeomans. The small local company
became a national entity in 1968
when Paul Rolfes, an engineer with
multiple patents in the field of highspeed amplification technology,
joined with Yeomans to design the
first Soundcraftsmen equalizer. That
product, which was patented in 1971,
launched a family of novel and
creative products that combined
Rolfes' engineering skills with
Yeomans' marketing and advertising
abilities.
The company brought to market
what has been generally accepted as
the first 10 -octave graphic equalizer

whose performance characteristics
made it compatible with all existing
hi-fi equipment. By merging a number
of innovative circuit designs with an
easy -to -understand user interface,
that unit opened the door to real
electronic system control and

I

equalization for o large number of
users.

Shortly thereafter, Soundcraftsmen
introduced the first combination preamplifier/10-octave equalizer. That
unique product set standards for
control, flexibility, and performance
for ahead of anything else available
at the time. It also showcased what
was to become the legendary sonic

Mn va.kk.ri

performance capabilities of the whole
Soundcraftsmen family.
The equalizers were soon finding
their way into professional applications, and the company expanded
its product line to include units
specifically tailored for that purpose.
Applying its blend of American
innovation and engineering to the
design of power supplies, which are
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ade in America, McCormack components are respected around the
world fc r their .rich musicality, the ultimate luxury in audio products.
Coveted awards from France and Japan, and admiring reviews from 44 publications in 18 countries
prove their universal appeal. Steve McCormack's remarkable designs compact disc players,
preamplifiers and amplifiers deliver the emotional experience of Tike music at affordable prices.
When you want unsurpassed musicality and true value, buy the best buy McCormack.
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JAPAN

-

"The

Signature CD Player is

wry focused,

very

musical. It gives the
correct presentation
for all types of music
from classical to jazz."

-STEREOSOUND

L

ITALY - "Phe ,McCormack
system (Mono Drive,

Line Driw and Power
Drive) is true,
wonderful revelation...
authoritative and sweet,
vigorous and graceful,
delicate. All these
qualities are present in a
superb sundstage."

-

1
TAIWAN - "Steven
McCormack creates
living rr.usical life
through his Power
Drive amplifier."

-MUSIC & MUSICIANS
MONTF,LY

- "This
McCormack Signature is
today the best CD player
that we lave heard. It
delivers the richest
resolutin and the most
detail w th complete
consistency."
FRANCE

a

-DIAPASON IIARMONIE

-STEREO

McCORMACK
The First Name in Sonic Excellence
The Mod Sauad, Inc.

542 North I lighway 101

Leucadia, CA 920.4.619-436-7666
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- "The Deluxe
Line Drive is a must for
audiophiles... In
combination with today's
best CD players, it really
proves itself worthy."
NORWAY

-AUDIO
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the heart and sole of all power

amplifiers, Soundcraftsmen produced
the first signal -tracking, multiple-roil voltage (Class H) power supply; the
first fully electronic, automatically
resetting crowbar protection circuit;
the first automatic, low -impedance
power -supply selection circuit; and
the first phase -control -regulation
power supply.
The application of these innovations has allowed the company to
produce a range of power amplifiers,
used by professionals and consumers, that continually garner rave
reviews from highly respected
industry publications and consistently
offer the consumer one of the best
dollars -to -performance ratios
available anywhere.
In January 1991, MTX and Loyd
Ivey purchased Soundcraftsmen. Ivey,
President/CEO of MTX, and an allAmerican audio pioneer in his own
right, acquired Soundcraftsmen
because it dovetailed so well with
MTX. "It was a natural complement
to the MTX product lines-an allAmerican cor/home audio loudspeaker manufacturer combining
talents with an all-American
electronics manufacturer."
Since the acquisition, a great deal
of design and engineering time has
been invested in product refinement
and new -product development.
"As a result of this substantial
investment," Ivey explained, "the
future of MTX Soundcraftsmen has
been forged with the development
of two new lines of electronic
components, for both the consumer
and professional markets, with a
strong focus on home audio
entertainment systems.
"By building on the three decades
of sonic leadership in performance
and value, and working with Paul
Rolfes, our goal was to retain the
leading -edge technology and
innovation while refining and improving a new highly contemporary
styling package.
"The company devoted a great
deal of time to speaking with the
dealers to gain a detailed understanding of what they and their
customers needed. The results of this
effort are now available in the
consumer products line, which
features three power amplifiers, a

pre -amplifier, a tuner, and a CD
player.
"The professional line now includes
a pre -amplifier, a tuner and two
graphic equalizers, which are all -rack
mountable, along with seven power
amplifiers that encompass the full
range of power and feature
combinations, all in the uniquely
innovative style associated with the
MTX Soundcraftsmen heritage."
MTX Soundcraftsmen intends to
keep its reputation as a company
that produces quality first. "Our
fundamental strategy is to refine retail
placement for both the consumer and
the professional lines," Ivey says.
"This will ensure that the dealers and
our customers receive the best
possible products. In essence, we
want to unquestionably guarantee
that, in its fourth decade, MTX
Soundcraftsmen will remain clear
proof that quality design, creative
engineering, strong partnerships, and
world -class workmanship are alive
and well in America."

exicon
In 1971, Dr. Francis F. Lee,
Professor of Electrical Engineering at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), and Charles
Bagnaschi, formerly Principal
Engineer and Manager for Honeywell
Information Systems' Advanced
Hardware Research and De-

velopment Group, formed a
company that was to forever change
the face of professional and
consumer audio.
That company was called Lexicon,
and in that same year it introduced
the Delta -T 101, which was the
world's first true digital delay line for
audio signals. American engineering
expertise and ingenuity, coupled with
the passion of Lee and Bagnaschi,
produced a totally new product
category that almost overnight
changed the working methods of
professional recording engineers and
sound -system designers the world
over.
Two years later, the company once
again broke new ground with the
Varispeech 1, the world's first digitally
based pitch shift/time compression
system. 1974 saw the birth of the
Delta -T 102, which expanded the
possibilities and also smashed
through the 90 dB dynamic -range
barrier for the first time.

In the late 1970s, Lexicon developed the model 93, which set the
standard for digital delay and
modulation effects processing as we
know it today. Also developed in the
late '70s was the model 224, the first
widely accepted digital reverberation
processor in the marketplace. In
1984, the company won a technical
Emmy from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for its
model 1200 Digital Time Compressor,
another technological breakthrough
in digital signal processing.
Four years later, in 1988, Lexicon
introduced its first consumer audio
product and once again completely
changed the way digital audio
processing was perceived, much as
the company had done numerous
times on the professional side of the
fence. The CP-1 Digital Surround
Processor offered the consumer a
fully digital implementation of the
Dolby Pro -Logic, along with
unparalleled flexibility, control, and
accuracy.
That ground -breaking product was
soon followed by two other audio
environmental processors, the CP-2
and the CP-3. The CP-2 brought the
patented Lexicon concepts of Auto Azimuth and the flexibility of DSP to a
wider audience; the CP-3 introduced

First in a series
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You can tell how good
a McIntosh is even
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OJO POWER AMPLIFIER

Made in the USA

The MC1000 is a 1000 Watt, Mono Block Power Amplifier

it...even before it is turned on.

the strength and heft of its construction; all these
McIntosh qualities are not mere adjuncts to
superb sonic performance, they are essential to
the definition of the highest quality. In fact, for
more than 40 years, the design and construction
of McIntosh products have set a standard of
quality not only for audio components, but for

The look and the design, the feel and 'sound'
of the controls, the way the parts mesh together,

the finest products
of any kind.

For a high fidelity component to earn a posi-

tion at the pinnacle of high -end audio, many
criteria, not simply superb sound quality, must
come into play. A McIntosh audio component is
built to such high standards that it speaks
volumes about itself and the company that built

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.,

2

Chambers St., Binghamton,

NY, USA 139032699 (607) 7233512
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the world's first digital implementation
of the LucasArts Home THX Cinema
audio system decoding and
processing. The CP-3, with its unique
application of Lexicon's 20 years of

professional digital audio experience,
can also create for its user virtually
any listening environment imaginable
with startling realism and astounding
depth.
Uniquely positioned in the
professional and consumer portions
of the industry, Lexicon is an integral
part of the process that brings
change to the world of digital audio.
The consumers' demands for higher quality source material for their
systems are met by professionals who
employ Lexicon's new generation of
digital processing systems, which
offer 20 -bit audio.
These systems have set the world
standard for time modification and
digital audio conversion. The
company's OPUS Digital Audio

Production and Editing systems are
used every day in the broadcast,
recording, and post -production
industries. By adapting and using the
technologies developed for the most
demanding professional applications,
Lexicon's consumer audio processors
provide the user with edge -of -the -art
performance that will not be rendered
obsolete overnight.
Because the heart of the system is
software, changes and enhancements
can be added to the processor in the
field. For example, Lexicon has just
introduced a new processor, the CPPlus, to replace the original CP-1.
However, for owners of the CP-1, all
of the same enhancements are
available in the form of on upgrade
1

kit.
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By simply having the dealer or
local distributor change a.ROM
(read-only memory) chip, purchasers
can instantly bring their units to
current standards of performance.
This unique ability, inherent in the CPseries designs, is one of the biggest
advantages of having fully digital,
software -controlled processing
systems. This concept of planned
non -obsolescence, which has kept
Lexicon in a position of industry
leadership for more than two
decades, is the key to the products
and systems now in development.
The future, as Lexicon sees it, will
offer the consumer a digital audio
environment with options and
entertainment flexibility of truly
amazing capabilities.
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The U.S. hi-fi industry has often
been the beneficiary of technology
and ideas that were originally
created in other markets. The
individuals and concepts that make
the greatest contributions have

11111.

t

historically come from our own
professional audio industry. In fact, a
significant number of today's wellknown consumer brands actually
began as an outgrowth of our
suppliers to the professional industry.
AudioControl, founded in 1977 by
Greg Mackie and a team of creative
engineers, who have also founded
TAPCO and several companies since
then, is one of those companies. The
members of that group drew on their
extensive experience with professional -audio product design and.
manufacturing to create o series of
designs that allowed AudioControl to
offer the market a line of affordable
products with professional -grade
performance and specifications.
The company, which is based in
the Seattle area, quickly garnered an
almost cult -like reputation and large
numbers of extremely loyal customers
and dealers through its uniquely
humorous and non -conformist
literature, advertising and owner's
manuals.
Taking a page from the
professional market's roots,
AudioControl hos contributed a
number of innovations to the industry
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"...this new Acurus stuff from Mondial must be heard to be believed
fabulous sound for the price of Japanese Mid -Fi."

- Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile Magazine, August

1991, Volume 14

-

Number 8

"The sound of the amplifier is nothing short of astounding.
With the Acurus preamplifier it becomes an impressive system."
- The Inner Ear Report, Spring 1992, Volume 4 Ni.nber 4
Americo has just eliminated any reason to buy a foreign made product from the brands listed
below. Acurus is made in the U.S. by Mondidl Designs Ltd., recipient of the 1992 Grand Prix
Award from Asia. The Acurus A250 was reviewed in Germany at 314 watts per channel
into 8 ohms/580 watts per channel into 4 ohms and placed in the same category as amplifiers
selling for twice the price. If you want the best quality and value in audio components, do
whdt the Europeans and Asians do...buy American...buy Acurus.
Adcom
Denon
Harmon Kardon

Luxman
Ma-antz
NAD

Hafler
JVC

Kenwood

Nakamichi
Onkyo
Parasound

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2

Eln Street, ardsley New York 10502

914-693-8003
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Pioneer
Rotel
Sherwood

Sony
Technics

Yamaha
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over its 15+ years by religiously
following a very simple principle:
Offer combinations of features in one
simple, easy -to -use unit that maximizes value and flexibility.
For example, the company's Richter
Scale combines o 1/2 -octave bass
equalizer, a warble -tone test analyzer
and a 24 dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley
electronic crossover, providing
everything a quality subwoofer
system could need to perform at its
maximum potential.
AudioControl was the first to
incorporate a fully implemented 18
dB Chebyshev alignment subsonic
filter into all of its designs, furnishing
the user with maximum speaker
protection and minimum intrusion into
the low bass. The company also was
the first to offer a home -use five -band
equalizer optimized for two-way
loudspeaker designs (the model 520);
the first to gang left and right EQ
channels together to help track and
maintain the stereo image and
channel alignment; and the first to
produce a combination single -octave
equalizer and real-time audio
analyzer (the C-101), which is still in
production and remains a very
popular product in automotive and
home audio applications because of
its combination of professional -quality
filters, ease of use, and made -in America value.
AudioControl also introduced the
industry to the concept of digital bass
restoration with its patented Phase

Coupled Activator products. Using a
proprietary technology, the PCA
recovers lost bass fundamentals from
older recordings, from newer
recordings that employ a low -bass
cutoff filter because they were mixed
for mass -market distribution, and
from most audio tracks on videotape
and videodisc.
Most recently, AudioControl,
maintaining its dual traditions of
providing American innovation and
bringing professional technology to
consumer applications, was the first
company to bring to the consumer
marketplace '/3 -octave, constant -Q
equalization and 1/2 -octave audio
analysis. The C-131 equalizer, in
combination with the R-130 analyzer,
introduces capabilities formerly
restricted to specialist, professional only equipment.
The future for AudioControl is tied

directly to the continuation of its core
philosophical concepts. Thomas
Walker, the company's president, put
it this way: "Part of our growth must
come through applying our
knowledge to cost-effectively solving
many of the problems now being
encountered in the home -theater
marketplace. In addition, we must
work diligently to ensure that
American audio value and innovation
continue to make our products the
best value for the money at all levels,
around the world."
Of course, the singular company
style and attitude will be on integral
part of this process. Walker summarized it quite neatly: "The whole
point of all this is to keep our
customers happy with the best service
possible, to make a good stereo/
home entertainment system sound
better, and to have some fun."

ELECTRONICS IN NORTH AMERICA

eyerdynamic has been making earphones and microphones for a long time, and
the company's dedication to

AURICLE

BEYER 1)YNAM IC
1)7, 911 EA R I'11ONES

earphone research and engineering has made it a world
leader in the field. Their line of non wireless earphones is topped off by
the DT 911 and DT 911 Special; the
latter is a DT 911 packed in a lightweight roadcase with a two -disc
demo CD, Dynamic Sound Power
Test. The CDs' short tracks include
the sounds of various percussion instruments, from large bass drums all

tinkling bells. Other

the way to

tracks include organ, brass band,
and voice recordings as well as

a

sec-

tion devoted to the sounds of highperformance cars and motorcycles. I
think that the extra $50 for the Special version is a super value.
Upon opening the roadcase, I
found the DT 911 Special earphones
nestled in die -cut foam. The plywood case, which measures 14'/% x
111/4

X

:
a

inches, is sheathed in

51/2

aluminum and has corner protectors, two large clasps that can be
locked with a key, and four rubber
feet on the rear side. The foam has

i®

a

cutout for the demo CD, and I discovered that this cutout is also per
fect for storing a portable CD player.
The DT 911's felt headband is a
separate strip that floats within the
yoke, each end terminated in a
clamp that slides along the yoke.
Detents hold the headband in place

round most ears, are made of soft
foam -filled, velvet-like material and
are very comfortable. The inner face

Transducer Design: Dynamic.
Coupling to -.he Ear: Circumaural.

of

Diffuse -Field Equalization: Not

the transducers is covered by a

after it has been adjusted by the user.
The detents are molded into the
plastic yoke at intervals of about 'h_

very thin, reticulated, open -cell
foam.
The cords from each earcup
branch for about 14 inches before

of an inch, or 4 mm, like some other

joining the main, coiled cord. Each

earphones

I

have tested recently.

The bails holding the earcups are of
the same plastic as the yoke, and
they swivel slightly to allow the ear cups to fit perfectly to any head. The
headband tension that holds the ear-

phones on the head is very light.
Thanks to the modest headband tension and relatively light weight, you
can easily forget you're wearing the

a colored insert near the
strain -relieved cord exit, with the
right channel marked "right" in
black lettering on a red background
and the left channel marked "left"
on a yellow background. I like this

earcup has

very much, since it makes the earphones easy to put on correctly,
even in dim lighting. I wasn't able to

DT 911s, even after prolonged listening. The earcushions, which are

open the DT 911s to look inside
without damaging them, but the
brochure shows that there are 10 parts,

large enough to completely sur -

including the transducer element.
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specified.

Sensitivity: 98 dB for 10 mW.
Maximum Output: 115 dB for 50
mW.
Impedance: 250 ohnis.
Price: $349.95; witn hard case and
two -CD demo album, $399.95.
Company Address: 56 Central Ave.,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.
For literatu_e, circle No. 94

MEASURED DATA
D.c. Resistance: 239 ohms (left and
right).
Absolute Polarity: Positive.
Cord: I0% feet long, from both ear cups, with god '/cinch stereo
phone plug.
Adjustments: Headband slides in
yoke, with detents.
Weight: 9.: ounces.
1993

EARPHONE EVALUATION

The articulation of voices

to be "very

was judged

good," while the sense of

PARAMETER

RATING COMMENTS

presence seemed "slightly

Overall Sound

Excellent

forward" and "brighter"
compared to my reference
Stax SR -Lambda Pro Ear speakers. When measured
using a diffuse -field response equalization, the SR -

Lambdas have

a

broad dip

in response in the presence
range around 3 kHz com-

pared to the DT 911s, so
panel comments again correlate well with my mea-

It appears that

surements.

The Beyerdynamic earphones are the
open type, and their transducers are designed to produce good bass output even

without

a perfect seal between the transducer and the ear. Normally, open earphones have reduced output in the bass
range compared to sealed types, but my
measurements and comments from members of the listening panel indicate that
Beyerdynamic engineers have overcome
this problem quite well. Because of the
open design, the attenuation of outside
sounds is minimal, and it is quite easy to

carry on a normal conversation while wearing the DT 911s.
use a listening panel to assess the sub-

Beyerdynamic engineers
have done a reasonably
good job in designing the

"Exceptionally smooth" and
"Good perspective"
Bass
Excellent "Solid" and "Excellent timbre"
Midrange
Very good "Very good" and "Good
articulation of voices"
Treble
Excellent
"Very realistic" and "Smooth
and extended"
Overall Isolation Poor
"Outside sounds are easily
heard"
Bass
Poor
"Low-pitched sounds are easy
to hear"
Midrange
Poor
"It's easy to carry on
conversations"
Treble
"Outside highs reduced
Fair
somewhat"
Comfort
Very good "Good fit" and "Easy
adjustment"
Value
Very good "Good value"

GENERAL COMMENTS: Very smooth sound, with reduced
upper midrange giving a slightly recessed perspective; excellent
bass; overall very good value.

DT 911 to have a diffuse field response. (There is still
no good consensus about the best way to
measure earphones or about the exact
equalization necessary to account for the
way we hear sound when using them.)
Comments from the listening panel
about reproduction of sounds in the high frequency range-"smooth and extended"
and "very realistic"-also correlated well
with the measured response of the DT 911.
Figure I shows the Beyerdynamic's output for a 20 -kHz cosine -pulse input. The

The measured impedance
phones

is

of

these ear-

239 ohms for both channels; the

impedance of the source, whether it is a receiver or CD player, will have a negligible
sponse shape. The DT 91

I s have enough
sensitivity to be used with portable CD
players but won't provide loud levels. My
measurements also showed that the output
level and frequency response of the left and
right channels are more closely matched
than with most other earphones that I have

LONG ASSOCIATES
OEYERDTNAMIC DT 911 EARPHONES
]D EH! COSINE PULSE
E M

INPUT

make written comments. I then tried to
correlate their comments to my technical
measurements of the earphones.
In the bass range, my measurements
showed a gentle roll -off of about 10 dB

from below 200 Hz all the way down to 20
Hz; this test was made without the seal
between the DT 911s and the head that
occurs naturally when you put on the earphones. A perfect seal would result in a flat
response to 20 I Iz. Comments from the
listening panel-such as "excellent timbre," "bass very realistic," and "lowest
notes full and solid"-correlate well with
my technical measurements. They also indicate that the DT 91 Is provide a sufficient
seal to produce a flat bass response.

polarity was switched back and forth. They
also agreed upon the preferred polarity for
particular selections.

effect on the output level or on the re-

1

jective sound qualities of products that I
review. I asked its members to audition and
rate the DT 911 while they were listening to
various types of program material and to

a positive acoustical output for a
positive electrical input. All of the panel
members commented that they could hear
a change in the sound when the absolute

duce

evaluated.

The Beyerdynamic DT 911 earphones
are very comfortable even when worn for

Fig. 1-Cosine-pulse
test.

output waveform is very close to that of the
input pulse, and listener comments (such
as "excellent transients" as well as "superb
details") confirm the DT 91 Is' excellent
high -frequency extension and control; the
output shows almost no ringing. The waveform also indicates that the DT 911s pro-
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long periods. The listening panel rated
them as "excellent" for overall sound quality and "very good" for physical attributes.
The DT 91 I s are very close in sound to the
Stax reference earphones. The high -frequency performance of the Stax is slightly
better, but the upper midrange of the
Beyerdynamic is a little more realistic
sounding. Considering the price difference,
have to recommend the DT 911 s to
anyone looking for high -quality earphones
at a reasonable price.
Edward M. Long
I

Prepare Yourself
To Hear
The Purity of Music
Without Distortion.

The Full Range
LoudSpeaker
From
Velodyne Acoustics
Nothing
Will Ever
Sound The S e
For You Again.
.1
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surround channels from your listening position. The surround channel's time delay is selectable, to compensate for the size of your room,
and there's a line -level output for a
powered subwoofer, with user selectable crossover frequencies of
80 or 150 Hz.
In addition to Pro -Logic decoding

for Dolby Surround program
sources, the PL 100 has a "Hall"
mode that delivers surround -like
ambience based on the out -of-phase

.
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ecognizing that many peo- $999, a slight saving over the total
ple who want home theater cost of the individual components.
surround setups already Those wishing to economize a bit
own adequate stereo sys- can get the smaller Surround II and
tems, Henry Kloss and his Center Channel speakers at $249 per
design team at Cambridge pair and $149, respectively; the more
SoundWorks have come up with a affluent can add the Powered Sub variety of add-on surround compo- woofer ($599) and perhaps even use
nents. The system I've just tested its amplifier to drive the $299 Slave
and auditioned consists of the PLI00 Subwoofer.
surround decoder/amplifier ($399)
The PLI00 includes a Dolby Pro powering a Center Channel Plus Logic surround decoder plus amplispeaker ($219) and a pair of dipole fiers to power the extra speakers
Surround ($399 per pair) speakers. needed for surround: 40 watts for
If purchased as a system, the price is the center channel and 15 watts for
each of the two rear or side channels.
Company Address: 154 CaliforA remote control and a built-in test nia St., Newton, Mass. 02158.
signal generator let you accurately
For literature, circle No. 95
balance the left, right, center, and

I
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r__
components of unencoded program
sources, and a "Matrix" simulated stereo mode for monophonic material. The unit also has controls for
overall, rear, and center level plus a
switch to select the usual "phantom"
mode for systems without center
speakers.
The PLI00's center -channel amp
rolls off below 100 Hz, like most
center -channel amplifiers for Dolby
Pro -Logic systems. The surround
channels also roll off, below about
60 Hz and above about 7 kHz. In my
lab testing, I found that the center
and surround amplifiers more than
met their power specs.
The Center Channel Plus has four
long -throw 3 -inch woofers and a

"Nothing Short of Stunning"*
`Nuances and subtleties barely hin-ed at by other
processors were revealed with clarity by the Gen.
II1."

"...Gen. III's remarkable transparency, a crystalclear picture window on the mi is that allowed
me to look deep into the sounds.age."

"The Gen. III's huge, spacious, three-dimensional rendering made the loudspeakers and
listening -room walls truly disappear."

Robert Ilarley, Stereophile
Vol. 15, Nc. IC', October 1992

"Theta Generation III DS Pro does not merely
sound better than other digital processors. It
literally redefines what digital music can sound
like."

THETA DS

Ft..

"...Theta DS Pro Generation III can giv. you a
total musical experience that you car.'_ et
anywhere else from digital."

-

"The sheer sense of instruments hanging in
space, completely free of the loudspeakers and
unfettered by room boundaries, was awesome."

-

"With the Theta Generation III, we hear iito t} -e
music as we have never heard from digital, its
stunning and effortless transparency is reminiscent of the clarity we have heretofore encountered only from the world's very fir est -urntables..."

Peter Moncrieff

International Audio Review #64

"....the most sonically impressive and mug icall"
accurate digital replay I've yet experie..ced in

my reference system."

"...the closest thing to the holy grai. of ±igital
audio..."
"Better than anvt:iing I've yet experiea_ed in the
digital domain."

-

Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile
Vol. 15, No. 1C, Oc oher 19':2

-
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Digital Doné Right
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tweeter. The frequency range of the outer
two woofers is limited, so the array's effective width will decrease with increasing
frequency to maintain proper dispersion
characteristics. The cabinet is 25 inches
wide, 61/2 inches deep, and only 4 inches
high, so it can sit on top of a TV set; with
an optional support ($25) behind the
speaker, the Center Channel Plus can also
be used as a base for a TV set.
Sharp imaging, which lets you precisely
gauge the location of sounds in space, is desirable in a stereo system's main speakers

but very undesirable in surround channels.
So the Surround speakers are dipoles, designed to direct their sound away from the
listener, to be reflected by the front and
rear walls for maximum dispersion. Each
speaker in the pair has tweeters facing front
and rear (the side of the speaker faces the
listener) and a 4 -inch woofer.
Installing this add-on surround system
was simple, thanks to the thorough and
well -illustrated owner's manual supplied
with the P1 100. The PL100 connects to any
tape monitor loop in your system. All the

Discover Superb Performance!

VA\DERSTEE\ AU CIO
With innovative design and
costly components normally
found only in very expensive
loudspeakers, Vandersteen
loudspeakers are absolutely
unparalleled in value
and performance.

The

Model 2Ce features:

Cast -basket drivers.

Multi -enclosure,
minimum -baffle
driver alignment.
Genuine transparency
and openness.
Powerful and extended bass.
Unrivaled quality control.

tape monitor jacks on my preamp were occupied, but the PL100 has its own tape in
and out jacks, so I just plugged it in between the preamp and my tape deck. Adjusting sound levels took only seconds and
was as accurate as I could have wished. I
was also especially pleased by the way the
Center Channel Plus fit directly atop the
32 -inch TV use in my home theater.
I

THIS SYSTEM SHOULD

CONVINCE YOU THAT
GOOD HOME THEATERSURROUND NEEDN'T
COST THOUSANDS.

Listening to blockbuster films on S -VHS
tape and LaserDisc, I was impressed that
the Surround speakers made it impossible
to identify just where the surround sounds
were coming from, just as they were designed to. In many ways, the surround
sensation
experienced was every bit as
good as any I have heard from far more
expensive installations.
If there is one thing I would have liked to
have in this system, it would have been a
powered subwoofer (for which the PI 100
does provide an output) to augment the
deep bass rumblings in such films as Raiders of the Lost Ark and some of the Star Trek
films that are in my collection. For music
recordings (whether from video or stereo
audio sources), I did not feel the need for
the subwoofer quite as much, but that's
probably because the selections I chose
were either solo piano performances (inI

cluding

\ ladimir iorowitz's
I

The Last Re-

cording) or chamber music groups.
In summary, audio pioneer Henry Kloss
has come up with a reasonably priced set of

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St,

Hanford, California 93230

(209) 582-0324

DIVE\SIO\AL

PURITII

For 15 years, Vandersteen Audio has built affordable loudspeakers true to both science and music.

If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency range of music and
recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest
carefully selected Vandersteen Audio dealer.

Vandersteen loudspeakers ate priced from under $700 per pair.

components that, bought separately or as
an add-on package, should convince many
audio enthusiasts that converting to a
home theater surround system need not
cost tens of thousands of dollars. Kloss has
been making good sound available to music lovers for several decades, and it's nice
to see him adding his considerable skills to
this exciting and burgeoning field of audio/
video integration.
Leonard Feldman
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Introducing .. .
The MICROSCANTM Transfer Deck
This latest anti -resonant technology from

Microscan Laboratory eliminates vibrations
and distortion from virtually any type of
audio component.
Definitely the next step in audio; cne that
will change your perception of sound
forever!
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Engineers who are developing today's high tech products all agree that vibrations are a major
including audio
cause of distortion in virtually all types cf electro-mechanical devices .
components.
.

That is why the Microscan transfer deck was developed. It brings an end to the problem of vibratiors.

This long-awaited goal has been achieved through the effects of hysteresis loss; a molecular-level
phenomenon that, when applied in combination with selectively tuned polymers, dissipates
mechar ical energy as heat.
The Microscan transfer deck is therefore ar industry "first." It gets rid of mechanical energy
the very source of vibrations. In the absence of vibrations, distortion ceases to exist.

.

+

.

Consequently, the Microscan transfer deck brings to audio a new breed of interface technology.
Its development finally permits a level cf sound quality that is virtually flawless.
So regardless of how your sound system performs, prepare yourself: With the Microscan transfer
deck, it will be operating on a totally different evolutionary course.

7761 Bell Road
Windsor, CA 95492
1-800-346-9740
-

nlir

MICROSCANTM
LABORATORY INC.

U.S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS PENDING

©1992 MICROSCAN LABORATORY INC.
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How to deal with the crisis in
(Or didn't you know
Yes, there's a serious crisis. It
preoccupies some of the keenest
scientific minds in audio today. It
worries the hell out of knowledgeable and responsible audio

journalists, such as those on the
masthead of The Audio Critic. It
can best he characterized as

a

crisis of accountability.
Consider something like the

following:
"The sound of this preamplifier lives up to its $5000 price
tag. Using the line amplifier stage
through the CD input. I heard
soundstaging considerably
superior to that of the XYZ pre amp. Front -to -back depth was
incredible, and the width of the
orchestra seemed to have almost
doubled. There was more air
around individual instruments
than with the XYZ. and transients
were more precisely defined.
Rhythm and pace. good as they
are with the XYZ. were also far
superior. The only very small
reservation I have is a slight lack
of liquidity in the upper midrange."
Sounds familiar? It is the
reviewing style that put the socalled underground or alternative
audio publications on the map, a
form of soft -core pornography for
the immature, undiscriminating
audiophile. They call it "subjective
reviewing." We at The Audio Critic
call it misleading. irresponsible
rubbish. The professionals and
academics of the scientific audio
community have the utmost
contempt for it but seldom speak
up loudly and clearly to oppose it.
As a result, it has insinuated itself
into everyday audio parlance and
gained a kind of creeping credibility in audio circles that ought
to know better. N ainstream audio
publications generally guided by
science and common sense-such
as the one you're now reading-are

being pooh-poohed and dismissed
in high -end audio salons and guru dominated audio clubs in favor of
these highly opinionated but

essentially untutored '`golden eared'' journals, which have smaller
circulations but greater tweako
appeal. It's a full-blown crisis in
the communication of consumer
information.

The simple truth.
Let's get this straight once
and for all. That reviewer of the
$5000 prelim!) is only asserting
that he can hear the differences he
is describing but in fact he can't.
He certainly can't /gore to a
neutral observer that he can hear
them. He may actually believe
that he hears the differences or he
may be bluffing, but that's beside
the point. The bottom line is that
in a blind test. with the brand
names and prices withheld from
him. the levels precisely matched.
and the sound from the equipment
the only available clue, his golden
ears suddenly turn to tin-he gets
roughly half of his identifications
right, exactly as if he were just
guessing wildly. This has been
demonstrated so many times in so
many controlled tests that at this
point an "anecdotal" subjective
report of sound quality without
the supporting evidence of such
tests is totally lacking in credibility.
The above applies not only
to a preamplifier line stage (which
is a good example as a very simple
linear signal path. whereas the
phono stage could conceivably
have audible RIAA equalization
errors) but also to well -engineered.
uneccentric power amplifiers. the
newer CD players and outboard
D/A processors, speaker cables.
interconnects. etc.. not to mention
such obviously inaudible "improvements" as the green edge treatment

for CDs and the clock that cleans
up the AC power in your wall.
There are no authenticated blind
tests proving that anyone ever
identified any audible differences
in these categories with any
degree of reliability. (Incidentally,
3 or 4 tries are utterly meaningless in a blind listening test.
Getting 13 out of 16 right begins
to be statistically meaningful.)
The situation is considerably
complicated by the fact that there
are indeed major audible differences. depending on design and/or
deployment. in various other
categories. such as loudspeaker
systems. microphones. phono
cartridges. listening rooms and
room treatments. recording
studios and concert halls. and
particularly the recording setups
used by the many different record
companies. (If you want to hear
subtle differences in sound staging. compare a John Eargle
recording on Delos with a Jack
Renner recording on Telarc-not
two preamps. Or if you want to
hear subtle differences in transient

detail. compare a jazz recording
on the dmp label with one on
Chesky-not two interconnects.)
Unfortunately. tweako reviewers
get away with shuttling back and
forth between the genuinely
audible differences and the purely
fictitious ones without shifting
gears or showing the slightest
concern for accountability. When
challenged by serious. scientific
audio practitioners. they almost
invariably refuse to participate in
blind listening tests on the
grounds that the latter are not
valid. (All those Ph.D.s of experimental psychology who devised
the tests are wrong. you see.)
There's only one area where
the golden -eared subjectivists of
the alternative audio press show

audio equipment reviewing.
there was one?)
absolute consistency. integrity.
and even a simple-minded kind of
accountability-the area of price.
They can he counted on to hear
greater front -to -back depth, better
rhythm and pace, more air around
the instruments in a $500( preamp
than in a $2500 one. Guaranteed.
It's a sociocultural comedy that
can make you laugh or cry.
depending on your perspective.

The antidote to all the rubbish.
Now consider The Audio
has been called the
alternative to the alternative audio
publications. It combines passionate involvement, attention to the
smallest technical details. and a
no -holds -barred editorial stancein other words, the "underground"
flavor-with a hard-nosed, show me attitude in engineering matters
and listening procedures. If we
can't prove it and document it, we
don't say it, or at least we qualify
it very explicitly. Accountability
is our stock -in -tide.
What; specifically, will you
find in The Audio Critic? Mea-

Critic. It

surements. yes-with the Audio
Precision System One. calibrated

microphones. digital oscilloscope.
etc.-hut that's not unique. Where
we differ from other reviewers
who report such measurements is
in the way we react to the
engineering flaws we discover.
We never sweep them under the
rug or explain them away.
whether it's a $5000 or a $400
piece of equipment. (That's right.
we aren't exclusively high -end.
far from it.)
And that's only the beginning.
Our reviews analyze electronic
circuitry and evaluate it for engineering excellence almost as if
the designer had submitted it as
an exercise in an EE school.
Speaker designs are critiqued with

similar rigor for compliance with
the laws of physics (some try to
fudge that) and with the most

most people as differences in
quality, not loudness. We use the

enlightened electroacoustic design
practice. Build quality in each
case is carefully assessed to determine whether the consumer's
money goes into parts and labor
or the early -retirement fund of the
manufacturer. After you've read
one of our issues. you'll know
exactly why component X is preferable to Y and why you should
completely stay away from Z. We
don't leave you wondering.
Of course. there's a lot more
than just equipment reviews in The
Audio Critic. Our survey articles
exploring an entire technology
(e.g.. CD player design. deep bass
reproduction. preamp circuitry)
are minor classics. Our letters
column has been a forum for
some of the most fatuous names
in audio. as well as for tweako
cultists vv ho usually get clobbered
by the Editor. (The fans love it!)
One of our most popular columns
is "Hip Boots: Wading through

computerized switching device
that takes care of these requirements. No other audio journal uses
it routinely as we do. Enough said.

the Mire of Misinformation in the
Audio Press." Our CD reviews
are also widely admired.

ABX Double Blind Comparator.

a

Subscription information.
The Audio

Critic

is at the

moment a quarterly. aspiring to
become a bimonthly in the not too
distant future. A subscription for
four consecutive issues. starting
with the current issue. costs $24 if
you live in the U.S.A.. Canada, or
Mexico. and $38 if you live in any
other country. The current issue at
the time this ad appears is No. 18.
Special offer! Issues No. I6 and
17, although not the latest. will
help you gain a quicker and better
understanding of what The Audio
Critic is all about and will he
included on request with new $24
subscriptions for just $5 extra (i.e.,
$29 total). That's an unprecedented
58% discount off those hack
issues! To new $38 subscribers
from overseas the extra charge is
$8 (i.e.. $46 total). Send your
check or money order to:

The Audio Critic
But what about listening tests?

P.O. Box 978

We have to come hack to this
basic issue. which is the epicenter
of the audio information crisis.
Yes. we do lots of listening;
we aren't just measurement freaks,
although the tweako magazines
would love to label us as such. But
no. we really don't believe that a

Quakertown,

PA 18951

V/SA/MasterCard: (2/5) 538-9555

listening comparison between
components A and 13 is even
worth discussing unless (I) the
test is double-blind-meaning
that not even the test giver knows
the right answers-and (2) the
levels are matched by meter- within
0. I dB. since level differences as
small as 0.3 dB are perceived by

Accountability in audio journalism.

CLASSICAL
ECOR DINGS
R

PROKOFIEV
SCYTHIAN SUITE
he Scythians drank blood

sonably complete catalog of their

film Alexander Nevsky shows a totally different facet of Prokofiev's genius: In writing some of the most
distinguished of all movie music, he
also provided a prime example of a
major composer writing immediately assimilable music without in any
way writing down to his audience.

(In all fairness, they also

Even those who habitually shy away

created extraordinary ornaments in

from 20th -century music can enjoy
Alexander Nevsky at first encounter,

and did all sorts

of other

revolting things. They flourished on the northeastern
shores

of the Black

Sea

be-

tween the seventh and third

centuries B.C.; Herodotus left

Prokofiev: Scythian Suite, Op. 20;
Alexander Nevsky (cantata),
Op. 78
Ludrrrila Shernelnrk, mezzosoprano; Danish National Radio
Choir and Symphony Orchestra,
Dmitri Kitayenko
CI-IANDOS 9001, CD; DDD; 62:57

Prokofiev: Scythian Suite, Op. 20;
Alexander Nevsky (cantata),
Op. 78
Carolyn Watkinson, mezzosoprano; Latvia Chorus;
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra,
Kurt Masur
TELDEC 9031-73284-2, CD;
DDD; 55:59

Prokofiev: Scythian Suite, Op. 20;
Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring
Dallas Symphony Orchestra,
Eduardo Mara
DORIAN DOR-90156, CD;
DDD; 60:21

Prokofiev: Chout (The Jester Who
Outwitted Seven Others), Op. 21
USSR Ministry of Culture
Symphony Orchestra,
Gennady Rozhdestvensky
MELODIYA 10-00050, CD;
DDD; 56:19

nastinesses.

a

rea-

gold, among the rarest treasures in
St. Petersburg's

Hermitage museum.)

For the 23 -year -old Sergei Pro-

kofiev, at the wildest of his early

wild -man period, the Scythians
proved irresistible when he set out to

emulate the all-out scandal Igor
Stravinsky, then 33, had created in
Paris the year before (1913) with The
Rite of Spring, the masterpiece about
prehistoric Russia. However, Sergei
Diaghilev, whose Ballets Russes the
Stravinsky brouhaha had almost torpedoed, refused to stage Prokofiev's
score (he softened the blow by commissioning the black -comedy ballet
Chout), so Prokofiev recycled much
of his intended ballet music into the
Scythian Suite. When he conducted
its world premiere in St. Petersburg
in 1916, he had 140 players going
full blast and took as a souvenir the
drumhead one percussionist, egged
on by the composer/conductor, had
pounded right through.
The cantata drawn from the score
for Sergei Eisenstein's masterpiece
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and even love it.
Each of these Scythian Suite recordings has its virtues. One rejoices
to see Dorian-a high -quality label

from its inception, now in out of the
way Troy, N.Y.-taking the plunge

THE RITE OF SPRING

CREATED A SCANDAL

THAT PROKOFIEV
HOPED TO EMULATE.
into recording an important symphony orchestra, and with especially
impressive sound,

as

usual. Eduardo

Mata takes a controlled
an abandoned approach
sic, concentrating on
texture, and the Dallas
Orchestra does sound

rather than

to the mu-

clarity of
Symphony U
impressive -9:-

indeed.

Kurt Masur and his Saxons, rather
surprisingly, lace into the Suite with

.., ,... . _.,, , ,.. ,.a
,

20th -Century Baroque: Modern
Reflections on Old Instruments

Rembrandt Chamber Players
CEDILLE CDR 90000 001,
CD; 60:27

de Falla harpsichord concerto, composed for the famed Wanda Landowska in the very early 1920s. It
was awful. The recording engineer,
obviously mike -happy, thought he
should amplify the harpsichord to
huge proportions as the featured
solo instrument, but it roared and
raged like a demented Spanish bull,
drowning out the rest. The slow
movement was the worst; can hear
its obstinately ugly repetitions still.
Now, at last, an intelligent engineer
has put the harpsichord where it
I

belongs, creating a gentle, wiry
This is an interesting if sometimes sound. But the piece is still ugly, in
exasperating collection, featuring the harsh, dissonant manner of the
the harpsichord as inspiration for early -'20s "modern." Falla tried
four recent composers. The instru- much too hard to update himself, I
ment is beautifully- recorded and think. You'd do best to play this
correctly balanced against the louder once and then skip it forever.
solo instruments, for a splendidly
Ah, what a contrast, the Elliott
accurate audio.
Carter, as of 1952! He, too, has alMemories! The very first record- ways been interested in new uses for
ing of "modern" music
ever the harpsichord, but so much more
bought, back as a college student, knowledgeably. (He wrote a fasciwas a 78 -rpm album of the Manuel nating piece for two orchestra
I

groups, one with a piano and the
other a harpsichord.) This work is
wholly dissonant but surprisingly
easy to listen to. No ostentation, no
deliberate ugliness at all. One of our
best composers, still going today in
his 80s, this Carter. He is a master of
instrumental tone color.
The third work, by Ilja Hurnik, an
emigrant Czech, is of the same period but very different in sound-a
modern baroque synthesis, Bach/Vivaldi-like yet contemporary. Nice
piece.
The last work, unfortunately, suffers from vocal disease-by which I
mean an excellent singer who, typically, has learned to sing LOUD and
does not moderate her tones for the
microphone and small space. The
songs by Domenick Argento are fine
if you cover your ears. But then you
miss the harpsichord, plus the other
instruments! This man is Italian American, writing in 1958, and his
songs, oddly, are to Elizabethan (I)
texts.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 3,
the sort of slam-bang ferocity Prokofiev

"Polish"

probably wanted; however, the more

Leipzig Gewandhaus

tender passages Masur also handles with
great sensitivity. In the Nevsky, the Latvian
choir provides a robustly appropriate timbre, linguistically as well as vocally, and the
rich -voiced soloist, Carolyn Watkinson,
sounds comfortable in Russian.
Dmitri Kitayenko takes a more Romantic approach towards both works, not hesitating to broaden the tempo whenever he
feels like it. His Danish choristers don't
quite match Masur's imported Latvians,
but his soloist, Ludmila Shemchuk, brings
to her poignant aria-a search for a beloved face among an entire battlefield of
dead warriors-a kind of depth that perhaps demands an authentic Slavic soul.
If you want to move on and hear the
larky Prokofiev ballet Diaghilev did find
worth staging, treat yourself to Gennady
Rozhdestvensky's characteristically masterful performance of Chout (pronounced,
quite simply, Shoot). One marvels, sadly,
that this delicious music has almost disappeared from concert programs. Paul Moor

Orchestra, Kurt Masur
TELDEC 2292-46322-2

Tchaikovsky seems to have always been a
masterful, totally professional writer of
music for orchestra, one of the real geniuses on that technical plane. It took him a
while, however, to get past skilled complexity into the big themes, the big moments,
that catch the public ear even today. You
can hear it in this seldom heard but wholly
mature symphony, just as skillfully made as
the later ones. The difference is simple: No
big tunes, lust a batch of captivating short
ideas (when you take time to hear them)
wrought into great climaxes, of course, yet
still not easy to remember. This symphony
takes a more aware musical mind than the
later works, where you can choose to study
the immense detail or just swoon to the
tunes.
The modern Gewandhaus Orchestra remains one of the world's top ensembles, a
continuing tradition of 250 years, back to
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Masur

On this CD of
20th -century
works for the

harpsichord,
an intelligent
engineer has at
last put this
instrument where
it belong;.

Bach and Telemann. No mere Nazi or
Communist regime could kill this sense of
musical self-that's obvious in the listening. The sound is distinctively mellow, almost fruity, but utterly disciplined as well.
In its peripatetic conductor, the orchestra
has one of the best, Masur, who also conducts all over the place, including the New
York Philharmonic. (I wish him luck there;
a bit of fruitiness and plenty of discipline
would do no harm to our finest!)
Edward 7annall Canby

Gifts for My Wife

Brahms: Sonatas,
Op. 120, Nos. and 2;
Scherzo in C Minor
Barbara Westphal, viola;

Goy.,..,

I

ESS.A.Y CD 1020, CD; 65:10

The ancient and unsavory term
"chamber orchestra" is, thankfully,
about dead, and it's about time. This
is sublime music for "chamber orchestra" but minus the name and
the solemnity. Good! It makes a
clever and imaginative CD program,
beautifully played. Richard Kapp,
who inhabits the urhs and exurbs of
New York, had the imagination to
see how beautifully two contrasting
works-Mozart's Serenade No. 10 in
B Flat, K. 361, and Wagner's Siegfried Idyll-could be on a single
disc, each played in its own manner
as though a wholly different performing group were on hand for

-eo
,,,n

.,.,,a.0,1.ti.er

ing. A tiny piece by Wagner stan-

dards,

a

mere 17+ minutes, but one

of his finest

as well. By remarkable
coincidence both these works re-

quire

13

instrumentalists.

"Virtuosi"

in the ensemble's

name is no exaggeration. These are

first-rate players, and Richard Kapp,
for all his new -style playfulness, is an
excellent conductor and a very fine
stylist. You will understand this the
instant you hear the awesome sound

each piece.

of Mozart's

for a new
wife. It sounds likely that Mozart's
work is one of his very greatest, and
in such an unlikely serenade form,
usually on the superficial side. Mozart had at last escaped hated Salz-

winds and a string bass to hold
down the bottom. Similarly, Wagner's music, beginning with only a
quiet string quartet, gradually expanding, is beautifully styled for its
own different message.

burg for limitless Vienna-and had
married the well-known Constanze,
after losing out on her sister Aloysia
a few years before. As for Wagner, it

Both these wives long outlived
their busy husbands, and in terms of
conventional propriety, the less said
about Cosima Wagner, the better.

Yes, each was composed

Barbara Westphal

nr nr

Pltilharrnonia Virtuosi,
Richard Kapp

13

instruments,

12

serenade to end all serenades,

Yet she was a great lady, and the

played on the stairs outside his wife's

Wagner romance was very much

room on her 33rd birthday morn-

real.

was

a

Edward Tatnall Canby

1

Ursula Oppens, piano
BRIDGE BCD 9021
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If you like N ozart in half-minute doses,
if more is better, then this sinfo-

stay away;

nia concertante is an experience, the very
I fell for it in 78 -rpm days, a wonderful
recording, absolutely worn to death by me,
with Albert Sammons and Lionel Tertis
and that once-ubiquitous English conductor, Sir Hamilton Harty. I can still hear the
side breaks. This new English performance
is less sturdy than the old one. Cho-Liang
Lin plays a somewhat mild and hesitant
violin, Jaime Laredo a superbly accurate
and rich -toned viola. Raymond Leppard's
conducting is a hit mannered, sometimes
on the unduly slow side, sometimes pushing the music fast. Nevertheless, this is an
unusual double concerto, with the two instruments, mostly an octave apart, playing

top.

The Clarinet Sonatas of Opus 120 were
Brahms' last and finest music. But he himself made transcriptions for viola as an

alternative. Surely this is the finest recording ever made of the viola versions as well
as the early "F. A. E." Scherzo. There have
been two schools of viola playing: The
cold -in -the -head sound of the earlier 20th
century and the sweet, limpid, pure, and
in -tune sound we hear on this recording,

which simply has to be the sound Brahms
had in mind. This is a superb set of performances with beautifully balanced micro Edward TatnaII Canby
phoning as well.

4

Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante
in E Flat, K. 364;
Concertone in C, K. 190
Cho-Liang Lin, violin;
Jaime Laredo, violin and viola;

English Chamber Orchestra,

Raymond Leppard
SONY CLASSICAL SK 47693,

CI); 59:38
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Incredible 4-CD Boxed Set
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THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
COLLECTION OF ROOTS AND BLUES
MUSIC EVER ASSEMBLED. This 4 -CD
or Cassette Boxed Set features over 5
hours of music and 107 songs (47 previously unreleased), and includes a 64 -

page booklet filled with rare photos
and behind -the-scenes facts. This is the
music that defined America's musical
exploration for a quarter century.
ON COLUMBIA/ LEGACY/ EPIC ASSOCIATED.
COLUMBIA

Selection
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47911
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How to Order:

NOTE SELECTION NUMBER WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE OR MAIL.

(All toll -free 1-800-257-3443,

0)(1.4212 Credit cards only. Call anytime.
(VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

OR WRITE:

SONY MUSIC FULFILLMENT DEPT.1001-4212 P.A. BOX 4000 CARROLLTON, GA 30117
Send a check for $36.98 for Cassettes (per set) or 651.98 for CDs (per set). InclLde $3.25 for shipping and
handling per set. Please indicate number of sets and choice of CDs or Cassettes.
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like Siamese twins, every moment in sync,
one, then the other, even for the double double -stop cadenzas! One almost hears
them bowing to each other: "After you!"
This was Mozart himself, of course, who
rejoiced in this kind of musical byplay.
The concertone is earlier and nearer to
Mozart's light entertainment works, diver-

timenti, cassations, anything that wasn't to
be taken too seriously. But it is indeed larg-

er than most of those, and more elaborate.
The two solo violins are not as effective in
dialog as the contrasted violin and viola,

sounding too much alike, but an unofficial
oboe solo (not named) adds a useful third
member for a better contrast.
Note that directionality here, so much
our preoccupation in recording, is not im-

Yes, we must always adapt

"live" music

to the demands of the audio medium. But
always with the original intentions in mind.

Edward Tatnall Cnriby

portant. In live performance the players
stand together and are heard from the same
place, and you can see who is playing what.
The audio men who made this recording
were wise; they have not tried to separate
the pairs of instruments widely apart on
each side. Good musical judgment. Or was
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BRUCE KATZ BAND
CRESCENT CRAWL
AQ 1012
'Amazing" is the only way to
describe Bruce Katz's piano and
Hammond B-3 organ playing. He
has awesome technique along with
that important 'something extra' soul. This Boston based group
combines a forward looking jazz
groove with what can only be called
a turbo charged Booker T and the
MG's sound: Features Bob Malach
on tenor sax.

Mass, not a Requiem.

Jankek was not particularly devout,
stating that his intention in the Glagolitic
Mass was to express faith in the certainty of
the Czech nation. Composed in 1927 using
an early written form of the Slavonic language, this remarkable eight -part anthem
of praise to Creation is rich in folk character, with a monumental unity achieved by
growing the entire Mass out of a single
musical cell. Stirring brass fanfares punctu-

MOKAVE VOL.2

AD 1007
GLEN MOORE1 LARRY KARUSH,
GLEN VELEZ

"""®an

intense collaboration'
said DownBeat in a rave review of
Mokave Vol 1. Vol 2 features more
from the masters of world music
and improvisation. Those who
have heard Vol. 1 already know.
Mokave is earthy, funky, cerebral
and a lot of fun!

ate the work, and the tensions

'

Two of the four vocal soloists provide
touch of authenticity with their Slavic
origin, and Thomas and his London Symphony Orchestra players have a solid connection after four years together. The
audiophile -coveted venue of All Saints
Church, Tooting, London and Sony's 20 bit technology capture a balanced and spaa

A01010
also featuring JOHN STUBBLEFIELD, EDUARDO SIMON,
CECIL MCBEE, DON ALIAS, JUMMA SANTOS
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Victor Lewis is an extraordinarily talented drummer and
composer who co -leads the acclaimed group Horizon with
Bobby Watson. He has been the subject of recent feature
stories in DownBeat, The Wire, Modem Drummer and
Newsweek. "Family Portrait" features an all star cast of jazz
luminaries and is a showcase for the composing talents of
New York's most in demand drummer.

cious sonic. Sharing the deluxe boxed CD
is perhaps lankek's best-known instru-

o

Also available from AudioQuest:
A01001 Robert Lucas-Usin Man Blues
A01002 Strunz and Farah
A01003 Tuxedo Cowboy
A01004 Robert Lucas -Luke and The Locomotives

-

A01005 Trio Galantene
A01006 Mokave Vol.1
A01008 Works of Art Sampler -Selected tracks from the first six AudioQuest releases
AVAILABLE AT ALL

188118 NEt088S1YI11t8

LOCATIONS.

TO ORDER BY PHONE TOWER RECORDS (800) 648-4844 OR ACOUSTIC SOUNDS (800) 525-1630

of the pre-

ceding traditional Mass sections are relieved in a penultimate, unnerving, wildly
expressive organ solo movement.

VICTOR LEWIS
FAMILY PORTRAIT

PAWN PORTRAIT

SONY CLASSICAL SK 47 182,
CD; 64:23
Michael Tilson Thomas' version of the
Glagolitic Mass (Slavonic Mass) makes a
strong case for a triumvirate of hi-fi sacred
spectaculars-with the operatic Verdi Requiem and the surround sound Berlioz
Requiem-even though it is properly a

ROBERT LUCAS
BUILT FOR COMFORT
AO 1011
Robert Lucas has recéived universal
praise from the world-wide blues community for his first two releases
on AudioQuest. "Built For Comfort'
is a tasty combination of solo, duo
and group offerings with backing musicians including Stephen Hodges (Tom
Waits, James Harman) drums,
and Freebo (Bonnie Raitt), tuba. 'Built
For Comfort' is Robert's best yet!

LEWIS

Sinfonietta
London Symphony Chorus
and Orchestra,
Michael Tilson Thomas

Three giants of jazz turn in a performance of spirituals, blues and originals that is truly stunning. Past associations of these three include Miles
Davis, Cannonball Adderly,
Joe Henderson, Charles Lloyd and
Phoraoh Sanders. Don't miss this one!

OF ART...

vitro*

AWAY

also featuring Cecil McBee & Gary Bartz

WORKS

.

Janácek: Glagolitic Mass;

LARRY WILLIS
STEAL AWAY
AO 1009

ot

ciudioquesr®
State

of the

M Mus,UState of the

Art

Sound

P.O. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
(714) 498 2770

mental work, his Sinfonietta, which is also
redolent of military fanfares and folk music
influences.
John Surlier
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The Affordable HighEnd.
The name Genesis has

become synonymous with its
.inique cylindrical enclosure
for one fundamental -eason:
it results in superior sound.
AII enclosures that have
_
"box -like" constructioi have
'box -like" sound. Oyindrical
enclosures solve that problem
but are also quite costly to
manufacture.

-
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The Genesis Genre offers an
ingenious yet affordcble
solution-a round chamber

housed inside a rectangular
time -aligned enclosure.
Genre also contains unique
Genesis technologies including
our circular ribbon tweeter,
Kevlar/polypropylene injection
molded woofer and computer generated crossover network.
Genre is the result of the
audio wizardry of Arnie Nudell
and Paul McGowan who
continue to innovate products
addressed to the upper strata
of high -end audio.

Suggested retail: $799.00/pair

G'i1GSIS
Evolution in Progress
Enter Jo. 19 on Reader Servce Card

953 So. Frontage Rd. West
(303) 476-3012

Vail, CO 81657
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UP To 3 FREE DECADE OF MUSIC CDs
WITH PURCHASE OFANY SONY CD PLAYER.
A

decade ago Sony unleashed the power of music by introducing

the world's first Compact Disc player. To commemorate this anniversary,
Sony is offering, with the purchase of any Sony CD player, an exclusive

collection of CD hits compiled directly from the Billboard charts
Visit your Authorized Sony Dealer or call 1-800-451-2248 (Access Code
#4I28I) for a coupon with all the details on this offer, and let
Sony CD Unleash the Power

of Music for you.

For great music entertainment, watch for the Billboard Music
Awards on Fox Television, December

9, 1992.
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ANNIVERSARY

©1992 Sony Co'poration of America All rights reserved Sony and Unleash the Power of Music
are trademarks of Sony Billboard I; a registered trademark of BPI Communications.
Offer vand between October 1. 1992 and Anuary 31. 1993 only in One Continental US and Alaska.
(excluding 4awao) The 1-600-451.2248 telephone number will be active until January 31 992.
The number ot CDs you receive from the "Decade of Music" Collection
depends on which Sony CD player you purchase
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BECAUSE ELVIS
IS TIMELESS

Bach: Three Suites, BWV 1007-9

Marion 1Verbruggeu, recorders
HARMONIA MUNI)I 907071
Not the best introduction to the Bach
Suites, this

Cl) will

be

enticing to lovers of

T/rel ia7itedF,ditiou

Bach or the recorder and quite pleasant for

the generalist baroque collector. Prepared

ELVIS
PRESLEY

by the artist, these three transcriptions were

originally for solo cello. Ms. Verhruggen
negotiates the technical difficulties well,
though double stops on a recorder just
don't. Any player of these Suites must keep
an easy and accurate sense of the pace and
rhythm, as these are dances-minuets,
gigues, gavottes, and so forth. Yo -\o Ma's
celebrated cello set does not help as a
model, being somewhat sweepingly Romantic. Those of Janos Starker from the
mid-I960s seem to me to be the best in this
regard, with these somewhere between.
This recording is set up a bit too distant
for my taste, as slap from the walls is
somewhat pronounced and uneven across
the frequency ranges. The room also bothered me, until I read that Skywalker Sound
was the venue. said, ah ha, it was done in
that big room of theirs, the one with the

STAMP CLOCK
StampOeslgn 1992USPS

Handmade in the USA
Exquisite beveled glass
Electronic quartz crystal
movements
Available as

9'x11' Wall Clock $49.95
8" x 8' Wall Clock
4' x 8' Desk Clock

plus 53.50 shipping handling
To

Clock -Wise
P.O.Box1198 Bodepa Bay, CA94923
E

E.P.

What Makes Us
Better, Makes
You Stronger,

Marc-André Hamelin

Alkan's music strange, but

also his life and even his death:

\\

as he

copy of the Talmud, or
did he merely fall off a ladder in his library?
Brave young Marc-André Hamelin
(dubbed the best Canadian pianist since
Glenn Gould) has tackled this piecereally crushed by

s and
.rs?lesl,'arerleps' eledlradenialks otlno
P,es'eyfineronses Inc Clock Wrse anorlclalncenseedl
Inc Un ied Slaves PnstalSer. cc and Flos Presley Ente,prpes,Inc

9" x 11" Wall Clock

MUSIC & ARTS CI) -724
is

-800 -969 -TIME

1

Charles -Valentin Alkan:
Concerto for Solo Piano

Not only

order, call

Visa 8 MC or send check or money orderto:

I

huge distance up to the ceiling.

Well -Muscled Arms.
A Defined Chest. Chiseled Abs.
Powerful Legs. A Stronger Back.

a

NordicFlex GoldT' is

ry-even if

I. NordicFlex Gold uses linear motion that better simulates free weights.

the only other recording, by
piano giant John Ogdon, is out of print.
Most of Alkan's music is fiendishly dense
and difficult, but the colossal three -movement work (of which the first runs a half
hour) additionally demands the single
player portray the interplay between orchestra and soloist! This obsessive, virtuoso, hi-fi fantasy makes the piano version of,

"Pictures

at an

2.

clean, close-up recording.
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ways better than Solollex

NordicFlex Gold features patented isokinetic resistance that better
matches your natural strength curve.
Logue.

3.

NordicFlex Gold

4.

NordicFlex Gold brings you strength training expertise with the
exclusive ssorkout video. training manual and exeltise chart.

5. And hest

is faster to use than Soloflex.

of all. NordicFlex Gold costs
Soloflex*.

1/3 less than
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Build your
superior body with
the superior strength trainer.

FREE Video and

\ordlclIcs World (la.. " EJmuu

utte, additional lemma In enhance

Exhibition" sound like

"Für Elise." Breathtaking pianism and

ly.

Add strength to et cry major muscle
group in your hod) W ith the ness advancement
in strength training-NordicFlex Gold.

sometimes called the most stupendously
resplendent piano work of the 19th centu-

say,

ea.

$47.95 ea.
$39.95 ea.
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1988), deserves its place here as well,
fitting both sound and theme.
The songs Ely didn't write rank
with his own. Ex -Blaster Dave Al -

R

vin's "Every Night About This
Time" tells of a woman who can't
make it to morning without falling

LOVE AND DANGER
JOE ELY
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pelling songs, thrilling perfor-
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in love. And the two songs by fellow
Austinite Robert Earl Keen are the
album's best tracks. There's the scary
and funny yarn about a hothead
who uses his gun only "Whenever
Kindness Fails." But the centerpiece
of the album is "The Road Goes On
Forever," a James M. Cain -like story
of deadly twists and deceptions with
characters so vivid that the song
could serve as a treatment for one
hell of a movie.
It's been 20 years since Joe Ely
first recorded with Jimmie Dale Gilmore and Butch Hancock in the
legendary West Texas band The
Flatlanders, and 15 years since he
moved east to Austin and began his
solo career. Love and Danger, Ely's
ninth album, quite simply is his finest and most fully realized work, a
total scorcher that has it all: Com-

mances, and production that is both
crackerjack and sympathetic.
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Michael Tearson
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Love and Danger

Joe Ely
MCA MCAD-10584, CD; 42:23
Sound: A, Performance: A
ove and Danger is a perfect title

for Joe Ely's first studio recording in four years, as these
themes permeate the album.
For that matter, love and danger have always figured heavily
in Ely's songs.
Though co -produced by Ely and
MCA Nashville's Tony Brown, this
is not just a country album, rest
assured; it is at least as much a
rocker that sizzles end to end with
an attractive edginess. The core band
includes Joe's longtime guitar side -

kicks David Grissom and Lloyd
Maims, keyboard whiz Reese Wynans, and the rhythm section of Davis McLarty and Jimmy Pettit, all of
whom do their parts with swaggering confidence.
Ely wrote seven of the 10 songs.
"Sleepless in Love," an ideal opener,
depicts a couple swept up in a passion they cannot control. "Pins and
Needles," with a distracting quavering vocal effect, and "Love Is the
Beating of Hearts" are about aching
and yearning. "Highways and Heartaches" rocks mightily while musing
about separation and estrangement.
"Settle for Love," originally on Ely's
Dig for Love (Hightone Records,
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puzzle

dada
I.R.S. X2-13141
At times acerbically funny yet always striking some sort of emotional

chord, dada poses James Stockdalelike questions of existentialism
I? Why am I here?") in
tuneful, hook -laden songs. They're
an L.A. trio who, when showing off
the elegance of their harmonies, often remind me of Crowded House

("Who am

and even Simon and

Garfunkel-but

Paul

Simon was never this witty. The dialectical
"Dizz Knee Land" almost too politely tells
Joe Montana where he should really go.

"Donna," more charged than cynical, tells
the story of a barfly's idealization of womanhood, via his alcoholic hallucination.
Key to this package is guitarist/singer/cosongwriter Michael Gurley, whose exceptional playing adds the perfect finishing

Mike Bieber

touches.

Nerve Net
Brian Eno
OPAL/WARNER BROS.
CD; 64:27
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Sound: B, Performance: BThe Shutov Assembly

Brian Eno
OPAL/WARNER BROS.
CD; 57:29

9

45010-2,

Sound: B, Performance: B-

K

Nerve Net

is a

cyberpunk vision of

exposed synapses on the verge

of

breakdown. It's a virtual -reality
cauldron with African horns and
percussion merged with mechanistic

King of Hearts
Roy Orbison
VIRGIN V2-86520
King of Hearts is much more than a posthumous collection of leftovers, as there are
some serious gems here. For my taste, the

grooves and psychedelic shifts in
perspective. Here, Brian Eno is looking back as much as forward, matching techno-rave with early fusion.
There are swampy jazz riffs that

BRIAN ENO IS CLEARLY

DRAWING NAVIGATIONAL

duet with k. d. lang on "Crying" and the
thrilling urgency of "I Drove All Night,"
recorded earlier by Cyndi Lauper, are
worth the price of admission. Soaring per-

CHARTS FOR MUSIC OF

formances like "Love in Time" and "Wild
Hearts Run Out of Time" are welcome
newcomers. Roy rarely gave less than his
best, and if you liked his brilliant 1989 album Mystery Girl, you won't want to miss
this one.
Michael Tearson

could've come from a Sun Ra session or from Joe Zawinul in a particularly off -kilter mood. Juxtaposing
ensemble performances with studio
manipulations, Eno turns Miles Davis' On the Corner grooves into a
postmodern acid trip.
As Miles did, Eno assembles
forces and then mixes and matches
the results. In the malevolent "Juju
Space Jazz," he opens up a window
into a drunken cocktail party, with

ti. u d=
Shimmering, Warm & Bright
Bel Canto
DALI/CHAMELEON 61412-2
from the classi"beautiful
singing," but the Norwegian duo's refer Bel Canto takes its name

cal vocal style that translates as

THE NEAR FUTURE.

I
Roben Fripp playing cool -jazz guitar. Conversely, Fripp lacerates the

low-key shuffle of "Distributed Being" with a vicious solo that's full of
the fractured fury he brought to an
earlier Eno work, "Baby's on Fire."
Eno hasn't abandoned the quiet
zone of his ambient music, however,
as we learn from the simultaneous

of The Shutov Assembly, a
recording in the spirit of Music for
Airports. Eno brings the same sense
of space and envelopment to this
material as he does to Nerve Net.
Sounds swirl in a mist, details
emerging at times as bits of melodies
hover around the edge.
Both albums could have used a
compelling melody or a trenchant
lyric. (Those were left behind on My
Squelchy Life, the album Eno pulled
from scheduled release last year.)
But on Nerve Net and The Shutov
Assembly, the producer of U2 and
ambient music is clearly drawing the
navigational charts for music of the
near future.
John Diliberto
release

ences are closer to modern rock and elec-

and ethnic strings such as hammered dulci-

tronic music than to Italian opera. The

mers and ouds evoking Moorish rhythms.

mysterious warblings draw comparisons to
Cocteau Twins and Dead Can Dance-and

Anneli Drecker spins her voice-unquestionably bel canto-with Arabic ornamentation on "Le Temps Dégagé," in music
that hovers between dervish and dance floor. The duo is almost too perfect to a
fault in its precision, but that's part of the
John Diliberto
charm.

with its third U.S. album, Bel Canto is
overdue for recognition in the same gothic art crowd. The techno-primitive tracks use
Norwegian folk melodies, chromium synthesizer arrangements, sampled percussion,
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and mega -twangy "Girl About a Song" and
"Empty Rooms," where McMahon plays
some scorching Sonny Landreth -like slide Ó
guitar. So long as Gregg keeps writing tunes
and playing guitar the way he does, he and
his fine band will inevitably meet the elusive audience they deserve. (Jagdisc, 304
Mulberry St., New York, N.Y. 10012.)
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Mike Bieber

Izzy Stradlin
and The Ju Ju Hounds
Izzy Stradlin and The Ju Ju Hounds
GEFFEN GEFD-24490

Were this album by an unknown, it
might not cause a stir-but emblazoned
with the marquee name of Izzy Stradlin, it
compels us to find out how well the Guns
n' Roses refugee has survived. And hey, he's
done quite well indeed. Stradlin sounds less
like a child of Gn'R than a crossbreed of
Sn'F-Stones and Faces-and it stands to
reason, what with the nimble leads of onetime Georgia Satellite, now Ju u Hound
guitarist Rick Richards, plus guest appearances by Ron Wood, Ian McLagan, and
Nicky Hopkins. The material may not carry
any rock of ages, but it's sturdier than it
would have been with a broken Axl, and a
lot less hysterical (choose your meaning).
Ken Richardson

.

the nightly news. With his demeanor moving between malevolence and bemused
glee, his lyrics cut with irony as jagged as
broken glass. Whether drawing from gospel, country and western, or Appalachian
music, Waits makes it all seem like settings
from the void. It's his most chilling and
darkly humorous album to date.
John Diliberto

"

Fragments of a Rainy Season

John Cale
HANNIBAL, I INCD 1372

This 20 -song acoustic program, recorded live in Europe in early 1992, serves

admirably as a post -Velvet Underground
career retrospective of this talented Welshman. John Cale is a probing songman who
touches nerves deeply, as he demonstrates
here in the romantic and melodic "A
Child's Christmas in Wales," "Paris, 1919,"
and "Buffalo Ballet." "Guts" and "Fear (Is a
Man's Best Friend)" stand out for their
edgy raggedness. Also included are an odd
cover of "Heartbreak Hotel" and Cale's
trilogy based on Dylan Thomas poems.
Michael Tearson

Blue on Blonde
Bone Machine

Torn Waits
ISLAND 314-512 580-2

Tom Waits always had a pretty bleak
world outlook, but on Bone Machine he's
created the folk music of the post -apocalypse. Ilere's a field recording from the
bowels of the earth, capturing bare-bones
instrumentation of sticks, piano, bass, and
percussion that sounds like boxes and tin
cans. Over this exposed and brilliantly cal-

culated atmosphere, Waits' patented
drunken growl intones songs of despair,
murder, and suicide that are ripped from

Jonathan Gregg
and The Lonesome Debonaires

Tian

I

atl,

I

JAGDISC 007
New York City -based Jonathan Gregg
and company play loud, Austin -style raveup rock 'n' roll not unlike that of Joe Ely,
John Iliatt, or Blue Rodeo. Yet for all of
their excellent songs (there are plenty) and
burning guitar (both Gregg and Michael
McMahon count Vernon Reid among their
fans), they still find that the N.Y.C. music
industry prefers Pearl Jam clones and Nirvana-be's. The homemade Blue on Blonde
is Gregg's solution to his "unsigned" dilemma. High points include the very funny
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The Birthday Party
4AD 9 45087-2

Fueled by rebellion, dissonance, sloppy
yet effective musicianship, and the apoca-

lyptic vocals of Nick Cave, The Birthday
Party was the rock 'n' roll Sturm utid Drang
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Hollywood Town Hall
The Jayhawks
DEF AMERICAN 26929-2

WHAT HITS LACKS IN
HUMMABLE MELODIES,
IT COMPENSATES FOR IN

humbug

BEAUTIFUL, HAUNTING

The country-tinged rock of The Jay hawks is both ingenuous and unaggressive,

fr

GUITAR -BASED NOISE.

usually comfortably laid-back in mid and
slow tempos. But this just makes the band
all the more likable,

as it emphasizes the
high -quality songwriting. Hollywood Town
Hall, The Jayhawks' third album, is their

of post -punk London. Originating in Melbourne, Australia as The Boys Next Door,
the band relocated to England in 1980 and
spat out various EPs and LPs while attaining a sizable following on the strength of
its live performances. Not many could
tolerate The Birthday Party's free -form
clamor-and the band certainly never had
any hits, as the title of this 19 -song compilation (and first domestic release) facetiously suggests. But what it lacked in hummable melodies, it more than compensated
for in beautiful and haunting guitar -based
noise.
Mike Bieber

Powers of Ten

Shawn Lane
WARNER BROS.

9 26621-2

Shawn Lane singlehandedly wrote, arranged, performed, engineered, and pro-

first on a major label and certainly won't be
their last. Keyboard support by both Ben-

mont Tench and Nicky Hopkins is a plus.
Michael Tearson

duced his solo debut (save for one track by
Ray Gomez and occasional mixing help).

Deftly covering styles that range from poetically flaring progressive virtuosity á la Eric
Johnson to soaring, Allan Holdsworth-ian
fusion and grandiloquent keyboard suites
of Gershwin-esque impressionism, this formidable guitarist shows chops complemented by mature restraint and sophisticated compositional skills. The sound is big
and symphonic, with Lane's artistry quite
stunning.
Michael Wright

'SLIDE

ti

I{IJtE
Slide Rule

Jerry Douglas
SUGAR HILL SH-CD-3797
Perhaps no slide Dobro guitarist has

iNE ñllDOY SCtaE

foTM

,..t,.+s

COrCaT

achieved the fluid artfulness

of Jerry Dougamply heard on
Slide Rule, a set that finds him returning to
his bluegrass heritage. Douglas' band cooks
throughout this exquisitely recorded session, although occasional vocals add a
slightly uneven edge. Slide Rule is the kind
las, and his

.l

Tubular Bells 2

Mike OldJield
REPRISE 9 45041-2

"it's

sequel!" "No, it's a remake!"
"You're both wrong: It's a sequel and a
remake!" \Vhich means that Mike Oldfield
retraces his original work but inverts or
otherwise cleverly rewrites each segment.

Scene 20:

20th Anniversary Concert
The Seldom Scene
SUGAR HILL SH-CD-2501/02

So spectacular

the original but never tedious, the new

work has an up-to-the-minute flavor (with
help from co-producer Trevor Horn) yet
stays true to the instrumental variety of the
1973 recording. Guarantee: Your cynicism
will give way to joy over Oldfield's success
at pulling this off with both humor and
Ken Richardson
respect.

is

of music that, especially when Douglas cuts

a

riffs are now different spectacular riffs, the guitars sounding like bagpipes are now the genuine P.D. Scots Pipe
Band and Celtic Bevy Band, and Viv Stanshall's "mandolin" is now Alan Rickman's
"Venetian effect." Ten minutes longer than

virtuosity

Each

of the three incarnations of this

loose, can send shivers up and down your

spine.

Michael Wright

Temporary Road

John Gorki'
HIGH STREET 10315-2

great bluegrass group plays

a set here, captured at the Birchmere, the band's home
base in Alexandria, Virginia. The original
(1971 to '77) and current ('86 to '92)
Seldom Scenes are thrilling, but the middle
lineup ('77 to '86), dominated by guitarist
Phil Rosenthal's songs, is tedious. Old

friend and one-time neighbor Emmylou
Harris joins the original Scene for "Satan's
Jeweled Crown." (Sugar Hill Records, P.O.
Box 4040, Duke Station, Durham, N.C.
Michael Tearson
27706.)
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On his best album yet, John Gorka's sensitive songwriting remains a great strength,
but he's not as customarily downbeat. The

opener, "Looking Forward," sounds positively sunny! The album's energy level is
also uncharacteristically high; even the slow
numbers are performed with buoyant confidence. Key contributors include guitarists
John Leventhal and Roy Rogers, vocalists

Nanci Griffith and Cliff Eberhart, and bassMichael Tearson
ist Michael Manring.
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CASSETT. D KS CD PLAYERS CD
CHANGERS AMPLIFIERS BAZOOKA
BASS TUBES ALARMS PROCESSORS
WOOFERS ft.Pal,IZERS
SPEAKERS

le

$369

Orig.'599

JVC UX1

.

NOW ONLY
JVC's first micro system with remote AM/
FM tuner CD Player
Single Cassette Deck
OTHER BRANDS ALÍO AVAILABLE:
Denon Panasonic Sony Ken wood

PHILIPS

Reference Series CD Player with Philips
Bitstream Originally '2000

LHH 1000

Reference Series CD Player with Philips
Bitstream Originallys4000

FC315

Auto reverse cassette deck with
B/C NR &

MONTH

_

amp.

lsow total power. Ong 900

AN compatibility

Dolby' HX Pro

51299

'1899
$179

FCR50

Dual stereo cassette deck with Dolby'

BICNR&Dolbv°HXPro

$1

39

CDC925

5-Disc CD Player with Philips Bitstream
Pulse Density Modulation

CDC935
5 disc

CD

changer with Philips

Bitstream w/Favorite track selection

CDV400

Laser Disc Player features 425 lines of
resolution, 42 button remote & more!

CDV600

Laser Disc Player w/over 450 lines of
resolution, 42 button remote & more!

Panasonic
FANIILYJ,
EALER

TAPES

CALL

C

<

1

CALL

Scotch P6120
8mm video tape
20 min VHS

NEW..CALL

100min

$/T 7 9

II

au

'--

Hands free speakerphone

KX-T3848 Cordless
7-daystandby battery life

KX-3980 Cordless
2 -line

with LCD readout

KX-74000 Cordless

5119
'mesas

5169

79
KX-74350 Cordless 5169
Answering
2 interchangeable batteries

5

1

system & cradle

KX-T3860 Cordless
Speaker with LCD readout

r

°rig

NEW

'550

$469

High bias tape

5529
KX-F90
$599
Features auto paper cutter
KX-F110
LOW
Features sequential broadcast
KX-F5000
CALL
Plain paper laser facsimile
KX-F155 KX-F195 KX-F215
CALL
White facsimile machines
Telephone answering

sys.

wIfax

-

$2,'90

10pk

Pro quality VHS tape

lOpk

-

JVC ST120
S-VHS

video tape

7490

$8490

lOpk

-

$

FACTORY
RECONDITIONED

MERCHANDISE

Orig
'79

$45

KX-71451
Dual standard cassette

KX-T1461
Voice/timelday stamp

KX-F60

metaltape-10pkALL

TDK T120HDXPro

NAD

Integrated telephone/fax/answering

10 ch access

KX-73730 Cordless

`

$2990

10pk

-

SPECIAL PURCHASE

ANSWERING MACHINES

QUANTITIES LIMITED

Micro cassette answering machine
with tone remote control and digital
call counter

machine tone remote system 10 speed
Fine
dial memory
Copier function
mode for high resolution.

KX-T3720 Cordless
Auto dialer,

á'

$3

lOpk

-

Maxell XLIIS90

KX-T1000

h

tape

C

Denon MGX100

FAX MACIK3, ES
KX-F50

$4Í90

10pk

-

Scotch TC20EXG
Full VHS video tape

r

SELECTION SERVICE SATISFACTION

KX-T9000

/

$46 4

Scotch T120VHS

n

_E

900MHZ pocket sized folding wireless phone 30 channel auto scanning 2 interchangeable batteries
(10) 20 digit speed dial memory

s1000

u.490
./

OVERSTOCK CLEARANCE

LHH 500

Dolby'

SPECIAL HaflerMSE80r;
Car
OF THE y h br dgeAmplifier
lif er's

- features:
Remote controlled digital preamp
4 DA Super Linear converters
4X ovesampling digital filter
Balanced output terminals (pre -out)
MM/MC phono input prig

KX-11470
Voi:e remote menu wILCD

KX-78000
Digital answering machine

KX-71740
2 -line answering system

KX-74400
Dual micro cast w/co'dless

559
569
599
NEW
5119
NEW

KX-72100 KX-72300 KX-T5000

CALL FOR MODELS,

WARRANTY AND PRICES
r

.,,º

HUGHES.

AUDIO
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AIWA AKG
ADVENT AR
BAZOOKA BBE BELTRONICS CANON CARVER CANTON
KENWOOD
HUGHES JVC
HITACHI
DENON
HAFLER
LEXICON LUXMAN MINOLTA MITSUBISHI M&K MONSTER CABLE NAD
NHT NILES ONKYO OPTONICA ORION PANASONIC PHASE LINEAR
ROCK SOLID SENNHEISER
PS AUDIO
PROTON
PHILIPS PINNACLE
SOUNDSTREAM
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN SONANCE SONY
SHERWOOD
TOSHIBA TRIAD VELODYNE
THORENS
TERK
TECHNICS
SSI

AK-100

MODEL

Sound

AUDOPRODUCTS

Retrievaystem
m11

,

--1, L-{º

'Perhaps the most effective stereo enhancement system, one that even simulates full surround sound.
Len Feldman Video Review March 1991

Holiday Special $249
O O.0II ,CIO

AK -500 RETRIEVER

All new answering systems

SELECTION, PRICE & EXPERT ADVICE

(S)

FREE
1

$49_

SHIPPING

LUXMAN

1

YEARS

Compact Disc Player

ADS

SOURCE
CLIFFORD

.
.. .....

. .....

0.
0. ...

...

...

MLIL-function remote control STAR
circuitry 8 more
ORIG $280

NOW ONLY

MAIL ORDER CALLS
To

Order Toll Free Call:

1.800.542.7283
Order By Fax Call:
1.201.838.9599

-

To

To

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 South Kinnelon, NJ 07405

DZ-92 REMOTE CD PLAYER
Features dual 0/A converters 4X
ove rsampling digital filter 3 -beam
laser 20 selection programmed play
All metal chassis and housing

Retail: 201.838.3444

VISA

s.

LABOR
$129 WARRANTY

WE WELCOME
Mail Order Hours:
Mon thru Fri 9am - 9pm
Sat. 9am

-

6pm

Sun. 11am

-4pm

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Order By Mail:

Please Have Your Invoice Number Ready:

Send Check, Cashiers Check

1.201.838.1180

or Money Order.

5 YEAR.

LUXMAN
PARTS &

Customer Service Hours:

Mon. thru Fri.
10am

-

5pm

10 day defective exchange from date a receipt (Except
Factory Authorized for all brands we sell Not responsible for typographical errors Some pictures fa illustration only NO refunds on video equipment a car steeo products
All returns must be made within 10 days of receipt o1 merchandise 8 are ashiect to a restocking lee Products returned must be in original condition and packaging. Shipping 8 Handling not refundable
on video products)

Enter No. 46 on Reader Service Card
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RHYTHM OF
THE EARTH
JACKIE McLEAN

>--;

f

Rhythm of the Earth

Jackie McLean
ANTILLES 314 517 075-2,
CD; DDD; 58:33
Sound: A, Performance: A
n

recordings he made as

a 1960s

modernist, alto saxophonist
Jackie McLean benefited from
engineer Rudy Van Gelder's bet-

ter -than -live mix: McLean's
acidic sound was distinct and
centered wherever it probed, and his
creative sidemen were always audible despite the intricate density of
their excited syncopations.
So it goes with Rhythm of the
Earth (originally released by French
Polydor), McLean's third album
since his reemergence a couple of
years ago. He remains an improviser
unharmed by the time he spent directing the jazz program at the University of Hartford's Hartt School of
Music. Having debuted with Miles
Davis in the '50s, McLean will probably never lose his edge of bluesy
angst.

If McLean's younger band members aren't quite as tempered by experience, they nevertheless strive to
tell a gritty story. Trumpeter Roy
Hargrove sometimes overreaches,
but his burnished tone and upwardly spiraling lines get hot before they
burn out. Trombonist Steve Davis
blows dark, burly, and rhythmic
(like A1cLean's '60s 'boneman Granchan Moncur Ill). Vibraphonist
Steve Nelson and pianist Alan Jay
Parker lock in with bassist Nat
Reeves and drummer Eric McPherson's emphatic propulsion so that
not even the 151/2 -minute title track
drags.
And yes, Van Gelder's at the
board. The horns blend richly yet retain their singularities. McPherson's
bass drum is felt, as is his crisp high hat attack. Nelson's vibes resonate
without muddying the pianist's
chords. Consequently, one can listen
deeply to the strata of interacting
parts or track the solos on the surface while simply feeling the world
shift underneath. Either way, given
the no-nonsense integrity of this
project and the "kids'" ability to
help make something special of it all,
it's great to have Jackie Mac back.
Howard Mandel
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Perfectly Frank

Tony Bennett
COLUMBIA CK 52965

Tony Bennett's voice is rich and
true, slightly whiskered, aged in oak.
And his interpretations here, sup

J

ia
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ported by the silky sophistication of pianist
Ralph Sharon's trio, are elegantly mature.

who has been playing funk, soul, and fusion for the past two decades. Take One,
however, is an extremely hip album of
straight -ahead jazz, the kind that would

These so-called "Torch and Saloon Songs

of Sinatra" -24 of them in a program of
70+ minutes-are American standards that
include "Night and Day," "The Lady Is a

make Monk Sr. proud. The selections in-

likes

of Porter, Gershwin, Rodgers, Mercer,

and Arlen. Even with such keynotes in
place, it's remarkable the singer so com-

pletely infuses warmth into an homage to

1.

of cool cynicism, the man Bennett calls "King of the Entertainment
the symbol

World." To be perfectly frank, forget about
Sinatra and know that the monarch of
lounge bel canto wears his crown too mod-

anist Ronnie Mathews, bassist lames Genus, trumpeter/co-producer I)on Sickler,
tenorist Willie \Villiams, and altoist Bobby
Porcelli, T.S. delivers a very creditable date.
We'll have to see where "young" Monk

Ho vard Mandel

estly.

The Complete

.

Sonny Rollins

WELLS

Ion W. Poses
NAUO..AN'And

-

S.

..H

What can you say about Sonny Rollins,
or about a seven -CD box set that compiles
all of the fantastic, wonderful, unbelievable

1

music he made for Prestige from 1949
through 1956? So much music, all great.

And made with some of the bes:; alphabeti-

Messin' with the Kid
Junior Wells
PAULA PCD03

cally, Walter Bishop, Jr. to Julius Watkins,
with 34 others in between. More than half

of them
Long before his passion decayed into
as a foil for guitarist Buddy
Guy, Junior Wells was one of Chicago's
most popular bluesmen. When he recorded
these 23 tracks (1957 to 1963), Wells was a
mere posture

virile, commanding singer in the Muddy
Waters mold. Even better, he was an outstanding harp player who was Muddy's
first choice to replace Little Walter in
Muddy's band. Not surprisingly, these
sides with Wells as bandleader rank among
the finest early Chicago blues.

from here.
flNlf'NAl

PRESTIGE 7PCD-4407-2

M(151N

.

goes

Prestige Recordings

JUNIOR

:47"

a smattering of pieces by the elder
Monk's contemporaries, such as Kenny
Dorham ("Monaco"), Hank Mobley ("Infra -Rae"), and Elmo Hope ("Boa"). Also
here are three Thelonious tunes, among
them an interesting reading of " 'Round
Midnight." Only pianist Donald Brown's
"Capetown Ambush" represents writing
from the current realm. Working with pi-

clude

Tramp," and "One for My Baby." Bennett.
seems to live every turn of phrase by the

I've listened to this material since

I

me fall in

fell in

silk -like, relentmelodic sound. More
than 40 years after the start, the cat's still
making great music.
Ion W. Poses

Take One
T. S.

Monk

BLUE NOTE CDP

7

99614

2

The obvious headline for this one
Son Also Rises." T.S., son
a

is

"The

of Thelonious

fully matured drummer

AUDIO/IANUARY
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On the eighth day were created the guigods-like Stevie Ray Vaughan, who is

captured here playing live over an Austin
radio station in 1980, several years before
hitting superstature. Unlike the juvenilia of
many other stars, this is a mature performance packed with the throaty, jazz -inflected guitar sound and inspired, overpowering picking that sent 1983's Texas
Flood blazing across the firmament. The
original neck -wrenching boogie "Love
Struck Baby" and the eight -minute chord throttling jam on "Tin Pan Alley" make
you want to shake your body at the compelling energy-and shake your head at the

classics. Even the B-sides are memorable:

Sphere Monk, is

EPIC EK 53168

is-that

less, muscular, and

Little," "Come on in This House," and the
threatening title track are all recognized

Roy Greenberg

and Double Trouble

ago-hell, it wade
love with jazz! Pick any of the 90

cuts, and there it

Beginning

Stevie Ray Vaughan

love with jazz 20 years

"Little by

\Vhen \Veils bellows the pop trifle "I Need
Me a Car," you know that he'll have oneand soon. His hands are first-rate, as shown
by "Universal Rock," an instrumental that
is one of guitarist Earl Hooker's undisputed
claims to greatness. If you don't have these
sides, get them. (Sue Records, P.O. Box
1125, Shreveport, La. 71163.)

In the

deceased, though, and that's sad.

1993

irresistible talent. Even the somewhat
primitive sound of this two -track recording
lenas an air of authenticity and immediacy
to these supernatural blues. This is essential
stuff for fans of SRV, blues, and six -string
Michael Wright
histrionics.

MY HORNS OF PLENTY
FEATURES COLEMAN

ON TENOR, ALTO, AND
SOPRANO SAXOPHONE.

My Horns of Plenty
George Coleman
VERVE 314 511 922-2

ist

George Coleman's association with pianHarold Mabern dates to their shared

Memphis childhoods, which might help
explain why the pair's musical interaction
seems to be ever-present on Coleman's My
Horns of Plenty. The album features Coleman on resonant tenor ("Lush Life"), lyri("Old Folks"), and sometimes Col-

cal alto

trane-esque soprano ("Conrad"). In addi-

tion to Mabern, My Horns of Plenty includes top-flight bassist Ray Drummond
and drummer Billy Higgins. Taken as a
whole, this quartet demonstrates a great
deal of diversity, showing a penchant for
swinging hard on Coleman's "Conrad" or
evoking sensitivity on "Lush Life," which
opens with an enthralling three -minute
Jon W. Poses
Coleman/Mabern duet.

of improvisation infuses the guitars with

Listened to

warm energy. Mostly featuring songs from
previous albums, this set is fairly well recorded given the difficulties taping acoustic
instruments in large venues; expect a bit
too much audience participation but an
otherwise compelling nouveau -flamenco
experience.
Michael Wright

ous point that the "Marsalis Gang" and

whole, it stresses the obvi-

others holding forth in today's straight ahead bag still have a way to go. (Mosaic
Records, 35 Melrose Pl., Stamford, Conn.
06902.)
Jon W. Poses

ELVIN JONES
YOUNGBLOOD
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Youngblood
Elvin Jones
ENJA ENJ-7051-2

The Complete Blue Note Recordings

of Art Blakey's 1960 Jazz Messengers
MOSAIC 141

This piano-less, three -horn quintet date
exquisite and invigorating. Elvin Jones
fills Youngblood with dynamic passages,
many that hold excitingly unpredictable
twists and turns. It's quite serious in tone,
is

Live

Gipsy Kings
ELEKTRA MUSICIAN 9 61390-2

Art Blakey's 1960 and 1961 unit-featuring trumpeter Lee Morgan, saxophonist
Wayne Shorter, pianist Bobby Timmons,

Having marched to an increasingly fluffof late, The Gipsy Kings bring
back on Live some of the vitality that originally lit the fire of this pop flamenco ensemble. Hummable melodies that are wedded to acoustic guitar rasgueados with
touches of keyboards and percussion still
guide this dual -family unit, but the Arabic blues inflections in Nicolas Reyes' gravelly
vocals return to prominence while the edge

arguably the

jarring

sengers that have graduated from this insti-

tution in its

of tenor saxophonists lavon

best

ier drummer

Merritt-is

at points, and there's no escaping
the fact that the newest generation of jazz
musicians has arrived-here in the persons

and bassist Jymie

of the many incarnations of Jazz
35 -year existence. The

of this particular quintet

Mes-

playing

Jackson and

of

Joshua Redman and still -teenaged trum-

hard -bop. On Timmons' "Dat Dere," the

peter Nicholas Peyton. Bassist George Mraz
has never sounded so deliciously free,
seeming quite comfortable in the leader's

is

the epitome

musicians define the meaning of soulful,
with Blakey's steadiness and familiar tom-

tom sound driving them all the while. As
with all of its sets, Mosaic takes the completist approach, which makes this seven CD collection so much more impressive.
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rigorous framework. As for Jones, his
drumming sounds so big, so full of energy,
so up-to-the-minute, it's scary.
Jon W. Poses

AUDIO ON -SALE AT THESE FINE STORES
AUDIO DEALER LISTING
ARIZONA

MASSACHUSETTS

Crchard Park

Phoenix

Northampton

Stereo Chamber Inc.
Union & Orchard Pk. Rds

Sounds Like Music
2734 W. Bell Road

-

Suite 1306

Sound & Music Inc.
Millbank Place 351
Pleasant St.

Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg., P.O.B. 176

CALIFORNIA
Otis
Los Angeles
Good News Etc.
2830 S. Robertson Drive

Custom Audio Works
Route 8

MICHIGAN
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairmont Mesa Blvd.

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up Inc.
2034 Arapahoe Street

Colorado Springs
The Sound Stop
528 South Tejon

Hale Corp.
70 E. Main Street

Bollington
America Multimedia
P.O. Box 215 A

Dearborn
Little Professor
22174 Michigan Ave.

Rochester
Rochester Book Center
1410 Walton Blvd.
Rochester Hills Plaza

OHIO
Toledo
Leo's Book & Wine Shop
330 N. Superior Street

Warrensville Hts.
NEW JERSEY

Hoffmans House of Stereo
23031 Emery Road

Morris Plains
J.S. Audio
643 Speedwell

DELAWARE
Newark

NORTH CAROLINA

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sounds
10327 North May Ave.

TEXAS
NEW MEXICO

FLORIDA
Albuquerque
Miami
Joe's News
15591/2 Sunset Drive

Page One
11200 Montgomery NE

NEW YORK

Houston
Home Entertainment
5310 Kirby St.

WASHINGTON

INDIANA
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
P.O. Box 22

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy

Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way N.E.

Olympia

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's Audio Specialists
711 Jefferson Hwy

MARYLAND
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Drive

Manhasset
Auto Performance Public
2 Shortdale Dr.

Bull Dog News
116 E. 4th

MANITOBA
Merrick
Performance Audio Service
2064 Sunrise Highway

New York
Stereo Exchange
194 Mercer Street

Winnipeg
Brian Reimer Audio
1053 C Street Mary's Road

Stereo Master Ltd.
1793 Portage Avenue

Dealers interested in Audio should call 1-800-221-3148

DEALER SHOWCASE
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CALIFORNIA
All Flying Fish CDs
on sale. Sale ends
January 31, 1993.

HIGH - END !!!
Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.
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AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, CALIFORNIA
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ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, SOUND
ANCHOR, TARGET,ROOM TUNE AND MORE

So44,14
REAL
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The Klezmatics

Mt.kzc

Call us for expert advice on custom home and
theater sound systems at affordable prices.
We offer fast, convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.
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GEORGIA

LR SYSTEM
Slim 17-1/4H130As6D

AUDIO: Adcom, ADS, Beyer. Boston Acoustics, 56W, CWD.
Celestion, Denon, Grado. Jamo KEF. Niles. Lexicon. Luxman,
McIntosh Nakamich,. Parasound, Revox, Rockustics, Velodyne

StnHD SI/t l nSSI

261 N. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
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FLORIDA

Hand Craned Enclosure.
65 lbsl

au dio phile
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1: one
who is enthusiastic about
high-fidelity suttnd reproduction.

90Db Efficiency
Response 34rz

MOBILE AUDIO: ADS. Alpine, Blaupunkt, RAW. Boston
Acoustics. KEF, Zapco. Z Box

-120ht

50 -200w per Channel
High Gloss
Laminate Finish

VIDEO: CWD. Draper, Denon, JBL, Luxman. Pulsar. Stewart.
Sharpvision, Sony. Sony Pro. Ultrawsion

7 Year

Warranty

Dual Channel
Passive CrossoTer

Audio video systems from the Industrys leaders
Home video theaters media rooms.
Surround system specialists
Multi -room remote control systems.
Delivery, Installation and in -home service.
Our own on -premises service department.
Custom mobile audio installation
Serving our customers since 1968.
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VIDEO

high

VFax:
oice. 408-733-0850

Def: That phenomenon whereby the end
result is greater than the sum of the parts:
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CALIFORNIA

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
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In New York: 212-532-4045

COMPACT DISC

We want to help you choose the best Hi Fi.

Zi

II

Up to 9600 bps
In Chicago: 312-751-2447

602-993-3351
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`I

Modem: 408-730-9015 8-N-1

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

A

ADAM Rt,D01 I'H'S

Discount Prices Fast Delivery
Free Shipping for Orders of $100 or More

SYSTEMS

FI

$11.98

WORLD'S LARGEST ON-LINE
AUDIO COMPACT DISC STORE

r

List
$599.
Your
Direct Cost:

SPEAKER

10-6 Monday -Saturday
2 rights off of exit #5 on US#95 in CT.

$329E WORLD
.11t4 eg ®
1-800-359-0366
Call 10-6 EST. Mon -Sat

203 637-3621
177 Sound Beach Ave., Old Greenwich, CT 06870
r

2: laver of music:.
We arc authorized Hi -Fidelity
,terno dealers and technologists.
Our certified staff can create &
install Hi -End customized
systems that give you the
ultimate listening experience.

CALL 1-800-488-9672 FREE

AUDIO FOREST
OF ATLANTA

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation

IN ATLANTA CALL 729-ó55t)

DEALER SHOWCASE
ILLINOIS

MASSACHUSETTS

MAINE

The Best Values In Hi End Hi -Fi.

Reel to Real Designs
IF

...

Authorized Dealer:

I

Cary
Sumo
Soundcraftsmen
Thorens
Parasound
Fosgate
Simply Physics
Sumiko

t

Quicksilver

...

Hi Fi

Room Tunes

New FOCUS Speaker

.

800-283-4644
call for literature

...
.

.

.

.

EXCIIANcE

SONY

(8001 229-0644
N

RD PLAYER NEEDLES

Acrotec Air Tangent Apex
Athena
Air Tight Audio

Ca1Oi

80 VFVV Parkway
Revere, MA 02151

::,1193,1V41 call

Benz

p'`

cowvun.

Sorry No Cataiogsi

ees
I

The needle doctor sells all major lines of needles
and cartridges. Great variety! He stocks audio,
video, phone accessories, record care,
& headphones too.
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Rankin s
419 14th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

(612) 378-0543

FAX: (612) 378-9024

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY

AIJdÍQ///////

Cdnnection
N.E.AR.

AMC

Parrasound

Audible Illusions

Powerwedge

K

* Counterpoint
Creek

Dynaco
* EAD
Fried
Kimber Kable
Lectron

Magnum Dynalab
Melos
* Micro Mega
Morch Arms
Musical Fidelity
* Music Reference

CLASSICS

Pro Ac

BUYSELLTRADESERVICE

PSB
PSE

Quicksilver
Rega
Rotel
Spendor
Spica
Sumo

ACURUS

H/K

VANDERSTEEN
VPI

TUBES & CABLES

Arcici
Prism

DENON

MARANTZ

ROGERS

ENERGY

NILES

PREMIER

MONSTER

Chesky
CWD Day Sequerra Delos Dorian
EAD EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble
Epos Essence First Sound
Fosgate Goldring Grado
Harman Video Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics Klyne Last Merrill
Mod Squad Mogami Morch
Nestorovic Neutrik Nimbus
Opus 3 Power Wedge
Presence Audio Pro Ac Proprius
QED Rega Reference Recordings
Revolver Rockustics Roksan
RoomTune Sheffield Labs Sims
Sound Anchors Stax
Symphonic Line System Line
Tara Labs Target Tice Audio

Wadia

ROTEL

SUMO

Audiostatic Basis
Cardas Charjo
Clarity Audio Creek

Bitwise

-

Water Lily

WBT..

Savor these pleasures... Call

SAVANT.

SIGNET

GRADO

SUMIKO

AUDIOQUEST

SAVANT

New & Used (Trades Welcomed)

Custom Home & Office Installation

615 Bloomfield Avenue,
Verona, N.J. 07044

(201) 239-1799

r

CELESTION

Unity
VAC

In -House Service Department

J

.

AudioQuest

MITSUBISHI
rn._taAL

Wall Brackets
I OPPER! Panasonic

A Banquet For

Your Eyes 32, Ears

_óSF
PittsVIII

&

(617) 277-0111

NEW JERSEY

AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

ELECTRr~CS

B

303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415

MINNESOTA

JVC.

* Acoustic Energy

Mirage, Mission, Monster Cable,
Morel, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Proton, QUAD, Renaissance Audio,
Revox, Sennheiser, SME, Shure,
Stax, Straight Wire, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

RE

BEACH
L En

AR, Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,
Counterpoint, Dual, Hafler, KEF,
KLH, Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz,

(207) 781-2326

1

SA

...

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146

MASSACHUSETTS

"NAME

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:

.

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
al 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

SO WE'RE

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
...
...
...

Counterpoint

0

...

Acurus
Aragon
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Audio Research
Bryston
Compact Discs
Creek
CWD ..
Denon
lamo
Grado
Lexicon
Livewire
Magneplaner
Magnum
Dynalah
Mark Levinson
Mission
PSB ..
NAO
Near
Promelheans
Pulsar
Revolver
Rotel
SME ..
Sola
Stax
Stewart
Sumiko ..
Sumo
Thoren
VPI ..
Symdex
And Much More!

!CODA

75 Church St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901

908-220-1144,908-220-1284 (FAX)

Custom Design & Installation
Consultation Interior Design
800 628 0627
609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
SERVING THE WORLD

DEALER SHÓWCASE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

60 Years in Business:..
We Must be Doing

Something ,Right!
Apogee Audio (guest C.A.L. Classe
Monster Cable B&W
Magnum
NAD Nakamichi Straightwire
Sumo Velodyne Carver Rotel
Target
Signet
Genesis Kinergetics
B&O Arcici Fosgate Lexicon
Listen Up Sonographe Sony ES
Thorens
Tice B&K
Dahlquist

'Esoteric 5aunó
....when music matters

Counterpoint
Hartley JBL-XPL

Clearfield

Chapman

Enlightened Audio
Kimber

Melos

Lexicon

Jeff Rowland

t

Local:

PIHILADELPHIA
ÁUDIOPHILES.

audiotechnica

`Q1N

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

É
Fi

Acoustic Energy
Allis Audio
Audible Illusions
Audio Alchemy
Audlolab
Audloquest

EIBEM

Wi

I7titi8_

011.."1&115-E_

-INIM7

specialize In hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli only!!
We

Avalon
Bitmise

Bak Components
Cary

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICERICEQUOTES
AND VISAMC ORDERS

9

N.V. STATE

Celestion
Classé
Counterpoint
Duntech
Dynevector
Eminent Tech.
Ensemble
Genesis

VISA

N Lw

591,117

(51111

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon Sat

9

1

am -8 pm

%HU E

ortoton

STaNT011

V I ID E O
ID I O
DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

A U

Niles
Pioneer
Proton
Pulsar
Revolver

AMC

Auuest

ugAlchemy

Audio Source
B+K

Roduan

BIC

R Rockustics
DraperRunco
Q.
Fosgate
I

Harmon Kardon
Halter
Jamo

I

JVC

.

NHT
MB quart

I"I

I

eCtant

Stondesign
Stewart
Target
Camelot Technology

Jadis
J.A. Michell

PSB

Kimber Kable

Roksan
Rotel

Rega Planar

Kinergetics

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

-

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO QUEST
AUDIO IESE ARCH BAN AUDIO
-

a W BASIS
CALIFORNIA AUDIO L ABS
CELESIION Cr ARSE
< ONRAD JOHNSON
DAY SEOUERPA GRAHAM
LINN LYRA MIT CABI E
MOD SOUAD-ORACLE
REGA POTEI
If FF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP
Sino - STRAIGHTWIRE
B

-

Klyne

Scl.FI
Snell

Koetsu
Maplenoll

-

SOTA

Meridian
Micromega
Mission/Cyrus

Soundcrattsmeo
Sound Lab

MIT

Sumlko SME

SISK Sound

Target

Monitor Audio
Muse

Unity Audio

NAO

VPI

Oracle
Parasound

Well Tempered

PS

Sias

VAC

.

.

SUMW<O TARGET
THETA DIGITAL' JANOEITSTEEN

VAC WEIL TEMPERED

Jill SON

A

CDs a LP

MORE

s

CREDIT CAROS DELIVERY
SET UP
MON SAT 116

t

Wheaton

Audio

I

11 IL p

E

XLO Electric

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
8010 Bustlsten Ave.
(215) 725-1177

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

Vermont's
Audio Leader

4119 HILLSBORO RD

NASHVILLE. TN 37215
4700

(6151 297

VERMONT
HERE

IN VCR NONT,

PEOPLE DEMAND

SUMIKO
PARADIGM
A&R CAMBRIDGE
DENON SUPERPHON KLIPSCH
B&K ADVENT ADS ROTEL
REGA STRAIGHTWIRE AUDIO
CONTROL AKG SENNHEISER
CREEK GRADO TARGET GOLDRING
AUDIOLAB SPICA KIMBER AIWA
MAGNUM SHARP VISION ACURUS
PINNACLE DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARCICI
CHICAGO HUGHES

INTELLIGENT AUDIO AT
REASONABLE PRICES 802 -863-4372

DoHr

WE

WASTE

AND NEITHER

ADO

AUD loam- sr

GRADO

HAFLER
a

/

SME

WARRANTIES

FINANC.N(r

FREE

As

ON 00'0O

SIGNET

SUM/KO

ON

ALL

NEW

A.A..Ae.E

EOIPAENT

LISA

INSTALLATION

IN

caoar1CAR

RinLR YA;LEI r

SCIENTIFIC STEREO

VPI

Velºdyrte

Consultation Sales Installation
Available throughout the United States
PHONE (2141
8511 MANDEPVILLE LANE

092-6597
DALLAS TEXAS 75231

eI

207 College St

Burlington. VT 05401

DUAL

MIT

THORf NS WHARFEDALE

TANNOY

FIY(TCAR

Bib)

LILLIAN

)nsrERCuar

^MODSgUAD
ORACLE
ROTEL

'",70

cos rorUAs' MONEY
FOLAS:

DO TNESE

Toshiba

M+K
NAD

VALUE.

I

Tice

McCormack
Mod Squad

IL

TENNESSEE

VERMONT

ACCUR/\T ro
Celestion

516 689-7444 fax 516 689-7457

At Sound Service Company

TEXAS

I

(516) 475-1857
1 800 DEAL -441
PENNSYLVANIA

NEW YORK

£c

10terns

501,01Ó

Coventry Commons Rtc. 347
Stony Brook, NY 11790

456 Waverly Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772

Others:

XLO

Wadia

Consult a Quiet Expert

`Tsott ric

Rotel

Shahinian

VAC

Sumo

Square Deal

Audio Power

Audio Alchemy

Apex

BOO. 9S6-4434
S02- 257- 5853116 rus./ ST BMrT.lgoYo Vr OSJoI

NYC

WEST VIRGINIA
THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Hi-Fi Farm

(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)
IA.
IB.

Title of Publication: Audio.
Publication No.: 0513-610.

Date of Filing: Sept. 28, 1992.
Frequency of Issue: Monthly.
3A. No. of Issues Published Annually: 12.
36. Annual Subscription l'rice: 524.00.
4. Mailing Address of Known Office of
Publication: 1633 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10019.
5. Mailing Address of the headquarters of
General Business Offices of the Publisher:
1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
6. Names and Mailing Address of Publisher, Editor, and Managing Editor: Publisher,
Nicholas Matarazzo, 1633 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10019; Editor, Eugene Pitts Ill,
1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019;
Managing Editor, Kay Blumenthal, 1633
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
7. Owner: Hachette Magazines, Inc., 1633
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019; 100% of
the stock is owned by Hachette Publications,
Inc.
8. Known Bondholde s, Mortgagees, and
z.

3.

FEATURING:
Philips, Quad, Alon, Scientific
Fidelity, McCormack, OCM, Magnum,
Lexicon, Snell, Woodside, Roksan,
Spendor, B&K, Kimber, VMPS,
Modsquad, Cardas, Harman Video,
and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!
735 S. Kanawha, Beckley, WV, 25801
International Business Accepted on:

1-304-253-5450
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted.

WISCONSIN

$Ulql

(Senor

For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:
Acoustal
Audio Control

NAD
Onkyo
M&K
Harmon Kardon
Nitty Gritty
Lexicon
PROAC
Celestion
Carver
Dahlquist
Kinergetics
Target
Monster Cable
Velodyne
Nakamichi
Grado
Niles
Atlantic Technology
Fried
Apature
Thorens
CWD
Proton
STAX
Component Guard Sony
2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715)735-9002

Dealers...
lust as you're reading
this ad,
so are thousands of
potential customers.
For complete information
on placing your ad,

Other Security Holders Owning or Holding
1% or More of Total Amount of Bonds,
Mortgages, or Other Securities: Hachette
Publications, Inc., 1633 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10019.
9. For Completion by Nonprofit Organizations Authorized to Mail at Special Rates:
Does Not Apply.
lo. Extent and Nature of Circulation
Average No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months:
A. Total No. Copies, 216,597; B. Paid and/
or Requested Circulation, 1. Sales Through
Dealers and Carriers, Street Vendors and
Counter Sales, 31,862; 2. Mail Subscription,
111,020; C. Total I'aid and/or Requested

Circulation, 142,882; D. Free Distribution
by Mail, Carrier or Other Means, Samples,
Complimentary, and Other Free Copies,
4,515; E. Total Distribution, 147,397; F.
Copies Not Distributed, 1. Office Use, Left
Over, Unaccounted, Spoiled After Printing,
5,462; 2. Return from News Agents, 63,738;
G. Total, 216,597.
Actual No. Copies of Single Issue Published
Nearest to Filing Date:
A. Total No. Copies, 233,363; B. Paid and/
or Requested Circulation, 1. Sales Through
Dealers and Carriers, Street Vendors and
Counter Sales, 50,900; 2. Mail Subscription,
109,500; C. Total Paid and/or Requested

Circulation, 160,400; D. Free Distribution
by Mail, Carrier or Other Means, Samples,
Complimentary, and Other Free Copies,
8,858; E. Total Distribution, 169,258; F.
Copies Not Distributed, 1. Office Use, Left
Over, Unaccounted, Spoiled After Printing,
5,005; 2. Return from News Agents, 59,100;
G. Total, 233,363.
ii. I certify that the statements made by me
above are correct and complete.
Leon Rosenfield

Call 800-445-6066

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION

Vice President/Circulation

AUDIO/IANUARY
I61

1993

AUDIO CLASSICS

Buys -Sell s-Trades-Repairs-Modlf ies.
Amplifiers.: Accurus A250 5750. 20041151099; Audio Research D40 $795: Audire DM700 $699: B&K M200 Bal
$1799: Berning EA2100 $2099: Cary Audio SLA700LH
$1069; Counterpoint SA100 $899. SA12 $825. SA220
$1995; Electrocompaniet Amp II $799; Jadis Defy 7 4575:
Janis Interphase IA $375; Krell KSA150 $3550, KSA250
$4900. MDA300 $7999: Lazarus'H1A $899: McIntosh

MC2120 5799 MC240 $1400, MC250 $499. MC2500
$2900. MC275 52899, MC50 $599. MC75 $2495. MC754
$699. Motif MS100 $1825; Precision Fidelity M7A $399: PS
Audio 200C $1199; Quad 306 $599, SAE A205 $399; Soloist
OCM200 11289, OCM500 $2099; Sonograph SA120 $599.
CD Players: Adcom GCD575 $359; B&O CDX $249; CAL
Aria $455. Icon $299: Discrete Technology FD2040 $199:
Kinergetics KCD40 $1899: Krell CDDSP Custom $2533;
McIntosh MCD7000 $749. MCD7007 $1499; NAD 5240
$249. CD Processors: Arcam Delta Black Box 5299: Krell
SBP32X $1999. Crossovers: Crown VFX2 $299. Equalizers: Aucio Control C101 $325. Headphones: Stan EDt
$475, Lambda $399, Lambda Signature $1499. Sigma
$379, SR80MX $299. Integrated Amps: MA5100 $350,
MA6100 $449, MA6200 $1199. Line Conditioners: TrippLite BC325 $399. LC1800 $249. Preamps: Amber FF17
$199: Apt Holman $200; Audiolab 8000C $349: B&K CS115
5269: Bedini BC800 $999; Carver Cl $299; Haller 5E100
$287: Jadis JPL $995: Kinergetics KPA2 5999; Krell KBL
$3200, KSL $1499, PAM5 $1125; Levinson 26 $3499; Marantz 7T $495; McIntosh C20 $349-799. C22 $1699. C26
$299, C27 $499, C28 $449. C29 $999. C31V $1200, C32
$899, C35 $1295. C504 $550: Motif MC9 $799; MTI 500
$399; Precision Fidelity C7AII $380. C8 $399; Reference
Line 1000 $299; Soloist OCM55 $1129: VSP Straightwire It
$499. Processors: Benchmark Acoustics ARU $299; Fos gate 101A $249: Lexicon CP1 $799. CP2 $799: Yamaha
DSP1 5449. Receivers: Carver 2000 $999; Kyocera R461
$399; McIntosh MAC1700 $249. MAC4100 $999; MAC4280
$1558; Nakamichi TA3A $599; Scott 340 5299; Record
Cleaners: VPI HW16.5 $375. Speaker Switches: Audio
Control 15 $199. Speakers: Acoustic Energy AEI $1589;
Apogee Oiva $6666, Ma1or $2999. Minor $799; B&W 802
Matrix 111$3483.804 Matrix $1775: Dahlquist D0201 $1145;
Infinite Slope .6A $399; Infinity Kappa 5 $399: Janis WI
$399: JBc 4408 S549: KEF 105 3 $2399. 107/2 54195. C35
$285, C55 $399. C85 $599, Q60 5499. Q80 $499; Klipsch
Quartet 5649; Martin-Loagn CLSIla 52200; McIntosh MLIC
$550: Phase Tech PC80 $375: Polk SDA1A $699; ProAC
Mini Tower $1299; Quad ESL63 $1995; Ryan MCL3 5899:
Snell KII $299; Tannoy K3838 $799: TDL Studio
$965,
Studio 35995; Velodyne F 1200 $995, ULD 1511511%. Tape
Decks: Sony PCMFI $920. Tonearms: Dennesen ABLT1
$400: SME V $999; Syrinx PU4 $499. Tuner Preamps:
McIntosh MX110 $399. MX112 $399. MX113 $449, MX117
$1199. Tuners: Carver TX11 5288; Creek T40 $399; Hailer
DH330 $175. 5E130 $289: Kenwood KT7001 $99: Magnum
Dynalab Etude $1179. F205B17 $257, FT101AS19 $725,
FT11S17 $399: McIntosh MR500 $699, MR510 5839.
MR65B 5299, MR7082 $1195, MR7083 $1299, MR71 $899.
MR80 51350: Sansui TUX701 329: Tandberg TPT3001A
$1295. Turntables: B&O 3300 $249; HW19IV $1499. Video
Disc Flayers: NAD 5900 $599. FREE Catalogue.
8AM-5PM EST Mon-Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS POB 176
1

AAA Walton, NY 13856.

607-865-7200
LOW PRICES! We have

a

wide selection of

audiophile products! FULL WARRANTY, plus extended
warranties. PRICES TOO LOW TO PRINT! Sound Shop
(2061692-8201

BIG DISCOUNTS! CALL US!!

BARGAIN PRICES ON CD PLAYERS, SPEAKERS, AND
MANY MORE COMPONENTS! FAST SERVICE, FULL
WARRANTY. SOUND SHOP 1206)692-8201.

THE ENSIBLE SOUND

Ater

12 years of publishing we are still the only
audiophile magazine to help you spend less and get
mare. Our current issue (#47) gets deeply into
reviews of power amps, CD players and loudspeaker.. We also take on the subjective/objective review
gcestion from a reality viewpoint. The magazine for
those who view their system as something more than
a'ashion statement.

Subscriptions: $20.00/yr. - $36.00/2 yrs.
All available back issues (over 30)-549.00

1-800-292-5843

,.

e'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACT AUDIO gives good sound!

THE LNPA 150 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER:
clarity. immediacy. and accurate harmonic content never
before heard in high end audio. Designed to please a musician's ears and built for longevity. "Some of the best solid
state I have ever heard.' Brian Cheney: VMPS Audio Products. R.E. DESIGNS. 510 Western Avenue, Lynn, MA
01904. (617) 592-7862. Available to audition at The Listen-

A professionally designed listening room costs less than

Js11RIGl DrNLn

some CD's. Send SASE for details. ACT AUDIO. 619 Moon
Clinton Rd.. Coraopolis. PA 15108.

0
Z

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for

'The Musical Design D-140
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an
amplifier, it just sounds
like music!" "A true
classic. isn't it time
you auditioned the

HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

0-140?

CALL US
LAST

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman CI

Suite

1

Louis, M063146 (314) 275-7162

St

uA\ S

A

WE WILL

IT'S THE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

WHEN ONLY

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

THE BEST WILL

AUTHORIZED
I]EALERS

DO

800 368-2344

CD OLDIES

/ IMPORTS

Repnw ens woo
DEAN MARTIN Copaon
M
TOM JONES Compete - 20 nos (UK)
A & M PRIME CUTS -VI. 2 m 3 (JPN)
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN - T+n 8.9 2 CONJPN)
DAVID CASSIDY Bou 1JPN)

Perfect coherence with all speakers
Flat, calibrated low bass response
No exaggerated, equalized boss response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to four times more speaker response

-

CASCADES - Rhrtnm or P. R.m (JPN)
ASSOCIATION - Greatest Nits URN)
KOOL & THE GANG - Best Or (JPN)
TONY ORLANDO & DAWN - Gnnen Nns (JPN)
TEDDY PENDERGRASS Greatest Nits (US)
JAMES TAYLOR - Uwe in R.o (BR21)
AMBROSIA One E,9hty w reu -'. 0M ne,vMJPNI
BERT KAEMFERT Bee (JPN)
-

-

-

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

Add 54

VHS VIDEO CASSETTES:

Premium Grade
by length
(Video sleeves 8
labels available

Oty
T-15
T-30
T-60
T-120

60

10

1.70
1.80
2.10
2.75

1.55
1.70

2.00
2.65

120
1.45
1.60
1.90

2.50

Pay only for what you need. Boxes, labels

S/H per total order

25

100

500

Norelco
Poly's

.18
.15

.16
.13

15
.12

Taxes,

Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442

For

99

99
99
99

º9
99

99

$23 99

Rt

-

NY Res add Tax

110, Melville, NY 11741

SHIPPED DIRECTLY FROM GREENCORP USA
Qty.

25

100

500

XDS Music Grade
Our best seller

C-12
C-32
C-47
C-62
C-92

.43
.50
.56
.63
.77

.32

.29
.35
.39
.45
.56

Music Plus

C-12
C-32
C-47
C-62
C-92

.45
.56
.62

.35
.45
.49

.32

.71

.51

.85

.56
.69

C-12
C-32
C-47
C-62
C-92
C-100

.54

.42

.64

.52

.72
.80

.58
.65

.40
.49
.54

.99

.86

.81

1.05

.89

.83

High frequency
response low
noise level.

Genuine Chrome
For compact disc
recording.

.39
.44
.49
.61

.41

.45
62

.61

Self adhesive, white cassette labels in page or pinfeed format: $300 per 100. Blank white box inserts: $300 per 100.

INC.

1015 West Newport Center Drive, Suite 105

99

121 99
124 99

if any, plus shipping extra. Lifetime guarantee.

GREENCORP USA

99

Last Chance to Buy at
Last Year's Prices

and inserts sold separately.

Cassette boxes:

127
927
139
524
524
124
123
127
$9

Info: 516.385-COMO Orders Only: 1.800-FOR-CDMO

1

rder today and receive the finest tapes at the
absolute lowest prices.
Compare our factory-direct, Australian -made
tapes to the other guys. You'll find the only thing
missing is the costly overhead you pay for their
fancy marketing.
But you must act now! Costs are rising and
prices must follow.' If we receive your order by
January 31, 1993, you'll get the same great quality
at last year's prices.

SO

COMO, INC., Dept. A0193, 900

Beat Inflatio n
0

99

COMO Specializes In Oldies, Greatest Hits 6 Classic Rock
6 Roll ONLY! (Paces subject to change) Cal) for FREE List
WE SHIP TODAY! ... ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

1

1-800-972-0707
FAX (305) 429-9214

BLOW-OUT SALE!!

Hundreds of specials! CARVER TLM-3200 CD -PLAYER $400 NOW $199!

WESCOTT AUDIO

HOME & CAR STEREO

CHOICE

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic Energy,
Acrotec. AirTight, Audio Meca by Pierre Lurne. Audio Note,
Benz -Micro, Bitwise, Chario. CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble.
Golden Dragon. Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, ORACLE, Muse. Roksan, Roomtunes. SOTA, Tice. Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, & more...
Call John Barnes al (303) 698-0138 or Fax (303) 922-0522.
2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110. VISA and MC
accepted.

Nak TA-1A receiver 5350 now 599! KEF 102 $800 NOW
$399! Ads Sat -6 $800 now $499! POLK SRS 1.2 $3400
NOW $2598! plus many more specials! CALL US!! (206)
692-8201.

BEAT ANY PRICE

BASS SYSTEM;"

ing Studio. Boston, MA.

Is proud to have been
named central PA exclusive dealer for SYMPHONIC LINE
and GERMAN ACOUSTICS. Acoustat, Spectra Mods.
XLO, Discovery, MUSE, Dynavector, Sumiko, Room Tune,
Power Wedge. Sonus Faber. Music Metre. Edison Price,
Siltech. Sota, Arcici. Eminent Technology. Vampire, Kontak, Super Contact, Sound Connections. Sumiko. Van den
Hui, EAD. and the incredible VAC DAC and pre power amps
from VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY. Call SCOTT
Anytime at 1-800-669-7574. TRADES WELCOME.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE HAS ALL NEW MODELS!
Announcing our stunning new FET-VALVE, OMEGA TWO,
and TRANSCENDENCE THREE DESIGNS. Our brand new
big amplifier chassis features ultra -efficient extruded heat sinks and up to 50% more output mos-fets. We engineered
brand new preamplifiers for all budgets (hybrid, tube, and
solid state) Big preamps complete with tone controls and 9
sets of inputs for the most complex systems. Fabulous
performing straight line preamps at true budget prices.
Complete line -only preamps. headphone amps, stereo
phase inverters, and more at prices under 5300. Many
available as complete kits for even greater savings and fun.
All hand crafted in the USA. No cheap parts, no "made by
machine" layouts. We design to be faithful to the spirit of the
music. It's a listening revelation! Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine. 2202 River Hills Drive. Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890.3517.
BEDINI ELECTRONICS INC. All warranty and non-warranty
work done. 25s. 45s. 100, all MK II series amplifiers & pre
amplifiers. New series product. CD Clarifier 2. Bedini Audio
Spacial System. Call or write for info. 7239 Valley St., Dalton
Gardens, ID 83814. (208) 772-9207.

THRESHOLD FACTORY UPDATES
With our ongoing commitment to quality and service,
Threshold announces availability of factory updates: PREAMPLIFIERS Pure class -A circuitry adapted from current
E -series preamplifiers is available for all products from the
original NS -10 to the original FET 9 10 series. All new
motherboard and class -A discrete circuitry is provided with
new external power supplies. POWER AMPLIFIERS Newly
developed circuitry employing the Threshold Stasis output
stage is available for most all power amplifiers: from the
400A/4000 series to the SA and S series. All new front end
circuitry as well as balanced inputs are provided on all
updates. For further information please contact Customer
Service at telephone: (916) 348-0600.

ATTN: QUAD OWNERS!

FAG

TORY AUTHORIZED REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS
ARE PERFORMED BY OS&D. WE HAVE ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT PARTS AVAILABLE ALONG WITH RECONDITIONED QUAD EQUIPMENT. IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE PLEASE CONTACT 0550 AT 33 MCWHIRT LOOP

#108, FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22406. PHONE:
703-372-3711. FAX: 703-372-3713. MC VISA.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR

UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
Audio Research, Vandersteen. KEF, Snell, EPOS. JMLabs.
Paradigm, NEAR, Pattern, B&K, Creek. Aragon. CODA.
YBA, Boulder. SymphonicLine, Melos. Parasound, Micro mega. Audio Alchemy, Rega. Roksan, Oracle. Stax, Magnum, Fosgate. Soundstream. Runco. JVC. Grado. Power Wedge, Audioquest. OCOS, & XLO. (608) 284-0001.

advertising rates -please call 800-445-5066 (9am-5pm e.s.t.).

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HOSANNA AUDIO: EQUIPMENT SEARCHING? EQUIPMENT SELLING? LIST WITH HOSANNA! NAKAMICHI
PA511-$850. ONKYO M508-5650. PIONEER ELITE
M90,M91-OFFERS. TEAC Z-5000-$500. EVERY KNEE
SHALL BOW. EVERY TONGUE CONFESS - JESUS IS
LORD. (313) 471-1223.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor-in -Chief's office. Various years

available in limited quantities. 540.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1990. 1989. 1987, 1986. $15.00 each. and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985.
58.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York. N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber. Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

FOR SALE

WANTED
MCINTOSH/DYNACO

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DEALER DEMO SALE. Snell C IV $1099. JBL 4430 Bi
Radial System $1850. Magnepan MG3A $1099. B&W 801
51900. Klipsch Forte $699. Audio Alchemy DDE 1.0 $259.
Thorens 320 II $550. Soundcraftsman Pro Power B 5900.
Mitsubishi LT 5V Turntable 5199. Shure HTS 5300 Surround
Processor $499. Audio Source 5S1 Surround Processor
$90. Reference Line Passive Preamp $199., & Miscellaneous Subwooters. Sony 75ES DAT 5499. Klipsch LaScala
5999. SPICA Angelus $799. Velodyne UDL15 $799. NEW
PARASOUND CLOSEOUT...HCA 500 Amp $199. 750 II
Preamp $185. T/DO 260 Tuner $150: OR ALL 3 FOR $449.
1-217-544-5252.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: NEAR 50ML, COUNTERPOINT, HAFLER. PS ULTRALINK; AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS;
POWERWEDGE, ACOUSTAT; SPICA; VMPS; MAGNUM;

CIALS LIST" WITH CLOSEOUTS LIKE: STRAIGHTWIRE
LSI $39.95pr. TMI 569.95pr. AUDIOOUEST COBALT 50%
OFF. ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 1100 5995.00pr. STAX
LAMBDA SIGNATURE SYSTEM $1199.95. HCM AUDIO
1-800222-3465.1.916-345-1341. (FAX) 345-7269.

******

ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS

******

where audiophiles
call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and
great prices!

ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Springfield, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.
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P.O. Box 673

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers &
ROTEL CD Players.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043

Visa
MasterCard

SALINA,

KS

67402-2043

FAX: 1-913-825-0156

HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND

.o,l
Finally, L simple cost effective way to convert your
2 channel stereo system into a 5 channel home theater.
Introducilg the 00-1 Series II featuring Dynaco's exclusive
PASSIVE MATRIX" technol3gy. $79.95 + 54.95 (s/h).

24 -HR. FAX 914-666-0544
Inc.

SHOWTRONICS

Monday-Friday
70am-7pm ET

Bedford Hills, NY 10507-0673

rni ñiiu41 pore minisin.+

fit

**

1

Box 46A, Louisa, Virginia 23093

1-(800) 628-1626, Fax: (703) 967-1663
Visa,MC Disc Amex

-

Soricé Systems
Setting the Standards in
Audio/Video Storage Systems
Store 300 CD's in this Premium Solid Hardwood

Cabinet.

DYNACO.AND HAFLER OWNERS! Audio by Van Alstine
builds great new circuits for you. Not "modifications." but
original engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, have no on or off thumps, are durable and rugged, and
sound closer to live than anything else. Complete do-ityourself preamp (and Stereo 70 tube amp) rebuild kits from
$195 including new PC cards and precision controls. New
300 volVmicrosecond slew rate power coos -let amplifier circuits installed in all Dyna and Haller solid state amp chassis.
We set new standards for transparency, definition. dynamic
range, and liquidity. Recycle that solid Hailer or Dyna chassis
and gel better than new performance fora much lower cost.
Write or call for our illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine.
2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville. MN 55337. (612)
890-3517.

---.

Impeccably crafted in your choice of Solid Oak,
Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

Fully adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos and Cassettes all in ONE cabinet.

-

No -Slot design maximizes storage space, simplifies
organizing & re -arranging your collection,
accommodates single & multiple CD sets, allows
for possible changes in the size of CD packaging.
Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs
Tapes upright and in place.

TARA LABS SPACE & TIME CABLE BLOWOUT! SAVINGS
UP TO 60% ON SOME OF THE BEST INTERCONNECT

WIDE SELECTION
LOW PRICES
FAST SERVICE*
FULL WARRANTY KNOWLEDGEABLE CONSULTANTS.
CALL US! SOUND SHOP (206) 692-8201.

- refundable
1-800-525-1630

-4111talog 53 In USA, $5 elsewhere

ir

the Price

Cary
Fried
Melos
SME
Wadia.

WE DISCOUNT!
THEY DON'T!

I

CD STORAGE+M

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY

AND SPEAKER CABLES AVAILABLE! DON'T MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. SAVE ON QUANTUM II, QUANTUM
III. QUANTUM REFERENCE. TEMPORAL CONTINUUM.
PANDORA, ORIGINAL, ASTRAL BLUE AND MORE. MANY
DIFFERENT LENGTHS. OVER 300 PAIRS OF NEW AND
DEMO CABLES AVAILABLE. FULL MANUFACTURES
WARRANTY. CALL NOW FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.
HCM AUDIO, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341.

Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity- Wilson
Reference Recording Chesky
Sheffield Lab Hrmonia Munch
Propnus - RCA Living Stereo - Klavier
Mercury Living Presence - plus many more
in and out of prnn recordings!

S.

OD -1 ssese dellfdCd

914-666-0550

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395; SIGN/SRM1-I
$859, PRO/LAMBOA(N1) $459. SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7

Apogee Audio Alchemy Audioquest B&K
Counterpoint Dynaco EAD Esoteric Forte
Kimber Silver Magnum Dynalab McCormack
PSB Rotel Jeff Rowland Scientific Fidelity
Sony ES Sota Stan Vandersteen
VPI
SUMMIT, NJ (908) 277-0333.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERSI ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! ALL MAJOR BRANDS. NOBODY BEATS
OUR PRICES! CABLE PRICE CLUB 1-800-377-9742.

Audio Outlet...

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-

SAN FRANCISCO AREA - IRRESISTABLY priced audiophile components accessories. Shipped delivered. World's
best! By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma CA
94954. (707) 765-1992

SCUNDLAB, CELECTION, MONSTER. STRAIGHTWIRE,
MUSICAL CONCEPTS. (909) 861.5413. APPOINTMENT.

WHO SAYS WE ONLY SELL CABLES??? CALL US, WE'LL
SEND OUR COMPLETE LIST OF AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS INCLUDING OUR CURRENT "SPE-

WANTED: MCINTOSH. MARANTZ, DYNACO. ALTEC.
JENSEN, FISHER. CITATION, JBL, ELECTROVOICE. CELLO. LEVINSON. AUDIO RESEARCH, CONRAD JOHNSON, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE/SOLID STATE.
(713)728-4343. FAX: (713)723-1301. MAURY CORE,
12325 ASHCROFT. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77035

$599; GRACE F9ERUBY 5199; F9E $125; FR1 MK3F $169
ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

FOSGATE, BBK. TARALAB, MUSIC REFERENCE,

&

Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

Optional Clear or Smoked Glass Doors

are available.

Completely enclosed back provides dust protection.

Compaa
No. A300 (Shown in Solid Brown Oak)

soRlce

L

P.O. Box

747-A Nutley, NJ 07110

Visa, MasterCard, American Esptess, Checks and Money Orders. All
come with a tO Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One Year Warranty.

We accept

\Models

AUDI O/IANUARY 1993
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size: 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D

Shipped to you fully assembled.
For Prices and Free Full Color Literature on our Complete Line of Audio/
Video Storage Systems: Call Toll Free
1-800-432-8005 or FAX your name
and address to 1.201.748.2592

/

Premium Parts & Accessories

The largest .selection of audiophile capacitors,
resistors, connectors, chassis wires in North
America. MIT MultiCaps, Wonder Caps -solder wire, Solen cap, Rel-Cap: Vishay, Holco, Caddock,
Resista resistors: MIT, Cardas, XLO, 8 silver
Chassis wires, custom cables 8 terminations' all
types of audio connectors and adaptors: silver
contact toggle, rotary switches 8 attenuator kits.
Tubes, feet, damping sheets 8 compounds, tools
and many accessories. Best prices 8 best service!
Phone 415 669-7181 or fax 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526. Inverness, CA 94937

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
DEMO SALE AT ARIEL...THE SPECIALIST IN COST EF-

FECTIVE HIGH -END: B&K, NEAR, Musical Desgn/
Concepts, Straightwire & Many More. Authorized Dealer.
Carmel, IN. Visa/MC. (317) 846-9766, 5.10PM.

SILVER LIGHTNING

INTERCON-

NECT! PURE SILVER. WONDERFULLY NATURAL.' Ultimate phono cable!! Excells anywhere! 100". money back.
lm $240/pr. Others, BALANCED: R. Bradley c/o BEAR
LABS, PO Box 144, Hannacroix, NY 12087. (518) 756.9894

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories.

The World's First Inexpensive
True Subwoofer:
The Hsu Research IIRSW10
Starting at $750 a pair plus shipping,
cylindrical
these
elegantly -finished
subwoofers provide tight, floor shaking
ultra clean bass to below 20 Hz.
"14.3 Hz to 40 Hz'(+0, -3 dB) "the
highest maximum output of all the
systems" "generated truly awesome room shaking bass..air pulsating around me"
"provides extremely good value for the
money, even counting the cost of a
moderate sized amplifier, and still better
value if you already have such an amp" Don Keele, Nov 92 Audio.
"the most effective subwoofer we have
"The skin -tingling and wall tested"
vibrating sensation it imparted (even at
moderate levels) was unmistakable" "a
'best buy- "+/- 2 dB 11 to 70 Hz" Julian Hirsch, Sep 92 Stereo Review.
Speaker Builder (3/92) found its distortion
at 24 Hz to be an order of magnitude
lower than the reviewer's reference with 4
instead of the 1 10 -inch of the HRSW10.
Available factory -direct with a 30 -day
money -back guarantee from:
Hsu Research
20013 Rainbow Way
Cerritos CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/FAX)

Name Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE
READY COMPANY. (800) 234.1006 for FREE 16 -page color
catalog.

-

HI Fl CLASSICS
USED HI END- HUGE SELECTION of
components, cables. etc. Competent & helpful salespeople
8 the best prices around. WE BUY, SELL 8 TRADE, INVENTORY LIST AVAILABLE. TEL: (718) 318-9618, FAX: (718)
318-9623.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES! See October '92 Audio,
Pages 343 8 347. Unbiased, Expert Advice. Best Trades!
Used Demo List. AUDIO CLASSICS ENTERPRISES. Visa/
MC Disc. (405) 842-3033.
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AUDIO SOLUTIONS

is Atlanta's Hi -End

source for Audio Research, McCormack,
Theta, Vandersteen, CODA, Wire World,
Acurus, Snell, Music Metre, Classe, Musical Design, Kimber Kahle, B&K, Magnum
Dynalab, Rotel, & VPI. 4880 Lawrenceville
Highway. (404) 381-0778.

AA/STEREO TECH.
LOW PRICES FAST DELIVERY! DENON. NAD, KEF,
B&W, ADCOM, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BOSTON,

HAFLER, VPI, ADS, M&K, ROCK SOLID, ONKYO.
BBK. DCM, SNELL, FRIED, VELODYNE, POLK.
SPICA, COUNTERPOINT, AND MORE!
FULL WARRANTY!!
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!!
414-836-2942

CALL US!!
FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUNDD INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (82731 IN
GA (404) 458-t679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and Service. ADCOM,
ARAGON, ARCAM, B&K, CAL, CELESTION. CODA,
CONRAD-JOHNSON, KLIPSCH, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE, MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD, NAKAMICHI,
NEAR. PARADIGM, ROGERS, SONOGRAPHE,
SONUS FABER. SOTA. STAX, THETA DIGITAL, VELODYNE, YAMAHA.AUDIO DEN, 2021 Smith Haven
Plaza, Lake Grove. NY 11755. (516)360-1990.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL 33549 PH: 1813)9482707

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN WIRE MANUFACTURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED
BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .35/
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REOUEST a (800) 321.2108, 24 HRS/DAY.
FAX (609) 428-1832. L A T INTERNATIONAL. DEPT A,
317 PROVINCETOWN RD., CHERRY HILL. NJ 08034.
ADCOM, B&K, HAFLER and CD MODS
Since 1979. our reengineering has set the highest standards for performance and value! Inexpensive modifications to "all-out'-Toroids, huge filter caps, Dual -Mono

conversions, outboard supplies. MC-3T(Teflonl
phono/line preamp board for Adcom, 86K and Hallersimply stunning! NEW I PA -1 driver boards for HAFLER

amps-incredible! SuperConnect

IV

interconnect-

the best or money back! We modify PHILIPS, ROTEL,
MAGNAVOX, MARANTZ and PIONEER CDs. X-mas
specials! Call for mailer today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS,
1832 BORMAN COURT. SUITE ONE, ST. LOUIS, MO
63146. (314) 275-4925.

DEFINITIVE
The Premier Eight

DEALER COST CLOSEOUT!! All B&W Rotel product at
cost. Also, Dahlquist M903, M905. M907, M909. D012. and
The Cube loudspeakers for sale at dealer cost. Call for copy
of dealer price list. Order Line: (800) 438-6040, Info: (704)
889-9223.
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING!
MIRAGE, PS, CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS,

AUDIOOUEST, FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA,
STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593 KING,

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403.
(803)723-7276.

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
A/D/S/ B&K CARVER CHICAGO STANDS DCM
DENON FRIED GRADOM&K NAKAMICHI . ONKYO
PS AUDIO SNELL SUMIKO THORENS VELODYNE
VPI, and others. AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI.
414-725-4431 SAVE SSS

$99 & $199 SPECIALS!!
--

COntad-JO111150t]-LipSigf1,

2733 Memléé; Dhivé rarfax, VA
o

22031

703 698 8581
_
,
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HUNDREDS OF BLOW-OUT SPECIALS! CALL US!! Nakamichi CD Player OMS -1 A 599! JBL 2800 $199pr.! Luxman
CD-DZ-92 $99! DENON DRA-435 RECEIVER $199! AR -04
Intra-amp 599! NAD 5060 CD PLAYER $199! plus many
more specials! CALL US! (206) 692-8201.

1

FOR SALE

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

MCINTOSH MC2500 52100; MC2205 $1100; MC2300
$1250: MR78 $950: M I3 $475: ARC SP 14 51800: SP9 $975:
SP6A $485: CL60 $2250: DYNA ST70 $250: PAS 5149:
FM3 $100: ROWLAND 7 $4600. (713) 728-4343.

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S! Mobile Fidelity. Sheffield, Reference. Chesky,

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic
projects. Low cost: stocked for quick delivery. Call for free
catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE

Offering year end specials! Purchase any component by
February 1st from our complete line of top Audio and Video
equipment and receive 2 pairs of Silver Interconnect absolutely FREE!! Refer to our ad in Dealer Showcase under HIFI FARM for equipment listing. Call TOLL FREE Nationwide
1-800-752-4018.
SPEAKER STANDS improve the sound of your speakers.
12" pedistal stands in ebony finish $24.95. Send $1 for
various heights & woodgrains to: Sterling Investments, 856
S. Aspen, Suite 21-S. Broken Arrow, OK 74012.

ADCOM, ADS, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG &
OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION,
DENON, FOSGATE, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, JBL, KEF, KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, POLK, REVOX,
TRIAD, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, AND MORE.
MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES. LIVE
ASSISTANCE WEEKDAYS. AUTOMATED
PRICING 24 HOURS. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC. (904) 262-4000.
MCINTOSH Bought -Sold-Traded-Repaired. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POB 176MB. Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.

Analogue Productions. Wilson. Klavier, Audioquest. Nautilus, OPUS 3. TBM, Proprius. Harmonia Mundi...many more
current, rare and out of print. Catalogue $3 in U.S.i$5 elsewhere. INFORMATION: (913) 825-8609. FAX: (913)

825-0156. ORDERS: 1.800-525.1630. ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS, BOX 2043, SALINA, KANSAS 67402.

Direct -To -Disc, Halfspeed, Quiex II & Import Pressings.
Great selection of In -Print Records & CD's. Quantity Discounts! Call for Free Catalog. Elusive Disc. 5346 N. Guilford
Ave Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317) 255-3446
,

the consumer electronics
industry, and the technical

Hl.tower Tray

Lfthonia.GA 30058
Deno/Info AaVUm
(4. )411035Lsr
52
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+PP'fY We Maw Anything

WHY RENT?
$AVE! $AVE!
CABLE TV
JERROLD OAK HAMLIN ZENITH
PIONEER SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

hobbyist. Stockrig an extensive

line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

READY-TO -SHIP!
6 MONTH WARRANTY!

v.t.

Exp ress

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton, Dhio 45402
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ABSOLUTELY LOWEST
WHOLESALE /RETAIL PRICES!
MASTER CARD VISA
AMEX C.O.D.

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

FREE COLOR CATALOG !

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS

rceww4uj

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI., Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (310) 397-9668

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8'year (4 -issues). Send $2
for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304. Suite 269A. No.
Hollywood, CA 91603

made

cn

1

(800) 950-9145

1470 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, SUITE 315 -AR
NO NY SALES
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803

Find out how good your
analog records really are!

erg

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

U..a.

11W-16.5

Record Cleaning Machine

DEPT. VA387.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: QUALITY ELECTRONICS
SALES & SERVICE. PROFITABLE. TREMENDOUS

There is a wealth of information in the
grooves of your analog records that
is hidden from you. Let the HW-16.5
safely remove all this gunk that is
clogging up your records, and he
amazed at how quiet, detailed and
natural -sounding records can he.
Vacuum pickup tube assembly,
automatically adjusts to the
thickness of any record.
35 second cleaning cycle (wash/
dry) per side
18 RP,1, high -torque turntable
motor for long life.
Powerful suction (vacuum)
ensures quick, deep Cleaningremoves old residue
Velvet coated record contacts
Leases a pristine, dry; static -free

GROWTH POTENTIAL. LOCATED IN BEAUTIFUL JACKSON HOLE. WY JOHN. (800) 359-8007.

CD PLAYERS
MUSICAL CONCEPTS = CD MUSICALITY
"Since 1979. Musical Concepts has been about satisfying musicality and transparency-not fancy faceplates.
nor unsupportable hype!"-ENIGMA V, "The best CD
value, outperforming $4000 transport DACs", for only
$649. EPOCH V. "More natural and musical than any
transporVDAC combination-breakthrough openness
and transparency!"-$995. All players use 384X oversampling! Try our CDT II "Stable Platter"-hear the
difference transports make($649)! We modify Rotel,
Philips, Magnavox, Marantz, Pioneer. Call for mailer
today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS. 1832 Borman Court,
Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

7985

DESCRAMBLERS

and accessories, geared toward

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

LEARN VCR REPAIR. HOME STUDY. HIGH -PROFIT REPAIRS WITHOUT MAJOR TOOLS. P.C.D.I., ATLANTA,
GEORGIA. FREE CAREER LITERATURE. 800-362-7070

SInger's Sppfe Dept ALl-12

CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line
distributor of electronic parts

376-8080.

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.
Grantsiloans to $500,000.00. Free recorded message: (707)
448-0270. (KF1)

Phone (404,482.4189 Ed 52

SPEAKER

Made to order in Butterworth biamp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers- Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

PUBLICATIONS

From Standard Records E CD's with the
Thompson &local Eliminator'" Call for
Catalog & Demo Record.

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print

BEST S1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! B&W
BANG & OLUFSEN CROWN NAKAMICHI
VMPS DENON TRIAD ADCOM CARVER
HARMAN/KARDON POLK MIRAGE KEF
+MORE +HONESTY. MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTIES! TECH ELECTRONICS. (904)

DIGITAL AUDIO WHITE PAPER: 25 years experience. Like
having your own audio consultant. Covers all aspects of
including purchase, setup. and insider information. $9.95
ppd. Visa'MC. 1-800-232-2191 (9-5 EST)

Rd
. VOCCA
SINGERS
Sl
UnlimRed Backgrounds'"

record

V.P.I

Ind. Inc., 77 Cliffwood Ave. #3B, Cliffwood, NJ. 07721
Tel: 908-946-8606 Fax: 908-946-8578
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Madisound Presents

CAR STEREO

The Cygnet

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source

Many Audio enthusiasts are searching
for a modest cost speaker system with the
dramatic sound of costly floor standing
units. Madisound believes the Cygnet approaches this ideal. It utilizes an eight
inch woofer and a state of the art fabric
dome tweeter. These Peerless drivers are
part of the prestigious CC series, and it
allows the Cygnet to perform above 105
dB and reach bass notes below 40 Hz. The
cabinet is a luxurious Oak veneer with
solid rounded corners, and is available in
a Clear or Black Oak Finish. This kit
comes with black grills, and can be assembled in an evening. The Cygnet looks and
sounds like the most sophisticated commercial systems, and your friends will
know you built them on y if you admit it.

19.0-

.

with great deals on car and home stereo: Panasonic.
JVC, Sony. PrecisionAudio Pioneer, Sherwood, HiFonics, Blaupunkt. MTX. Orion. Kenwood, Scosche
EFX. Autotek, JBL-Car, Clarion. Infinity and many others. We Carry alarms and a full line of installation kits.
Please call or write for FREE catalog. FREE UPS in 48
states. Visa MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe,
NY 10950(914)782-6044.
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Can't afford the loudspeaker
of your dreams?
We'll show you how to build it! From
bookshelf to horns to electrostatics.
Classic kits and new designs. A rich mix
of how-to and theory. From the world's
only magazine devoted to loudspeakers.
Only $45 for two yrs. (12 issues). 1 yr.
for $25 (6). U.S. $ only. Canada, add
$6/yr. for postage. Other countries $40
1 yr. $70 2 yrs.
air mailed.

HE (OVPEAKEAJOURNABox 494, Dept. AU2, Peterborough, Nit 03458
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Ordering Information: All speaker orders
will be shipped promptly, if possible by UPS.
COD requires a 25% prepayment, and personal
checks must clear before shipment. Add 10%
for shipping , residents of Alaska, Canada and
Hawaii, and those who require Blue Label air
service, please add 25%. There is no fee for
packaging or handling, and we will refund to
the exact shipping charge. We accept
Mastercard or Visa on mail and phone orders.
Il,*1
1

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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MAIL ORDER
THE BEST DISC, TAPE & COMPONENT STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold all
recording formats & Audio, Video components. FREE Mailorder Brochure (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101. San Francisco. CA
94133.

t

CD CABINETS

..E

STORADISC--See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street. Atlanta. GA 30303 1-800-848-9811.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE AUTHORIZED

PARTS AND

SERVICE. We repair and supply parts for all ACCUPHASE
and KENSONIC Amplifiers. Tuners. Compact Disc Players.
etc. Contact: ACCUTECH. 206 E. Star of India Lane. Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422.
Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.
INDEPENDENT AUDIO CONSULTANT: Don't be taken
advantage of by audio salesman, we can save you time and
money. Guidance on all aspects, from purchase to inexpensive room acoustic treatments. Visa MC. 1-800-232-2191
(9-5 EST).

SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION. Repair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available. Custom and Vintage tube equipment for sale. Service estimates
for audio equipment, old or new. BWS Consulting, 5609 N.
23rd Street, Arlington, VA 22205. (703) 536-3910.

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey. former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh. Tuner Modifications by Richard Modafteri, independent consultant to Audio
Classics, inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
Over 70 years combined experience. AUDIO CLASSICS.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., POB 176SAR, Walton, NY 13856
607-865-7200.
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Join the Best! Wanted: Ace Salespersons with extensive
experience (two years plus) High End Audio and or custom
install (media rooms, incl. ceiling mt. projection, multi
source,multi rm rem systems). Requirements: focused closer; organized; neat; articulate: reliable and persistent. Custom sales specific requirements: You must have designed,
planned, written proposals for, laid out & supervised at least
6 jobs 515.000 plus. 5600 per week. No b.s.-artists or
hardsell low end types. Annual income 50,000-100.000
(draw against generous comm.) Med plan; Reloc Exp. Subsidized. Please send resume to: Bruce E. Brinker. 165 West
46th Street, Suite 1109, New York. N.Y. 10036.
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SOUND BY SINGER
MASTER AUDIONIDEO INSTALLER
Extraordinary Career opportunity for organized motivated
individual with can do attitude and hands on approach. Head
up Service/Install Dept. N.Y.§ Top High End A V store.
Requirements: (1) Extensive Experience with survey. layout.
draw plans, install and service of High End audio systems,
media rooms, multi room, multi source remote control systems. including ceiling mount projectors (pre and post construction); (2) Trouble shoot repair all kinds of High End A V
components; (3) Terminate thick exotic cables: (4) Clean
drivers license; Top salary. Med plan. Relocation Exp. Subsidized. Please send resume to: Bruce E. Brinker, 165 West
46th Street. Suite 1109, New York. N.Y. 10036.

SOUND BY SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO/VIDEO SALES

1.11

SpeakerBuilder

The cabinets are cut and prefinished;
grills and crossovers are assembled. You
will need to mount the components and
solder the wires to the loudspeakers. If for
any reason you dislike the result, we will
give you a refund. Price $360/pair
110R air
Reid
Am way c1Yfl1 M/M I.a11M
lIr
Y

HELP WANTED

BEST RATES on major hotels, cruises & car rentals! Call for
your travel card: $29.95: 1.800-597-8894.

J

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKERS imports the world's finest speaker
components, crossovers, 8 kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
Ceratec. Focal, Morel. MB Electronics. Peerless. Polydax,
SEAS, LPG. Eton 8 Versa-Tronics. We also ship VMPS
systems 8 kits. Free literature. 3170 23rd Street. San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

BEST SELECTION 8 GUARANTY. 50 SPEAKERKITS
for HOMES, SURROUND SOUND. CARS, PROS 8 SUB -

A 8 S

PROFESSIONAL FOAM REPLACEMENT!!! GUARANTEED WORK. FIVE YEAR WARRANTY. FAST TURNAROUND. ALL BRANDS - ALL SIZES. ADVENT A SPECIALTY. NEVISONICS. 2305-A BARDSTOWN RD..
LOUISVILLE, KY 40205. (502) 451-CONE(2663) M -F 12-6
ÉST.

ACI: Quality speakers, factory direct. "...a pair of speakers of this quality for less than $750 is surely one of today's
best bargains." Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review. Sept. 1992.
Free catalog 1-800-346-9183.

T'

1

'1

SABRE -1

HI -END LOUDSPEAKERS from BROUGHAM AUDIO. In-

troducing our 3 4 cylinder, highly damped, non -box enclosure loudspeakers - using pulp fiber, MDF, lead. 8 aerospace
grade vibration damping. The SABRE -1 is an accurate, wellbalanced. 2 1)2 way, full range lower, capable of reproducing
a wide, deep. 3 -dimensional sound stage, with extraordinary
imaging precision, dynamics 8 transient attack. Not for
$3.000, or $2,000, but for a limited time only, $895 pr., with a
30 -day risk -free audition. For free information packet. or to
order, caliwrite: BROUGHAM AUDIO, 36 Barrontown Rd..
*11. Petal, MS 39465. (601) 584-8261.

ADCOM, ADS, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG &
OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION,
DENON, FOSGATE, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, JBL, KEF, KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, POLK, REVOX,
TRIAD, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, AND MORE.
MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES. LIVE
ASSISTANCE WEEKDAYS. AUTOMATED
PRICING 24 HOURS. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC. (904) 262-4000.

CONCRETE SPEAKERS Serious

yet inexpensive design, not another book shelf clone! Kit or
assembled. JK Audio, 2701 N. 45th Road. Sandwich, IL
60548 (815) 786-2929 Visa MC.

GRILL CLOTH-

VERY HIGH GRADE.
ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT KNIT GRILL CLOTH.
AVAILABLE IN SIX COLORS.
YD. X 60" - $8.99 SPEAKERWORLD 1-800-359-0366.

adhesive

instructions 527 95 pair
Do ti yourself with SAT
STEPP A0010 TI:CM1101.0GIES
PO BOO

IOft.

800.747.3692

I

ELAT ROCA. MC 28731

9i5A/AIC

AUDIOPHILE GRADE
PARTS

WE REPAIR SPEAKERS! Call for
FREE Estimates. SPEAKER CLINIC. (404) 933-0101.

the los' 4 years. SONIC FRONTIERS INC. has been
offering audiophile hobbyists Nom oround the world, the
highest quality electronic ports for their audio electronic
prolecrs. We have continued to expand our line Of parts
and components to satisfy the needs Of our demanding
Clientele We are Pleased to feature the following lines
For

WANTED

CAPACITORS:

TRADE-INS

'

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

CROSSOVER NETWORKS, PASSIVE. CUSTOM, STANDARD, WHOLESALE PRICES. FREE BROCHURE. DESIGN ASSISTANCE. DEALERS WELCOME. FERGITRON
ELECTRONICS, BOX 674. LEVITTOWN, NY 11756. (516)
735-2019.

Surrounds

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vita. more! Crossover parts-design books also. Catalog $2. Meniscus. 2575 28th St..
SW, UNIT 2. Wyoming, MI 49509 (616) 534-9121

237-4800.

SIMPLY SPEAKERS does professional foam replace meets any size brand. 7 Year Warranty. We also sell
foam surrounds for $22.95 pr. In -wall speakers. MC'
V ISA'DISCOV E R: 1-800-767-4041

Foam speaker surround

Iron' SAT
replacements
will
us. you %dreg. of
dollar: All ans. including
AR ADVENT BOSE JBL

WOOFERS. JBL. DYNAUDIO. POLYDAX, MOREL. SEAS,
ELECTROVOICE 8 VIFA. NEW 8 USED ELECTRONICS:
AWARD -WINNING CROSSOVERS, ANALYZERS. 64p.
CATALOG, $2. GOLD SOUND. 4285 S. BROADWAY.
ENGLE WOOD. CO 80110.

SPEAKER RECONING ; Refoaming Kits; Crossover
Kits, 8 Mods By "Van Evers"; Grills Made To Specs;
Diaphragms. Mids & Tweets; New Speaker Test Lab
Using L.E.A,P.-L.M.S- THE SPEAKER EXCHANGE, 1242
E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33604. (613)

Ir,

00 IT YOURSELF
SPEAKER REPAIRS

LOUDSPEAKERS

MultiCop - Film /Foil or Metallized.
World's best FILM CAPACITORS!
MIT
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When in Boston, please visit the world's
smallest HIR shop, featuring products by:
ALCHEMY
AUDIOQUEST

NAD
PARADIGM

BOSE
HAFLER

PHILIPS

HARMAN KARDON
LEXICON
MARANTZ

SONY
STAX
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
GOLD AFRO offering rested and erected nsoes r d grades (Standard.
Gad and EAaen,um) roe the dec Wm,a rg tubeopnle 4 Monte war.
ranN1; RAM TgbeWaks CAROM RFA leaks pkn, rodkue wee and
shielded cdbie WI, TIFFANY EDISON PRICE Muvc Posts ALK, BOURNS
Voter, and Balance Contras NEUTRIK %LP plugs. GRAVNILI rotary
weans. MELON wee (maw gouges and adders). ANALOG DEVICES
AD827JN ADAd?$d PEARL tgoe Coders Ao500kets, CAE (Curcio
Audio Engineering) DAN EL PreAmp on (MK, and MKII) aid DYNACO

SONY®
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA

Rebuid Ka: SONIC
100(

251710

best

FRONTIERS

mono adder dtenuara 105120K. 50íC
plus tube fooketk, fMNCan,
etc

sat,. canted wagtbi

ductal nuc'rdyr capa ltas

02139

SPEC:IALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS

DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE'

(611) 5472727
STORE HOURS:

M -F
SAT

10-7
10-6

Pbose CALL

WRITE

a

EA%

FREE 1992 PRODUCT

CATALOGUE,

SONIC FRONTIERS
ID

I

INCORPOR

i

-/el Pm IPs ROAD. UNIT

19, OAK VIL4:.

A

e

ONTARIO, CANADA I6L en5

TEL (416) 847-3245

MC WISA, DISC/AMEx

The Critics
Had Their
30 -Day,
No -Risk,
In -Home
Audition.

for our

FAX (416) 847-5471

"You'll fall in love with this speaker's clear sound. I feel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
it's price."
Bruce Bartlett, High Performance Review Summer 1991
.

"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... I was constantly reminded of the Quad ESL -63, with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres through the
middle and upper voices... The Parsecs are speakers for symphonic
music; to the Sibelius Second they brought a naturalism and presence
simply unmatched by any ether design under consideration,"
-

Lawrence Johnson, CD Review, Nov. 1991

"The Lumen is the best under -51000 speaker have heard."
I

Kenneth Duke, The Sensible Sound. No. 43. Summer 1991

1

BOSE, JBL REFOAMING.QUALITY SERVICE ON ALL BRANDS SINCE 1977. CALL
ABOUTOUR BOSE 901 UPGRADE MOD., REFOAMING.
REPLACEMENT PARTS. FAST SERVICE. SPEAKER WORLD. 813-544-3511. 800-359-0366. MC-VISA -AMEX.

NEAR - 50M IS THE MOST MUSICALLY ACCURATE
LOUDSPEAKER REVIEWED BY THIS NEWSLETTER BOUND FOR SOUND. Complete review from THE ABSOLUTE SOUND also. NEAR 207-353-7307.
BOZAK SPEAKER REPAIRS, using original manufacturer's
machinery. specifications, techniques and dies. Quality
workmanship. NEAR 207-353-7308.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low
prices, shipped direct to you. Free price sheet. Arthur Mor
gars. 886 East Charing Cross CR.. Lake Mary, FL 32746.

"From it's clear, sweet. solid sound, we declare the Lumen a winner!"

Isn't It Time
You Had

Music and Audiophile, January 1992

For someone who is looking for a good speaker at under a grand,
the Lumen would be my top recommendation right now."
"

-

Yours?

Karl Nehring, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer 1991

urge you to rush and give the Lumen a listen. think you will
definitely fall in love with these American speakers!"
"I

I

-

IC

Modern Audio, January 1992

For your own copy of our free 12 -page color brochure
and review reprints please call us toll -free at:

O

NI

since 1989
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Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821

LOUDSPEAKERS
CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct.
Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS, POB 460.
RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

-

Large selection of high LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS
quality Cabinets ready to finish in Oak. Walnut and solid color
laminates. Grenier Cabinets, 5901 Jennings Road. Horseheads, NY 14845. (607) 594-3838.

LOWEST
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

RECORDS
USED LPs. AUDIOPHILE COLLECTIONS. MOSTLY
CLASSICAL. $3.00 FOR LIST. 2.000
VISTA- CA 92085.

+

TITLES. BOX 1766.

2-6 P.M.. WEEKDAYS.

-

WANT
JBL Hartsfield, EV Patrician, Singles OK, McIntosh. Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W.
Albion, Chicago. IL 60645. (312) 338-1042. evenings.
WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC. JBL. MARANTZ OLD

EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE. #A.
TORRANCE, CA 90502.
BUY USED MID TO HIGH END EQUIPMENT. (303)
777-6064. LEAVE MESSAGE IF NOT IN.
I

HI-FI SUPPLIES --PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC,
C.J., KRELL. SPECTRAL. ROWLAND, THRESHOLD &

OLD MARANTZ. MCINTOSH TUBE EQUIP. (212)
219-3352, 7 DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY).

Audio City Always Paying top for: Studer, Levinson, McIntosh. Marantz. CJ. ARC. Quad. Leak, Western Electric,
Telefunken. Vintage Speaker systems, raw units by Tannoy,
W.E., EV, JBL. Altec, Jensen. Audio tubes by Telefunken.
Genalax, etc. P.O. Box 802. Northridge, CA 91328-0802.
Tel: 818-701-5633. David Yo.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn. EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm.
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP SS FOR CLEAN. COLLECTABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON. HARTSFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS.
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

MARANTZ, REL, HADLEY, FAIRCHILD, WESTERN ELECTRIC, ETC., TUBE EQUIPMENT. ALSO. UNUSUAL HI-FI
EQUIPMENT. OLD HI -F1 BOOKS. MAGAZINES & CATALOGS. PAUL: (313) 737-0429.
COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL- to pick-up: tube MARANTZ.
McIntosh, TANNOY Speakers. SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL,
etc. MONO/Stereo. (718) 387.7316. NEW YORK.
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Denon (17)
Esoteric Audio (18)
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HALF MILE VINYL. Affordable used LP's. Selected w care.
Cleaned & graded. All categories. Call ',information. SASE
lists wants: Box 98. East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)
295-2508.

WANTED TO BUY

.

B

STANTON: 881MKIIS - $108PPD!. 500MKI178RPM $38PPD! K A B: Brushes (Stylus - $3PPD, LPi45 -$11 PPD.
78RPM - $17PPD). Gliding Platters '" - "Nitty-Gritty Upgrade'- $15PPD. Nifty -Gritty: Purifiert &2 -$16PPD. VacDeoxIT: "Interconnect Restorer!"
Sweep(4) - $11 PPD!
Solvent -free!- S22PPD. Free Catalog. Order today! CHK'
MO: KAB Electro -Acoustics. P.O. Box 2922. Plainfield. N.J.
07062-0922. (908) 754-1479.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, HARTSFIELDS. W.E.. PATRICIANS. TANNOY, KRELL. LEVINSON. ARC, ETC. Call
LAST for absolutely highest collector prices on mint equipment. Act before market weakens. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,

INDEX

B&K(6)

CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes.
record lockets. sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM
663. POB 8212, COLUMBUS. OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.
LV

SoundSearch - Providing record research services of all
kinds including appraisal, acquisition. sale&auction, documentary research & discographical information. Sound Search, P.O. Box 5010, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745.
Phone: (818) 855-7909 Fax: (818) 855-7913.

AD

Adding thunder to your Audio/Video or highend
stereo music system9 The Larger VMPS Subwoofer
($479ea kit. $599ea asseml generates less distortion (0.4% 7HO/1W/22Hz-250Hz) at a lower
cutoff frequency ( 3dB, 17Hz1 and higher output
levels (120dB /1m1 than any competitor regardless
of price.
This 1501b, dual 15" and 12" true Subwoofer is one
of four low-cost. high quality lowbass modules designed to satisfy every audiophile's requirements
for clean, extended first -octave response. Ot:r
Smaller Subwoofer ($259ea kit. $329ea assem)
and Dedicated Subwoofer ($349ea kit, $429aa
assem) provide 28Hz bass ( 3d8) in compact 2ft'
enclosures. The Original VMPS Subwoofer ($349ea
$429ea assem) breaks the 20Hz barrier in less
than 5ft' total volume. All woofers operate from the
optional Passive Crossover ($30 kit $40assem)
and a Dual Voicecoil version ($201 of the Smaller
and Original woofers permits single sub operation

with stereo satellites.
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9
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Cover II
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25
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38 & 39
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24
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5
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115
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12 & 13
Lexus (25)
109
M & K Sound (26)
51
Martin -Logan
79, 127
McIntosh (27, 28)
137
Microscan (29)
42
Midwest Electronics
Mitsubishi
Cover III & Cover IV
(30, ) ..
2 & 3
Mobile Fidelity (32)
91, 113, 129
Mondial (33, 34, 35)
MTX
119
MTX/Soundcraftsmen (36)
7
Nakamichi
147
Nordic Flex (37)
151
Olympus (38)
103
Onkyo
71
Paradigm (39)
72 & 73
Philips
27, 41
Pioneer (40, 41)
100 & 101
Polk (42)
75
Polygram Records
106 & 107
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105
Reel to Real (44)
42
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153
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125
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135
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80
Transparent Audio (49)
136
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133
Velodyne (51)
1

Call or write for literature and

test reports

on all

VMPS systems. including the OSO 626 A V Monitor
($269ea kit. $329ea assem), the "Best Buy" Tower
II ($479ea kit. $649ea assem) and Tower II Special
Edition ($738ea kit. $938ea assem), the all-out
Super Tower Ill ($4700pr kit, $5600pr assem), and
the OSO Series of bookshelf speakers starting at
$159ea Kits are supplied with assembled cabinets
and all prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
du, (tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr. El Sobrante, CA 94803
15101222-4276 Fax. (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio Boston, Sounds Incredible
Brookfield Ct Hamisch Norton NYC NY, Dynamic Sound.
Washington DC, Hdi Farm. Beckley WV. Pace Audio. Decatur.
Ga American Audio Greenville SC Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL. Arthur Morgan. Lake Mary. FL. Sound Solutions, CarAudio Specialists
lisle PA Sounds Deluxe Clarendon Hats
South Bend In Audio Connection Terre Haute In, Ruth
Industries St Louis Mo Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis Mn,
Audio by Gil Morrison Detroit Mi Concert Sound San Antonio
T. Stereoworks. Houston Tx Lookout Electronics Longview
Wa Aliordable Audio, Fresno Ca Exclusively Entertainment
Oceanside. Ca Hal Broda Escondido Ca, Christopher Hansen
Ltd Beverly Hills Ca Audio Haven. Upland Ca. Sounds unique,
San Jose Ca. Private Line Home Entertainment. Stockton Ca
Golden Ear. Chico Ca. hone Audio. El Sobrante Ca The Sound
11,

Room, Vancouver BC Can

Yamaha
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Can you spot the Mitsubishi 35" TV in this ad?
(Hint: it's the one sitting behind our new 407)

It's 31% bigger than a 35" 119% bigger than a 27" and 1000% bigger than
we could show you in this ad. It's the new Mitsubishi 40;'the largest tube to evision you
can buy. Once you've seen it, it's kind of hard to see anything else.

Art MITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY. ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE'
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